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ABSTRACT

Both Sibilla Aleramo (1876-1960), one of Italy's rnost renowned and controversial women

writers, and autobiography, as a generic minefield for debates on theories of the subject,

have received a good deal of critical attention over the past fifteen years. The

uncompromisingly autobiographical nature of Sibilla's work has been, at various tim€s,

revered and reviled, be it for what she says, or how she says it. My focus is precisely on

ttre different forms she uses to write her self in four texts - a fictional autobiography, lyrical

novel, epistolary novel and a diary - and how these construct, modify and deconstnrct her

self-representations in a continual process of intertextual reading and revising. Yet her texts

resist easy classification. While sometimes confirming boundaries of genre and gender,

they also constantly call them into question by exposing their limits, their intenection with

fictional norrns, and their shifting discursive afhliations.

Because Sibilla was all her life concerned with gender, and the relationship of

femininity to her writing, many aspects of her work appear relevant today. I explore how

they anticipate feminist theories on the construction of female subjectivity in a combination

of theory and autobiographical practice which highlights the interrelationship of the nro.

Here Sibilla's focus on the maternal is particularly indicative of this tendency, wherc it is

woven into the generic structures of her texts as well as being an important focus of the

autobiographical "story". Furthermore, her texts challenge the notion of self defined by

male bias, and present opportunities for critical testing of autobiographical theorics

themselves by offering not one, but several, works fon examination.
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Chapter One

Constructing a Self: Autobiography, Women, and the Texts of

Sibilla Aleramo

The overwhelmingly autobiographical nature of Sibilla Aleramo's writings poses an

exciting challenge for those of us interested in women's autobiographies and the recent

critical studies that have proliferated alongside them. Her work negotiates a precarious

tight-rope benveen appearing as the product of the discourses of her time (which in a sens€

all writing is), and curiously contemporary, where she voices concerns that have today

been taken up and woven into theoretical debates on the interaction of gender and genre,

and the ways masculinity and femininity, as they are constructcd in our culture, become

inscribed in our texts. She is neither a consistent nor a comfortable writer, creating selves

which embody the contradictions, undecidability, and fragmentation dear to the

postmodern heart, yet consciously adhering to a belief in an essential femininity beloved of

the "old masters" in her attempts to construct a subjectivity marked femalc. She is as

caught up in the discursive frameworks, the gender-steeped metaphors, and the social and

cultural parameters of her femaleness, as I, in my own textual enterprise, find myself tro be.

Questions of writing and mothering, relationships and creativity, have crossed historical

and geographical distances, and in their different ways, play as crucial a part in my

autobiographical "sub-text", as they do in Sibilla's self-representations. The "truths" that

are reiterated point to a rc-examination of the concepts of experience, self, woman, and

their texnral and generic inscription in autobiographical forms.
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For Sibilla Aleramo,life and text were synonymous experiences, each informing

and enriching the other, although as she admitted, she always gave precedence to lifc.

"Prima vivere, poi poetare" ["First live, then create"],I was her creed, but it produced an

anxious tension against which she measured herself all her life. Later, in order to justify

the lack of the "masterpiece" she longed all her life to produce, she wrote: "Ho fatto della

mia vita...il capolavoro che non ho avuto cosi modo di creare in poesia" ["I made of my

life...the masterpiece that I was thereforc unable to create in my work"l.2 The blurring of

boundaries between what we may perceive as the separate spaces of life and art testifies to

her conception of both as a constnrction, that she felt she was unable, however, to maintain

simultaneously and as fruifully as she wished. Herown uniting practice with ia gaps and

silences is richly filled, she assures us, with her passionate living, yet there is a pathos in

her fear "...di esser condannata a sparire senza che niuno possa tramandare la mia essenza,

nonostante tune le parole che ho scritto e detto, e nonoslante tutto I'amore illimitato che ho

nutrito per i singoli c per I'umanitA..." ["...of being condemned to disappear without

transmitting to anyone my essence, despite all the words that I have written and spoken,

and despite all the love I have cherished for particular people and for humanity..."l.3 Of

course, in the gaps between her published works, she never stopped uniting. Letters,

journals, articles, essays, lyric poetry, as well as jottings on scraps of paper, memos, even

shopping lists were faithfully kept, rccording the most minute particulan of herdaily living

as if these, too, contained some key to the self she consciously constructed as part of her

"autobiographical pact"4 of [ving, then writing about it, the literal, then figurativc,

rendering of her presence to herself and, indubitably, to othen.

I SiUiUa Aleramo, IJn amore insolito: Diario Ig4I-IgtU, ed. Alba Morino, Milan, Felninelli, 1979, p.

12. Unless otlrerwise indicarc4 all ranslations are my own.

2 SiUitta Aleramo, ibid., p. l4?.
3 SiUitt" Aleramo, Diario di una bnm: Diario lg4s-Igffi,ed- Alba Morino, Milan, Felrinelli, l9?8, pp.

407-408.

4 Th" t"rt is usd by Philippe Lejeune in I* Pacre autobiographique,Pais.Editions du Seuil, l9?5, to

denote an understanding between the autobiographer and his/her readen that ttre "I" of lhe narrative is equat

!o tlp "I" of the author.
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Women's traditional exclusion from the autobiographical canon has been widely

registered while it is common knowledge that women's writing, generally, has been

denigrated, and consequently excluded, precisely because it is "too" autobiographical. The

word itself, is seen to be gender-specific; positive and self-affirming when applied to male

texts, negative and self-effacing for female texts. In my own readings of much theoretical

material, I have found that the terms autobiography and autobiographical seem to be rather

unproblematically bandied about, testifying to the general blurring of its generic

conventions. Autobiography, in its most formal sense, tends to be situated within a

cultural and historical formulation of the idea of self, emerging from the late Middle Ages

and early Renaissance, through the Enlightenment celebration of the Cartesian rational,

coherent self, and the Romantic preoccupation with subjective experience; of a "self' that,

as many feminist critics have documented, although represented as "universal", is male.

It points very quickly to consideration of the gender-steeped public and private

spheres of utterance, to the cultural situating of autobiogaphy within the retrospective

account of some famous man considered a representative of his time, as against the daily

outpourings, deemed autobiographical, consigned to a locked drawer, of some unknown

woman, hidden away from thc eyes of history, consumed by silence. Historically, the few

exceptional women, most defiantly unrepresentative of their time, who wrote

autobiographies for publication and thus expected, indeed welcomed, the intnrsion of the

reader, were themselves intruders in an androcentric tradition that from its very inception,

culturally and psychologically excluded them. The ideology of individualism, upon which

notions of the historical autobiographical self depends, does not take into account women's

different sociocultural and psychosexual developmenrs

The autobiographical, writes Sidonie Smith, "can be defined as written or verbal

communication that takes the speaking 'I' as the subject of the nalrative, rendering the 'I'

both subject and object".6 But this definition erases the many autobiographical works that

5 Emblematic of this view is Georges Gusdorfs influential 1956 essay, "Conditions and Limis of
Auobiography", trans. James Olney , n Awobiography: Essays Tlvoretical and Critical, ed. James Olney,

hinceton, hinceton University Press, 1980, pp. 28a8.
6 Sidonie Smith, A Poetics of Wom,zn's Aurobiography: Marginality and the Ficrions of Sef-
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adopt the distancing third-person narrative, constituting a genre of its own, that of

autobiographical fiction, which contradicts the traditional although now thoroughly

challenged definition of autobiography as non-fiction. Joyce's Portrait of the Anist as a

Young Man comes to mind, as does Grazia Deledda's Cosima, while Sibilla Aleramo

declared that her autobiographical novel Il frusirc (1932), in which her persona is thinly

disguised under the aristocratic name, Caris di Rosia, was the most authentic of all her

self-representations. Some see all writing as, in a sense, autobiographical, containing

elements that have been registered through the discursive and cultural influences on a

certain subjectivity. The so'called objective writings of science and history are not

excluded from this scrutiny, nor are their epistemological assumptions.

The problem of generic boundaries, if and where to erect them, has preoccupied

critics of autobiography for the past thirry years. The genre marked autobiography has

been plucked from a sort of benign neglect, where it languished as an offshoot of a

category vaguely marked history, defined by its adherencc to the world of "fact", and has

become a fashionable literary imperative, categorized, and caryed up into a hierarchy of

types, among which feature the journal, the travel diary, the fictional autobiography, the

memoir, the letter, the epistolary novel, the confession, the literary self-portrait, and oral

histories. Anempts to define the genre and its retinue of sub-genres have, however, only

served to prove how elusive and problematic such categorizations tend to be. Fredric

Jameson has alerted us to the ideological conventions surrounding generic boundaries,

stating that genres "arc clearly implicated in the literary history and formal production they

were traditionally supposed to classify and neutrally to describe".T Peter Rabinowiu

acknowledges the inherent ambiguity of genres in his simple remark, "genres can

overlap",S and focusses on the role of generic structures in determining interpretive

Representation, Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1987, p. 19.

7Fr"dri" Jameson, Tlrc Political llnconscions: Narrativc as a Socially Symbolic Act, Ithaca, N.Y.,

Cornell University Press, 1981, p. 107.

8 Peter Rabinowitz, Before Reading, Nanative Conventions ail ttrc Politics of Interpretatlon, Ithaca,

N.Y., Cornell University Press, 1987, p.192.
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strategies for the reader. His emphasis on thc reader and not the writer as constructor of

genre, leads to his defining genre as "preformed bundles of operations performed by

readers in order to recover the meanings of texts, rather than as sets of features found in the

texts themselves".9 The notion of a formal genre, which as Derrida obseives, "has always

in all genres been able to play the role of order's principle",l0 is itt itself culturc-bound to

an idea of authenticity, presence, and normality, encoded in a single truth to which worlen,

blacks, Jews and other ethnic minorities hisorically absent from dominant discourses, and

confined to an inferior "otherness", cannot possibly adhere.

Significantly, what have been considered offshmts of autobiography, such as

diaries, letten and conversion narratives whose classification as such, suggest inferior, or

lesser manifestations of the norm, are forms in which women's participation has been

prolific. Jane Marcus sees the raditionally low status of autobiography in the pariarchal

canon as a reason for its survival for use by women and other minority goups. In noting

the vast number of historically interesting memoirs by women in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries she offers this explanation. "Because autobiography was a'lessetr'

form, requiring from its author keen observation rather than divine creativity, men were

less likely to criticize women for engaging in a harmless activity that required only talent,

not genius".ll

If, as Anne Cranny-Francis maintains, the ideology of generic fiction is more

often than not extremely conservative, stereotlping women into predicuble oppositional

types of virgin and whore,l2 what happens to the ideology of "self' embedded in the

genre autobiography? Traditionally promoting man in the light of separateness and

individual integrity, against which historical women are thoroughly erased and cannot

9 Pete, Rabinowitz, ibid., p. l??.

l0 Jrcq,*s Denida, "La loi du Genre/The Law of Genre', Eans. Avital Ronnell, Glyph 7, 1980, p.228.
I I J-" ldarcus,"Invincible Mediarity: The Private Selves of Public Women" in Ttv Pivare Sef : Tluory

and Practice of Women's Writing, ed. Shari Benstock, london, Routledge, p. f 20.

12 Anne Cranny-Francis, Feminist Fiction, Cambridge, Polity Press, 1990, p. 19.
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perceive themselves, it appears that women are doubly disadvantaged when attempting to

inscribe subjectivities through discursive and generic forms which do not account for their

specificity. Janet Gunn argues that the idea of the self as an inviolablc essence existing

apart from society is itself a generic construct based on the Cartesian cogito infomting

classical autobiographical theory.l3 In fact Derrida, following on from his association of

writing, the disruptive underbelly of all discourse, with the feminine, asserts that woman

is autobiography, even when it is a man who writes it.la Positing the feminine as a

potentially destabilizing effect of discourse and establishing "woman" similarly as the

counterpart of genre, where boundaries are erected to disguisc ambiguous, overlapping

tendencies, does little, however, to address the problem of the actual woman

autobiographer situated at a particular historical juncturc. As "woman", "the very ground

of representotion",l5 the terrain of discourse against and through which man constnrcts

himself, she must remain speechless, denied subjectivity. Conversely, as a potentially

liberating site of discursive resistance, she also risks having her differences (for example,

those of country, language, class, race, sexual orientation, material circumstances, or age)

elided, in order to stand in Lacanian tenns as a universal symbol for phallic lack, and in

Derridean deconstruction, the eternal outsider of logocennic discourse flining about the

margins. Whichever way we look at it, women are in a no-win situation, remaining a

generic (genderic?) subcategory, denied subjective agency.

Feminist theorists have quickly registered their discomfort with this continuing

objectivization of woman even if presented as a seductive textual site of ontological

multiplicity. Post-nrodem theories of the free-wheeling, deregulated subject, according to

Smith, "threaten(s) another kind of subjection that would erase real women outside the

13 Jan"t Varner Gunn,Adobiography: Towards a Poetics of Experience, Philadelphia, Univenity of

Pennsylvania Press, 1982, pp. 7-8.

14 See Jacques Derrida, "Roundtable on Autobiography", in The Ear of the Other: Otobiography,

Transference,Translation'texts and discussions with Jacques Derrida, Engtish edition edited by Christie V.

McDonald, rans. Peggy Kamuf, New York, Schocken Bmks, 1985, p.79.

15 Teresa de Lauretis' term in Alice Doesn't: Feminism, Semiotics, Cinena, Bloomington, lndiana

University Pness, 1984, p. 13.
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text, silence the heterogeneous specificities of their experiences, including the experiences

of opprcssion, in service to the impersonal and homogenizing technologies of rampant

textuality".l6 She has also drawn attention to the dangers of applyrng tm haphazardly the

subversive, resistant subject as a universalizing identity based on a sense of communal

experience.lT

The most recent work on women's autobiography has explored ways in which

women's self-writing has exploded by calling into question traditional boundaries of

linearity and orderliness associated with the genre. Estelle Jelinek, in what was probably

the first comprehensive, historical study of autobiographies written by women, noted a

certain formlessness, an intemrpted, fragmented quality which she attributed to their

tendency to write in the more discontinuous, spontaneous forms of journals, letters and

diaries, genres she concluded, that suited the particular nature of their lives.lS Sidonie

Smith argues that, on the connary, hily women autobiographers do adopt the linear,

retrospective form characteristic of male use of the genre.19 She proposes a close textual

rcading alert to ttre strategies of reticence, displacement and disnrption, which both endorse

and critique the mode, and exposes the problematic nature of female self-representation

within such stnrctures. Domna Stanton, who coins the tcrm "autogynography" to denote

the inscription of a specifically female subjectivity, declares that "generic boundaries have

plagued studies of autobiogrophy",2O while Shad Benstock notes the difficulty of

theorizing women's autobiographical writing at all, given its location at generic margins.

"Writing that works the borders of definitional boundaries bears witness both to repressive

inscription under the law of genre and to the freedom and dispossession of existence

16 Sidonie Smith, Subjectivity, Identity, and the Body: Women's Autobiographical Practiccs in the

Twenticth Century, Bloomingon, lndiana University Press, 193, p. 59.

l7 See Sidonie Smith, ibid., p. 186.

18 Estelle Jelinek, e/..,Women's Awobiography: Essays in Criticism, Bloomingon, Indiana University

Press, 1980, p. 19.

19 Sidonie Smith, A Poetics of Women's Aurobiography, p. 11.

D Dotna C. Santon, et., Tt e Female Aurograph: Tlrcory and Practice of Autobiography from the Tenth

to tlu Twentieth Century, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 19&4, p. vii.
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outside the law".2l Celeste Schenck has testified to the highly ideological and political

biases informing the establishment of genre codes, and linked these "to a fetishizing of

aesthetic purity - not unlike that which this culture maintains of virginity - which has

distinctly gendered overtones".z Felicity Nussbaum alerts us to the shifting historical and

political issues marking the notion of female difference, with ttreir grounding in ideological

discourses and the generic stnrctur€s adopted to frame them. She maintains that "especially

in autobiographical texts, identities interact with generic conventions; identities are

produced through genres, and autobiographical genres through conceptions of identi5r".23

In attempting to inscribe a self historically absent and denied a theorctical stage for

existence, autobiography, as Celeste Schenck puts it, "can be a way of coming ta writing

for a woman",24 in contrast to its status as the retrospective summing up of a lived life.

This was certainly true for Sibilla, who, finding the term "woman" problematic and

theoretically inadequate, explored available self-rcpresentations through a mixture of genres

while tugging at their borders. Using her life as the "stage" for such an activity proved a

life-long endeavour. To prolong the theatrical metaphor, we can join Nancy Miller who

rather dramatically asks: "How does a woman writer perform on the stage of her text?".25

If we substitute "genre" for "stage", it can perhaps suggest the shifting positions she, and

we as readers, may have to adopt in our approach to the subject(s) under constnrction.

Certainly, the problem of establishing and situating a female subjectivity is not new to

women's writing, and, in the work of Sibilla Aleramo, maintains a particularly productive

tension, informing her positing of a textual subjectivity, with a problematics of fcmale

creativity which accompanies all phases of her vast oulput, modifying, transforming and

21 Snaoi Benstock, Tlw Private SeIf, p.2.
22 Celest" Schenck,"All of a Piece", n LifelLines: Tlnorizing Women's Autobiographj, d. Bella Brodz&i

and Celeste Schenck, Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1988, p. 283.

23 felicity A. Nussbaum , The Autobiographical Subject, Gender and ldeology in Eighteenth-Cenrwy

England, Baltimorc, Johns Hopkins Univenity Prass, 1989, p.65.

Z Celeste Schenck, "All of a Piece", in LifelLines, p.287.
25 Nancy Miller, "Wriring Fictions: Women's Autobiography in France", in Subject to Change: Reading

Feminist Wriling, New York, Columbia University Press, 1988, p. 49.
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transgressing that subjectivity as a result.

Sibilla Aleramo did not confine herself to one particular autobiographical geffE.

Unselfconsciously experimenting with a variety of forms, which often carried fragrnents of

some other modes of writing, such as lines from poems (her own and others), excerpts

from her journal, or from letters (both wrinen by herself and received from others), she

created a collage of self-representations, which, thrcugh crossing generic boundaries, arc

constantly re-reading, reviewing, revising, and questioning former selves, and, in the

process, exploding notions of generic containment. Instead of examining this textual

output as primarily a subversion of some clearly-defined generic law (thus cementing the

"norm" firmly in its cennal position and highlighting women's marginality to it),I believe

that these texts may exist in their most dynamic form in the "autobiographical", as a related,

constantly evolving series of discourses to be negotiated through poetry, novel, letter and

journal-writing, and that this interweaving of forrr and available narratives which has

found resonance in all of Sibilla Aleramo's autobiographical writings, may be particularly

indicative of that quest for a female subjectivity a woman writer must embark on in an

androcentric gerue. Yet again, the notion of a "quest" is embedded in male forrruliations of

self where, according to Sidonie Smith, the journey can proceed in one of nvo directions,

either outwards through consecutive stages of progressive growth, or inwards in a

romantic stripping away of false selves to an essential core, which Smith sees as a

consolidation of the rational, autonomous individual of autobiognphy.6 For Sibilla, the

journey questions as much as it "quests" in circular and intertextual patterns, engaging her

own status as writer, reader, re-reader, and often defender of previous texts. The anxiety

with which she feels she must justify, revise, and reformulate her self-representations

cannot just be attributed to post-modem textual ambiguities. Of course men have also used

generic innovation to denote a crisis of self-representation, but their preoccupation with

genre has been dictated more by exciting aesthetic imperatives, the modernist challenglng

of traditional ideologies, along with the shattering by psychoanalysis of comfortable

26 Sidonie Smirh, Subjectivity,Identity, and the Body,p.18.
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notions of a knowable self in its positing of the unknowable, potentially subversive

unconscious. It involved a kaleidoscopic shifting and fracturing of an unquestionably male

subjectivity rather than a potential means to fit in or prise out a subjectivity denied a stage

for its expression or existence, and historically condemned to silence.

By consciously choosing four texts which adopt specifically different

autobiographical modes, and thus refusing to privilege one text or its genrc over another, I

am departing from most of the srudies, both past and present, on Sibilla Aleramo. An

overwhelming majority of studies focus on Una donna (1906), widely considered by

critics and public alike, to be her most successful and influential work, but remain

strangely silent on her subsequent work. Some refer briefly to further tcxts, either in

relation to Una donna, or in a brief, summarizing fashion. Italian scholars, in particular,

have written essays examining her subsequent works, but they are usually viewed as

sepiuate entities divorced from theoretical considerations which might link the whole

corpus, or the nature of their enquiry does not permit more than a cursory glimpse. They

tend to subscribe to the general belief that the fifty years of writing that followed the

publication of Una donna could not match up to this first novel, that her subsequent

production was weaker, less powerful, and less noteworthy from a literary point of vicw.

It is not until the publication of her diaries, Un amore insolito ( 1940-1944) and Diario di

urw donna (1945-1960), both published in their entirety posthumously, the former in

1979, the latter in 1978, that she received recognition comparable with Urn donru which

had rnoreover, recently been re-issued. The registering of socio'political events in a realist

mode, her engagement with cultural discourses, ensured that the diaries were reccived

more warmly than the two earlier works I examine, Il passaggta (1919) and Arno dunquc

sorc (1927), which explore the connections benveen herself as lover, writer, and woman

and refer sparingly, if at all, to political ovents.

It is her life, puncnrated by her many love affain with leading literary and anistic

figures, her involvement in political and cultural projects, her friendships with curent
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literati and politicians, her incessant travels, that fascinates in its enmeshing of public and

private. The ensuing voluminous correspondence, the diaristic memoirs of encounters

with the famous have a documentary value, a textual expos6, not so much of Aleramo

herself, but of her life in conjunction with the "times", a genre in itself, in which she acts

as a mediating presence, usually sexual, through which to glean further information. She

shares this position as the "love interest" with many other women whose own talents havc

been marginalized, in favour of the prominent men they were linked with.27 I have no

quarrel with this emphasis, which provides valuable material for the rcsearcher, but I feel

that it is incomplete, impressionistic, and can only partially arrive at an undentanding of

such a complcx, unusual "personaggio" as Sibilla Aleramo who, in her self-representations

confronts both creativity and gender as a lifelong project. In saying this, I must also

acknowledge my own selective criteria. I have excluded from this study the undeniably

autobiographical poetry that Sibilla believed contained her finest work, although lines from

her poems do emerge in the lyrical autobiography,Il passaggio (1919). I have preferred

to confine myself to texts of a purportedly narrative nature, and therefore, unlike ttrc poetic

corpus, admit a certain exploration of the literary, historical and political discourses in

which they are embedded. Therc is no lincar progress to chart in terms of Sibilla's self-

understanding, but what become apparent are intersections and resistances with dominant

narratives and genres, and the insistent dialogism with her own earlier texts in a process of

repeating, rcvising, and justiffing.

The "amputation" of much critical inquiry at Urra donna, and the scant)although

lanerly revised, rccognition accorded her later works does not acquaint the rcader with the

ongoing, arnbivalent dialogue Aleramo maintains with the self so memorably portrayed in

Una donna. To ignore what comes after is to ignore the vicissitudes of the narrating "I",

according to Sidonie Smith, "the site of the universal subject and its normative

masculinity", 4 which Sibilla's texts never posited as a unitary, stable identity, but fought

27 HercI think of Lou-Andreas Salomd, Clara Westhoff, and Anails Nin.

28 Sidonie Smith, Subjectiviry,ldentiry, and ttu Body,p.2.
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to feminize. It is by examining her further texual self-portraits as a corpus that a more

composite picture appears, engaging the reader in challenging re-readings that unsettle

assumptions, and call into question our notions of self-represeniation and genre, and the

codes we bring to decipher thein

I have chosen four texts which appear at well-spaced intervals of her life,

spanning nearly forty years, and representing each decade. I rcad these writings in the

chronological orrder that Sibilla indeed wrcte thenr, paralleling the temporal s€quence of the

life as it was lived and wrinen about. In doing so, I chart my own interpretive strategies

suggested by each text, based on what I already know, what I've already read, and a

variety of critical approaches in relation to the selves as they overlap, interweave, and

sometimes contradict each other. I focus critical attention on the differing generic

structures framing each text not as a means of classification (impossible to achieve as the

same text can be written and read into nrore than one generic grouping), nor as evidence of

some pre-existing category, which, like the self, serves as a yardstick against which to

measure each panicular text. Instead, I concur with Carol I-azzaro-Weis who cites the

work of Adena Rosmarin in her reader-centred, deconstnrctive approach to genrc criticism

as simultaneously exposing "the invented and rhetorical nature of generic schemes and

uncover(s) how the text does the same".29

Here, too, I diverge from the emphasis of some feminist autobiographical

criticism, whose groundwork and suggestive insights, I might add, have proved

invaluable. Recent feminist studies on autobiographical theory and practice are found in

collections which primarily examine one text by an author or one generic mode of female

self-inscription with studies on several writers. Sidonie Smith, in her crudite and

important work.4 Poetics of Women's Autobiograpfty, identifies formal autobiography as

the focus of her study thereby setting up a privileged framework to what can lmsely be

called the autobiographical. Choosing one author to represent each unfolding historical

29 Catot l-azzaro-Weis, "Gender and Genrc in ltalian Feminist Literature in the Seventies", in ltalica 65,
4, Winler 1988, p. 294.
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period, she intends to examine "the way in which cultural fictions of male and female

selfhood thrcad their way through the self-writing of women, how the struggle to find an

autobiographical voice emerges in the play of reader expectations and narrative

demands".30 Yet the authors she chooses are those who appear time and time again in

other formative studies, forming an elite which excludes many less well-known voices. It

is precisely this tendency to assume that women's voices operate out of an inherent,

ahisorical difference that scholars such as Felicity Nussbaum, Regenia Gagnier, and Mary

Jean C-orbett have wished to problematize in directing autobiographical inquiry towards the

ideological and discursive structures out of which women were writing.3l lttt ot

necessity has brought questions of class, race, nationality and historical context to the fore

as much as gender, besides opening up "autobiography" to writers firmly outside the canon

and to the available discourses, be they spiritual, educational, or domestic, through which

they rneasrned their representations.

Curiously, Sibilla's works seem to anticipate the patterns of theoretical debates

that have surrounded feminist literary theory and its examination of autobiographical

practice to date. [n fact, the first two texts I explore articulate crucial and often contentious

moments of this debate. Una donna articulates through narrative realism and the

deployment of plots akin to the novels of the female Bildungsroman, the story of one

woman's experience, and growing awareness that her victimization and subsequent fight

against injustice is every woman's. The authentication of "experience", the articulation of

women's historical repression, the demand for equality, and the recognition of "woman" as

an individual align this text to the writings of early Anglo.American feminists in thc 1970s.

By Il passaggdo, however, Sibilla was convinced that such concerns could not represent

women's interiority, an unexplored territory that required courage and a new language.

30 Sidonie Smith, A Poerics of Women's Awobiography, pp.59-60.

3l See Felicity Nussbaum, Tttc Autobiographical Sry'rject: Gendcr and ldeology in Eighteenrh-Centwy

England, Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989; Regenia Gagnier, Stbjectivities: A

History of Self-Representation in Britain, 1832-1920, New York, Oxford University Press, l99l; h'lary

Jean Corbett, Representing Femininity; Middle-Class Subjectivity in Victorian and Edwardian Women's

Autobiograpfues, New York, Oxford University Press, 1992.
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For her, this necessitated an inner law, seen in terms of a feminine specificity which

rejected the ordered logic of male forms, and whose potential textual expression lay in

poetic language. This Modernist focus anticipates the work of French feminists, Luce

Irigaray andHdlbne Cixous and theirdevelopmentof the ideaof €criturefdmininc,aaon-

linear, fragmented, multiple-voiced style of rwiting that would explode mals femrs. Yet/l

passaggio also reflects the problems that such *reories have encountered in their tendency

to cancel out the historical specificity of "real women" in a fr,ee-wheeling whirl of linguistic

gymnastics, whose metaphors read suspiciously close to the old order such a practice is

tqfing to overthrow.

Another area of feminist theorizing on autobiography has involved investigation

into philosophical issues of the seLf. Amo dunque sono (1927) can be read in parl as a

playful questioning of the cogito through which male self-hood, disguised as universal,

has been established. Sibilla avails herself of the epistolary genre, in which countless

yearning female subjects have both inscribed themselves and been inscribed, and subverts

its premises by writing in excess of its contract of desire, and enacting an unwitting gender

subversion of time-honoured roles of seducer and seduced. In Un arrare insolito (1940-

1944), Sibilla writes a diary that offers interesting validations of, and challenges to, the

rapidly growing body of scholarship which now focusses specifically on women's diaries.

Besides containing the fragmented registering of an "unusual love" affair, alongside a

commentary from the domestic battleJine of war, a plot worthy of a Marguerite Duras

novel, it provides a rich insight into the constructions of a textual subjectivity in continual

dialogue with itself in the form of its representation in earlier texts, which thus read as rc-

invented fictions. I am curious to see how and if these fictions operate in the self-writings

of just one woman, how different autobiographical genres may contain, question, and

displace these fictions, transforming generic codes in the process, how her identity as a

woman, locked into discursive practices inscribing the concept of woman and the feminine,

affects the voice she is trying to find, and how gender intersects with textual practice in its

narrative, lyrical, epistolary and diaristic modes. I also am interested in how, as an ageing
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woman, Sibilla negotiates ongoing historical and cultural discourses, in which she as a

woman is sexually inscribed, and how they come to inflect and affect her self-

repres€ntations.

Sibilla's writing over and over again the story of her own life is in fact

characteristic of many twentieth-century women writers of other cultures. Like thenu she

has laid herself open to charges of narcissism and obsessive self-absorption, with the

implication that good art involves a transcendence of self. Like them, her panicipation in a

changing world led to an anguished search for new self-definitions, which became the

subject of her work, textualizing self-consciousness, as it accompanied her living. Her

exploration of sexuality, of her emotions, her insistence on love as her raison d'€tre, and

her determination to flout conventional female behaviour limits, her feminism, her

tenacious desire to be both lover and mother, muse and writer, and her poignant

consciousness of how the concept of "woman" coupled with material circumstances

informs these writings, unsenles the reader as much today as in the past. It also explains to

some extent the lack of the "gleat work" she desired but felt shc never managed to write,

although for many Uru donna attained this distinction, and Un anore insolin cxposed is

precarious foundations. But it reveals the continual anxiety engendered by the

"masterpieces" of Western selftrood and literanre, the male categories which dogged hcr,

which she both aspired to and ultimately resisted, making her struggle that much more

contradictory and painful. Inflating and fusing her creativity with her capacity to relate as a

precious quality of the "feminine" led her into exhausting cycles of passion,

disillusionment and rejection. Yet she, in contrast to some of her lovers, would often

emerge stronger, counteracting her grief and disappointment with a self-exalting creed of

courageous solitude upon which to reconstruct her sense of uniqueness. It is perhaps this

self-exaltation, or myth-building, which make readings of the autobiographical works at

times so uncomfortable, yet so remarkable. Whatever fictions of the self she engaged in

and so often questioned, Sibilla never questioned her right to write her own story, and to
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explore its meanings through generic and sometimes, linguistic experimentation in the

cultural, psychological, and political discounes available to her.

But my focus on generic factors in Sibilla's self-represenutions does not account

for the strong insistence on thc maternal informing three out of four of thcse texts. The

maternal metaphor is a fundamental trope to understanding Sibilla Aleramo's

autobiographical corpus whichever way we look at it, as daughter or mother. The rnother-

daughter relationship pivots around an axis of absence and exile, where, as a perplexed,

alternately loving/angry daughter, she is conscious of shouldering her mother's

increasingly complex heritage of madness, silence and passivity. Also, as a mother totally

involved in, then separated for ever from, the son she adores, Sibilla subsequcntly plays

out a host of maternal roles in her relations with her many lovers as she constnrcts a

mythical nurturing figure through which she embodies both her discourse of love and

poetic creativity.

Because psychosexual development in Freudian and Lacanian terms has been

elaborated around the male child's experience of difference from the mother, a difference

the daughter does not know, being of the same sex, thc story of "his" psychosexual

development immortalized in the Oedipal paradigm cannot be hers. Certainly, the

questions of "woman" and "solf' and their construction towards a femalc subjectivity, arc

generally recognized as leading back to the mother. According to theories based on

psychoanalysis, access to language involvcs repression of the crucial presence of the

mother as the child becomes a speaking subject who embraces the law of thc father. Lacan

sees the entry into gnrnmar and syntax as a victory over the mother,32 while Kristeva's

theory of the semiotic maintains that the mother's relationship to the speaking subject is

crucial in its intersection with the structure of meaning. This has led to the re-valorization

32 A most comprehensive explanation of lacanian theory can be found in Femininc Seruality: Jacqws
Iacan and thc Ecole Freudienne, eA.Juliet Mirchell and Jacqueline Rose, trans. Jacqueline Rose, London,

Macmillan, 1982. For a succinct description of the debate among feminists on the Iacanian "symbolic" and

sslrrnf difference, see Teresa Brennan's 'Introduction", in Between Feminism and Psychoanalysis,eA.

Teresa Brennan, l.ondon and New Yorlq Routledge, 1989, pp. l-23.
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of the pre-oedipal realm of the semiotic that along with the mother is repressed upon entry

into the father's territory of the symbolic. This intersection of the matemal female body

and discourse is located in what is seen as a maternal sub-text, subvefting logical syntru(

and narrative with sudden ruptures, gaps, primitive rhythms, and contradictions.33 This

has promoted a thriving brand of feminist literary criticism intent on discovering the literal

and figurative mother, hovering in the repressed processes of discursive meaning

production, and charging her textual absence, lack, or shadowy presence with the sexual

difference patriarchy has sought to obliterate from the foundation stones of its law. In the

groundb,reaking works of French feminists, Luce Irigaray and HCllne Cixous, the maternal

plays a strong role in their efforts to dismande patriarchal concepnral categories from within

the linguistic stmctures they are embedded in. According to their theories, the language of

feminine desire is embodied in AcriturefCminine and jouissance where the mother's milk

becomes white ink, her body the locus of a rhythmic, instinctive, plural voice. Kristcva,

while denying a female specificity in favour of a marginal, dissident position, still, as

Hirsch points out, views the maternal position "as the site of privileged femininity, either

the idealized metaphor for "poetic revolution" or a revolutionary poetics, on the denigrated

space of horror whose abjection is the condition of subject-formation".34

These theories of sexual and textual difference have had a noticeable impact on

theorics of autobiographical narrative. Nancy Chodorow's mother-centred revising of

Freud argues ttrat the natru€ of the daughter's pre-Oedipal anachment to the rnother ensunes

that her experience of self is more flexible, fluid, less characterized by rigid ego boundaries

than the son's, thus more disposed to an incorporation of otherness in its self-definition.3s

33 Joli" Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language, trans. Margaret Waller, New York, Columbia

Universily Press, l9&4, pp,25-30.

34 Marianne Hirsch, The MotlwrtDaughter Plot: Narrative, Psycfu. *lysis, Feminism, Bloomington,

Indiana University Press, 1989, p. 173. Also, their fascination for the mofter's body as the locus for

Ccitwc f€minine or feminine writing, although theorctically anti-essentialist (that is, it refutes the notion

of a biological, natural, thus unchanging "given"), does not avoid remaining open !o an essentialist

interpretation. Significantly, fu all three French theorists, only male avant-garde writen have succeeded in

auaining this potentially revolutionary style of writing, and male writers of often questionable politics.

35 N-.y Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology of Gendcr,
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For Susan Stanford Friedman, "Chodorow's concept of fluid ego boundaries and the

importance of mother-daughter relationships is useful in understanding the unfolding self

in women's writing".36 Th" continued attachment to the mother, which in male-centred

theories is seen as a negative, r€gressive phenomenon, is viewed more positively by Jean

Wyatt, for example, who views it as the springboard for female creativity.3T Because the

daughter must of necessity attempt to speak from outside the prevailing ideology of

individuality inside which she is also defined, she brings a different kind of voice to her

narrative. Some theoriss have identified this voice as bearing traces of a maternal language

that a daughter wishes to reproduce in that it derives from the memory of a presymbolic

language shared with her mother.38

This exploration of the mother as the site of autobiographical matemal discourse

has been a strong focus of feminist critics. Lionnet describes it as a "repressed linguistic

layer, creating echoes of another discourse, another sensitivity",39 although Bella Brodzki

is swift to challenge what she terms "womb criticism", and its tendency to privilege the

Berteley, The University of California Press, 1978. For a brilliant essay on 0re cnrcial differences between

the theories of Chodorow and L-acan-based psychoanalytic thought, see Margaret Whitford, "Rereading

Irigaray", tn Beween Fcminism and Psychoanalysis, ed. Teresa Brennan, pp. 10612f.. For Whitford,

Chodorow's theory is essenrialist because she does not view the construction of sexual identity as

problematic, "equating sexual with biological or social idenrity", O. lll).
36 Soon Sranford Friedman, "Women's Auobiographical Selves: Theory and Practice ", in Tlw Private

Self: Tlwory and Practice of Women's Awobiographical Writings, p. 44. Mary lvlason, in her essay

examining four of the earliest known aulobiographers in the English language, acknowledges that "the

disclosure of female self is linked to the identification of some 'other"'. See "The Other Voice:

Aulobiographies Of Women Writers", n LifelLines: Tlworizing Womcn's Autobiographies, p. n.
37 J""n Wyatt, Reconstructing Desire:Tlrc Role of tlw l)nconscious inWonen's Reading andWriting,

Chapel Hill, The Univenity of North Carolina Press, 1990.

38 M"rg-"t Homans, Bearing rhe Word: Language and Female Experience in Nineteenth-Ccntury

Women's Writing, Chicago, The Univenity of Chicago hsss, 1986, p. 32. She also defines this language

as "literal" language as opposed to "figurative" languege, and attempts to fuse ttre theories of Chodorow ard

Irigaray. The kigarian theory of the subversive implications of the unsymbolized relationship between

mother and daughter is discussed in Whitford's essay, "Rereadirrg Irigaray" , in Between Feminimt atd
P sychoanalysis, pp. 108-1 17.

39 Frangoise Lionnet, Aula biographical Voices: Race, Gendcr, Self-Portaiture,Ithrc4Comell University

Press, 1989, p.27.
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maternal as a mythical carcgory, an unmediated presence, that unprroblematically substinrtes

the "paternal".40 Recent feminist criticism has, however, become dissatisfied with the

exclusively child-centred paradigms offered by psychoanalytic theory to the mother-

daughter relationship. Feminist theory itself has subscribed to this bias where the

daughter's penpective has maintained a consistent pridty over the mother's, the maternal

voice not only suppressed but subsumed in metaphor and referring to a point of departure

for the daughter, whose voice both defines and cancels out the mother. Kristeva's notion

of the semiotic has been found wanting by some theorists in that it precludes the possibility

of a spoken maternal discourse. Writes Marianne Hirsch in her summing up of the

seemingly insoluble problem of situating and elaborating maternal discoursc: 'For all is
experimentation and multiple mediation, Kristevan maternal discourse remains firmly

embedded in structures of representation which place the mother outside or on the

IDargin".4l She calls attention to the panial and unsatisfactory nature of theoretical

frameworks, and the often uncomfortably large gap benreen theory and experience. She

has observed that in many studies analysing the maternal, mothers are present as

structuring agents in language or as functions in relation to the child, but remain absent as

subjects. As a result, she cautions that women's experience as mothers must remain a

Primary consideration alongside its representational status in metaphors of the matcrnal.42

Madelon Sprengnether takes issue with the I-acanian and Object Relations schools

of psychoanalytic thought in their reliance on Freudian psychosexual models of human

developmentprivileging an OedipaVpre-Oedipal hierarchy, which effectively minimizes and

even neuEalizes the role of the mother. She questions the very touchstones of these

40 Beua Brodzki, "Mothers, Displrcement, and language in the Autobiographies of Nathalie Sarraute and
Christa Wolf', in Lifellircs:Tluorizing Womens' Aurobiography, ed. Bella Brodzki and Celesrc Schenck,
Ithaca, Cornell University Press, p. 247.

4l Matianne Hirsch, TIw MottvrtDaughrer plot,p.173.
42 Fo, studies that give primacy to matemal experience, or what mothers do and feel, see Sara Ruddick,
Maternal Thi*ing: Towards a Politics of Peace, Boston, Beacon Prress, 1989; Susan Rubin Suleiman,
Writing and Motherhoodn, in Tlw (M)other Tonguc: Essays in Feminist Psycloanatytic Interpretation,e;..
Shirley Nelson Garner, Claire Kahane, Madelon Sprengnether, Ithaca, Cornell University pness, pp. 352-
377; Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institwion, London, Virago, 1977.
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theories, which, although attempting to re-evaluate the significance of the mother's body

and presence with rcgard to the inscription of the child's subjectivity, do so at the expense

of ttre mother's subjectivity which remains problematic. Sprengnether rejecs the notion of

separationr/castration as an exclusively paternal thrcat congruent with the (male) child's

entry into culture, and relocates it at the moment of birth, so that the mother, instead of

reprcsenting an illusory plcnitude which the child must dramatically separate itself from if it

is to accede to the Symbolic Orderflaw of the father, encodes otherness from t]re begtnning

for both male and female child alike. Thus, she believes, the process of "enculturation"

begins from the mother and renders invalid the Freudian "equation between the

achievement of Oedipal marculinity and the enrergence of culturc".43

I would agre-e that unquestioningly subscribing to Freudian and Lacanian based

theoretical paradigms as many critics do, leaves the mother in a paradoxical and frustrating

situation. She does not speak her own intelligible discourse. Her language is that of the

"semiotic" or the "hysteric", a rhythmic, babbling precursor of the real thing, eternally

disruptive and non-sensical, occupying a suspended, although unerly fundamental place

outside or on the margins of the Symbolic Order. The equation of the acquisition of

sexuality with the acquisition of language must invariably privilege the father as the "bear€r

of the word", while the mother provides the locus of her body as its rumbling, incoherent

underbelly. This strangely one-sided view of the mother through her effect on the child

has, as I have registered, tended to obliterate matemal experience, and the fact, known to

most researchers in early childhood language and to all mothers, that "it is the mother who

feeds the child words even as she furnishes her or him with food".44 Gilbert and Gubar

offer a radically revisional tr*ry, citing the universally recognized linguistic primacy of

the mother-tongue, which challenges the idea of women's fundamental alienation from

43 M"d"lon Sprengnether,Tln Specrral Motlur: Freud, Feminism and Psycloanalysis, Itluca, Comell

Univenity hess, 1990, p.U3. For a discussion of how Object Relations theory as espousod by Cttodorow

tends to focus on matemal presanca, while Lacan sEesses maternal absence, see pp. 219-n3.
44 GitU"rt and Gubar, No Man's Land: Tlw Place of tlu WomanWrirer in tlw Twentierh Cenrury. Vol.l:

The War of thcWords, New llaven, Yale University Press, 1988, p. 264.
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language as a fiction constructed to deny her role as an important primary source of

language.

Although autobiography has been linkcd to a search for, and grounding in,

origins, the rcvalorization of the mother as source of origins in an attempt to dislodge the

patriarchal notion "that meaning depends on the relationship to a singular principle of

origrn, which in Western discourse is conceived of as the father"js often ends up by re-

instating it. Despite the efforts of theorists to work through them, the double bind of

maternal theories is clearly evidcnt. One concentrates on the mother's absence from

historical pnocesses, the other explues her rcvolutionary potential as a dissiden! disnrptive

cffect of language. The former focusses on maternal enclosure within repressive

psychosocial concepts of femininity, the second celebnates the subversive, transformative

asp€cts of this maternal space considered necessiry to effect change. This has led to

exciting, albeit controversial, research. The Italian feminist psychoanalyst, Silvia Vegemi

Finzi, who acknowledges her debt to lrigaray's work, claims that the maternal, which she

carefully distinguishes from achral or realized maternity, is a complex potential of energies,

images, thoughts and capacities stnrcturing the female unconscious. She states that: "A

female identity dcfined apart from its maternal components seerns to me to be pointlessly

diminished. That does not mean that a woman is only or essentially a mother, but that she

is always a mother as well".6 Here, Gerardine Meaney's observation seems appropriate

when she writes: "Maternity is not amenable !o any one reading and the recurent disnrptive

facor in any formulation of its significance is the recognition that ttre nrother is always also

a daughter".47

45 Chrirtina van Boheem en, The Novel as Family Romance: Language, Gender, and Autlority from
Fielding to Joyce,Ithaca, Cornell Universiry Press, 1987, p. 7.

46 Sil"ia Vegetti Finzi, in an unpublished paper, entitled "Who's Speaking?", trans. ldark Johnstone,

presented at the "Women in Italian Culture" conference at the Univeniry of LaTrobe, Bundoora, Melbourne,

1992. She refers !o two texts in which her theories are developed,ll bambino della notte, Milan,
Mondadori, 1990, and "Archeologia dell'immaginario femminile", in Verso il lwgo delle origini, Milan,

I-a Tartaruga,1992.

47 G.ordin" Meaney, (Un)Like Subjecrs: Women,Ttuory, Fiction,London, Routledge, 1993, pp. 7t-7g.
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Sibilla's autobiographical colpus poses an interesring amalgam of ideas on the

maternal which appropriate and often resist the theoretical discussions I have outlined

above. The mother as historically repressed, the fluidity of mother/daughter boundaries,

the maternal as subversive disruption of discourse, the mother as plot, the mother as

absence, all intervene at various instances in her self-representations. Sibilla reworked

these positions all her life from many angles, as daughter in her relationship with her own

mother, through her own thwarted maternity, and as a surogate mother/over in her many

love affairs with younger men, culminating in her final long relationship with a man forty

years her junior. In Una danru, maternity is presented as literal experience translated into

"story" through a mother/daughter dynamics that intersects with fictional conventions,

female plot patterns, and the ideological and narrative forces sustaining them. The mother

is both origrn and telos of this narrative of one woman's awakening and liberation. [n the

lyrical II passaggio, written when the narrator no longer lives with her child, nor has seen

him for many years, the maternal functions as creative trope connected to a new female

subjectivity, and the poetic language in which she endeavours to inscribe it. But it also

articulatcs the pitralls of a metaphor that veers perilously close to re-instituting the female

subject in the same maternal metaphon in which she has traditionally been stuck.

In Ano dunquc sorro, the narrator virtually ignores any mention of maternity or

maternal paradigms in relation to her much younger lover, as she takes up the position of

epistolary lover and appropriates, challenges, and reworls a philosophical cogio based on

the primacy of love. She demonstrates how maternal considerations need hardly disturb a

reader's consciousness in this articulation of her desirc to seduce her absent lover back to

her arms, while acquainting us with the daily grim economic realities of a working woman,

writing for her livelihood. The reader, in fact, forgets she is nearly thirry years older than

her lover, and the societal codes which deem inappropriate such couplings precisely

because she is old enough to be his mother. ln Un amore insolito, this gendered

"imbalance" is under focus, where the maternal, gloriously envisaged, becomes an

uncomfortable yet inevitable position which Sibilla assumes, and thus normalizes, in
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relation to her lover. She insists that she is also his lover, tenaciously resisting his gradual

desire that she remain exclusively in a mothering role. The relationship is predicated on

notions of rnother/child fusion where sibilla imagines a sexuavtextual symbiosis, a mutual

nourishing of creative energies, that the diary's daily entries relentlessly expose as a gritty

expenditure ofnurturing energies for a churlish, rebellious, yet dependent youngster. In

addition, she "mothers" him against the sacrificial tide of fascist maternal war rhetoric out

of active service, and hopefully back into her amrs.

Interwoven through these texts is the spectral figure of her own mother whose

daughter she is profoundly conscious of being, and that of her own renounced maternity,

which left her in a vacuum of loss and freedom whose meanings she perceived needed

different representations from those available. This crisis of experience as daughter and

mother created the representations, the fashioning of "rlyth", and her preoccupation with

gender that so strongly marks her work. She often wished for total fusion in her

relationshiPS, a union of masculine and feminine principles, where she existed,

disembodied as pure light in a fusion curiously reminiscent, some might say, of the

mother/child dyad. She also desired to generate a uniquely feminine language imaged in

terms of maternal processes, instead of the imitative masculine language she saw as

"reproduced" by many women writers. Tellingly, in the final text I examine, (Jn anore

insolito, Sibilla confirms the strong, culrurally entrenched meaning of motherhood

invented by its sons, by asserting that not one of her lovers could ever forgive her for her

act of leaving her child. Perhaps this is why she so protectively and pcrsistently records

thc anniversaries of publications and re-publications of earlier works, testifying to her

"labour of love", which indeed seem like "children", parts of herself, that she has created,

nurtured, and sent out into a world which often proves hostile. Sibilla's texts offer a

fascinating, complex insight into a self that positions itself as both mother and daughter,

within and without the prevailing discourses of femininiry, whose articulation of the

maternal can be traced, modifred and sometimes obliterated, through the generic strucnres

informing her work.
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Therefore, in examining wom€n's autobiographical writings, feminist critics havc

rightly pinpointed the mother and the maternal legacy as innicately connected with femalc

subjectivity. A female's coming to language, her engagement with the stories and

narratives in which she has been fictionalized and "created" depend, according to sexual

and textual theories, on the repression of the mother and the maternal within her.48 Yet,

for me, the texts of Sibilla Aleramo do not subscribe so inequivocably and negatively to

these models of repression. Here I see the maternal as alive and stnrggling for exprcssion,

reproducing and resisting the inscriptions. Moreover, the genre of self-reprcsentation is a

hand-me-down of the fathers in which she must both assert and deny her sexual difference.

To write at all can mean a certain "killing" of the mother on both a linguistic and literal

level, yet time and time again she is reborn in a complex repositioning that resists any

notion of the arbitrary and foolproof nature of theoretical frameworks.

In attempting to link both the maternal and the autobiographical, I am exploring

and ultimately questioning the terms "mother" and "autobiography" as givens. The

exploratory potential of these intersecting areas is evident in the metaphors others have

used to denote them. Stephen Shapiro entitled an early essay, "The Dark Continent of

Literature: Autobiography"j9 while Luce kigaray claims the mother-daughter relationship

to be "the dark continent of the dark continent".S0 Ind"ed, in adopting the derivative,

adjectival forrns, I hope to be de-centering the patriarchal premises of both concepts,

opening them to the fluidity of their boundaries, and offering some light or even further

obscurities with my perceptions. Both are predisposed to certain definitions within codes

constituting notions of gender and genre, testifying to the interrelationship of both. Both

tenns are crucial to that search for a speaking subject, a reprcsentative female voice which

engaged Sibilla Alerarno all her life.

48 Sidooie Smith, A Poetics of Womcn's Awobiography,p.56.
49 Stephen A. Shapiro, "The Dark Continent of Literature: Autobiography", in Comparative Literature

Studies 5, 1968, pp.421454.
50 Luo lrigaray, Corps-d-corps avec la mCre,cited by Margaret Whiford in 'Re-reading lrigaray", in

Between Feminism and Psychntalysis, p. 108.



Chapter Two

Plotting the Mother: Narrative, Female Bildung, and Telos in

Una donna

Una donna as a Readerly Text

Una donru or A Woman is an immensely readable text. Set in the closing decades of the

nineteenth century, it traces the dramatic story of a young, middle-class Italian woman,

who rcads and writes her way out of a disastrous small-town marriage, culminating in her

painful decision to leave her small son in order to maintain her individual integrity, rather

than remain in a degrading relationship with his father, whom law upholds as the legal

custodian of the child. Published to reviews ranglng from the ecstatic to the scandalized in

1906, translated into eleven languages, it has continued to find favour with critics and

reading public alike in many countries. Generally regarded as autobiographical fiction, it

tends to unsettlc assumptions surrounding the definitions of what both autobiography and

fiction are traditionally supposed to bc. It rcads in some ways as a document, satisfying

those who search for the socio-historical factors which clearly mark it within a particular

time-span. It reads as a political treatise, a feminist-inspired narrative, whose principal

motive is to expose, and perhaps instigate change in, the repressive social structurcs which

crippled women's lives. It r€ads, too, along the lines of the Bildungsrotnan, or novel of

individual development, before departing to embrace cnrcial aspects of the female novel of

awakening, eventually diverging into the pattern of the feminist conversion novel. And it

is also a rattling good yarn, a "true stor]", whose imposed narrative patterns and partial
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adherence to the confessional mode of then popular literature, serve, paradoxically, to

strengthen the implied autobiographical truth value of its discourse. These differing

narrative registers fluctuating across genre boundaries or "generic discontinuities",l

complicate the notion of autobiography and unsettle assumptions about the literary

structures through which a woman can construct her life experience. They highlight the

role of the reader in processing and resolving thc ideological conflicts built into the

thematics of the story, encoded by the conventions governing each generic form. The

meanings thus derived, serye both to place and unify the nameless protagonist and her

author, Sibilla Aleramo, and to reveal the dynamic nature of the rcader's position, which

strives to harmonize the set of discourses produced by the text's incursion into different

genres.

Ura donru, divided into three stnrcturally and thematically related parts, seenrs to

follow traditional narrative conventions. Parts One and Two contain nine and ten chapters

respectively, while Part Three is composed of only three chapters. Flora Bassanese has

alerted us to the fact that the extraordinary Part One of IJtn donrareads as a mini-novel,

complete in itself. Containing in a nutshell fonnative elements and resolutions from the

plots of both the female novel of development and rhe novel of awakening, it tests them

both to and beyond theirlimits.2 This section offen a highly selective and incident-packed

account of a young woman's life as she passes through its expected experienccs of

marriage and motherhood, culminating in her attempted suicide. The textual organization

of this dramadc narrative, where each chapter closes on a critical emotional or ideological

moment' followed by its explanation or analysis in the following chapter, corresponds to

thc reader/market-oriented generic specificities of serial novels, a srrategy that binds the

text, and renders it coherent. Couched in lyrical, repetitive language that proceeds in an

emotive crescendo, adopting rhetorical questions and ellipses that invirc the reader to fill in

what has been unspoken, unread, the writing is often distinctly "fin de siecle", with the

lFredric Jameson, Tln Political (Jnconsciotu, Ithaca, N.Y., Comell University press, l9tl, p.144.
2 Flora Bassanese, "(Jna donna: Autobiography as Exemplary Text", in Donna: llomen in ltalian
Culture,Italian Studics 7, ed. Ada Testaferri, 19g9, p. 136.
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emotional, appellative intensity of confessional novels. Part Two, although similar in

length, covers a much shorter space of time and signals a change of direction for the

narrator. The self-knowledge so painfully gained in Part One heralds a refusal of the

romance plot with its intended integration of women into limited social roles. Self-

discovery now takes on an inner dimension, and results in an attempt to both understand

earlier events in the light of their political and social significance, through a sense of

collective female oppression, and, as a consequence, to actively embark on a path of

individual self-determination, which involves moving out into the world of work. pan

Three offers a conclusion which unites the paths of self-discovery undergone in the earlier

sections, and provides the ideological framework to sanction both her act of writing and

separation from her son. It suggests too, in its brevity, a journey still in process, tinged

with the optimism of individual freedom gained and the hopeful prosp€ct of a new life.

In many respects, these strategies are in keeping with Banhes' notion of the

readerly text. Organized according to the tenets of coherence and non-contradiction,

employing a linear, tightly controlled narrative, filtered through an intensely exclusive first-

Person nturator, Una donna attempts to conceal its own cultural and discursive site of

production. The pact that this sort of text engages with the reader is explained by Kaja

Silvemran. "It enlists those readers and viewers by fostering in them a desire for closure,

and a belief in the revelatory nature of endings. Narrative represents a particularly

powerful syntagmatic lure, affirming the coherence of the text and binding the reader or

viewer to it in a relationship of pleasurable dependence".3 I do not maintain, however, that

Una donna adheres completely to the readerly model. Inconsistencies, lapses,

disruptions, a t€xtual preoccupation with the unreliability of rnemory, and its inadequacy o
faithfully translate her experience do occur at a syntactic level, underrnining the

construction of the female subject in question. But they are sufficiently incorporated into

the dynamics of na:rative, particularly into the careful sequential and thematic emphasis of

each section, and the use of the retrospective past tenses to denote a period of her life that is

3 X"j" Silverman, The Subiect of Semiotics,New York, Oxford University hess, 1983, p.245.
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over, so as not to distract the reader away from the storl, its message, nor from the

perceived authenticity of the voice which "owns" it. It is important to emphasize, too, that

the first version of Ura donru was written in the prcsent tense, and reads as a much morc

diaristic, emotionally intense, ongoing text, without the sensc of conclusiveness conferred

by the use of the past trnrr.4 For a woman writer particularly, the issue of naratibility is

crucial. V/hat stories can be told? How can plots be resolved? For a woman who

consciously sets out to tell an autobiographical story as truthfully as possible, how can the

"shocking" elements be incorporated into an ending, which has already been countless

times written into nineteenth-centurv fiction?

Critical Reception to Una funna

Cenainly the furore the book created when it was first published has reverberated in

varying degrees of intensity for over eight decades. As Bruna Conti states: "Ancora i
problemi che il libro solleva si possono proiettare in un futuro lontano" ["The problems

the book raises will still be relevant in thc distant future"l.s But, as Italian critics arc at

pains to point out, the sociepotidcal, cultural, and literary climate of the years spanning the

turn of the nventieth century, were ripe for the emergence of such a texl The "woman

question" had been hotly debated for some time as Italy slowly became an industrializrA

nation state, with the establishment of a solid middle class and mass literacy progams

requiring and soliciting the panicipation of a sigfficant female work force. The crisis in

female consciousness these developments inevitably brought about led o the term "the new

woman" being coined to incorporate such upheavals.6 For Annarita Buttafiroco, Sibilla "si

4 For more information on the first version, see AnnaNozmfit,'u-ehtxrrazrone di (Jtu doma:soria di un
manoscritl,o", in Svelamento: Sibilla Aleramo: una biogr$ra intellettuale, ed- Annarita Buttafuoco and
Marina TAncan, Milan, Felninelli, 1988, pp. 2945. Also, for an indepth discussion on rhe drafts and
stylistic features of Una funna, sec Ria Guerricchio, Storia di Sibilla,Pisa, Nischi-Lischi, 1974, pp. 9G
96.

5 B*n" Conti, "Introduzione", in Sibilla Aleramo, La fuma e il fenminisnn: Scrirri IAIT-ILIL, ed.
Bruna Conti, Rome, Editori Riuniti, 1978, p. 34. All translations of criticat commentaryt unless otherrpise
indicat€{ are my own.

6 For an extremely interesting &count of the ways in which the term "new woman" was used to cover a
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colloca senza dubbio tra coloro che pii acutamente vissero le contraddizioni dell'identiti

femminile, che le riconobbero come prodotto storico-culturale e non come dati 'naturali'e

che scppero, almeno in parte, anahzzarle" ["is undoubtedly located among those who lived

most acutely the contradictions of feminine identity, who recognized them as an hisorical-

cultural product and not as'natural'occurences, and who knew how, at least in part, to

analyse them"1.7 This widening of women's roles led to discourses examining thc issues

of emancipation, women's relationship with society and, above all, theirrolc in the farrrily.

One of the main themes of contemporary critical rcception to LItw donrucentred

on the issue raised by the text itself, that of a woman's conflict between maternal feelings

and the right to individual freedom. Maternity itself, the bastion of family life, had been

the subject of impassioned debate as it always is in times of social change. Elisabetta

Mondello has pointed out that in the magazines and periodicals of the time with a largely

female readership, "l'autrice veniva infatti definita non come scrittrice, ma come una

rnadre cle rarran il proprio drarnna" ["the author was in fact defined not as awriter,but

as a mother wln narrated her own drama"'1.8 This point of reference dogged Sibilla for

more than a decade, until it was shatt0red with the publication of her ncw book /,
passaggio in 1921, with its revision of certain crucial events in the novel, which altered

this perspective. While most contemporary reviewers applauded the sincerity and validity

of the book's message, there were those, feminists included, who, although

acknowledging the diffrculty of the situation, felt that a mother's duty towards her child

must remain piuamount, and would have favoured, on the part of the protagonist, a noble

rcsignation and refuge in the sanctity of her maternal function.

However varied the response, the sociological importance of the novel was

undeniable. It b'rought into immediate focus the unjust laws that condemned women to

wide range of sociopolitically determined, and often conradictory, functions, s€re Annarita Buuafuoco,
'vite esemplari. Donne nuove di primo Novecenlo" in svelanunto,pp. l4z-144,
7 ennarita Buttafuoco, ibid., p.144.

E E[sabetra Mondello, "L'immagine di Sibilla nella stampa femminile dei primi decenni del Novecen1o", in
Svelattunto, p.267.
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remaining in miserable, abusive marriages for fear of losing their children, not to mention

their dependent livelihoods, if they should leave. As a consequence, (Jna donruhelped to

bring about, and was even mentioned at, an inquiry involving the panicipation of several

European countries in 1908, entitled "Inchiesta sulla donna e il problema dell'amore"

["Inquiry into Women and the Problem of Love"]. This forum, initiated by Rosalia

Jacobsen, debated whether love, defined as women's exchange contract for male material

protection, operated at the cost of her annihilation as an individual, and whether a woman's

right to personal fulfilment and happiness should p,redominate over her duties as a wife and

mother.

Neverthless, a long review by Ugo Ojetti, besides acknowledging the feminist

message of the book, and its re-writing of the notion of maternal duties, privileges the

novel as a literary text by situating the protagonist on a continuum with earlier female

figures of popular fiction. He writes: "Questo libro d sincero, b cnrdele, i modernissimo.

Solo per la difesa della propria mente e della propria individualitA, nessuna donna in

nessun romanzo di vent'anni fa, sarebbe fuggita" ['This book is sincere, cnrel, and unerly

modern. No woman, in any novel twenty years ago would have fled just to defend her

own mental health and her own individuality"l.g He notes with a good deal of baffled

wonder how the image of the rebellious, intellectual individualist had replaced, with the

same degrce of passion, the heady heroine of romantic and sentimental literaturc of fifty or

sixty years earlier. Recent theorists like Antonia Arslan havc explored and elaborated on

these connections, placing the novel in the context of the "feminine literature" which

preceded it.10 While affimring the break with tradition heralded by the texg she insists that

Urc funtn did not emerge out of a vacuum. Although Iraly lacked a consolidated middle-

class and its reflection in an established novelistic Eadition, which in England and France

had earlier produced women writers of the catibne of Jane Austen, George Eliot or George

9U. Oletri, Review of IIna donna,inCorriere della Sera,l4th December, 1906, quoted in SibiIIa
Alerano e il stto lempo: Vita raccontata e ilhtstrata, ed. Bnrna Conti and Alba Morino, Mitan, Feltrinelli,
1981, p. 43.

10 enonia Anlan, "Ideologia e aulorappresentazione. Donne intetlettuali fia onoceno e Novecento", in
Svelanunto, p. 164.
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Sand, the issues of female oppression and misery were amply, if ambiguously, dealt with

in many Italian novels, novelettes, periodicals, articles, and short storics. Thcse were

written by women with an acute eye to a large rcadenhip of young women familiar with

the plots of literature, in which autobiographical elements could be safely disguised. A

rather depressing litany of suicides, fatal diseases, and chastened retreats into a domestic

sphere they ought properly never to have left, characteize the telos of these heroines

modelled on the "femme fatale" celebrated by the Italian po€t and novelist, DAnnunzio.

Conversely, Anna Nozzoli views Ura donna as a radical point of deparnre from

the texts of these foremost women writers of the period such as Matilde Serao, Annie

Vivanti or Neera.l I She views the dominant repr€sentations of women as incoqporating the

oppositional poles of "femme fatale" and "angel of the house" wherc eroticism and

maternity are allowed their full expression as long as they remain in their separate and

utterly confining spheres. I would suggest that these spheres are given ideological

conviction by adhering to specific generic and narrative conventions, encoding a plot that

allowed few loopholes although much sighing (and subsequent dying) for their

beleaguered heroines. These literary strategies oftcn had little to do with their authors'

personal convictions or own lived experiences. Lucienne Kroha in her work on Matilde

Serao explains how the ideological conservatism of a woman whose own life and career,

even by today's standards, were unconventional, was not wholly responsible for the

ponrayal of women in her novels. "The fact that Serao never seriously challenged the

parameters within which the literary representation of women took place had little, if

anything, to do with her views on the role of women in the world; she was far more

intimidated by literary conventions and by an acute sense of her own personal limitations as

an artist than by social or moral imperatives".l2 Indeed, this bears out Nancy Miller's

I I S"" Anna Nozzoli, Tabt e coscbnza: la condiziorw fenvninile nella letteruura italiana dcl Novecenro,

Florence, [a Nuova ltalia, 1978, pp. 140.
12 Lucienne Kroha, "Matilde Serao's Fantasia: An Aurtror in Search of a Character", in Womcn &. Iuly:
Essays on Gender, Culture, & History, ed. Zygmunt G. Baranski and Shirley W. Vinall, London,
Macmillan, 1991, p. 245.
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contention that "the plots of women's literature are not about 'life' and solutions in any

therapeutic sense, nor should they be. They are about the plots of literature itself, about the

constaints the maxim places on rendering a femals life in fiction".l3

Clearly the book represented something new within the framework of these

conventions, and what is both exhilarating and sobering is that its impact is just as srrong

and relevant today, speaking powerfully and disturbingly to women readen. That Una

donna continues to be the most widely read and written about work by Sibilla Aleramo, is

in itself ideologically significant, although halian scholars have begun to place the work in

a less isolated and privileged context, within the written testimony of a long, complex life.

Maria Corti in her excellent preface to the 1988 edition of (Jna funna observes: "(Jna

dannn b un libro che postula una lettura a diversi grad.ini, a vari livelli che si illuminano a

vicenda e, caso curioso, illuminano anche la vita posteriore al libro vissuta dalla Aleramo"

f"A Woman is a book that offers a reading ar diverse degrees, at various levels that

illuminate each other, and curiously, illuminate the life Aleramo lived afterwards"l.14

It may be surprising for readers, moved and enthralled by IJna donna, to

discover that Sibilla remained profoundly ambivalent about this first novel which, as early

as 19021, she considered to reflect a self she no longer identified with. "Io non ho messo in

quelle pagine la creatura che sono oggl e che va rintracciando con umile tenacia la sua

perfetta espressione: ma quella che fui: percid esse non possono avere il valorc che di un

documento" ["I did not put in those pages the person I am today who continues to trace

with humble tenacity her perfect expression: but the person I was then: therefore they can

only be of value as a document"l.ls She was writing about Rina Pierangeli Faccio, the

name concealed not only by the all-embracing "f" of her narrative, but also by the author's

signature, her newly chosen name, Sibilla Aleramo. The death and rebirth of the self, an

13 Nancy Miller, "Plots and Plausibilities in Women's Fiction", in The New Feminkt Citicism: Essays
onwomcn, Literature andrluory, ed. Elaine showalter, London, virago, 19g6, p. 356.
14 SiUilla Aleramo, IJna donrw,Milan, Felrinelli, l9gg, p. ll.
15 F.t a leEer written !o Angelo Conti, on 17rh September, l90l, quoM by Rita Guenicchio n Storia
di Sibilla, Pisa, Nisrri-Lischi Edirori, 1974, p. 81.
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image that will recur frequently as the text unfolds, is implicated in the strictures of the

readerly text, whose emphasis on closure, as I will show later, has a fundamental impact

on this text and the generic rnode and form of Aleramo's future autobiographical works. It

is as if the rcsolution required shackles her in an identity she, even at the time of writing,

has shed, imprisoning her in a truth that owes its allegiance to the suppressed rnechanisms

of the fictions through which it operates. As Sprinkler observes, "autobiography, the

enquiry of the self into its own origrn and history, is always circumscribed by the limiting

conditions of writing, of the production of the text".16 For the female autobiographcr,

Italian, writing at the beginning of the twentieth century, who wished to offer sincerity and

authenticity as the propelling forces of her autobiographical 'T", these limits werc especially

problematic. Moleover, as Teresa de Lauretis argues, "subjectivity is cngaged in the cogs

of narrative...engendered precisely by the process of its engagement in the narrative

gemes".l7

The Mother/Daughter Plot

I would suggest that Uru donna is the most read and readable of all her works, because

of its "plot" and the necessary narrative framework which contains it. I refer to plot in the

light of Peter Brooks' definition as "the organizing line and intention of narrative,...a

structuring operation elicited in the reader trying to make sense of those meanings that

develop only through textual and temporal succession".18 His equation of this dynamic of

signifrcation as motivated by the mechanism of desire draws, however, as Marianne Hirsch

has pointed out, on a male psychosexual model whose Freudian family romance is a drama

played out htween father and son. He writes: "Only the sons can tell the story of the

fathers. Narrative, like genealogy, is a matter of patronymics".lg According to Marianne

16 Michael Sprinkler, "Fictions of the Self: The End of Auobiography", in Awobiograptry: Essays
Tluoretical and Critical, ed. James Olney, Princeton, N. J., Princelon Univeniry press, 1980, p.yZ.
17 Teresa de l-auretis, Alice Doesn'r: Feminism, Semiotics, Cinema, Bloomington, Indiana University
Press, l9&4, p. 106.

18 Peter Brooks, Reading For the Plot: Design and Intention in Narrative, New york, Random House,
1984, p. 37.

19 Peter Brooks, ibid, pp. 301-302.
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Hirsch, this eliminates with one swoop female genealogy, suppressing both the

mother/daughter relationship and the woman writer's narrative. Moreover, it poses

questions about how women's stories can relate to such a definition of plot,2O or what

Christine van Boheemen, in her assertion that the norions of origin and identity framing ttre

novel mime the psychological and cultural underpinnings of the family romance, calls the

"plot of patriarchy".2l Hirsch has attempted to recuperate this narrative genealogy through

an historical tracing of the patterns of the mother/daughter relationship in women's novels,

identifying the ways in which plots have dealt with it. It has been amply documented how

mothers of daughters in nineteenth-cenn"rry fiction are generally dead, absent, orif prcsent,

are usually ineffectual, silenced, or an obstacle to the daughter's development canonized in

the linear, chronological ordering of naditional plot structures. Because the heterosexual

ronrance and marriage plots together with the quest story, are dominant narratives rcflecting

the asymmetric divisions of gender identity and its social and psychological

institutionalization, the maternal, as the stage upon which the daughter's oscillating sense

of self pivots, is a crucial element in both the cndorsement and potential disnrption of these

discourses. Metaphors of excavation and burial, together with their associations of

absence and loss, are often used to denote both the textual positioning of the sutsplot, and

the mother/daughter relationship it configures. The archeological nature of such rropes arc

preceded by Freud's famous comparison of the mysteries of pre-oedipal female sexual

development to the dark continents of matriarchal civilizations presumably lyrng below thu

of (male) classical Greece. The process of bringing this other story to the light, examining

its complex intersections with the daughter's self-narrative has occupied a central place in

recent feminist criticisrn

Otherness has long been associated with the figure of the mother. Luce kigaray

posits the construction of ary'other woman as the only means of reprcsenting the femalc

20 Marianne Hirsch, Tle MotherlDaughter Plot: Narrative, Psychoanalysis, Feminism. Bloominglon,
Indiana University Press, 1989, p. 54.
2l Christine van Boheem en, The Novel as Family Romance, Language, Gendcr, and Autlnrity from
Fielding to Joyce,Ilhaca, N.Y., Cornell University press, 19g7, p. 31.
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subject She is the other of patriarchy, its principal object of repnesentarion, but she is also

other to herself, denied agency.zz The developmental story Sibilla Aleramo traces is

textually engaged with that "other" presencc in thc figure of her mother, which is thc

necessary prerequisite to her daughter's subjectivity, and, as I hope to show, a key figure

in plotting the plot, and nansgressing its borders. It is the mother's story that the narrator

is writing alongside her own. As the daughter moves into her own maternal position, her

narrative is organized to ground motherhood in historical experience and takes on a

documentation analogous to feminist discourse. The daughter's desire to become a writer,

to generate her own text, is established, not only in spite of but because of the mother, her

own maternity, and the finished product is even represented as a compensatory maternal

gesture despite its adherence to thc patriarchal project. I would argue therefore that the

mother/daughter relationship can be viewed as a centrally interpretive motive of this text,

availing itself of, while fracturing, the dominant plots of women's fiction, and creating a

flexiblc space for the inscription of an autobiographical subjectivity that is predicated on

resisting, challenging and ultimately recuperating prevailing notions of the matemal.

Hirsch states categorically: "It is the mother's absence which creates the space in

which the heroine's plot and her activiry of plotting can evolvc".23 The separation of the

heroine from the life and world of the mother that this entails is echoed in the sense of

separation from her own mother the writer must enact in order, through recognition of the

authority of the father, to gain access to discourse, to the cultural institutions which have

denied her an authentic voice. But the requirements of this story cannot dispense so

blithely with the mother if she is a physical pr€s€nce in the writing daughter's life. And in

DLue Irigaray deals extensively with rhis in her wide-ranging cririque of the Weslern philosophical and
psychoanalytic tradition, Speculwn of the Otlpr Wornar, Eans. Gillian Gill, Ithaca, N.y., Comell
University hess, 1985, and her collection of essays, This SexWhich Is Not Onc, trans. Catherine porter,
Ithaca, N.Y.' Cornell Univenity Press, 1985. She maintains that in Western discourse, in relation 19
man's sameness, his likeness-o-himself, woman is man's other, his negative reflection. Therefme, she
exists as a bolster m his subjectivity, denied rcrcess to her own specificity. Also, the mother as the child,s
first other, the primary source of love and language, is thus se€n lo engender sublrtivity.
23 Marianne Hirsch, Tlw MotlwrlDaugfuer plor, p. 57.
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this particular text, crucially, the writing daughter herself becomes a mother and concerns

herself with the relationship of feminism to mothering, drawing on both her own and her

mother's perceived maternal experience.

Desire as the "dynamic of significati on" u propelling ttre writing of Uru donnais

here connected to the protagonist as an avid reader of fiction, and as a daughter orphaned

by both an unavailable mother and prevailing literary reprcsentations of female experience.

Conscious of painful marital and maternal cxperiences that she cannot find corroborated in

any text, the narrator launches into a passionate evocation of her longrng that a woman may

write such a book, imprinting the page with herown speaking, feeling subjectivity.

Un libro, il libro...Ah, non vagheggiavo di scriverlo, no! Ma mi
struggevo, certe volte, contemplando nel mio spirito la visione di quel
libro che sentivo necessario, di un libro d'amore e di dolone, che fosse

straziante e insieme fecondo, inesorabile e pietoso, che mostrasse al
mondo intero I'anima femminile moderna, per la prima vorta, e per la
prima volta facesse palpitare di rimorso e di desiderio I'anirna dell'uonro,
del triste fratello...un libro che recasse tradotte tutte le idee che si
agitavano in me caoticamente da due anni, c portasse I'impronta della
passione. Non lo awebbe mai scritto nessuno? Nessuna donna v'era al
mondo che avesse sofferto, che avesse ricevuto dalle cose animate e

inanimate gli ammonimenti chto avevo ricevuto, e sapcsse trarre da cib la
pura essenza, il capolavoro equivalente ad una vita? @, p.lZ2)

A book, the book...surely I didnt wanr to write that? But sometimes I
felt such urgent longing when I thought about the book which should be
written: a book created out of love and pain, compassionate, yet inspired
by an implacable logic, heart-rending, ]et optimistic. such a book would
show the world for the first time what it was to be a modern woman,
instilling in the feelings of her unhappy brother, man, r€gret for the past,

and an intcnse desire for change...It would translate into print all the ideas

which had so chaotically troubled my mind for the past two years - and it
would bear the marks of rcal suffering. would no one ever write it? Had
no other woman suffered what I had suffered? Had no one drawn the
sarne lessons from their lives? Surely it was possible for a woman to take

24 P"t", Brmks, Readingfor rlc plor,p.37.
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the core of her experience and create a masterpiece from it - ttre equivalent
of a life? (W, p. l2Z1zs

Yet, in engaging with a conventional style to articulate a contrasting position,

stating desire for what has not been written (or even desired), locating self collectively with

all women, and equating the bodylbook, the desire that generates this narrative reveals a

gender bias where the female narrator is both inside and outside of the traditional plot,

inside and outside of her own story, grappling with a "Eanslation" she knows does not fit

the contours of her "body of experience". But it is the limits of the plots of frction that she

is grappling with which must be taken into consideration alongside the sincere pact of

autobiographical authenticity. And it is the figure of the mother, I maintain, who mediates

between the autobiographical and the fictional realms, while the plot itself hinges on the

mother and maternal paradigms as the markers of female origins, identity, and narrative

telos.

The call for the heretofore unwritten autobiographical text by a narrator/reader

unable to read herself into any prevailing text, has the effect of isolating and privileging her

own text for the reader. A double reading is thus performed which positions the reader to

anticipate, in a close identification with the protagonist an reader, a plotting of events in

which the truthfully translated experiences of a lone woman might mark riri text, inciting

new readings and challenging the old. If, as Sidonie Smith has persuasively argued, the

female autobiographer "must engage the fictions of selfhmd that constitute the idea of

woman and in which female subjectivity is embedded",26 itis also the fictional structues

and their ideologies mapped out in plots which have to be negotiated as well. It is at this

point that my study, drawing on issues of genre, reader expectations, femalc subjectivity,

25 I ha"e availed myself of Rosalind Delmar's excellent translation of Una donru,endrled A Wonun,
Berkeley and Lns Angeles, University of California hess, 1980. However, in isolated cases, where ure
translation seems too adaptive and corresponds less rigorously to the original, thus for my analytic
purposes losing some of ia impact, I have preferred to use my own ranslation. These are indicared in the
text.
26 Sidonie Smirh, A Poctics of Women's Autobiography: Marginality and the Fictions of Self-
Representation, Bloominglon, Indiana University hess, 19g7, p. 50.
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narrative, plot, desire, the mother and their relation to female autobiography needs to

exarnine rnore closely ttre multifarious patterns intersecting this text

Una donna and the Female Bildung

Such patterns, formulated according to a renospective confessional mode, are enclosed

within a traditionally novelistic frame.27 As I have earlier stated, IJna donrnis divided

into three parts, each part corresponding to a clcarly discernible stage of development

within the narrator's life from childhood to enlightened womanhood. Thus, as Flora

Bassanese has observed, it clearly follows the model of the novel of deveiopmenr or

Bildungsroman.2S However, the male prototype around which this genre is conceived

cannot be applied to the nineteenth-century female protagonist whose psychosexual and

social development incorporates what has been termed a "growing down" instead of a

"growing up" in its denial of female access to the external or public world, to career

opportunities, or varied sexual experiences.29 The male quest for identity and auronomy

and its final espousal through integration into society in the best readerly nadition, is

transposed into a young woman's cultivation of the virtues of passivity, modesty, chastity,

and altruism which will culminate in the only ending permitted, that of marriage and

motherhood. She may be spirited, forthright, with an inquiring min4 but she is hitched to

the romance plot guarding the narratives of femal e Bildung. Her social integration into the

institution of marriage, the reward of romantic love, is symptomatic of the "heterosexual

contract" s embedded not only in individual desire, but in thc social fabric which upholds

27 St" Rosalind Coward, ''This Novet Changes Lives": fue Women's Novels Feminist Novels? A
Response to Rebecca ORourke's Article "summer Reading"', Feminist Review, tn Feminisr Literary
Thcory: A Reader, ed. Mary Eaglelon, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1986, pp. 155-159. AIso, see Rita Felski,
Beyond Feminist Aesthetics: Feminist Literature und Social Change, Cambridge, Mass., Hanard
University Prress, 1989, Chapren 3 and 4.
28 Flora Bassanese, "(Jna donna: Aurobiography as Exemplary Text", in Donra: Women in ltalian
C ulture, ed Ada Tesraferri, I ntian S tudie s 7, p. 134.
29 These variations on the Bildung have been documented by Annis pratt, in Arcturypal patterns in
Women's Fiction, Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1981, by Elizabettr Abel, Marianne Hirsch and
Elizabeth l-angland, eds., in Tlv Voyage In: Ficrions of Female Developmenl, Hanover, N.H., University
hess of New England, 1983, and by Rira Felski, in Beyond Feminist Aesthetics: Feminist Literature and
Social Clange, Cambridge, lvlass., tlarvard University prress, 19g9.
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and institutionalizes it. The marriage of ideology and narrative to produce a valuc-laden,

"nahJral" meaning-making structure is what Jameson calls an "ideologeme,...a historically

determinate conceptual or semic complex which can project itself variously in the fomr of a

'value system' or'philosophical concept', or in the form of a protonarrative, a private or

collective narrative fimtasy".3 I

This recognizable female plot in Urn donna is interwoven, as Bassanese points

out, with a further female sub-genre, the "novel of awakening", which rcgisters

dissatisfaction with the limiting topoi of the Bildung. Its protagonisr experiences a

profound discontent and desire for change and embarks on an inner search for self-

fulfilment and authenticity, often through the channels of artistic creativity, romantic love

or daringly, both. Often the process of awakening involves a pursuit of intellectual

endeavour through the public spheres of education and work, rcsulting in a commitment to

social change. Most often this quest plot ends in a punishing curtailment, through

madness, death, suicide or exile as the protagonist is defeated by the rigid social

conventions her aspirations have flouted. Rachel Blau DuPlessis has stated that the

inability of the quest and romance plots to coexist or be integrated in their resolution for the

heroine was symptomatic of social practices and sex/gender relations as a whole.32 She

writes: "Yet when that closure is investigated, thc repressed element is present in shadowy

form. The struggles benpeen middle and ending, quest and love plots, fcmale as hero and

female as heroine, class and gender that animate many central novels of the nineteenth

century can be posed as the starting point, the motivating inception for the project of

twentieth<entury wonren writgrs".33

I believe that these tensions inherent in prevailing female plots may be exacerbated

and displaced when thc borders of "fictional" fiction intersect with "autobiographical"

30 See Rachel Blau DuPlessis,Writing Beyond the Ending: Narrative Staregies of Twentieth-Ccntwy
Women Writers, Bloomingon, Indiana University press, 1985, p. 4.
3l Fredric Jameson, Tle Political llnconscious, p. I 15.

32 Rrcnet Blau DuPlessis, Wrdring Beyond tlu Ending,p.3.
33 Rachel Blau DuPlessis, ibid., p. 7.
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fiction.il We readers are to be forgiven for adhering, in spite of our postmodern selves,

to what Phillipe l-ejeune calls an "autobiographical pact" where the referential "I" of the

author and the "I" of the narrator/protagonis! are assumed by thc reader to be connected.3s

But our assumption of some factual basis for the events narrated, no matter how

fictionalized, which the writing of the self may revise and question, finds a fertile field for

enquiry when it confronts the narrative strategies informing the autobiographical. For

Sibilla Aleramo, it is the autobiographical, and the situating of a gendered subjectiviry

within a feminist discursive climate, that bnings her inside, outside and then inside again

the generic scripts of the Bildung, novel of awakening, and the feminist novel. A tension

arises benveen her own autobiographical plot and those of the familiar fictions, engendered

by a central bindingtbonding motive36 that affects the various plot borrowings and both

propels and undermines the narrative - the figure of the mother and the maternal figure of

the daughter.

The Family RomanceinUna donna

Beginning vividly with memories of a perfect childhood that rerospective musings

discovcr to be not so perfect, the narrator describes a free, energetic grdhood dominated by

adoration of her strong, intelligent father, and perplexed rejection of her weak, passive

mother. The eldcst of four siblings, who, as her father's acknowleged favourite, enjoys

the fulfilment of every *nt-:r, She is healthy, beautiful, intelligent and self-centrcd.

Proudly aware of being different from other girls, she develops herself intellectually and

physically, and at thirteen, encouraged by her father, goes to work for him in the glass

works he manages in the small southern provincial town the family has recently moved to

34 S"" Germaine Bree, as quoted by Nancy Miller in her essay, "Writing Fictions: Women's

Autobiography in France" in Subject To Change: Reading Fcminist Writing, New York, Columbia
University Press, 1988, p. 60.

35 S.e Nancy Miller's essay, "Writing Fictions", ibid., p. 48.

36 Wtr"t Perer Brooks sees as narrative 'binding" n Redkgfor the Plot,pp. 97-98, and lvlarianne Hirsch

terms "bonding" based on maternal paradigms in Thc MotherlDaughter Plot, p. ll8, can, I feel, both

apply, and are not necessarily polarities. Also, refer to fmtnote 7l of this chapter.
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from the more liberal, northern city of Milan. Up until this point, the fictive pattern of the

Bildungsroman has provided the general structure and emotional criterion of the narrator's

story. Assertive, snong-willed, potentially sensual, full of dreamy faith in a future she

imagines she has some control over, her education and her initiation into the world of work

parallel that of the BildungEroman hero. She defines her emerging individuality in tenrui

of her par€nts who are contrasted with each other.

L'amore per mio padre mi dominava unico. Alla mamma volevo bene, ma
per il babbo avevo un'adorazione illimitata; e di questa differenza mi
rendcvo conto, senza osare di cercarne le cause. Era lui il luminoso
esemplare per la mia piccola individualiti, lui che mi rappresentava la
bellezza della vita: un istinto mi faceva ritenere prowidenziale il suo
fascino. Nessuno gli somigliava: egli sap€va tutto e aveva semprc
ragione. (D, p. 19)

The only thing that dominated me was my love for my father. I took my
love for my mother for granted, but for him I felt boundless admiration,
and I was aware of this difference in my feelings wirhout even trying ro
explain it. I/e was my model; everything that made life worth living
belonged to him, and I believed without doubt that his charm had been
given him by the gods. There was no one who could equal him; he knew
everything and was always right. (W, p. 3)

Her father in FreudianlLacanian tenns, represents the symbolic, the world of

culmre and knowledge the child aspires to, the legally-sanctioned transmission of a proud

history, status and class, embodied in his name inscribed on the shiny plate outside their

door. Her admiration of his authority, his indisputable rightness, is apparent at a lextual

level where each paragraph concludes by afFrrming the father over the mother. The

mother, in contrast, has a past silenced by her inabiliry to articulate it, which her daughter

consequently interprets as less interesting and less illustrious. She is represcnted by

somewhat negative qualities: her resigned mouth, her tearfulness, hetr submission to her

husband's irascibiliry, the lack of respect from her children. Her daughter oscillates
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beween guilt at not loving her enough and anempts, through fanhsy, to fill in the gaps and

absences framing her mother's story. Using the few facts available to her, she writes her

mother as a Cinderella in a large family unloved by her parents, meeting her prince at a

ball. But as if to indicate the traditional muting of this sory and the female figure in it, she

switches from this resolution to a description of the father's portait, neatly superimposing

henelf on the mother gazing adoringly at the young handsome man her father was. The

happy-ever-after lasted a few months, and then the narrative is sprinkled with rhetorical

questions as the niurator tries to work out where the story failed, how her mother in the

process had been reduced to such a timid, formless figure. Unable to assign an

explanatory power to the spaces of repressed maternal discourse, she switches to the

perspective of an eight year old and turning to stories once again, concludes that she feared

she did not possess a "true mother" in comparison to the joyful, loving mothers populating

the books she read.

So far the mother has apppeared as a troubling, disruptive element to the

namltor's purponedly happy childhood. It is her difference from the father which exposes

the chinks in the daughter's armour of well-being, and makes her recurrcntly question her

father's authority and ultimately, in her attempts to parcdy it, her own. The oppositional

discursive "other" that the mother represents in her nature to his culture, her ignorance to

his knowledge, her emotion to his intellect, her lack to his plenitude, far from excluding

her or signalling her unimportance, projects "un'ombra indefinibile ad impedire cosi spesso

la libera fioritura del sorriso" (D, p.22) ["an indefinable shadow that prevented the full

flowering of her smile "l (my translation). If we substitute "plot" for "sorriso", we can

see more clearly how the figure of her mother acts as an indecipherable but discernible

agent in casting a shadow over the identification of the narator with her father and the

"light" of his positivistic world view, the developmental plot upon which her construction

of subjectivity is, at this poinr, hinged.

For we learn that the mother when she did dare to speak, expressed opinions that

were different from the father, that she loved poeqy where the father mocked it" and that
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she taught her children to say their prayers in her native dialect in opposition to the atheism

her husband sternly prcfessed, forbidding her to attend church. She opposed ttre education

her husband imposed on the niurator, fearing "ch'io fossi destinata a vivere col solo

ceryello" (D, p. 23) ["that I was fated to live only through my intellect"] (w, p.7),

anxious presumably about her daughter's femininity, but vaguely aware of an cnforced

sterility. She represents a tentative yet insistent voice of dissent, of uncertainty, that

undermines the certainties embodied in the father's claims to the scientific, the rational,

celebrated by his daughter. The oscillation between paternal and maternal identification in

these initial chapters testifies to the struggle within the protagonist to place herself within

the meanings they impose on her story. She chooses, understandably, to privilege her

father who enables her to enact a self-construction based on a much desired independence

and freedom.

The satisfaction and self-worth she derives from working also confer a sense of

Power and superiority. She is pleased to hear that her non-conformist behaviour leads to

her being called a "little demon" by superstitious villagers and gleefully shocks them by

declaring she will never marq/, citing her father's negative opinion of the institution as a

justification. A phoo taken at the time reminds her she looked like a boy with her hair cut

short upon her father's recommendation, and she remembers she thought of herself not as

female, but as an individual. Miming the father, and the genderless concept of individual

autonomy he generates, can only be precarious for a young wortran, when her mother is an

uncomfortable reminder of an individuality erased. But her sense of being female and a

pleasurable object of male desire is likewise engineered by the father, whose delighted

recognition of her beauty sends her to examine henelf in the mirror. The act of lmking

requires her to adopt both gendered positions: seeing herself as object of her fathcr's

admiring gaze beside her own. The miror acts as an important cultural motif in the

process of female self-recognition and consciousnrrr.3T The father functions as the miror

37 Jenniloy La Belle in Herself Belwld: The Literature of rlu Looking-Glass, Ithaca, N.y., Cornell
University Press' 1988' has written amply of rhis process. Of special interest, see Chapter 9, "A Mirror of
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of patriarchy mediating the selves he pennits his daughter to ingest and display. But his is

the power to make or brcak. He sharply criticises his wife as shc prepares herself in front

of the mirror for an evening out, belittling her activity as shallow and flirtatious, assuming

she is intent on attracting other men, and thus using the mirror outside of his control. The

father's denigration of the mother represents the censuring power embedded in such

mirroring, the ambivalence of its interpretative mechanisms reflected in the relationships of

the daughter and her mother to the father and, consequently, to the social practices

inscribing them.

The text by now is strongly registering disturbance with the father's behaviour.

The protagonist, vaguely aware of the implications his treatment of her mother may have

for her own individuality, retreats into a solitude in which she watches the deterioration of

her parents' relationship. The catalyst is provided in Chapter Three by the devasuting

incident of her mother's attempted suicide and it is at this point too, that the plot trajectory

is painfully disturbed.

The Novel of Awakening as Maternal Identification

Sexual violation by an employee of her father's, who takes advantage of her openness and

vulnerability, marks her first awakening to female powerlessness, and to the abrupt

curtailment it imposes on her seemingly genderless, freedom-loving individuality. It also

marks a change of generic patterns into the novel of awakening which has been described

as "an awakening to limitations", where the inner development of the hcroine clashes with

the norms of social conformity.38 The violation of her body destroys her sense of self-

possession. She is now simultaneously possessed by this man and by the meaning of

femininity that his rape signals. "Appartenevo ad un uomo, dunque? Lo credetti dopo non

so quanti giorni d'uno smarrimento senza nome" (D, p. 48) ["So I belonged to a man,

then? I came to believe it after I don't know how many days of nameless bewilderment"]

One's Own", pp. 173-185.

38 Sutan J. Rosowski, "Novel of Awakening", in Tlv Voyage In: Fictions of Fenale Developtunt,
Ilanover, Univenity Press of New England, 1983, p. 49.
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(my translation).

The resulting "nameless bewilderrnent" she falls into also signals a failure of

language to nanre her experience. She later refers to it as "la tragedia silenziosa" (D, p. 54)

["the silent tragedy"] (my translation). The sudden loss of psychological certainty and

self-worth this ugly "seduction" entails, this severing of her perception of herself from and

thnough her body, precipitates the narrator into a passivity and submissiveness that lead her

into a seemingly inevitable plot of courtship and eventual marriage to her seducer. Here

the most sustaining element of the nineteenth-century female Bildung, the love and

marriage plot, which usually occupies the entirre narrative, is displaced from its privileged

central position, and exposed early as a fraudulent, disempowering process, consuming the

heroine's vitality and exuberance. The eroticism sustaining much romantic love fiction in

an attractively packaged play of masculine dominance and feminine submission has

revealed its dark, unbalanced underside.3g By violently preceding and thus engendering

the socially sanctioned courtship, it displays the powerlessness of women, their erasure,

once their bodies are appropriated. But it is these same novels that provide t1e ideological

matrix through which she attempts to understand her situation. Unable to accept thc

disparity between dream and rcality, she conrinues hoping for the promised happy ending,

the transformation the narrative resolution of mariage is supposed to bning.

come molte fanciulle, alle quali le letture dei romanzi suscitano
immaginazioni informi che nessuno illumina, io supponevo che la realti

39 Fot furrher excellent insighs into the meanings of cultural representations of rape, w Rape and
Representation, ed. Lynn A. Higgins and Brenda R. Silver, New York, Columbia, 1991. They ask: "How
is it that in spite (or perhaps because) of their erasure, rape and sexual violence have been so engrained ard
so rationalized through their representations as to amear "nautral" and inevitable, to women as jg men?" (p.
2). Also, rape is historically a social practice occupying an acknowledged, if ertreme, place on the
courtship spectrum, in some culurres conferring ownenhip on the violator. Southern Iralian townships had
a radition still operating in the 1960s where young women were kidnapped and raped by their "sui3ors", in
order to coerce them ino a marriage they may have resisted. Considered "damaged goods" by their
communities, and at risk of ostracism, lhere was little choice for many such women other than to marry
their rapiss. This practice, which often involved rhe participation of lhe "suitor's" relatives, was lacitly
condoned as an indication of the intensity of the man's feelings, and, even if deplored, not considered a
crime.
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non fosse tutt'intera in quella che m'aveva colpita disgustosamente:
immaginavo un comp€nso awenirc di ebb,rrezze ineffabiti chc avrci goduto

da sposa. (D, p. 50)

Like many young girls, I had read novels which stirred up shapeless
fantasies, never clarified for me. Although my experience with this man
had disgusted me, I could not believe that it cncapsulated the whole
reality. I imagined that when I was married I would enjoy unutterable
rapturcs which would compensate me for everything I had expcrienced.
(W, p. 38)

This "awakening" coincides with the tragic decline of her rnother, herself a victim

of failed love, through silence, lassitudc, and despair, into madness. Her sensc of distress

and pity at her mother's increasingly erratic behaviour, fuelled by knowledge of her

father's infidelity, lead her to defend her, defying and challenging her father's cruel remark

of "Quella donna impazzisce!" ["That woman is going mad!"] with "Anch'io impazzerei,

papi!" @, p. 45) ["And I would go mad as well, papi!"] (w, p. 33). His reaction to this

unexpectedly sympathetic identification with her mother is swift and uncompromising.

The protagonist is removed from her job and, in the confused aftermath, increasingly

alienated from both parents, invents romance and courtship with her seducer/rapist as the

only plot left to her. As she moves into her new role, the narrative registers the narrowing

and virtual elimination of the social spaces which she has been accustomed to occupying.

She no longer goes swimming nor for long walks by herself. She spends a

disproportionate arnount of time in her room daydreaming, looking at her now idle hands.

Her somnambulist state represents the "growing down" into the acquiescence required for

her successful social assimilation.

This projection of herself into a love plor that she admits she is seduced by,

although uncomfortable with, deepens her affiliation with her mother who claims her

daughter's "innamoramento" as a symbol of her own lost youth, hoping her daughter will

succeed in the only resolution available for female fulfilment. The arnelioration of her
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mother's sense of failure is a powerful grist for her daughter but, once again, she can only

interpret the mother's reactions through the textual appropriation of question marks and

assertion of what her mother did not and could not know. "Erano i suoi vent'anni ch'ella

rievocava? Era la feliciti invano sognata per sd che si illudeva di vcder risplendere pcr la

sua creatura?" (D, p. 50) ["Was she picturing herself at twenty? Was she deluding herself

that she saw resplendent in me the happiness she had dreamt of but never achieved of for

herself?"1 (my nanslation). Self-recognition has now switched from the father, who

created and controlled her "individuality", (a paternal construct he brought to a dead end

when it suited him) to a reluctant, yet tender, acknowledgment of her likeness to her

mother. "Io la osservavo con tenera mestizia, con un senso vago di timore pcr me stessa,

riconoscendomi fragile come lei, chiedendomi se veramente io avessi maggior fornrna e

non m'illudessi fidando nell'amore, com'ella s'era illusa" (D, pp. 50-51) ["I watched her

with tender sadness, yet I was also vaguely fearful for myself. When I recognised that I

was as fragile as she, I couldn't help but wonder whether I would be any luckier, and

whether I wasn't deceiving myself, as she had done, by putting so much faith in love"l

(W, p. 39).

The psychosexual script of youthful longing and desire has, for the narrator, becn

amalgamated into an awareness of a sociocultural situation which posits "normal

femininity", in its Freudian emphasis on passivity and acquiescence, as the achievement of

love and marriage.4o This "reward" arrives at the end of Chapter Four and is located in a

resonant narrative gap. Her mother has tentatively come to her daughter's bedside on the

eve of her wedding to impart to her some idea of what to expect from marital relations.

40 Rachel Blau DuPlespis writes: "Freud.ian theory, postulating the telos of "normat femininity" as the
proper resolution of the oedipal crisis, bean an uncanny resemblance to the nineteenrh-cennry endings of
narrative, in which the female hero becomes a heroine and in which the conclusion of a valid plot is the
Ioss of any momentum of quest" in Writing Bcyottd the Ending, p. 35. Also, Sidonie Smith sums up
Freudian nodons of female subjectivity through the "feminine" trajectory of castration, penis envy,
masochism, and passivity. She notes: "If she is healthy, she accepts the rule of the phallus as the law,
accepB the possibilities of self-sacrifice and self-effeement, and assumes her place as molher at the cenre
of the home' accepting her lack and worshipping frst tlre man and then the son who has what she has not".
Subiectivity, Identity, and the Body: Women's Autobiographical Pracrices in tle Twenrieth Ccntury,
Bloomington, Indiana University press, 1993, p. 5g.
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The narratorresponds by maternally stroking her mother's temples and bunting into tean.

The lack of language between mother and daughter, yet their silent if misunderstd

communication in gesture, heralds the beginning of the marriage. It announccs a

separation of mother and daughter, but an inevitable assimilation into the mother's sphere

which the daughter had earlier rejected. Her silence, in fact, about her own marriage

ensures her daughter's repetition of it. The reader is then immediately projected, with the

time marker of "twenty-four hours later", to join the narrator, together with her new

husband, on the train carrying them on their honeymoon journey through a bleak, snow-

covered landscape symbolic, as in the best of quest novels, of the dismal journey she is

taking to her new identity as a married woman. The unspeakable nature of the wedding

signified by the silence, the gap of narrative, is for the rcader to interpret. The attributes of

"normal femininity", when projected into a love plot that has obviously gone very wrong,

can' as the mother so poignantly displays, also engender sickness.4l But this fragiliry of

mind and body renders the mother sensitivc to her daughters sexual disillusionment after

her honeymoon. The marks of silent empathy that structure their communication force

spoken recognitic n of her plight on to her daughter, sprinkling the common

mother/daughter legacy of loss with the seeds of a new, if bitter, self-awareness. Also, her

mother's unspoken hopes of a sisterly bond through shared complicity in marital sexuality,

which for the mother constitutes a radiant memory, propel her daughter to acknowledge

sexual violation as the predetermining and continuing condition of her own matrimonial

experience. The novel of awakening and the Bitdung have conjoined in a ghastly marriage

to suggest, through maternal identification and the partial uses of silence marking the

narrative since the rape, a symbolic death for the protagonist.

Marriage or death were the standard obligatory endings for heroines in the

Bildung and the novel of awakening. Here the niuraror has undermined and critiqued

4l See Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar for an account of the ways in which "pariarchal socialization"
caused physical and mental siclness in nineteenth-century women, inTlu Madwonan in tle Auic: Ttu
Woman Writer and, the Nincteenth-Century Literary Imagination, New Haven, yale Univenity press,
1979, pp.53-59.
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these generic conventions sustained by ideologemes, breaking through their mutually

exclusive boundaries with the penetrative violation of her rape, and exposing the meanings

which keep them in place in literature and life. Despite its figuring in silence, the narrator

has subtly accomplished the task of "rcstoring rape to the literal, to the body: rcstoring, that

is, the violence - the physical, sexual violation"j2 by signalling its detrimental role in the

fonnation of her subjectivity, writing its physical and emotional effects on to her body, and

revealing the coercive violence of its inscription in seduction narratives which propel their

heroines towards the institution of marriage, which, for mother and daughter, is equated

with death.

But of course it is not the end, although it is for the Bildung in pan One. The

novel of awakening proper begins. Each successive chapter corresponds to a period of
painful inner growth as the narrator, disillusioned by her miserable relationship with her

husband, who is more uncouth and brutal than she had evcr imagined, tests the designated

scripts or plots governing female psychosexual and social exprcssion. Thc distance she

experiences from her earlier self is evident. It is as if no plot were available to contain the

freedom-loving young girl, except that of the future restrictive tenets of womanhood. A

common nineteeth-century literary motif, that of transforming items of femalc attire into

symbols of literal and figurative confinement, is adopted to signal this new status.

Le mie vestaglie di flanella mi assicuravano, ad ogni istante, che io ero
proprio ura donna maritata, un personaggio serio, cui I'esistenra era
definitivamente fissata. Quando uscii la prima volta sola a fianco del mio
antico compagno d'ufficio, per lo stradone rnaggrore del paesc, con in
capo un cappello piumato che mi pesava orribilmente, e la persona
impacciata entro un vestito all'ultima moda, mi pawe che un abisso di
tempo e di cose mi separasse dalla creatura che ero stata solo un anno
innanzi. (D, p. 55)

My new flannel dress constantly reminded me that I really was a manied
womon, a serious person whose place in life was irrevocably fixed. The

42 Ediors Lynn A. Higgins and Brenda R. Silver, in their "Inroduction " w Rape and Represenailon,
New York, Columbia Univenity press, p.4.
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first time I went out along the main street of the town at the side of my
husband, my one-time colleague, honibly weighed down by a feather hat
and my body awkward in a fashionable dress, it seemed to me as if an

abyss of time and things separated me frrom the child I had been only a

year before. (W, p. 45)

These outward manifestations of married womanhood inscribe her place in society

and symbolize the straitjacketing of her designated role. They also confer an explanatory

pow€r on her shattered identity which, severed from its illusory wholeness, is no longer

capable of projecting itself on her environment. Above all, her "awakening" cements her

identification with hermother. .

The Mother as a Repository of Hostility and Hysteria

That daughters are anxious to delay becoming their mothers is often the sub-text

underlining what Patricia Spacks calls the nineteenth-century daughter's hostiliry in

eliminating mothers from their texts and what she sees as thcir twentieth-century

counterpart's dramatisation of the conflict.43 Margaret Homans has stated that in

nineteenth-century ficdon, "Vy'omen who become mothers in novels tend to die psychically

if they do not die literally".{ Adrienne Rich, seeing mothers as transmitters of patriarchal

values that teach daughters a repetitive cycle of dispiriting conformism, uses the term

"matrophobia" to denote the "radical surgery" daughters must perfonn to purge this

debilitating influence, the fear of becoming their mothers.4S For Luce lrigaray, the motive

of the mirror reflects mother/daughter likeness: ',I look at myself in you, you look at

yourself in me",46 in which, however there is petrification, imprisonment. "Imprisoned

43 p"tti.i" Spacks, Thc Female Imaginarion: Awobiography and Novel in Eighreenth-Century England,
Cambridge, l{ass., Han'ard Univenity hess, 1976, p. 150.
44 Margaret Homans, Bearing tln Word: Languge and Female Experience in Ninereenth-Century
Womcn's Writing, Chicago, University of Chicago press, 19g6, pp. gg-g9.
45 Adrienn" Rich, O/ Woman Born: Morhcrhood as Exryrience and Insritytion, London, Virago, 1976,p.
236.
46 Lu." Irigaray, And Ttte One Doesn't L\ove Without thc Otlwr, p. 61, quoted by Mary Jacobus in
Reading womanwriting: Essays in Feminist criticism,london, Methuen, 19g6, p. 2g0.
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by your desire for a reflection, I became a statue".47 These theoretical positions, all

positing a regressive metaphorical panorama of illness, disease, immobility, anger and

death are amply validated in this autobiographical text so far. The sense of sameness

prevails over the narrator like an invisible curse as her mother bcgins to show the

symptoms of hysteria. She struggles against criticism of her father, who reprcsents all that

she values, and rebelling against her terror at a sense of self-recognition, turns on her

rnother:

la sua debolezz-a,la sua rinuncia alla lotta mi esacerbavano tanto pit in
quanto ero costretta a riconoscermi ora dei punti di contatto con lei nellia
mia rassegnazione al destino. Ma la sventurata soffriva a6@emente, e
non solo nell'anima. Una terribile crisi fisiologica la sconvolgeva:
coglievo degli accenni tra i suoi discorsi slegati, che mi facevano
sussultare nelle intime fibre, nella mia sostanza femminile ormai
consapevole. E mi pareva che questo stranamente, ora piir che mai,
m'impedisse d'essere, per la donna ch'era mia madre, una consolatrice.
(D, p.6l)

Her weakness, her renunciation of the struggle, exasperated me much
more now that I was forced to admit that my own fatalistic resignation to
my situation simply demonstrated to me how alike we werc. But the poor
woman was suffering terribly, not only in her emotional life, but
physically as well. she was gradually succumbing to some dreadful
organic disease. I saw traces of it in her disjointed conversation, and it
somehow made me fear for myself and for my own newly discovered
womanhood. Yet, strange as it seems, these feelings prevented me more
than ever from being able to comfort the woman who was my mother.
(W, pp. 5l-52)

When her mother, in a distressed and incoherent state, arrives on the narrator's

doorstep one night, the exchange between mother and daughter assumes proportions of
mutual hysteria, like some monstrous mirroring process against which looms the reflection

of her own incipient madness. The desperate struggle for the daughter to resist absorption

47 In""Irigaray, ibid., p. 64, cired by Iraary Jacobus, ibid., p. 2g0.
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through empathy, fear, and resignation into the mothcr's story, which by now threatens

bodily and discursive annihilation, explodes into its catastrophic resolution of double

maternal loss, in the by now confirmed loss of the mother's treason, and in the narrator's

miscarriage of the child she was carrying. Her mother's partial loss of cohercnt speech and

decorous femininity, which is re-enacted in her bodily symptoms (shc becomes fat,

babbling, coarse, raucous) fragments her daughter's now severely fragile subjectiviry even

further, and her own maternity, like the words her mother cannot "g€nerate" is similarly

thwarted, and gushes from her.

Hysteria has been perceived not only as a medical condition especially cornmon to

repressed middle-class women in the late nineteenth century, but as a discursivc and

psychosocial form of expression subject to changing cultural interpretations. According to

Dianne Hunter: "Hysteria is a self-rcpudiating form of feminine discourse in which thc

body signifies what social conditions make it impossible to state linguistically".4S Juhet

Mitchell, taking up Julia Kristeva's flat declaration that all women's writing is "the

discourse of the hysteric", puts it another way. "Hysteria is the woman's simultaneous

acceptance and refusal of the organisation of sexuality under patriarchal capitalism. ft is

simultaneously what a woman can do both to be fcmininc and to refuse femininity".4g

Mary Jacobus aligns hysteria with women and the Freudian uncanny as "points of

instability which threaten to expose theory, sexual difference, and 'realiry'as themselves

the product of representation; as constructs".S0 Hysteria's relation to narrative, its

disturbance of the trajectory of narrative, may be useful here. According to these models,

the plot traced in Pan One, with its fragile containment within patriarchal discursive

models, its oscillation between generic structures, and maternal and paternal narrative

48 Diatrne Hunter, "Hysteria, Psychoanalysis, and Feminism: The Case of Anna O.", h Feminist Studies
9, 3, Fall 19E3, p.485.
49 Joliet Mitchell, Women: The Longesr Revolution: Essays in Fcminism, Litcrature and
Psyclnarulysis, london, Virago, 1984, pp. 2f,g-290.
50 uarY Jacobus, Reading Women Writing: Essnys in Feminist Criticism,London, Methuen, l9gd, p.
20r.
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identification, can be viewed as "hysterical". But the medicalization and feminization of

women's bodies around the term hysteria must be centred firmly within the social body

which produces both the condition and the "cure". At the same dme as the mother's

hysteria becomes uncontainable, monstrous, the narrator, eschewing her earlier

"nineteenth-century" hostility towards the mother, interprets her tragic decline within the

framework of an embryonic feminist consciousness, questioning, through focussing on

social practices, a seemingly inevitable maternal story. Displaying a similar exccss of
feeling as her mother, the narrator textually srages her own hysterical appeal to the reader

through the use of exclamation and question marks, while attempting to insert it within a

collective frame' linking it to the experience of all women. "Povera, povera anima! Non le

erano valse la bellezza,la bonti, I'intelligenza. La vita le aveva chiesto la forza: non

I'aveva. Amare e sacrificarsi e soccombere! Questo il destino suo e forse di tutte le

donne?" (D, P. 64) ["The poor, poor woman! Beauty, goodness, intelligence had all been

useless to her- Hcr life had required strcngth, and she had not possessed it. Lovc,

sacrifice yourself, and submit! Was that her destiny? Was that every woman's destiny?"1

(W, p. 55).

In suggesting that her mother's history of loss and inability to cope with life is

symptomatic of the cultural and psychological repression of all women, the narraror

prepares the reader both for the protagonist's own potential declinc on the same plotted

journey, and her potential deliverance from it. Envisaged in terms of the boundaries of a

conventional script, following the linear, chronological, natural-appcaring "chain-of-

events" modality of "love, sacrifice and submit", the text seems to appropriate the formula

embraced by countless heroines of sentimental and romantic fiction. But because this

destiny is prcsented in the form of a rhetorical question, its inevitabiliry is also questioned.

Here, our readerly expectations arc whetted to the pleasurable possibility of a different

outcome through the daughterly penchant for deviance while negotiating the tunnel of
maternal sameness. The title of the book, too, resonates with this differenVsameness

dichotomy. A Woman suggests both the isolated, individual woman and the collective
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every woman. The narrator registers this profound desire to escape her plot from what she

sees as the warning of her mother's destiny: "evadere dalla vita, smarrire la strada che

conduce aI porto dellapazda..." (D, p. 65) ["to escape life, to escape the road which may

lead to madness..."l (W, p. 58). So far this plot, conceived in conventionally self-

representative terms as a journey, seems the only one available in its e4uation with "life".

In order to survive the horror and sense of guilt at her mother's removal to an asylum for

the insane, the narator adopts a strategy of resignation, sensing perhaps that her mother's

"soccombere" [succumbing] was a form of resistance, of rebellion, to social forces she

found unacceptable. She offers her new interpretation of the world as "un carcere

strano...Tutto era vano, la gioia e il dolore, lo sforzo e la ribellione: unica nobilti la

rassegnazione" (D, p. 65) ["a strange prison...everything was meaningless: joy and pain,

effort and rebellion. The only dignity lay in resignation"l (W, p. 56). Thus she

acknowledges the static resolution necessary to survive the thwarted, repressive female

developmenal path.

However, the erasure of the mother's painful presence, her annihilation amidst

her daughter's grief at having increased her suffering and having understood her too late, is

ameliorated by the narrator's own pregnancy. Thc mother "dies" into off-stage silencc and

madness, and her daughter is rebom as a mother, discovering in her prospective materniry

a scope and purpose to her life. But the primacy and fluidity of the mother/daughter

connection is evident even in this juxtaposition. Although over a year passes between the

two evcnts, the text marks this time span in a b'rief sentence before conjoining thc maternal

to a double-pronged subjectivity, as the daughter appropriates tender memories, half rcal,

half imagined, of her mother to project on to the force of her own maternal feelings. The

maternal plot has been diverted from its positionas a discordant suFtext undennining the

na.rrator's mimetic identification with the father, to shift into focus as the plot, embodying

rie story which has yet to emanate from a woman's store of experiences. But at the same

time, it reflects a tothe-death struggle of the daughter to wrestle and write herself out of the

imprisoning chains of her mother's story.
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Motherhood, Love and "Suicide"

Chapter Seven is concerned with the physical, emotional, spiritual, and pragmatic concerns

of new motherhood, testifying to its importance in the nanator's 'Journey" through

womanhood. Again there is a sense of the niurator trytng on the available meanings of

motherhood as she wore the clothing associated with being a married woman. Thc

psychological and discursive effects of the maternal figure as a structuring device for the

daughter's self-representation, extend to an examination of maternity as a biological and

cultural experience. Of brief duration yet, characteristically, densely packed with the

narrator's response to events, this chapter propels the reader through her delight at holding

her healthy newborn son, a summary of the doctor's description of the phases of labour,

and her own distant recollection of the experience. Couched in binary literary terminology

of "fire and ice", "eternity and split second", and "death and birth", she basks in its

rapturous aftermath of maternal euphoria. Her satisfaction in breast-feeding her infant is

swiftly thwarted by the effects of a tirade of verbal abusc from her sister-in-law, which

deprives her of milk, and necessitates the rcsenggd insteltation of a series of wet nurscs,

one of whom, we learn (towards the end of the chapter) she suspects her husband of

having an affair with. The opening and ending of this chapter are of most interest in their

privileging the two states of mind engaging the inscription of the maternal, its initial

embracing as an cxtension of herself, and the subsequent dismantling of this image of

blissful fusion to state that it is an actual impediment to the self-fulfilment she so strongly

desires. "Io stringevo fra le braccia la mia creatura, viva, viva, viva! Era il mio sangue in

essa' e il mio spirito: ella era tuna me stessa, di gli, e pur mi esigeva tutta, ancora c per

sempre" (D, p. 70) ["I clasped my baby in my arms: he was alive, alive! My body had

created him, my spirit lived inside him: he already contained all of me and he could

demand anything of me now and forevcr"l (W, p. 62).

The drive to wholeness, established through the complete absorption of her son
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into herself in an active process of bodily and spiritual osmosis, proves by the end of the

chapter, to be unsustainable. Her close identification with her son did not at first lend itself

to the notion of self-immolation. Rather, she saw him as a flesh and blood extension of

herself, thc living representation of an energy and renewal of the life force which she could

then draw upon to transform her lifeless existence. lnstead, the imagined nobility of the

mother/child fusion even at this early stage, dissipates into a realization of loss of self.

Despitc her acknowledged joy in her son, he could not compensatc for her profound scnse

of restlessness and dissatisfaction.

In me la madre non s'integrava nella donna: e le gioie e le pene purissinr
in essenza che mi venivano da quella cosa palpitante e rosea,
contrastavano con un'instabiliti, un'alterazione di languori e di
esaltamenti, di desiderii e di sconforti, di cui non conoscevo I'origine e
che mi facevano giudicare da me stessa un essere squilibrato e
incompleo. @, p. 75)

The mother and the woman in me couldn't live together. That rosy,
breathing infant gave me pleasures and anxieties which were essentially
uncomplicated but which seemed constantly at odds with a sense of
instability, a strange oscillation between lethargy and exciternent, dcsirc
and indifference. I couldn't cxplain where this instability came frrom, but
the result was that I began to see myself as an unbalanced, incomplete
person. (W, p. 67)

This is considercd to be one of the most significant passages in the text in which

the institution of motherhood and its entrapment of women in its rhetoric, contrasts with

their experience. The self-rcgeneration the narrator had sought in her love for hcr child is

replaced by a sense of physical and psychological degeneration, an illness in which her

state parallels that of her own mother, whose lassitudc had so frustrated and irritated her as

a child. The narrator's sense of distance from "her best qualities" in fact recalls hcr to the

dreams of her father-dominated childhood when, surveying herself through the
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intermediary of her father's eyes, she had desired to be, and felt she was, som@ne out of

the ordinary.

But it is also in this phase, coinciding with her maternity, that her desire to urrite

is expressed, and contrary to many feminist studies on the issue, no tension or difficult

reconciliation of the nvo activities is registered. While her child slept, she devised two

projects, one concerning hcr child, the other concerning the writing of a book. The

interrelationship of the two becomes increasingly evident. The opening lines of Chapter

Eight note that her first attempts as a writer were scribbling down her son's developmental

progress. Susan Stanford Friedman has examined the cultural resonance of the childbinh

metaphor in its differing readings for male and female writers. She discovers that in

contrast to the mind&ody separation evident in the male metaphor, "the female childbirth

metaphor...propos(es) a genuine bond between creation and procreation...suggesting a

subversive community of artists who can literally and literarily (pro)create".5l The

writer/mother in this text confirms this stance when she declares that she "authors,, her

child just as surcly as she will "author" her autobiographical texts, perfonning on their

stage. She defiantly denies Western culture's double privileging of the male as generator

of the seed and of literary texts. "Egli mi apparteneva, perchb io sola me gli davo; suo

padre, sua nonna, tutti gli altri godevano lo spettacolo; ma io ero I'autrice; da me sola

awebbe dovuto riconoscere tutto cib in avvenire" (D, p. 76) ["I was the only one who

gave myself fully to him, therefore he really belonged to me alone; his father, grandmother,

and the others enjoyed the drama, but I was the author of it. Everything he would ever

learn would come from me"l (W, p. 68). The blurring of literary and biological acts of
creativity, although risking biological determinism, suggests an overturning of the social

and culnrral laws that have "engendered" them, assigning them to separate gender spheres.

The analogy of the child/text infused with maternal energy, authored and staged in a

defiant, self-exalting performance in which others are reduced to audience, recalls Franca

Angelini's observation of the theatrical nature of Sibilla's self-inscription. "Nessuna

5l Sor.n Stanford Friedman, "Creativity and the Childbirth Metaphor. Gender Difference in Likrary
Discourse", in Feminist Studies 13,l, l9g7, p.77.
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meraviglia che Sibilla si rappresenti come su una scena infinita, nel gesto che lha fatta

nascere' quello dell'amore e dell'abbandono, sempre ripetuti" ["It is not surprising that

Sibilla represents herself as on an infinite stage, in the modes that gave birth to her, thosc

of love and abandonrnent, always repeated,'1.52

Having established the maternal as an all-encompassing, enhancing, tod

psychosocially debilitating state which cannot "integrate" with the woman, thus querying

the given meanings of both the terms mother and woman, the plot throws tight on this

somewhat ambiguous analogy by turning to the incident which will precipiae her suicide

attempt, and the closure of Part One. Her re-entrance into the romantic plot, never,

according to Hirsch very far from the mother/daughter plot, dramatizes and clarifies this

notion of "woman" as opposed to "mother", which has aroused differing critical

perception.S3 On the one hand, it is rnainly interpreted in the light of the feminist ideology

that sustains both Parts Two and Three of the novel, as well as nrodern critical approaches.

Robin Pickering-Iazzi would rypically exemplify this when she states: "As illustrated by

the protagonist's relationship with her mother and son, the suppression of self in service of
mothering afflicts women, and likewise, their relationship to family and sgciety,,.s4

However, Ira Melandri, rightly, I think, insists on the strong, if partly veiled, role her

sexuality plays in Una donna, although it is played down to conform to the message (in

itself non-conformist) the text is preparing to deliver. Conflating sexuality with an

unspecific mystical fulfilment, fuelled by the sexual and emotional frustrations of her

marital unhappiness, she is conscious of an important dimension that is lacking in her

life'55 Here, I see the autobiographical, in the form of frustrated croticism, treading

cautiously between its overdeternrination in an already-made confessional romantic genne,

52 Fona" Angelini, "Un nome e una donna" ,in Svelamento,p.TO.
53 S.. Marianne Hirsch, Ttw MotherlDaughter plot,pp.5g-62.
s Robin Pickering-Iazzi, "Images of Motherhood in Aleramo, Morante, ldaraini, and Fallaci", in Annali
d'Italianistica 'l , 1989, p. 328.
55 I*u Melandri, "Un pudore selvaggio, una selvaggia nudirA", in Sibilta Aleramo,Coscienm e scrittura,
ed. Franco conrorbia,l,ea Melandri, Alba Morino, Milan, Feltrinelli, 19g6, p.43.
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and its underdetermination in the explorative subjectivity this autobiographical narrative is

representing. The autobiographical here is dangerously teetering on the borden of popular

fiction and no matter how closc to her real experience, must be sloned into the "cogs of

narrative" informing tlu relf of tle book.

Yet the narator even here manages to interrogate the dilemma facing the mother

who needs a lover, to explore the issue of marital infidelity as another possible venue of

maternal and erotic integration.

Ero pervenuta al sofisma di tante donne che conciliano I'amore dei figli
colla menzogna maritale? Il mio spirito si raffigurava un awenfue di vil6
felice fra le gioie materne e gli amplessi dell,amante?

Non credo. Cercavo di persuadermi che la vita mi offriva finalmente
I'amore, il vero, e che dovevo accettarlo, portando, all'uomo che mi
meritava, tutta me stessa e l'altra parte della mia vita, il mio bimbo,
semplicemente, lealmente. Oh, amare, runulre, darmi volontariamentc,
sentirrri di un uomo, vivere, rinascere! (D, p. g3)

Perhaps I had come to the false reasoning of many women who reconcile
love for their childrcn with marital deceit. Was I really prepared to
imagine such a cowardly future, sharing my happiness between the
pleasures of motherhood and the embraces of a lover?
I don't think so. I was, however, attempdng to persuadc myself that at
last life was offering me real love and that I should accept it, taking
myself and that otherpart of me, my baby, simply and loyally to the man
who deserved us both. I so much wanted to love and be loved, to givc
myself without reserve and to feel I tmly belonged to a man. That way I
would learn to live, would be born again! (W, p.?6)

I have quoted the above passage because it heralds what will be a continuing mtif
in all of Sibilla's future works. Rachel Blau DuPlessis has coined the term "romantic

thralldom" to describe desire for this often unequal, spirituaVerotic, transformative

relationship with a man with whom a woman hopes to transcend all divisionr.56 Already

the exaltation of love as the regenerative force of her existence is apparcnt. In line with

56 Rachel Blau DuPless is, Writing Beyond ttv Ending, p. 66.
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fictional heroines of romantic novels, it is for "true love" that she wishes to give all of

herself, and to consequently be reborn. The unexamined phenonemon of "true love"

distinguishes itself by the strength of is authenticity from the messy infidelities of other

women' and incorporates easily her maternal love for her son. Her hopes in hcr small-

town lover are, however, quickly dispelled by his unexpectedly doltish behaviour. Her

brief, unconsummated flination becomes public knowledge, her reputation is

compromised, and she is subjected to s€vere physical abuse from her outraged husband,

which leads her to take an overdose of laudanurn Just before she does, the narrator offers

the reader a vision of her life, which she (and we) read in terms of a text already lived, with

clues on what might be about to happen.

Sembrava che la mia vita mi sfilasse dinanzi, raccolta in pochi episodi, e
ch'io la guardassi da un' altra sponda, con occhi nuovi. Era bnevc, e non
era bella. Che cosa awebbe deno un giorno mio figlio conoscendola? Se

egli quella sera stessa avesse potuto comprendere e parlare, mi awebbe
pregata certo di trarlo in b'raccio e di andar lontano con lui nella none, ad
affrontare la miseria, la fame,la morte....(D, p. 92)

My life seemed to be unfolding beforc me, narated in a few scenes, and I
seemed to be watching this drama from another shore, through another
p€rson's eyes. The episodes wcrc brief, unpleasant to look at. when my
son knew all about this, what would he think? I was certain that if he had
been able to understand what was happening and talk to me that evening,
he would have begged me ro take him in my arms and go away into the
night with him, facing poverty if necessary, hunger and death if need be.
(W, p. 86)

Already there is a distancing, a detachment btween the protagonist and the

natrator, a suweying of events with retrospective eyes, through which the narrator

prepares the reader for the protagonist's (as we have known her) dramatic demise and

resurrection in events that she (the narrator) knows are to follow. A sort of resolution is

staged, one that narrative in its mimetic structure constitutes in its nacing of coherence.
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The binding motif that connects self-worth with her life is her maternity. As an "other,'

directly functioning as an instrument of self projection, her son becomes a rcposiory of her

own desires and fantasies of escaping into the night to adventurously face the world. The

maternal thercfore is viewed in terms of autonomy and self-worth, not self-renunciation. If
she cannot find a stage for being a woman, she will not exist as a mother. Herc the reader

is steered away from the erotic nature of her needs and "woman" again stands for dignity,

self-presencc' an equal deserving mate of the humanist ideal, "man" which, stripped of
sexuality, defines itself through the notion of the human universal. Her anempted suicide

is preceded by a description of her farewell to her sleeping son in which she renounces a

miserable, humiliating existence, a literal self-effacing to avoid a gradual, demeaning,

figurative suicide of her "I", a scene that will later, in a different context, bc rc-enactcd with

the same metaphorical associations.ST

Here Sibilla's story interlocks with those of many nineteenth-century "novel of

awakening" heroines, among them Emma Bovary, Edna Pontellier, Anna Karenina and

Maggrc Tulliver. Feminist critics have explored the implications of the topos of death in

these novels wherc therc is literally and metaphorically nowherc else for the protagonist o
go. Her self-consumption by the ideology in which she is entrapped, namely romantic

love, leaves her thwarted and fractured. Death by suicide is interpreted as the final, even

triumphant, prctest against a society unable to contain her, or as a fitting punishment for

transgressing the rules of female behaviour. Margaret Higonnet perceptively distinguishes

between rcpresentations of female suicides by male and female uniters. She writes: ,,'When

nineteenth-century women subscribe to thc genre of the Bildungsroman, they envision a

journey not to socially defined order but inward and downward to the unknown, and they

bring the finality of women's generically imposed deaths into question". She adds,

"Sociologically speaking, for woman, the sign of voluntary death has been cut from its

57 Fo, er'plorations inro ilre function of rcpetition in plors see peter Brmks, Reding For rlu plot, p.
97-100, and mqe fully in Chapter Five, pp. I 13-142. See also Marianne Hirsch, n The MotlurtDaughter
Plot, pp. f6-7 md pp. I t6-18.
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referent. The attempt expresses not merely a deathwish but an incommunicable or

impossible life-wish".5E And it is precisely here that the narrator ceases her participation in

the mechanisms of nineteenth-century plot structures, and definitively kills off the tragic

nineteenth-century heroine. Breaking out of these stories, or exp€cted codes of narrative,

and breaking with the selves constructed through them, she enters the developmental

paradigms used by twentieth-century women novelists, and paves the way for modem

Italian women writers, several of whom have openly acknowleged their debt to her.59

It is at this point, at the running aground of the naditional plot, in the narrator's

early death in cultural and generic fictions shaping this autobiography that Gillian Beer's

question is pertinent. She asks: "Can the female self be expressed through plot or must it
be conceived in resistance to plot?".fl The autobiographical subjectiviry Sibilla Aleramo is

tracing would seem, in dialogic terms, to incorporate both positions, at once appropriating

and interrogating them, before going beyond them. Moreover, it is the autobiographical

genre that subverts these plots in that the reader knows she lived to rewrite them, making

possible the emergence of a female subject who writes her own script on the margins of the

already read and what has not yet been realized-

So Part One closes on an attempted suicide, literary in deed and narration,

thwaned by the "firm, inflexible hand" of her doctor, signifying an end to the nineteenth-

century plot of tragic awakening with the death of the heroine's final attempt to achieve

self-redemption through the mediation of a man. Her early death as a woman in the love

plot functions as a critique of the melodramatic inscription of women in such plots, and her

58 uargaret Higgonet'"Speaking Silences: Women's Suicide", n The Fenale Body in western Cultwe:
Contemporary Perspectivcs, ed. Susan Rubin Suleiman, Cambridge, lvtass., Ilarvard University prress,
1985, p. 8I.
59 writes Rita Felski: "The narrative of edrcation or apprenticeship, in which the hero,s quest for identity
requires a critical engagement with social values and norms, is for the most part unavailable o the
nineteenth'cennry heroine, whose trairtory remains limited ro ttrelrurney from tlp parental o the mrital
home and whose destiny remains permanently linked to that of her male companion". Beyond Feminist
Aestlwtics: Feminist Literatwe and Social Change,Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University press, 19g9, p.
r25.
60 Gittian Beer, "Beyond Determinism: George Eliot and Virginia Woolf', in Womcn Writing and
Writing Abow filomen, ed. Mary Jrcobus, London, Croom Helm, 1979, p. g0.
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defeat by the strictures of social reality. By writing herself out of such a resolution, she

refutes the heritage reserved for nineteenth-century daughters in (and of) the patriarchal

plot- It also marks the end of her quasi-deliberately tracing the plot of her mother, who

both propels and disturbs the narative like a transparent shadow, and erases any

boundaries between our understanding of the autonomy of received notions of
"autobiography" and "fiction',.

Part Two: Feminism, Writing and the Mother

The explanatory opening of Part Two makes it clear that the wornan of part One, although

saved on the brink of death, was in fact, literally and literarily, dead and buried. This

directs the reader into a pleasurable anticipation of what happens next, and prepares us for

a new phase in the natrator's plotted journey. "La mia esistenza doveva finire in quel

punto: la donna ch'io ero stata fino a quella notte doveva morire. Vi sono periodi che non

possono risolversi e che sembra vadano chiusi bruscamente con una pieua sepolcrale" @,

p. 95) ["I had to end my life at that point: the woman I had been until then had to die,

trapped as she was in a situation from which there was no way out except the abnrpt

closure of death"l (W, p. 92). Herrebirth into Part Two, comprising ten chapters, can bc

seen as a reconciliation with, and tuming her back on, a past whose paternal and maternal

models inscribed in literary plots of love, marriage and death have not served her. Now

"orphaned", unable to define herself in relation to the original sources cmbodied in her

father and mother, yet simultaneously, a "new woman", "fiEed", she must cr€ate her own

path. The concept of female identity must be reworked, rediscovered, and reread, and

further meanin gs explored.

Withdrawing inside an apparcnt docility, the narrator appropriates the world of
books, of ideas, and of writing as the locus of her embryonic identity. She eschews the

romantic fictions she read in her earlier life (Part One) and their incarnation in the staging of
her own autobiographical plot, and turns to social tracts, philosophers and poets for their

explanatory and spiritually uplifting discourses. I-ocked inside her room each day by her
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jealous husband, the protagonist, in her new spirit of tranquillity, turns her prison into a

sanctuary where she devotes herself to intellectual and spiritual growth, as an adjunct to her

nourishing love for her child. She subverts the confined space that was used to contain

and repress hcr unacceptable mothcr as a rneans of gaining knowledge and skills to fuel her

rebellion. She discovers texts in which she reads of the consequences of poverty and

illiteracy, applying their humanitarian and socialist principles to her own situation, and

those of ttre people she sees around her. This widening of her cognitive horizons parallels

the expansion of the autobiographical space in which she inscribes herself. Through her

readings she discovers such words as socialism and more importantly feminism, and

comes to understand her own condition as signifying a collective oppression, pushing

down thc barriers of class and race to connect her with all women. Here the narrative

adopts the pattem of what Rita Felski calls the feminist Bildungsroman, which she defines

as "a didactic genre which aims to convince the reader of the legitimacy of a particular

interpretative framcwork by bringing her or him to a cumulative and retrospective

understanding of the events narrated in the text".6l Once again though, it is through the

maternal, and the emblematic figure of her own mother, that she ponders the "woman

question", integrating personal experience with collective undentanding:

come pub un uomo che abbia avuto una buona madre divenir crudele
verso i deboli, sleale verso una donna a cui di il suo amorc, tiranno verso
i figli? Ma la buona madrc non deve essere, come la mia, una semplice
creahrra di sacrificio: deve esserc una doww, una persona urnana
E come pub diventare una donna, sc i parenti la danno, ignar4 debole,
incompleta, a un uomo che non la riceve come sua eguale; ne usa comc
d'un oggetto di proprieti; le di dei frgli coi quali I'abbandona sola;
mentr'egli compie i suoi doveri sociali, affinchd continui a baloccarsi
come nell'infanzia? (D, pp. I la-l 15)

How could a man who has had a good mother be a bully, betray thc
women he claimed to love, tyrannise his children? But a good mother
must not be simply a victim of self-sacrifrce, as mine had been: she must

6l nit" Felski,Ecyo nd Feminist Aesthetics,p. 137.
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be a woman, a human individual. But how could she possibly become an
individual if her parents handed her over, ignorant, weak, and immarure,
to a man unable to accept her as an equal, a nun who treated hcr like a
piece of property, grving her children and then abandoning her to perfmm
his social duty,leaving her at honre o idle away her time - just as she had
done as a child? (W, pp. I l3-l 14)

This incursion into a more analytic, less directly personal discussion of the social

climate she sees around her, still avails itself in ,ingrng, questioning tones of familial

models to argue its point. She uses a language of domestic feeling to confront thc issue of
male power over women. Her preoccupation with the question of maternal genealogy and

its debilitating legacy is written into her recurring textual concem with the notion of
"woman", a body which cannot be born from the socially powerless, infantilized creature

masquerading as a mother. The ideological conflating of the matcrnal and its potentially

beneficent nansmission to sons concurs with the late nineteenth-century discourses and

their idealization of mothcrhood as a transformative role, almost titanic in its spiritual

power' Ann Caesar notes how the critique of the institution contrasts with the articles

Sibilla Aleramo was writing at much the same time she was experiencing the events

narrated in this book. Sibilla argues the cause of women's emancipation on the most

socially palatable grounds that they will be better morhers, couching her language in ,,the

conventional piety of Catholic rhetoric: 'the holy and divine function of motherh@d,or

indeed 'the divine domestic function of women'".62 r think two issues are at stake here.

one is that the whole issue surrounding a critique of motherhood was explosive and

disturbing and could only be argued on the discursive territory on which it was currently

constructed. And, sccondly, I would suggest that the language of Una donna, far from

adopting the secular logic of the discourses now influencing her, often appropriates this

mystical register interwoven with maternal tropes not only to defuse the subversive or

62 Aon Caesar, 'Italian Feminism and the Novel: Sibilla Aleramo's A Womann,in Feminist Review 5,
1980, p' 81. However the inllation of the mother's potential power wirhin the family ignores her actual
powerlessness and leaves heropen o blame.
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oppositional stance she is adopting, but to verify ttre sanctity of the new, enlightened path

she is about to follow. As Annarita Buttafuoco argues, far from being an individual

characteristic, this is a common strategy amply informing the discourses of other Italian

emancipationists and "new women" uniting at the beginning of the twentieth cenrury, to

convey and sanction the enormity of the conflicting changes experienced.63 So, th"

niurator stages a scene of writing in temrs of a solitary self-revelation, an emotionally-

charged divination, cornmon to the over-wrought diction of sentimental novels that will
render "fecund" her suffering, which has the effect ofdisplacing the politically radical

nature of the changes she is undergoing.

oh, dfuc, dire a qualcuno il mio dolore, la mia miseria; dirlo a me stessa
anzi, solo a me stessa, in una forma nuova, decisa, che mi rivelasse
qualche angolo ancora oscuro del mio destino!
E scrissi., per unbra, per due, non so. I-e parole fluivano, gravi, quasi
solenni: si delineava il mio momento psicologico; chiedevo al dolore sc
poteva divenirc fecondo; affermavo di ascoltare strani fermenti nel mio
intelleno, corn€ un presagio di una lontana fiorin'a. (D, pp. l0z-l0g)

oh, if only I could tell someone about my pain and miscry! Even myselfl
Perhaps if I could tell myself about it in some new way it might have the
powcr to shed some light on what had happened and on what would
become of me.

so I wrote. Perhaps for an hour or two...I really don't remember how
long. The words poured out, weighty and solemn. I tried to skerch a
portrait of my state of mind. I examined my pain,I asked myself whether
to suffer in such a way could be productive; I felt strange stirrings in my
mind,like intimations of growth to come. (W, p. 106)

The desire to write is encoded within hopeful metaphors of fenility and gestation,

and, as she realizes, the binh of her "self' to herself is rcsonant with future significance.

63 Fo' furttrer analysis and documentation see a portion of Annarira Buuafuoco's essay "Vite esernplari.
Donne nuove di primo Novecento", in Svelamento,pp.l5l-152. She attemps to historicize Lea
Melandri's contention ttnt Ilna donna is not about rlre binh of a woman, but the ,nascita di un dio e di
una religione' ["the birth of a god andof a religion"]. Le.a Melandri, "Un pudore selvaggio, una selvaggia
nuditA", n Sibilla Aleramo: Coscienza e scrittura, p. 41.
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Her text is herself but to inscribe it anistically, to render it serious and, representable, she

invests it with a holiness appropriate to this new bowing before the symbolic womb that is

her mind' From her suffering she asks for words to gush fonh. This urriting scene is

imaginatively enacted in a church-like aunosphere, the solemn, amniotic, flowing of words

recalling those of hymns, while her suffering is raised to the status of deity on the altar of
her new aspirations. Significantly, the religious narure of her act is heightened and

disrupted by a recourse o actual prayer in a curious passage where she invokes her moth€r

as an interurediary, aposition reserved for the Virgrn Mary in Roman Catholic rites.

La penna si fermb, io corsi in camera, mi gettai in ginocchio al punto
stesso ove, in una notte ormai lontana, avevo sussurato ad una piccola
creatura dormiente il mio proposito di morte. come fu chc mi sali alle
labbra il nome di mia madre con un singhiozzo? come fu che un bisogno
mi invase lancinante, di pregarc, d'invocare la potenza occurta a cui
doveva averricorso tante voltc il cuore di mia madre quand'era gonfio di
pena? Non so. Fu l'unica volta in vita mia ch'io aspirai alla Fedc in una
Volonti divina, ch'io I'anesi a mani giunte. E in quell'appello cra tutta la
disperazione d'uno spirito che si sente debole, esausto nel momento
stesso in cui ha intraweduto una lunga via da percorrere...Mi umiliavo,
irresistibilmente ma consciamente: era timore di una nuov4 diversa e pi1
crudele illusione del mio cuore infiamman di ideale? Forse. Chiedendo
I'intercessione della marnma, della mia mamma demente, pareva volessi
rinnegare I'orgoglio del mio passaro oltre a quello dell'avvenire:
rammentavo a me stessa la fatale sconfitta di Lei, e I'inaniti di ogni
ribellione in creature segnate come Lei dalla sventura. Ella aveva
desiderato che almeno i suoi figli fossero salvi: a mia volta chc cosa awei
chiesto a un Dio che mi fosse apparso davanti? Di allontanare dar capo
del mio bambino il dolore, di fare ch'io potessi guidarlo per strade
luminose.-.E se neppur io ero ascoltata? Se la catena doveva svolgersi in
eterno? @, p. 108)

I stopped writing, ran to the bedroom, and fell to my knees on the very
spot where so many nights before I had whispered to my son that I must
kill myself. For some reason I called out my mother's name and started
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to weep- I had a sudden paralysing wish to pray, to call on the same
supernatural power my mother must have asked for help when she was in
despair. It was the first time that I had ever claimed to believe in divine
intercession, and I claspcd my hands together, hoping for a sign. Into
my appeal I put all the desperation of someone who sees the long road
they must travel, but feels too exhausted and weak to go on...I
consciously forced myself to be humble. perhaps I was afraid, in that
moment of fervent idealism, that a new, different, even crueler
disappointrnent lay in store. I begged my poor mad mother to intercede
for me. I felt I must renounce alr pridc. Remembering her terrible defeat,
I told myself how ridiculous rebellion was in someone as dogged by
misfortune as she had been. The least of her wishes had been that her
children should have some securiry; and if God had appeared to me then
what would I have asked of him? That He should save my child from
suffering and guide him to act always for the best...what if, like hers, my
voice wasn't heard? what if this terrible cycle was destined to continue
forever? (W, pp. 106-107)

I have quoted this passage in full because it rcsonates with the passionate intensity

of religious conversion narratives where women's earliest autobiographical practices were

located, yet diverges wildly by fashioning a desired "conversion,, that hinges on the

intervention of the most powerless figure of the story. The literary vocation the narrator is

setting out to achieve or conceive must be sanctioned by the imagined intercession of her

mad mother. As she is about to embark on the arduous journey which will separate her

from her mother's plot, she evokes the silent, imprisoned mother who provides the

impetus and narrative frame for this paradigmatic journey of developmenL The rnother, it
seems' represents both her fear of not being able to continue, and the reason why she

must' In this continual recuperation of the mother, in what Hirsch calls an economy of
loss and t"ourry,fl and its interweaving with tropes in which discourses surrounding the

maternal abound, the text is surprisingly modern, incorporating elements displayed by

modernist writers and the feminist novels of the 1970s, according to Marianne Hirsch,s

charting of the mother/daughter relationship. "The content of plot is not a process of
tr So Marianre Hirsch, Ttu MottvrlDaughter plot,p.ll0.
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successive distancing but, rather, is a struggle with a bond that is powerful and painful,

that threatens engulfment and self-loss even while it offers the very basis for self-

consciousness".65 But while this applies very clearly to the daughter, it is important to

reiterate that the niurator of this text r.r both a mother and a daughter, the connection in a

genealogy whose dctermining forces of descent she cannot, so far, escape. Through her

subjective intersection within the two roles, she interrogates past and future, and the

tenifying possibility of change. With no clear path before her, the journey, in female

narrative tenns, unploned, the narrator implones the intercession of divine forces her father

has taught her to scorn as irrational. The daughter stops writing, ceasing her appropriation

of the paternal word, and throws herself to her knees in a gesture miming her earlier

farewell at her son's bedside, where the word mother comes hysterically to her lips. In
hoping through writing to transcend her feminine condition, she evokes her matrilineage,

embodied in the historicalhysterical woman whose defeat speaks through herdaughter in a

chain of inherited martyrdom. Her husband/jailor's intemrption of this scenc and her

subsequent rcappraisal of her gesnrre as that of a "sick wornan", rcpresents male disruption

of the mother/daughter connection wherc she sees and interprets herself through the

censuring gaze of patriarchy, wherc she is, like hcr mother, defined as mad.

By now, the autobiographical narrative is interwoven with the discursive climate

inscribing feminism, and has appropriated patrerns of the feminist Bildung. According to

Rita Felski, this shift on the pan of the narator, requiring a psychological transformation,

can be attained through a form of mystical illumination similar to religious conversion, or

through insight into the power structnres that dominate gender reladons.ff In this text"

both forms are operating. Moreover, the feminist project, functioning for the narrator as a

process of social and psychological revelation, and subsequently, critique, takes as its

exemplar the figure of the mother. If she had had an opportunity to exercise her gifts

65 Marianne Hirsch, ibid., p. 133.

66 nira Felski, Beyond Feminisr Aestlutics,p. 13l.
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outside of the family circle, within a wider social sphere perhaps, muses her daughter, she

might not have been so defeated by the failure of her personal relationships. These

considerations parallel, not surprisingly, ths narrator's own attempts to b,reak out of her

narrow domestic world through her writing efforts. The quasi-mystical, procleative naturc

of this task is described in language rivalling the binh of her son.

Accanto ad impressioni visive, alla pittura rapida di qualche tipo, si
svolgeva in cento frammenti il filo delle mie considerazioni sulla vita,
tendenti ad orientarsi in una connessione, in un organismo. Un occulto
ardore correva per quei fogli, che io cominciavo ad amare come qualcosa
migliore di me, quasi mi rendessero la mia immagine gii purificata e mi
convincessero ch'io potevo vivere intensamente ed utilmente. Vivere!
onnai lo volevo, non pii solo per mio figlio, ma per me, per tutti. (D, p.
I 16)

I experimented with different forms - descriptions of landscap€s, quick
character sketches, my own thoughts about life, in literally hundreds of
notes, to which I trid to give proper shape. I began to love these magical
pages as something better than myself, as if they took my image, refined
it, and then returned it to me enriched. (W, p. I 15)

As she had desired for wholeness and regeneration through maternity, so her

writing becomes a filial extension of herself, a means of purifrcation and benerment,

imprinted with the passion of her textual creation. The self-transformativc nature of
writing she testifies to, in its rendering of a purified image, also dispels the readerly notion

of a coherent autobiographical subject, replicating the autobiographer. Her son, similarly

"authored" as I observed earlier, far from hampering her writing career, is repeatedly

presented as a smiling encourager of ir He becomes a narrativc instrument" albcit positive,

in promoting the narrator's expanding self-image. When he deciphers her signaturc on a

magazine article, she interprets his smile through a rare employment of the device of
reported dialogue- "Pareva dicesse; 'Io sento che tu lavori anche per me, marnma, sento
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che tu fiorisci, ti espandi, vivi, e percib diventi forte c buona, e mi prepari un'esistenza

forte e buona..."' @, p. 119) ["Hc seemed to be syrng, 'I can tell you are working for

me' nuunma. I can tell that you are growing, learning, living, becoming strong and active.

And I can see that you are preparing a good rife for me'..."] (w, p. l1g).

\ilork and the "New Mother"

The necessiry of integrating filial approval with her literary strivings indicates a widening

of the maternal function with its consequent textual establishment of her son as a separap

speaking being, approving of her endeavours. Her rapturous response is to imagine a

manrellous city that she and her child can conremplate together frrom a hill beforc she sets

out to traverse it- This new geographical space of the mind stages an actual physical

translocation in thc following chapter when the family decides to move to Rome after her

husband is fued from his job at the factory by her father. The catalyst for this liberating

change is the nanator's writing and the offer of the subeditorship of amagaane. She is

impressed with the seemingly feminist slant of the magazine although soon discovers tha!

in reality, its contents are very similar to the majority of women's magazines concerned

with fashion and the lives of actresses. Earlier, she professed herself disappointcd with the

negative' disdainful attitude towards feminism of other women writers and intellectuals

with whom she was in contacl But it is her own feminist consciousness, her awareness of
difference, that propels her to judge harshly the mediocre books written by women

flooding her office. Her denunciation of "feminine literanue" as a pardy of male literary

fashion deplores the resulting inauthentic, imitative quality of such work, which she

connecK to a problematics of female self-representation, yet her own plot, as I have said,

contains stnong traces of the concsrns and romanticism informing those novels.

Her self-representation has now undergone a shift to what I would call an

historicization of the narrating "I" positioned in rclation to the wider community of peoplc

she now me€ts. Although still operating within the confines of wifehood and motherhood,
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in which her husband oversees her activities, her earlier domestic spaces, mainly peopled

by family members, have been exchanged for the cultural spaces of a working city which

offers her exciting material upon which to negotiate her scnse of growth and change. In

comparison with the dense, incident-packed events of Part One, the plot has now visibly

slowed its pace and time span, locating itself in a consciously discursive political frame in

keeping with the protagonist's contact with, and read.ings of others' lives. The

narrator/protagonist figure has re-merged, indicating a closer idcntification benveen the

autobiographer and her protagonist who adopts less the distancing visual marker of ,,mi

vedo" ["I see myself']- Now looking outside herself, the narrator provides us with

portraits of individuals who are mostly defined through the work they do and the inspiring

ideals permeating their lives. It is the women friends, named as editors, artists, teachers

and social activists, who provide the most inspiration, and it is here too, in keeping with

such a promising ambience, that the narrator finds a surcgate mother, who, in con6ast to

her own mother, has a story to relate, which is not only her own, but one that is

interwoven with her work among the poor and illiterate of a suffering rnass of humanity.

chi me n'aveva parlato cosi presto? oh, forse voi, marnma buona mia e
di quante avete incontrate nella vita! Eravate, quel primo grorno in cui
v'abbracciai, nel vostro ritiro sul Gianicolo. I'€ parete coperte di ritratti,
celebri ed ignoti, di grandi uomini e di bambini. La scrivania ampia,
carica di carte. E voi, con la persona un poco pingue e curva, con
qualcosa di mia madre nei trani del volto, voi mi chiamaste figliuola... @,
p. 130)

How did I come to know about thesc people so quickly? perhaps it was
through you, my new mother, who offered such kindness to me and to
everyone else you met. I first met you in your house on the Gianicolo,
with its walls covered with portrairs of present and past friends, people
famous and unknown. when I first saw your plump stooping figure I
was reminded of my mother, and you, for your part, immediately called
me daughter... (W, p. l3l)
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The narrative registers this profound sensc of identification in its direct

interpellation of the "new rnother", using the polite "voi" or "you" form. Textually, it is an

awkward' disorienting insertion and disruption of a narrative flow organized exclusively

around a narrative "f" that sweeps up, and includes the reader in its self-identifying

mechanism. It calls attention to thc textual devices at stake in any nanative account and its

illusion of wholeness. The reader here is forced !o assume the textual "you,,, the usually

silent other of discourse incorporated by narrative, and in practice, becomes the other,

significantly the mother, physically reminisccnt of the narrator's own mother, reborn,

however, in this woman of ideas and active participation in social and political discourses.

The issue of silence and its connection to the maternal is also given a new empathctic

meaning in the instant, although initially unspoken, communication between the two

women.

The empathetic silence that precipitates her "new mother's" story is privileged in

this piece. We do not get to read of her story until the following chapter. Invested by the

nalTator with powen of wisdom and understanding reminiscent of ancient goddesses, the

new mother occupies a silence that is not emptiness, nor lack, but is staked out ils a new

spiritual sPace of creative life-giving energy for her "daughrcr". The silent understanding

between this surogate mother and daughter recalls theories of semiotic mothcr/daughter

fusion, but recuperates it from its prclinguistic location in the rhythmic, babbling

underbelly of discourse, repressed in the Symbolic Orrder, and remodels the maternal as a

source of wisdom, of spoken knowledge, and active social panicipation that precipitates,

through her own words, the narrator's re-evaluation of hcr self. In fact, in the following

chapter, the surrogate mother's discourse is staged in reported speech. This textual

strategy lessens the interpretative control of the narrating "r" and testifies to the ,,mother,s,,

position of respected scparateness for the protagonist, and the resonance of her words.

She offers a philosophy that will be recognizable as a core cogito in Sibilla's later self-
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representations, that she will return to over and over again. Significandy, her philosophy

is presented as a contr:rst to that of a common acquaintance the narrator is attracted to (in

what she dcscribes as a motherly/daughterly way), as much for his mysticism as for his

person' known as "il profeta" ("the prophet"). Gently critiquing the "prophet's"

discourses centred in an abstraction and absolutism that ignores the incontestable facts of
change and mortality governing human existcnce and scorns social reform as irrelevant, thc

surogate mother grounds her credo in a maternal territory that privileges plenitude, the

earthly, the material, and connection, not detachment ftom others.

I have no intention here of erecting what other critics would call "womb

criticism"6T in its reductive valorization of maternal plenitude and connection as against

patemal lack and distance. The oscillations and contradictions pervading this text preclude

any such simplification. Having felt orphaned from her own mother who could offer her

no viable developmental path, yet whose erasure was necessary to create the space for the

daughter's plog the narrator embraces this new rnaternal model who sanctions her dream of
autonomy' and, mor@ver seems to live a dream of love as yet unknown to the narrator.

However, she figures as a brief although crucial ideological moment whose pr€sence

cannot provide any further move for the narrator. Plot *rives on obstacles, on absence, on

desire. Significantly too, the relationship is filtered through the rc-emergence of the

heterosexual love plot which hovers on the borden of this section. According to Marianne

Hirsch, "The break from the plot of romantic love and from the fantasy of ,,the- man-who-

would-understand" is never total; the mother coexists uneasily with the male figure -

brother, father, heterosexual lover - who is always still pan of the story and who, in fact,

enables the story of mother and daughter to be told, who focusses the experience of
connection and disconnection, passion and renunciation".s The "prophet', and, earlier,

the doctor, her only friend in the provincial town, with whom the narrator fantasized a

67 gdl" Brodzki's term in "Mothers, Displacement, and Language in the Autobiographies of Nathalie
Sarraute and Christa Wolf', n LifetLines: Tlworizing Women's Awobiography, d. Bella Brodzki and
Cefeste Schenck, lthaca, N.y., Cornell University press, l9gg, p.A1.
68 lrlarianne Hirsch, T he M o ile r I D au g ht er p I o t, pp. g7 -gg.
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possible mutual love affair, fearure as "men-who-would-understand", who, through their

cultural and spiritual superiority, might offer a divergence, a script of escape from the

vicissitudes of the mother's plot. The death of her friend, the doctor, a kindly, physically

frail and ultimately ineffectual rnan, s€ems to negate the possibility of an alternative plot in

this direction, and prepares the reader for its repetitiory'resurrcction within the differing

geographical location of part Two.

The extreme asccticism and disinterest in worldly matters of thc "prophet,' is

exposed too' as arid, alienating and life-denying. The man-who.would-understand is a

victim of his obscure, confused ideas, who, once she has deciphered him, appears child-

likc, vulnerable and demanding of a devoted self-sacrifice from any companion. yet, in a

juxtaposition of ambivalent emotions providing a hint of further developments, she

fantasizes being able to grve up her child for just such a man. He contrasts strongly with

the pragmatic sturogatc mother who is characterized, not by biological maternity, but by

her long and evidently happy relationship with her now dead lover, and by her work for
social justice. She has stepped into the place vacated by the absent mother, but in doing

so' she has bnoadened the idea of femaleness and female transmission. She embodies a

much admired integration of the woman and the mother, redefining in the process the

meanings of thesc words in cultural, not biological terms. She acts as a guide for thc

narrator' showing her the projects she has instigated among the poor, introducing her at

first hand to a side of life never before cncountered. Through these activities, the

natrator's feminism is rekindled, and she embarks on a searing critique of patriarchal

practices.

Defining the prostitute as the unnatural monster that stands betrveen the two
phases of a woman's life, the virgin and the mother, shc attacks thc male egoism that

creates the prostitute and exposes its pernicious effect on these binary poles of
womanhood' Characteristically, the political and social natrue of these concerns is filtered

through the autobiographical experiences of the narrator. The reader recognizes the ,,bnrtal

initiation" of loveless sexuality purponedly preceding many marriages as belonging to the
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narrator's own experience, and a little later in the chapter, the narrator confesses to an

unidentifiable, debilitating illness plaguing her since before the binh of her child, which we

infer to be caused by a venereal infection caught ftom her husband.

The discursive stereotypes pigeonholing the term "woman" are also manifestly

cvident in the narator's attack on the figure of woman in male - generated Italian literature.

Describing her open lctter published in rcply o the eulogizing praise of the Italian woman

in poetry by a young male poet, she nnites:

Dicevo che quasi runi i poeti nostri hanno finora cantato una donna ideale,
che Beatrice t un simbolo e Laura un geroglifico, e che se qualche donna
ottenne il canto dei poeti nostri E quella ch'essi non porctrero avere: quella
chbbbero e che diede loro dei figli non fu neanche da essi nominata. (D,
p. ls0)

In it I argued that nearly every Italian poer up to now had glorified an
"ideal" woman: that Beatrice was a clpher and I-aura a hieroglyph. The
women the poets praised were all unanainable: they never mentioned the
women they lived with, who bore their children. (W, p. 156)

Deploring the lack of authentic images of women, and evoking the missing

historical women' the mothers of thc children of these male poets, she reveals the lack of
female genealogy in these disembodied figures of male desire, whose inscription is
predicated on their necessary absence. on the contrary, a theatre performance of Ibsen,s

play The Doll's House where its protagonist, Nora, leaves her husband and children in

order to find out who she is, profoundly moves hcr. Nora, in her embodiment as stage

character and in her portrayal by an acress, is "a poor flesh and blood crcaturt,,, alive and

present' and, more importantly, capable in thc end of self-resolve. The niurator rcgisters

how unacceptable this resolution is to the audience even twenty years after the play was

wrinen. Again, her reading of a play provides the reader with srategies for reading her

own possible resolution to a situation we can only interpret as analogous. She also notes
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the paradoxical sanctification of mothers by Ialian men in comparison to their denigration

of most other women. Yet this paradox is contained in her own narrative, in her own

construction of herself as mother, especially through thc adoring eyes of her son which

borders, as I have noted earlier, on sanctification.

The narrative oscillates betrveen a positioning of herself as daughter, frustrated

wife, potential lover and mother. But none of these terms are stable ones, and are

subjected to questioning even as they are situated within thc conventional discourses

inscribing them. When her son falls dangerously ill, she reaffirms the powerful bond of
motherhood, reiterating her child as the best part of herself. When he begins to get better,

what she calls the watchful part of herself, who we might say provides narrative comment

on the plot naced by the protagonist, deplores this maternal sense of oneness. ,,perche

avevo pensato tanto naturalmente alla morte quando mio figlio era in pericolo? Non

esistevo io dunque indipendentemente da lui, non avevo, oltre al dovere di allevarlo, oltre

alla gioia di assisterlo, doveri miei altrettanto imperiosi?" (D, p. la3) ["I had to ask why I
had instantly wanted to die when I realised my son was in danger. Had I no life of my

own? Had I no obligations to myself, obligations as important as my duty to bring him up

and as pleasurable as the task of helping him?"1 (W, p. 146). Her firm conviction that

motherhood, although important, is only a part of a woman's existencc and must not cause

her to sac:rifice her human dignity, is challenged by a series of events which result in her

husband's triumphant return to the provincial town to take up her father,s managerial

position at the factory, and to live in her old family home. He expects her to follow him,

having denied her request for a separation, which, if she insisted upon it, would cost her

her child. She realizes that her newfound sense of space is an illusion dependent on its

legitimization by her husband, like her father befqe him. Once again, it signifies a rc-entry

into the matcrnal plot space which housed, literally and figuratively, her mad mother, only

this time it is in the name of her own materniry. This anguished repetition staged around a

sense of self-sacrifice is echoed in the imagery of death that closes Part Two and links it o
Part One in a textual sEategy of semi-conclusiveness that prcpares the reader for the final
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Part Three. The section closes with the death and funeral of her Norwegian artist friend,

and her last encounter with her friend, the "prophet", who symbolizes her dashed hopes in

the plot of romantic thralldom. The interrupted suicide signalling the end of pan One has

here met a metaphorical success. "Per due giorni le piccole stanze furon di nuovo

ingomb're di casse, tante barc nelle quali seppellivo, cogli oggeni e coi libri, i miei sogni e i
miei palpiti" (D, PP. 172'3) ["For the next two days my little apartrrent was cluttered with

trunks and boxes. They seemed to me like so many coffins, filled with my dreams and

hopes as well as my books and furniturc"l (W, p. lgl).

The loss of her dreams and ambitions, and its metaphorization in imagery of
death, which a retum to the maternal plot dramatizes, is embedded paradoxically in her

own active maternal attachment to her son. It is this paradox which the narrator seeks to

unravel, as a mother, and write her way out of in Part Three. Comprising threc chapters,

thus noticeably truncated in comparison to Parts One and Two, this section heralds for the

reader a precipitous and courageous conclusion, which, according to Flora Bassanese, re-

situates the novel in the model of the male Bildungsroman. She sees the protagonist,s

decision to leave her husband and son as a gesture which in its selfdetermination parallels

that of her fictional male counterparr 'This neturn is at mid-poing just as the giJdrarg hero

is about to venture into the outside world, as yet uncertain as to what awaits. The

distinctions between male and female are erased offering the beginning, if not thc whole, of
a genderless novel of development".69 I think that this observarion trivializes thc spccific

female developmental process naced in the novel that Bassanesc has so aptly described

earlier. Bassanese tends to hold the Bit&tng as the desirable, universalizing model against

which a fcmale protagonist must measure herself in order to merge into its ,'genderless,,

folds. This "integration" concurs with the demands of the rcaderly text, ignorcs difference,

the contradictory and shifting narative view points, and offers a model of selftrood which

is male, while assuming the centrality of de-sexualized male texts. This approach, in

establishing the malc developmental story as the dominant plot, must of necessity treat the

69 Ftora A. Bassanese ,n(Jna bnna:Autobiography as Exemprary Text", p. r47.
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mother/daughter story as marginal, subversive, and an obstacle to the "genderless" story,

based on the humanistic struggle of the individual to attain social, emotional and intellectual

freedom through the pursuit of knowledge and experience. This, in terms of conventional

nineteenth*entury plots, must be established through the female protagonist's isolating and

separating herself from the fate of other worlen, specifically her mother. And this either/or

modality is precisely what is avoided in (Jna funru and this final section, which attempts

to redefine motherhood in terms of human dignity, and most significantly, through the

narrating voice of a mother.

Part Three - Resolving the plot

The section oPens characteristically on a new phase for the narrator who assefts an

emotional independence, a detachment from her husband never before experienced in its

entirety. This rcpetition of the death and renewal rnotivc is suggestive of Brmks' notion of

repetition as the binding motive of narrative, recovering ground already covercd the-same-

but-different mode which connects significant events as it moves toward closure.TO But

before long, her return reveals itself as an unsatisfactory and miserable resolution, and she

finds henelf in a spiritual, sexual and emotional wasteland. Her only joy is in watching

and panicipating in her son's development, yet this conventional tmism of motherhood is

hardly stated in conventionally rapturous language, before being shown to be fraught with

ambiguity. Because her return rests squarely on her suppressing her disgust for her

husband, and privileglng a one-d.imensional self-definition as mother, she invests an

energy in her son that in its darker side, embraces extremes of maternal behaviour.

Veering between dealing out sharp physical punishment when he will nor follow her

educational directivcs, and neglecting his needs by leaving him alone, unanendd for long

periods, her acknowledged self-sacrifice for him rurns to self-hatred at not being able to

adequately carry out her maternal duties. This aspect, too, binds her to her mother,s plot,

70 See Peter Brmks , Readingfor the plor, pp.97-99.
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recalling similar incidents of maternal anger and neglect, but it simultaneously provides the

catalyst for what Hirsch calls a bond.ing of the plorTl The narrative gives us no indication

of the time span between these considerations and her discovery of her rnother's letter other

than the timeless rcfrain of many stories, "one day". This unfinished letter to her rDoth€r,s

parents' reproduced in reported speech by a few significant, disjointed phrases: "Debbo

pattire...qui impazzisco...lui non mi ama pit...Ed io softo tanto che non so pit voler bene

ai bambini ... debbo andarmene, andarmene...Poveri frgli miei, forse 0 meglio per loro!,'

@, P. 18l) [T have to leave...I'm going mad here...he doesn't love me any more...And I
am so unhappy that I no longer even love my children...I have to leave them, I have to

leavc...I'm sorry for my children, but perhaps this will be better for them!"1 (W, p. 192),

propels herdaughter to complete the action the mother was unable to follow through.

The mother's discourse surfaces from its hidden, repressed corner in a drawer,

indicative of the Iocus of many women's autobiographical "unspeakable" writings, to

sPeak to her daughter. The addressee, instead of being her parents, who, one might

imagine, would have discouraged such a disruptive act on their daughter's part, becomes

by default, her own daughter, who receives further information on her mother,s

biography, which, instead of binding her, releases her through a sense of bonding to her

story' She transforms the mother's victimization into the daughter's cmpowerment. But

this daughter, far from being bound to the mother's story by virnre of her too being a

mother, can refute it by literally becoming what her mother might have wished, gtven a

different story. It is a significant shift from the mother's silence and madness, her

configuration in the negadve. The silence that defines nineteenth-century maternal

experience has been broken, and the mother's discontent, her desire for flight and

separation from her children, against the prevailing maternal ideology of self-sacrifice,

provides a point of departure, through assimilation, for the daughter. The maternal

discourse although fragmented, partial, is projected through thc perspective of thc

7l In reference to Peter Btooks' notion of repetidon as a binding of ptot, Hirsch states: "Whereas binding
connotes constraint'' bonding is a lmser and morr voluntary form of connection". Ttu MottertDaughter
Plot, p. ll8.
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daughter/mother whose recognition of sameness glafts and bonds her to maternal

experience without binding her. As Hirsch suggests in her attempt to place women's plots

outside of the male economy in which they are perceived: "If at one pole we have binding

and the "same-butdifferent", at the other, we have a refusal to rcturn, a looking forward, a

bonding which is implied in the idea of matsrnity and the experience of rcproduction".Z

The narator's attack on the ideology of motherhood inserts itself alongside this

significant episode, where rhetorically addressing herself to the reader, implicating social

responsibility with her use of the complicit "\ve", she launches into perhaps the most oft-

quoted passage of the novel.

Perch6 nella materniti adoriamo il sacrificio? Dond'E scesa a noi questa

inumana idea dell'immolazione materna? Di madre in figlia, da secoli, si

tramanda il servaggio. E' una mostruosa catena. Tutte abbiamo, a un

certo punto della vita, la coscienza di quel che fece pel nostro bene chi ci

generd; e con la coscienza il rimorso di non aver compensato

adeguatamente I'olocausto della persona diletta Allora riversiamo sui

nostri figli quanto non demmo alle madri, rinnegando noi stesse e

offr,endo un nuovo esempio di mortificazione, di annientamento. Se una

buona volta la faule catena si spezzasse, e una madrc non sopprimesse in

sC la donna, e un figto apprrendesse dalla vita di lei un esempio di digniti?

@, p. 182)

Why do we idealise sacrifice in mothers? Who gave us this inhuman idea

that nrothers should negate their own wishes and desires? The acceptance

of servirude has been handed down from mother to daughter for so many

centuries that it is now a monstrous chain which fetters them. Every

woman, at some point in her life, realises how much the woman who

gave her birth, and at the moment of recognition feels intense remorse,

aware that she has never fully recompensed her mother for the damage

donc to herself in doing for us. But as soon as she becomes a mother

herself shc stands her wish to repay this debt on its head: she denies

herself in her turn, providing a new example of self-mortification and

self-destruction. Yet what would happen if this dreadful cyclc was

broken once and for all? What if mothers refused to deny their

72 Marianne Hirsch, ibid., p. I18.
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womanhood and gave their children instead an example of a life lived
according to the needs of self-respecr? (W, pp. l9Z_193)

In this passage, the narrator both challenges and b,reaks with a mother/daughter

cycle of renunciation and immolation by historicizing herpersonal experience. C.ouched in

a collective language of certainty and denunciation, it reads as a feminist challenge to

society, in a register which separates it from the emotional angst of the narating ,,f,,. It
also establishes itself as an early protot)?e of the Italian feminist novel, breaking with the

nineteenth-century mother/daughter plot to envisage a new story, not only as a daughter,

but as a mother who must leave her child, if needs be, to become a woman, and whose

story does not finish at that poinr It frames and integrates the speedy developments in her

own autobiographical plot, where the narrator, now merged almost completely with the

protagonist, enacts the painful yet liberating severance from the chain of her mother's plot

The final journey away from the provincial town which incarcerates her, is

preceded by a couple of prcparatory trips to Milan where shc begins to consider thc

agonizing decision she must make. Forbidden by her husband to take her son with her, a

sanction validated by Italian law in which a mother's right to custody of her child was

unrecognized, she leaves one night after a three hour vigil beside her son's bedside, which

returns the reader to the dramatic scene prcceding her suicide attempt at the end of part

one' Narrated up until now in short, shary sentenccs, the text then records the moment of
inner catharsis in a repetitive, lyrical language, adopting the finality of the past historic

tense, which establishes the inevitability and irrctrievabiliry of this matemal act. ,,Allora,

allora sentii che non sarei tomata, sentii che una forza fuori di me mi rcggeva, e che andavo

incontro al destino nuovo' e che tutto il dolore che mi attendeva non awebbe superato quel

dolore" (D, p. 199) ["It was then that I knew I would never return. I felt urged on by

something outside myself, pushing me forward to a different life. And I knew that no

future pain could ever equal the grief I felt at that moment"] (W, p. 2la). The following

segment' which closes this chapter, is located on the nain which carries her away, and is
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characteristically punctuated with self recriminations and searing self-doubt. This is

established textually through rhetorical questions, ellipses, repetition, the use of the "what-

if' conditional tense, all of which fracture the narrative surface, but at the same time

heighten the underlying sense of purpose, parallelled by the linear movement of the train

itself. The recurring motive of death and rebirth is here staged in the following three

consecutive phrases, the first of which anticipates the reader's reaction to her leaving her

child, "Come avevo potuto?" ["How could I have done it?"], while the sccond, "Oh, non

ero stata una eroina!" (D, p. 199) ["Oh, I was no heroine!"] (my translation), answers

with an emphatic denial of the reader's presumed attempt to elevate her to the sutus of a

fictional heroine's text. The third phrase dramatically offers her explanation, powerfully

reiterating the maternal in a metaphor denoting the surgical separation of a body from

within her own to avoid the death of both. "Ero il povero essere dal quale una mano di

chirurgo ne svelle un altro per evitar la morte dbntrambi..." 6D, p. 199) ["I felt as if I had

just had an operation to rcmove another person from my body - in order to save us

both..."l (W, p. 214). This difficult birth of a woman from the "body" of thc destructive

construct of motherhood is thereby legitimized by her refusal to accept the figurative death

a life story within such a body must entail. Because the metaphorical other is not

designated as necessarily a child, we can read this too as a paradigm of the self-division

inherent in such a construct, and more significantly perhaps, as a killing of the mother

embodied in both her mother and herself. The narrator also divests herself of

responsibility for the shocking act of maternal abandonment by reverting to a languagc of

confcssional patheticism designed to arouse the reader's pity. Instead of being self-

determining, as were her actions prior to leaving, she becomes the "poor creature" who

must submit to the surgeon's knife in order to be cured.

The closing lines of this second-tolast chapter could have adequately ended the

novel on a symbolic note of hope, with the narrator's arrival in Milan and her

disappearance into the smoky railway crowds, to emerge into the streets as the sun

dispersed the mist. Already, she has subverted the resolutions offered by the novel of
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awakening and the female Bildung, offering an alternative that at least gets her well

outside and away from Nora's front door. But we are drawn into a frnal brief chaptcr

which establishes the passing of a year from her arrival in Milan, unites the narrator with

her protagonist, and provides the rcader with an explanatory post-script on the initial

painful months spent grieving for her son. It is in her involvement in social work among

the poor and sick, and her writing of articles advocating social reform that she integrates

herpersonal loss, expanding the maternal to incorporate hopes of a new and b,righter future

for everybody. Her narrative shifts to the future tense as she contemplates her son and his

life without her- Her final gesture as a mother (and writer) on the threshold of a new

working life, is to dedicate her novel to him, as a gift of maternal compensation for her

absence, in case she too, like her own mother is unable to voice her story.

This resolution, seemingly simple, effective, cohesivcly rcsolves the oscillations

of this narrative in a dynamic monrentum which draws attention !o the connection benveen

uriting and mothering and attempts to integrate them in ile fuk. while this narrative

resists the "completely binary alternatives of the nineteenth-cenntry texts - either domestic

lifc or artistic life", according to Blau DuPlessis, it appropriates the twentieth-century

female writer's resolution of that conflict, "by having the fictional art work function as a

labour of love, a continuation of the artisanal impulse of a thwarted parent, an emotional

gift for family, child, self, or others".73 As dre narrator earlier testified to ',authoring,, hetr

son, she "mothers" this text to establish a female genealogy which is at the heart of her

feminist inquiry and denunciation of the "monstrous chain". The text is offered as a

maternal substitute for both her child and ultimatcly other women to listen to, learn from,

and, if neccssary' act upon. As she abandons her literal mothering role, she appropriates

its metaphor as a legitimizing agent for the binh of her text. This comfortable, although

searingly painful maternal resolution also affinns and stabilizes thc narrating ,,I,, as the

producer of her autobiographical text, and unproblematically merges the daughter/mothcr

73 nrcnet Blau Duplessis,Writing Beyond ilw Ending,p. 104.
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figure into "a woman"

Post-Script

In order to do so, however, an important aspect of the maternal voice is silenced. The

heterosexual love plot, always present in the text in thc nanator's desire for sexual and

emotional fulfilment with a man, is rcpresented by stnands of narrative which coexist with

the maternal plot but remain subsumed by it. In Part one this figure oscillates from her

husband to the doctor to the "other man", while in Part Two, it is the ,,prophet,, who

features' In Part Three, however, there is no mention of a man. This textual silence marks

the divergence between the nameless narrator of (Jna danna and the autobiography of
Sibilla Aleramo. To further confound the signatures (nameless or not) marking the female

subjcct of this text, biography and the text Sibilla published thirteen years later, II
passaggio, established that Rina Pierangeli Faccio, as she was called then, left her

husband and child, and eventually settled with her lover, the poet, Giovanni Cena, in

Rome' It was he who urged her to write the fictional account of her life, and it was he who

persuaded her to change the ending of the first version, in which she had included the affair

she was having with another poet, Guglielmo Felice Damiani. Cena felt that the moral

force of the text would be undermined if she confessed that an atrair with another man had

played its part in influencing her decision to leave her husband and son. This would havc

imposed on the work the adulterous triangle theme much in vogue in the fiction of the time,

and detracted from the seriousness of her plea for women.74 It would have redirected the

plot to thc issue of eroticism or "romantic thralldom" which in the early years of the

twentieth century could not be scripted within maternal or feminist autobiographical

discourses, without appropriating the plots of fiction and the rules governing that fiction.

The novel's readability in the light of its strong feminist message would be severely

undermined and ruptured by such concessions to what she saw as her tnrth.

74 St" Rita Guenicchio's invaluable study, Storia di Sibiua,pisa, Nisri-Lischi, 1974, p. g0. Cena,snovel G/i ammonitori, which Sibilla helped ro Eanscribe, was based on a Tolstoi* 
"^por*" 

of social
injustice, which, according to Guerricchio, influenced elements of una bnna.
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The female autobiographical subject, then, here intersects with a feminist agenda

which is itself modified by discourses of genre, plot and narrative cohesion, governing

how a woman' even a feminist woman, is allowed to represent herself. The

autobiographical pact, which for Sibilla Aleranro includes the erotic naturc of herparticular

truth, was paradoxically sacrificed because of its fictional presence in a genre where a

woman's passionate involvement in an adulterous relationship was followed by suicide or

death from a disfiguring disease, or perhaps the death of her child. These punitive

resolutions for transgressive female behaviour expose both the need for altemative scripts

for women and the censoring process such alternatives must still submit to, in order to

remain palatable for their readers. Although the narrative framework acts as a cohesive

force to pull the conflicting, ambivalent elements back into a seemingly consistent, unitary

whole, indications of the narrator's sexuality are encoded in scattered, ambiguous

fragments where they can be conveniently misread under the impending tragedy of
maternal loss' When she states: "La carne era stata piir ribelle, aveva urlato, s'era

svincolata; ad essa dovevo la mia liberazione" (D, p. 195) ["I had left it to my body to

rebel, to cry out, to fight for its freedom. It was to my body that I owed my liberation,,l

(W, p' 2@-210), we can read this as either her owing her freedom to her inability to stand

her husband's sexual advances any longer, or, more probably, furnished with contextual

knowledge of a lover in the wings, to a srong sensualiry fuelled by the prospect of
realizing a much-desired sexual fulfilmenr

Tlpically, while embracing some of the most obvious elements of several fernale

narrative genres' her plot, with its questioning first - person narative, just as quickly

contradicts and oscillates between these multiple plot strands, unsettling the stability all

nalTative strives towards. The mother, whether she is her mad, silent mother, or the

institution of motherhood, or her own radicalized maternity, interrogates with insistencc thc

text on both an oven and a covert level. Maternity is represented as both a subversive and

a conservative text in the natrator's simultaneous literal exposure/refusal of it, and

f,rgurative endorsement in its function as closure and ennoblement of the novel,s feminist
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message' Re-emphasizing herself as mother to conform to the explanatory requirements

of narrative, which here elicit an acceptable (or non-erotic) maternity, even while it is
inscribed within a radical "redesigning of motherhood",zs is established at the expense of
de-emphasizing an unacceptable sexuality, thus pruning, while blurring, the

"autobiographical pact". It re-insates a cnrcial aspect of the maternal in is taditional cloak

of silence. For Sibilla Aleramo, this editing, or literary accommodarion, sets her apart from

the plotdefined narrator of Uru donru and sets her on a quest for self-representadons that

would embody a particularly female poetics of creativity. For many readers, who might

prefer not to read on if they desire to interpret her life in terms of an accuracy and

compatibility of self-representation, Sibilla Aleramo remains enshrined in this plot of one

woman's enlightenment and courageous renunciation. Read according to the expectations

of fiction engendered by the novel's structue and its no'nilmes commitment" iB tnrth value

is not an issue. What matters is the empowering potentiality of this story when it aspircs o
emancipate a female subject from the discounes and the traditional plots which tcxtually

inscribe and historically constrain her. That it must appropriate aspects of these same

discourses and their internal contradictions in order to do so, is the paradox of the

"emancipated" woman caught within, and subsequently negotiating, thc discursive frames

of patriarchy. Its truth value for the woman who lived and wrote beyond (Jna d,onna,

remained, however, of vital concern, and problematized her subjectivity, the notion of
woman' mother, and the representational and conceptual stnrctures in which they are

constructed' Her writings over the next fifty-four years of tumultuous and rcflective living

appropriate, resisg unsettle, and reinvent these sEuctues.

75 Robin Pickering-Iazzi,s term in "Designing Mothers:
Morante, ldaraini, and Fallaci", p. lgl.

lmages of Motherhmd in Novels by Aleramo,



Chapter Three

Writing like a Woman: Maternal Subjectivities in Il passaggio

From Realism to Modernism: The Legacy oJ Una funna

The thineen years that passed between the publication of Uru donna and /l passaggio

\tere, for Sibilla Aleramo, packed with tumultuous, rich, and often anguished [ving.

Based in Rome since 1902, having failed in exhaustive attempn to obtain legal custody of

her son, she continued her activity as a journalist and essayisg editing and conributing to a

number of literary magazines. She wrote poetry, articles, reviews, and maintained a keen

interest in promoting works by women, whether as a translator from the French, or in a

column reviewing literature by women from other countries. From 1903 until 1910 she

lived with the novelist and poet, Giovanni Cena, a relationship which spanned most of the

period she called her "second life", her "first lifc" having covered her birth in 1876 until

February 1902, when she left her husband and child, as documented in Una donna.

Besides panicipating in literary, artistic and political circles, together with Cen4 she

dedicated herself to social rcfonn in the impoverished, malaria-ridden Agro Romano area

where she helped implement and work in medical clinics for malnourished children, and

schools for adult illiterates. Until 1910, she was actively involved in moderate women's

organizations, as a spokeswoman promoting issues such as suffrage, family reform, and

peace. Her autobiographical and essay writing, however, was always more radical,

gradually moving away from reformist concerns to explorc her conviction that women had

not yet fully expressed themselves in a uniquely feminine way.
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The break with Cena was precipitated by Sibilla's love affair with a woman, Lina

Poleni, after which she embarked on a series of intense relationships with a number of

male poets, artists and literati. Outside Cena's protective umbrella, life became

unpredictable and even more financially precarious. She remained, through all her

turbulent affairs, an active and well-known participant in the literary world, maintaining a

prolific correspondence with many of its proponents, and undertaking frequent journeys

throughout Italy, and to France, often for reasons of work. Yet she always insisted that

she felt extraneous to the world she lived and worked in, and in the absence of a sense of

belonging, and as a courageous attempt to counteract, by confronting, painful periods of

solitude, began to formulate what she called her "law", a self-explanatory, self-justifying

mode of interpretation of all aspects of her life that is threaded tluoughout all her worrks.

The beginning of her "third life" roughly dated 1972, was markcd by her first

po€ms and the initial writings, of what became her second autobiographical novel. For the

following six years it was a work in process, incorporating elcments of the story she was

living with crucial aspects of the "frst life" narrated n Ura funna. But it is the years of

the "seond life", that take up the bulk of the textual focus of Il passaggio, the years fom

l9OZ -1912, in which, as Sibilla herself later wrote, "acquistai molte dellc attitudini che

dovevano pol per sempre caratterizzanni; divenni libera amante, divenni scrittrice, imposi

alla societi la mia ribellione e la mia audacia: e il mio nome si mutb in quello che porto. Il

mito di Sibilla Aleramo risale ad allora, se ben dopo s'accrebbe oltrc ogni previsione" ["I

acquired many of the attitudes that were to always characterizc me; I became a free lover,I

became a writer, I challenged society with my rebellion and my audacity: and my name

changed to the one I now have. The myth of Sibilla Aleramo goes back to then, even if

later it grew beyond every expectation"l.l The story she sought to textualize, mythologize

even, was in part an emphatic assertion of differcnce in its defiance of sexual and social

norns. Having cast herself adrift from the moorings of the only two socially sanctioned

I Sibitta Aleramo, (Jn amore insoliro: Diario 1940-1944, with a reading by l-ea Melandri, and a

chronology of 0rc authors life, chosen and cdited by Alba Morino, Milan, Felrinelli, 1979, pp. 32G327.
All ranslations in this chapter arc my own unless otherwise stated.
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roles pennitted women, those of wife and mother, the narrator is acutely conscious of

having to create, and be responsible for, her own life. She exhorts hcrselfi "Da sola, da

sola prendere il timone della mia sorte!" ["Alonc, alone I must take the helm of my own

destiny!"1.2

A reader who takes up Il passaggro with an image of the impassioned feminist

heroine of Uru danru in mind, may be in for an unsettling, although intriguing, surprise.

The most suiking factor for the reader, as it was for many critics at the time, is its

difference. Continuing to write autobiographically can, and usually does, set the

autobiographer against earlier representations of herself, especially when she is determined

to re-write crucial events which have shaped r€aders' perceptions of her, not only changrng

their content, but changing the generic form in which they are presented. The cultural

meanings of the autobiographical story emphatically staged by the female nanator of Una

donna, are located in the flourishing feminist and socialist concerns of late nineteenth-

century Italy. Rejecting the politicaVconfessional stance of emancipatory feminism and its

anchoring in narrative conventions which imply that the process of female desire,

victimization and self-assertion can be "contained" within the same procedures or fictions

which have so adequately served maledominated systeins, Sibilla turned, rn Il passaggio,

to a modernist practice, espousing an aesthetics of inner experience and the revolutionary

potential of stylistic innovation, in order to transmit an "authentic" female subjectivity.

So, although it continued an autobiographical story begun with Uru funru, and

referred to many events found in the former text,ll passaggio does not adherc to the realist

ploVnarative structures of its predecessor. The closure of Uru donru leaves the narrator

polsed to face a future as yet undefined or scripted within female developmental paradigms

of nineteenth- or twentieth-century fictions. The autobiographical plot in Una donruhas

ostensibly broken with these paradigms and their generic suonghold, in its construction of

a female subject who embodies, through the literal and metaphorical re-staging of the

mother/daughter motive, a critique of the constraints of dead-end literary plots, while

2 SiUitt" Aleramo, Il passaggia,ed. Bruna Conti, Milan, Serra e Riva Ediori, 1985, p. 33.
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writing through and ultimately beyond them. The narrator encounters, while locked into

the closed textual spaces of the female Bild,ung, feminist ideas which inform her

recounting of significant mornenB in herpenonal rclationships, which she then inserts in1g

the wider, shared context of institutionalized maternal and sexual repression, and finally

appropriates, in the act of stagtng her own self-representations. It heralds her movc from

the private into the public world, which sets about liberating an identity based on both a

sense of community with other women, and a sense of her own uniqueness in blazing a

path as yet untrd by others. The retrospective confessional mode, combined with stnong

forays into the genres of the feminist Bitdung and the female novel of awakening,

facilitated and yet, as we have seen, complicated the projection of an ,,authendc self,,

which emerged after confrontation with the repressive patriarchal structures keeping

women in a state of psychosexual, social, and cultural subordination. The subject, then,

far from being an autonomous, unified entity, "arrived at" through a journey of self-

determination emblematic in the narrative of such rcalist texts, must intersect with the kind

of female identity permined by these generic structures, and, in this case, is produced by

the ideologies informing these genres. The text has worked upon a resolution which

engages our rcaderly codes and conventions, leaving us with expectations directed towards

a consolidation of the growth and enlightenment gained by the female subjecr

Therefore, it is intriguing and somewhat disorienting to read that, a few ycars

later, Sibilla Aleramo, writing in an essay entitled "L'Apologia dello spirito femminile,,,

renounces feminism as "un movimento sociale,...una breve awentura, eroica all,inizio,

groi'npa sul finire, un'awentura da adolescenti, inevitabile ed ormai superata,, [,,a social

movemcnt ...a b'rief adventure, heroic in its bcginnings, grotesque in its demise, incvitable

and by now surp.rssed"l.3 This dismissal of what appcared to be the founding principle of
her carefully constructed subjectivity, the nexus of her critique and rcconceptualization of
motherhood in una donna, can be examined in a number of ways. Firstly, from an

historic perspective, it throws light on the profoundly divene feminisms operating in Italy.

-

J Sibilla Aleramo, Andando e statdo,Milan, Mondadori, 1942,p. &.
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The rebellious, revolutionary feminism invigorating the political climate of the lEggs and

1890s, had coalesced by 1900 into a philanthropic, reformist organization dominated by

cautious middle-class women intent on preserving the status quo. Sibilla herself

distinguishes an early heroic, visionary stage, which came to bc replaced by the intercsts,

first of bourgeois women with utilitarian concerns regarding social and familial institutions,

then of aristocratic women who saw it as a means of charitable do-gooding under thc

tutelage of the Roman Catholic Church. She concludes wryly: "Sulla bandiera resta la

parola rivoluzionaria, ma non B pit una parola e nessuno pit se ne sgomenta,, [,,The

revolutionary word remains on the flag, but it is no longer a word that causes dismay to

anyone"l'4 Dismayed at the appropriation of feminism by the institutions it wished to

change, Sibitla dispensed with the word itself, and turned to focussing on the revolutionary

potential for change operating at a level of individual female consciousness.

This can be re-instated within current preoccupations around the question of
female difference, and its location in the masculine symbolic dimension in which it can

only exist as the negative, the other pole of man. That is to say, instead of renouncing

feminism per sb, she tacitly acknowledges that its assumption of an oppositional

"authentic" identity based on a genderless notion of equality, which in reality posited the

male as the nomr, did not account for, in fact obliterated, women,s difference, and as such,

remained a mimicry of male thinking. By continuing to affrrm her "emancipation,', she

finds she must act like a man and deny her placing in a woman's body. The integration of
the woman and the mother to produce the "individual", as the desired result of feminist

ideology, is vinually impossible when the individual is male, and women are the necessary

other of the logic that constructs the notion of the individual in the fust place. But tn uru
donna these developmental paradigms are not so much broken as reassembled in order to
accommodate socially defined generic conventions implicated in the very construction of
this albeit newly-constructed female subject. The already transgressive resolution of a
4 sititta Aleramo, rcta di nccuino, fasc. D quoted n La donm e il femminimo: scriui 1gg7-Igl0, ed.
Bnrna Conti, Rome, Riuniti Editon; 197g,p.23.
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mother leaving her child was adjusted further, as we have seen, to legitimize the narrator,

her act, and her text within the required structurcs befining such a plot. But having donc

so, Sibilla Aleramo obviously felt plotted against, and Il passaggio is in part, a re-telling

or re-plotting of the circumstances surounding the "false ending" af Uru funru which

ultimately undermined her "autobiographical pact" of truth-telling.

Appearing at a fornritous time of social and political debate in both Italy and

abroad, Una donra contained a message which threw into stark relief thc thorny issues of

emancipation and divorce in a culture where both were denied. It alened a rcceptive public

to the miserable repercussions reaped by the inculcation of the virtues of resignation and

sacrifice, as the only possible female response to misfornrne. Il passaggro challenged the

scripts of female possibilities further by daring to write of a woman who not only searches

to define new responses or plots to old dilemmas, but "plots" herself as she goes along,

proposing a female subject as uncomfortable in its contradictions as the writing which

inscribcs hcr.

Structuren Style and Thematics ol Il passaggio

The text, Splns, though contains no refercnce to, the social upheavals of World War One.

The closure of the text bears the dated inscriptions, Corsica 1912, and Capri, 191E,

although the manuscript shows it was actually begun at Sorrento, and that, in fact, "k ali",

the serond chapter, was the fnst written.S "Il silenzio", which, although chronologically

the final segment written, on September 29th, 1918, a month beforc the armistice, is placed

at the beginning, a crucial strategy emphasizing the cyclical nature of the narrative.

However, as Bruna Conti suggests, Corsica, the island of a previous sojourn, where

Sibilla began writing poeby and attempting a new kind of writing, is emblematic of the

germinating forces which resulted shortly afterwards in Il passaggio.6 Two dated

5 See Bruna Conti's "Postscript" in Sibilla Aleramo, II passaggio,p. 122-123.
6 Sibitta herself writes of the circumstances sunounding her "rebirth" into poery: he rip to Crsica where

she hoped o be joined by her lover "Arnon, in reality Giovanni Papini, the leuer which broke off the

relationship, her grief which resulted in a spiritual catharsis leading to a new self+onception as a poet, in
the essay, "I.a Mia hima Poesia" (1926), in Sibilla Aleramo, Gioie d'occasione, Milan, Mondadori, 1930,
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manuscript versions of Il passaggio exist, both different from thc final version, which

testify to the enonnous number of corrections and cancellations made to the text in qder to

attain a rarified, lyrical language. The desired sense of immediacy is achieved by

incorporating into the text impressions recorded at the time, in diary form, excerpts from

letters, or scribblings on scraps of paper (some dating back to 1902), which for Sibilla

meant a consciously fictive authenticity, untouched by the disuncing, disorting process of

memory.

This small, compact text is divided into eleven sections of varying brevity, which

are consciously stylized, fragmentary, episodic, and open-ended, integrating po€tic

language with the prosaic. Each section, which marks significant, often symbolic

autobiographical moments, can be read in one sense as self-contained, as a prose-poem,

not necessarily connected to what precedes or follows it. This is facilitated by the

enigmatic, allusive titles heading each section which, like the text they frame, blur

metaphor and the factual in a series of poetic images which both accommodate and

challenge readers' interpretive frameworks, filtered as they are through an intensely

impressionistic, emotional lens. They are "Il silenzio", "I-€ ali", "La lettera", "I-a fede",

"Il nome",'Il peccato", "L€ carovane", "La favola", "Gli occhi eroici", "I-€ notti" and "I,a

poesia" ["Silence", "Wings", "The Letter", "Faith", "The Name", "The Sin", "The

Caravans", "Thc Fairy Tale", "Hcroic Eyes", "The Nights", ard "P@try"]. Read in tenns

of their autobiographical significance, this combination of metaphor and factual reality

seeruto mark a process of self-creation which has as much to do with writing as with the

unfolding of a subjectivity.

What unites these chapters thematically is the call to feelings and enrotional reality

as legitimate and potentially transformative markers of lived experience, and the attempt to

give this reality a textual form. This coherence is structurally articulated as a series of

autobiographical "unveilings" through the lyrical, melodic and rhythmical organization of

all ttre literary units contained in the chapters, ranging from ttre single line of poetry, to Ote

pp. 2l-31.
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repeated phrase, to excerpts from letters to the episodic. Often, we find the same phrases

threaded throughout the text such as "spazi d,oro" (p, p. 37) ["golden spaces,,], ,,ho in

bocca sapore di terra" (P, repeated nvice on p. 18) ["I have in my mouth the taste of
earth"l, and "IJ immagini che richiamo nulla tolgono nd aggiungono al saporc di terra che

ho in bocca" P, P. 64) ["The images that I refer to neither remove nor add anything to the

taste of eantr I have in my mouth"]. Also, "Parlo di me come d'una senza nome nd terra,,

(P, p' 84) ["I speak of myself as one without name nor country"]. "sibilla? Ella si sente

senza nome ni terra" (P, p. 88) l'sibilla? She feels herself to be without name nor

countr5r"]. They are slightly altered or built upon each dme, a return of the sarne, rcsonant

but always differcnt.

The rcxt operates through three overlapping structural layers. Its outer frame,

represented by the first and last chapters, is circular. The "story" begins and ends as a

scene of writing that takes place on a brief temporal level, over a night and day of
anguished reflection on the part of the narrator. These two chapten r€present the situating

and coming to fruition of this intense mediution, a dual binh of text with subjectivity to
produce poetry as fleshly and spiritual incarnation in a new wornan. However, fragmented

phrases inscribing moments in this writing present appear at spontaneous, almost

imperceptible, intervals during the text, linking past autobiographical episodes or intense

states of mind they give rise to, with the act of its writing. In the third chapter,,La lettera',,

the narrator, remembering a past critical moment in terms of spiritual life and death, uses

that image !o lead us back to the emotional agony of "Il silenzio", to the , niting present, as

she directly addresses her self. "solitud.ine silenziosa nell'ora esrerna, prova cstrema che

forse t'attende, morte che pud giungere menre la vita ti ha chiesto qualche terribile atto tu

lo compi e nessun fuori che te stessa pub intenderti..." (p, p. 30) [,,Silent solitude in the

extreme hour, the extreme trial that perhaps awaits you, death that can arrive when life has

demanded of you some terrible act that you complete and no one other than yourself can

undersmnd why..."]. In other instances, displacement is evident, where the emotional
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charge attached to one idea is ransferred entirely to a new idea, or situation, so that the self

under process of construction, becomes as contradictory, as complcx, as allusive and

elusive as the text

This circular sEucture, then, frarnes the autobiographical story, which recalls,

exarnines, and re-writes fragments of experiencc, which proceed in an episodic, loosely

chronological fashion, with fluid time boundaries. Ten out of the eleven chapters refer to

her earlier past up until about lgl2, while "Lc notti" cov€rs in oblique fashion thc

following years' up until the time of publication. This imbalance in time structuring is

synthesized by the voice of the mind perceiving sensations through a direct expression of
associations without logical or time-bound connections. They are presented in segmcnts

which range from one line to several pages long. Touching upon her parents, instances

from her childhood, her abandonment of family and home, her book, her lovers, her law

of love, they are explored as crucial mornents in the constructing of an authentic self. The

thematic structuring of the autobiographical in these chapters is not compac1 ,L€ ali',, the

second chapter, although the first dealing with the autobiographical past, establishes an

imprcssionistic' lyrical return to origins, alighting on her parents, her adolescence, and the

forrrulating of her "law" of love.

The subsequent four chapters are fairly long, utilizing lengthy segments of
narrative to focus primarily on her intersecting relationships with a young poet, Felice

(Guglielmo Felice Damiani), and with Andrca (Giovanni Cena), and their bearing on the

circumstances under which she wrote (Jru donna. They testify to her strugglc to resist

Andrea's appropriation' seen not only in terms of a personal dilemma, but also as a crisis

of writing, symptomatic of male/female discursive categories which privilege the male.

This seems to be borne out by their titles, which can be read as embodying concepts that

reinforce the idea of absolutes within a phallocratic Law: "The 4tter", ,,Faith,', ',The

Name", 'nThe Sin". In contrast, the names of the chapters that follow, ',I-€ carovane,,, ,I-a

favola", "Gli occhi eroici", "r.e notti ", ["The Caravans", "The Fairy-Tale,,, ,,Heroic Eyes,',

"The Nights"], like "Le ali" ["Wings"], have literal and metaphorical suggestions of
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movement' musicality, enchantrnent, suggesting a freeing up of language, as the nanator

liberates herself from constricting situations. Thesc chapters, with the notable exception of
"I-€ notti", are brrief, highly lyrical, and deal with her love affair with Lina poleni and ia
aftermath, as well as, in "I-e carovane", presenting a highly lyricised and person alize1

concern with the suffering of the poor, based on her experiences at the Agro Romano. ,,IJ

notti" is by far the longest chapter in the book, and it covers an indeterrrinate period of
timc, interweaving several love affairs with her coming to terms with and justification of
her "law", while drawing on images and episodes referred to in previous chapten,

This narrative is, however, continually merging with, and disrupted by lyric
utterances' (although we could state the reverse) an intertext that provides the third layer of
this text, diverging from the situating force of narrative to explore the rich, evanescenL

often anguished workings of such experiences on a specifically female psyche that

functions by association and allusion. Rhetorical questions, shifting narrative

perspectives, interior nrcnologue, repetition of interrelated imagery, exalted, exclamatory

phrases, lines from poetry, melod.ic descriptions of landscap€s, serve as lyric expressions

of a female subjectivity that searches to define itself. In trying to liberate her language ftom

logical and syntactic frameworks, embracing open-endedness, and dispensing with

narrative tension that propcls towards the creation of a unitary, stable identity, she suggests

the inadequacy, even fiction of such an entity. To my mind, it also serves to diffuse and

dissolve the controversial autobiographical subject matter which defends, even celeb,rates

female independence, alienation from family ties, female sexuality, a16 a lesbian

relationship. These intersecting layers result in a collage-like series of fragments that do

not lead to any coherent statemcnt and obviously were not meant to. Such complexity was

viewed at the time of publication (with some rcsidual parallels tod.y), as obscure, precious

and self-indulgent, and was met, not surprisingly, by reactions of incomprehension and

disappoinunenr
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Critical Reaction to Il passaggio

The range of reactions to this small work is quite stunning. Contemporary critical

reception was at worst, vitriolic, at best ecstatic, and for the most part, tepid. Many

wished she had stopped writing after Una donna. Intoned one: "11 passaggio ha il torto

di voler continuare la confessione dell'eroina dt Una funru..,E veniamo a sapere che se

non d fuggita per un uomo, ne amava perb uno" f"Il passaggio makes the mistake of

wanting to continue the confession of the heroine of Una donna. And we learn that even

if she didn't flee for the sake of a man, she nevertheless loved one"l.7 If she was not

reviled for her scandalous revelations, she was panned on a stylistic level for "il lirismo

obsoleto [..] lo stile frenetico e freddo, vaneggiante senza ragione, spasmodico fuor di

proposito, convulso, anelante, stravolto, prezioso, pretenzioso, mozzato, apocalittico"

["her obsolete lyricism [..] a style that is frenetic, cold, illogically raving, needlessly

spasmodic, convulsive, breathless, ovenvhelming, precious, pretentious, lopped off,

apocalyptic"l.S Emilio Cecchi, a lifelong friend, who disapproved of her many

relationships, could not defend this book, and described it as "Un po' di Ibsen e un po'di

Nietzsche capiti male" ["a little of Ibsen and a little of Nietzsche badly understood"],9 and

went on to describe her with an image dear to her heart, as Ibsen's Nora, caught, however,

in a disruptive cycle of dispute and departure. There were also personal consequences.

Sibilla is said to have cut off ties with nvo female friends, Margherita Sarfatti and the poet,

Ada Negri, after their unfavourable reviews, while Vincenzo Cardarelli, recognizing an

unflattering and revealing reference to himself in the book, besieged her with threatening

letters, and refused to speak to her again for many y"uts.l0

7A. Sesian, "sibilla Aleramo e il femminismo", in L' Era nuova,l3th Febnrary , Lgzl, cited in Sibilla
Aleramo, U passaggio,p. l16.
8 tttit.loCgtent appeared unsigned tn Lctteratura contemryranea, in "Ultalia che scrive", July, 1919, cited
by Adriana Chemello in "[.o specchio opaco. Sibilla nella critica del suo tempo", in Svelanunto: Sibilla
Aleramo: uru biogr$ta intellettuale, ed- Annarita Buttafuoco and Marina Tancan, Milan, Felrinelli, 1988,

p. 250.
9 Emitio Ceochi,Letteraturaitaliana dcl novecento, vol.l. Milan, Mondadori, 1972,g.396.
l0 See Sibitla Aleramo e il stp tenpo, ed. Bruna Conti and Alba Morino, Milan, Feltrinelli, 1981, pp.

16r-162.
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Clemente Rebora was one of the few reviewers who praised the book. His

contribution is important on two counts. Firstly, he acknowledged and confronted its

complexity as an integral component, not a muddled outcome, of the text, and secondly, he

saw Sibilla as a voice connected to a long tradition of female uniters.ll Reviewers in

France, where the book was generally well-received, were equally enthusiastic, focussing

as had Rebora, on the resonance of what they viewed as its uniquely feminine voice.

They were quick, as Italians had not been, to recognizc her as one of theirs, and certainly,

Il passaggio found a more receptive climate in a country which revered the voice and style

of Colette'I2 She was hailed in one review as the grcatesr female voice in prcsentday

Italy, and was compared in another with C-olette and Anna de Noailles.l3 Ctitic, admired

the lyrical quality of the work and often rivalled it with their own eulogies: ,'...ognuna 
delle

sue pagine iraggia quella passione lirica che non risiede nelle parole ma nella carne

palpitante del pensiero [...J" ["...each page radiates that lyrical passion which resides not

in words but in the quivering flesh of thought [...J" ].14 It was hailed as a long poem of
inner life, possessing a particularly feminine intuition, as well as embodying that
particularly "Mediterranean" duality of sensuality and spiriruality.15But for the Italian

critics, the work was too unmediatedly autobiographical, often irritatingly so, and thc

tendency to qeate herself as a sort of living mytr, quite unacceptable. Dcspite, or perhaps

because of, this fluctuating response, Sibilla, who called it "il libro del mio martirio, della

mia duplice immolazione" ["the book of my martyrdom, of my double immolation',],16

remained all her life dceply disappointed and hun by what she saw as a complete
ll CbmeneRebora' L'Illusffazionc Inliana,llth lvlay, 1919, quoM n sibilla Alcrano e il sru,cmp,p. 16l.
12 siuitta on one of her trips to Paris had met and befriended several of the poets who formed part of agroup of female writ€rs called "Amazons', which modelled itself on the spirit of the early Greel writer,
Sappho.
13 For tlre former' see camille Mauclair in L'Eclaireur de Nicc,9 November , lg?J,cited in sibilla
Alerano e il suo temw, p.180, and the latter, see Benjamin Crdmieur n L'Arclur,January, 1923, ibid.,p. 181.
14 Edouatd schneider in comoedia, lgth January , rgz3,cited in ibid., p. lEl.
15 ca.ille Mauclair in "LEcraireur de Nice', grh November , ry2z,ibid., p. rg0.16 SiUitla Aleramo, IJn amore insolito: Ditrio 1940-1944,p.13.
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misunderstanding of her rnost original and innovative work.

Recent Italian critics would concur with her in their revaluation of this neglected

text. It is as if Sibilla's own voice, continuously defending and explaining Il passaggio in

a quite amazing re-reading of all her past works that takes up considerable space in her

future autobigraphical works, has finally been heard. A resurgence of interest in the

specific voices of women writers, coupled with, and probably bringing about, Sibilla's

own renewed place in the spotlight, has led to the republishing of this text in 1985 after

fifty-three years of lack of intercst. Critics recognize in her rcpresentation of an cxalted

individuality echoes of both romantic and Nieuschean models, and the adoption of stylistic

innovations apparent in both Italian symbolism or "decadentismo" expounded by

D'Annunzio, and the fragrnentar], intimistic writings of some proponents of the influential

Florentine literary magazine, La voce. Rita Guerrichio, who, in 1974 wrote thc most

comprehensive study of the linguistic, stylistic features of Il passaggra, where she

identified the above influences, acknowledged without suggesting why, however, that they

in no way inseft her within these models.lT Such a perspective naturally keeps the text

frmly in the margins of a dominantly male critical aesthetic, where it can only be found

wanting.

Some critics writing over the past ten years in a posunodern climate have excused

the "romantic" excesses and focussed on the gems of insight Sibilla had on the "feminine".

But there always remains the problem of style. The emphatic, almost brreathless sincerity

that a reader absorbs from Sibilla's texts, stylistically uanslated through repeated

questions, exclamation marks and self-conscious lyricism, is directed in Una funna,

towards caning out an important and very readable message on the social constnrct of

womanhood, and particularly motherhood. In Il passaggio, as Maurizio Viano puts it,

"l'anificio letterario, le flessuositi del periodo, il grido lirico e I'ansia di nasfigurazione

rendono difficile la lettura di quest'opera" ["the literary artifice, the flexible quality of the

phrases, ttre lyric cry and the anxiety for transformation make this text difficult to read"1.l8

l7 Rira Guerricchio, Storia di Sibilla, Pisa, Nistri-Lischi Ediori, 1974,pp. lgl-207.
18 Uu*itio Viano, "Ecce foemina" , n Anruli d'Itatianistica 4, 1986, p.233.
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Critics have also taken up positions on what they saw as the raw, undiluted

quality of her work, noting that Sibilla seemed to desire to force from language a reality as

unmediated and direct as her perceiving consciousness. Daniela Quarta sees U passaggio

"come punto centrale di un'evoluzione creativa e di percorso espressivo, sebbene il lirisrm

non abbia aiutato Sibilla a decantare, a filtrare emozioni e esperienze" ["as a cenual point in

her creative evolution and its exprcssive mode, alttrough thc lyricism has not helped Sibilla

to decant, to filter emotions and experiences"l.l9 Anna Nozzoli, although frnding the tcxt

flawed and overly dependent on the curent vogue of "the aestheticism of the fragmented",

believes that, according to the utopian, mystical-spiritud ransfiguration acting a priori u
the filter of autobiographical experience, the text is "forse unico esempio di quella perfeua

fusione tra divenire della vita e divenire della scrittura che sola impediscc lo 'iato' tra

'opera'e 'grido"' ["perhaps the only example of that perfect fusion between the coming

into life and the coming into writing that alone prevents that 'hiatus' between 'work of art'

and'cry"'].20

Lea Melandri, whose research on Sibilla Aleramo is perhaps panicularly intensive

and acute, in its exploration of Sibilla's groundbreaking concern with feminine disnrption

of phallocratic systems of represenntion, maintains that /l passaggio: "Nonostante sia

molto meno fanrcso drUra funna, E certamente un contributo pii originale e piir rnoderno

all'analisi della condizione femminile" ["In spite of being much less famous than Una

bnna,it is certainly a more dglnal and modern contribution to the female condition"l.2l

These perceptive, well-researched essays usually refer to Il passaggio as a crucial point

within an overview of her cntire output, and as a consequence, are tanalizingly brief, and

as fragmented as the text itself. Several critics pick out some of the more illuminating

excerpts from the text, oftcn examples of {criture fCminine, divorced from their

19 Daniela Quarta, "Percorsi di memoria e percorsi di scrittura nell'opera di Sibilla Aleramo", in

Svelamento, p. 105.
20 Aona Nozzoli, "Il romanzo di s6. k nanativa di Sibilla Aleramo", in Sibifta Aleramo: Coscienza e

scrittwa, ed. Franco Conorbia l-ea Melandri, Alba Morino, Milan, Felrinelli, 1986, p. ll0.
2l UaMelandri, "Un pudore selvaggio, una selvaggia nudilA", n Sibilla Aleramo: Coscienza e scriuura,
p.46.
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autobiograPhical and structural contexts, while others concentrate on the autobiographical

material, in itself scandalous for the time, ignoring the srylistic and narrative devices in

which they are inscribed. Familiarity with contextual circumstances such as the story

narrated n Uru danra and the names and occupations of her lovers are cenainly helpful

signposts to readen gappling with the text, but they do little to unravel the perplexities, the

multifarious ambiguities, the stubborn elusiveness of a text that not only refuses any one

categorization, but strains to the limit the conceptual frameworks of the categories

themselves.

My initial approach to this complex, often frustrating text, is to acknowledge its

pluralism' It is sentimental and modernist, it is revolutionary and conventional, it is
romantic and expeimental, it is narrative andlyrical, and it openly sets about proposing a

new female subject that emerges (and merges) with the poetic language characterizing ttris

text' Its strangeness lies in a combination of deliberate mystification with a surprising

explicitncss in certain taboo areas, a sense of ecstatic lyricism intersecting with strong

prosaic statements which, I believe, make it a writerly text threaded with rcaderly elements.

How is the female autobiographical subject traced through such a discursivc labyrinth? In

other words, how is it plotted or, does the lyrical function in and as resistance to plot?

Critics, as we have seen, have often shied away from, or dismissed, the lyrical in her

work, wary of focussing too closely on what they see as its signposting to Sibilla,s

vehement entanglement in excessively sentimental elements. From Ceccheni o Viano it is
her narrative gifts which have been seen as her major strength. yet it is precisely the

extended lyric moments of the text and their intemrption of sequential narrative mornen6,

which introduce an experimental note by deferring meaning and a straightforward

autobiographical subject. And for Sibilla henelf, self-representation through the means of
poetic language is a far more onerous task. She reveals the contrast of narrative and lyrical

in the language she chooses to describe them: "Si pub trovare I'ardimento di scrivere c

stampare un romanzo realistico e rivoluzionatio, e non quello di liberare in una piccola
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strofa I'innmiti pit armoniosa, la dea casta della poesia" ["One can find the courage to

write and publish a realist and revolutionary novel, but not to free in one little verse the

most harmonious intimacy, the chaste goddess of poeuy"1.22

Feminine Specificity in Two Essays

The important re-definition in her thinking, which led her away from the ploued narrative

structures of Uru donta can be traced back to two essays, in which she began to elaborate

a theory based on a belief in a distinctive female creative truth, different from man's, which

lacked dialogue with itself. As this point, I feel it is important to examine aspects of these

essays in some detail because it becomes apparcnt that the female autobiographical subject

underprocess of construction in Il passaggio intenects with these theoretical speculations

on how a woman's "essential" spirit might be conveyed. She argues for the existence of a

specificity of women's consciousness or spirit which must be revealed through a gender-

marked writing in a discourse that bears at first reading remarkable similarities to theories

of 6criture fdminine of the French feminists' Luce Irigaray and H€llne Cixous in their

belief and practice of a specificity of women's writing.

In "Apologia dello spirio femminile", an essay written in 191l, Sibilla reflects on

wottren's silencc in a culture defined by the words of men, and anributes it o displacement

from knowledge of herself. Always open to the workings of dialogism, she acknowledges

that her reading of the work of an anonymous woman student of the philosopher, Henri

Bergson, has set her thinking along these lines. Bergson, whose theories strongly

influenced literary modernism, formulated human consciousness as being composed of

two modalities, intelligence and intuition. The unknown scholar inserts them, not

unpredictably, within gendered polarities of male and female, and develops an hypothesis

suggesting that sexcd bodies are engendered by the already sexually differentiated male and

female spirit. Sibilla is cautious about accepting the veracity of such a theory, but

Bergson's idea of the artist as an exceptional being, capable of creating through the unique

22 SiUitt" Aleramo, "[a mia pima poesia" , in Gioic d'occasione, p.30.
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qualities of his or her perceptions, appealed to Sibilla, and she acknowledges it as a

springboard for her own views on the rcpression of women's creativity. She writes:

La donna da un secolo in qua ha vagamente sentito che poteva muoversi

ormai con pit agio, ma non ha sentito che poteva anche sostare prima

alquanto, e interrogarsi. Cosi, invece di accordare alla vita e all'arte la

profonda realti del suo essere e portare nella vita c nell'arte la sua

autentica anima, d entrata nell'azione come un misero inutile duplicato

dell'uomo.23

Over the last century or more women have vaguely felt able to move with

more ease, but they have not felt they could pause once in a while, and

interrogate themselves. So, instead of giving to life and to art the

profound reality of their being and bringing to life and to art their

authentic spirit, they have entered into the world of action like an

impoverished useless duplicate of men.

Her concern with the gendered anomalies of textual practice links her work to

other women writers of the period similady concerned with aniculating a philosophy of

writing which would serve the specific needs of women. Virginia Woolf, Dorothy

Rjchardson, Colette, Nathalie Clifford-Barney, Anne de Noailles and later, Anars Nin, are

just a few of the writen who made their experimentation with form and language a unique

means of exploring a fcminine sensibility, envisaged in terms of a fluid, interior narative

reflecting the difference of a woman's psychological processes. These writers until

recently, were usually lumped into the rather secondary category of female Modernists,

inferior adjuncts to the shining beacon of male Modernism. The Modernist rcvolution is

seen to have generated a new acsthetic theory which viewed poetic language and its

exploration of rhythm and sound patterns, its disruption of linear discourse and fixcd

meanings, as a ruptue of an oppressive social logic. Yet this definition assumes a single

homogenizing form in its canonization of exclusively male forms of Modernism, denying

its complexity, its internationalism, and ignoring the distinctly different forms emanating

23 SiUitla Alerarno,"Apologia dello spirito femminile", in Anfunb e stanfu,p.63.
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from alternative rclations to languagc and exile practised by fernalc Modernists. Returning

to the contemporary situation, women also seemed to be forgotten in ttre initial enthusiasm

fot acriturefCmininc,or the uniting the body of women, according to its physiological and

sexual rhythms, as proposed by higaray and Cixous. These theorists followcd on from

and developed Derrida's designation as feminine all that escapes the western metaphysical,

logocentric order, but as Anglo'American feminists pointed out, the avant-garde texts

considered emblematic of this feminine writing were all notably penned by men, and in

some cases, men of questionable politicr.z Thu, a common criticism has been that the

postmodern notion of the feminine or "'woman" became a cultural, discursive figure of
speech without taking into account historically existing women whose speech seemed once

again to have been silenced in favour of a utopian style of writing dominated by malc

authors'25 The problematic relationship between the feminine and the modern as well as

the feminist and the modern has been hotly debated in an era where difference, and

specifrcally its feminization, has assumed such a widespread philosophical signifrcancc.

what until recently has been overlooked is that ccriture fcminirc is nothing new if one

reads the innovative texts and theories of writing authored by women of diverse

nationalities in the early part of this 
"rntory.26 

They shared both sibilla,s reaction to
24 Pound, Eliot" and Genet for example. Also avant-garde texts in the ltalian context of futurism, which
had strong links with the development of fascism, and whose manifeso scorned women and anything
female as soft and sentimental, destructive of the male principle, yet paradoxically called for radical reforms
which echoed a feminist platform eg. divorce, free love, staie-run childcare. In her excellent article,
"Futurism and Ferninism", Lucia Re mentions "Manifesto della donna futurista" by valentine de saint-
PoinL who revalrcs "eros and sexual desirc as the most potentially transgressive force in human existenc€',
and writes of marriage as a prison for women. See Lucia Re, "Futurism and Feminism", in Annali
d'Italianistica 7,1989' p.2ffi. one can cenainly discem n It passaggio toyings wirh the power
of the erotic, and a plug for sexual freedom, but Sibilla's idealism of love and what could be seen as
sendmental mysticism' two aspects decried by the futurists, could not be integrated in any way into this
docuine' She was in close contact with tlris environment, however; in fact she lnew Marinetti, rhe chief
architect of futurism, well. From January l9l4 !o April 1915, she directed he magazine La grande
illustrazione lo which, among many othen of diverse persuasion, Marineui contributed.25 see Rita Felski, Beyond Feminist Aestlutics: Feminisr Literature and Social Clange,Cambridge,
Ndass., Ilarvard Univenity hess, 19g9, p. 34.
26In rwent yean there have boen sevenal bmks examining the diverse nanye of female modernism and the
central role these women played in modernism itself. Among these are Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar,s
works, No Man's Laul: Tltc Place of the lYoman Writer in tlv Twentierh Cenrury: yol.l,Tttc war of t6c
words, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1988, and vol. 2, Sexclwnges, Newhaven, yale university
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imitative texts which maintained the status quo, and her belief in a unique femininity

waiting to be apped, for which her own life provided the "materia grer.za" ["raw material"]

to explore.2T Yet,cnrcially, as Shari Benstock has so lucidly stated: "The internalization of

female exclusion provides...the psychic and literary space out of which wonren Modernists

write....This Modernist writing is not a form of ficritwe fdminine that can be practised by

either males or females because its common denominator is linguistic experimentation.

Instead, it is a genderized writing that situates itself creatively, politically, and

psychologically wittrin a certain space and time".E

This gendered space is both borne out by, and given its textual dimension in, 'T.a

pensierosa", an essay written two years later in 1913, where Sibilla shifted her focus from

a general problematics of female self-representation to trace in no uncertain tenns her own

ambivalent, duplicitous situation as a woman writer. She described how in order to enter

the male literary world she had,like a dutiful daughter, adopted male language and thought

systems which displaced her so thoroughly from herself that she could not even effect a

translation. In this essay, which interweaves fragments of autobiography, philosophy, and

literature, and is partially an ecstatic book review of a French woman writer, Aurel,29

Sibilla confronts head on the problem of the female autobiographer whose "self' has yet to

be "possess€d", yct alone expressed. She urges men to learn to read women on their own

tenns, to acknowledge "questo cozzo fra il mio ritmo interno e il ritmo dellc forrre da voi

trovate" ["this clash beween my inner rhythm and the rhythm of the forms that you have

found"l.3o In referring to the diverse rhythms women are subject to, she anticipates

Press, 1989, as well asTlu Female Imagination and tlu Modernist Aesthetic, New York, Gordon and

Breach Science Publishers, 1986; ed. Mary Lynn Broe and Angela Ingram, Women's Writing in EiIe,
Chapel Hill, The University of North Carolina Press, 1989; and ed. Ellen G. Friedman and Miriam Fuchs,

Breaking the Sequence: Women's Erperincntal Fiction, Princeton. N.J., Princeton Universiiy Press,

1989.
27 For an intaesting, largely biographical account of modernist women's lives, s€e Gillian Flanscombe and

Virginia L. Smyas, Writing For Their Lives: Tlv Modernist Woman I9l0-1940, London, The Women's

hess, 1987.
28 Snari Benstock, "Expatriate Modernism: Writing on the Culturat Rim", in Wornen's Wriring in Eitc,
ed. lvlary Lynn Broe and Angela Ingram, Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1989, p. 29.
29 Not" for more information on Aurel, xn Sibitla Aleramo e il sw tempo: vira raccontan e illwtrara,p.
96.
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Irigaray's specification of women's language, where "she " sets off in all directions, hcr

meanings multiple, diffuse, contradictory, upsetting the linearity of ordered conceptual

discourse. It can bc said that Sibilta describes women in their traditional, essentialist

association with naturc, the senses, the emotions, as a chaotic, whirling, changeable

sreaturc, reminiscent of the eternal feminine immortalized in male poetry. But whe,rcas thc

laner notion of the "feminine" is tightly conuolled a voiceless other within an oppositional

discourse, here the narrating mode shifts loosely back and forth from the first to the third

person, and "she" appropriates her own voice, literally with speech marks, to signify her

entry into spoken discourse. What begins as a lucidly aniculated opinion befining the

essay genre, which simultaneously exposes the alienation she feels from masculine

conceptual systems, even as she demonstrates her ability to adopt them, veers off into a

sweeping neatise that disrupts the premises upon which she bases her argument. This is

accomplished in an increasingly lyrical rnode, utilizing devices of repetition, exclamation,

rhetorical questions, quotations in French from Aurel's book, and a shifting nanative

structure that forces the reader to confront in the act of reading, the contradictions and

problems the essay thematizes. The identity she wants to give birth to is violently textual

and sexual, desiring to bunt through the constraints of a masculine interpretive nadition o

crcate a corpus that assigns meaning to chaos.

Issues of desire and representation, an impossible longing of body and spirit in its

stnrggle for "translation", seem to indicate a surprisingly modern preoccupation with the

non-coincidence of body and language, within the framework of gender. She elicits the

participation of literary male colleagues, Aurel, philosophers of the past, her own thoughts,

to weave a discursive pastiche out of which emerges the embryo of a hypothetical woman

thinking herself into existence. This "she" seems to incorporate diverse facets of the

autobiographical "f" the article started out with. Self-rcpresentation is as much connccted

to a collective sense of repressed femininity and a female other as it is to a personal

n.urator, and the text slips away from its groundedness to embrace the lyrical, the

30 SiUitta Aleramo, "I-a pensiero sa" , in Andando e stando,p. 128.
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philosophical as it attempts to mythologiz*,,in the hopc of transforming, the specific body-

spirit of wonrn.

Sibilla suggests that the multiplicity of emotions and moods, the constant

changing and flux she ascribes to women, is a condition of life itself, one that the male

mind with its logic and single-mindedness, has tried to suppress, and which women, on

ac@unt of their closeness to their "instincts" are in a better position to cxprcss.

Ma se la vita B qualcosa d'indomabile, non potrebbe significare che lo
spirito, pit che tendere ad istanti di signoria assoluta, vuole essere

riconosciuto pennanentemente nel turbine stcsso, non potrebbe significare

che tutto quanto questo moto che ci trascina B suscettibile d'essere

idealizzato, rispecchiata nella coscienza, ritmato? E s'io son piir presso

alla vita di quel che non sia I'uomo, non tocca forse preripuamente a me,

alla sensibiliti delle mie frb'rc materne, questo compito di intensificazione

e di purificazione della realti, questo attualizzamento del pensiero

veggente? Pervadere dell'amore tune le vene della giornata nostra- Dar

ali a questo ch't stato sempre il mio istinto piir forte, far del mio istinto la

mia arte.3l

But if life is something indomitable, could it not mean that the spirit"

rather than tending towards moments of absolute dominion, wants to be

recognized permanently in the whirlwind itself, could it not mean that all

this movement that drags us along is susceptible to idealization, mirrored

in our conscience, as rhythm? And if I am closer to life than man is, will
it not perhaps be mine, the sensitivity of my maternal fibres, this task of
intensification and purification of reality, this actualization of my far-

seeing thought? To pervade with love all the veins of our days. To give

wings to this has always been my strongcst instinct, to create my art from

my instinct.

It is clear that the determining forces surrounding Sibilla's impetus to write

autobiographically had undergone a dramatic shift of emphasis. No longer informed by

the external cultural tenets of a feminism she felt she had outgrown, she turned to an

3l Siuitta Almmo, ibid., pp. t3L-132.
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aesthetics of inner experience and the necessity of finding a "purified" literary form in

which to voice, and projecl the "maternal fibrcs" of her unique femininity, availing herself

of forms which, through the voice of the perceiving mind, embraced direct expression of

associations without logical connections, or the distancing dimensions of recollection.

The Lyric as Maternal Discourse of Differencein II passaggio

ln Il passaggio, therefore, Sibilla set out to create what she had hypothesized, an

authentically feminine autobiographical text, heralded by the Shakespearean epigraph,

adapted from Ariel's song inTlrc Tempest,"Tutto sari trasformato in qualcosa di ricco e di

strano" ["@verything will be transformed) into something rich and strange"]. The

primarily lyrical voice she adopts situates itself through a range of positions which are

alternately reflective, anguished, passionate and challenging. Susan Stanford Friedman

suggests that women writers have often used lyric discourse as a means of disruption and

dissension from the male social order imposed by narrative patterns of sequential events

lead.ing to acceptable closurc.32 She posits the lyric and the narrative as opposing

discursive modes paralleling psychoanalytic and semiotic explanations of the structuring of

desire in the patriarchal family. The lyric, in its use of "figurative and rhythmic language",

with its emphasis on "simultaneity" and "states of being",33 encodes a boundless desire

for a timeless union with the mother, while the linear progression of narative evokes the

psychosexual development of the ego neccssary for the child to separate from the mother,

and enter the symbolic dimension of law and language, encoded in the father, a sequential

series of events evoking "story". Like many feminists researching in this area, Stanford

Friedman is careful to alert us to the ahistorical, universal and essentialist assumptions of

Freudian-based psychoanalytic theory and its integration with Kristevan semiotics, but she

believes that they can "provide illuminating metaphors for the inscription of adult desires

and fantasies about childhood in an historically constituted literary discounse".S

32 Susat, Stanford Friedman, "Lyric Subversions of Nanative",in Reading Narrative: Form. Etdcs,
Ideology, ed. James Phelan, Columbus, Ohio State University Press, 1989, pp. 162-180.
33 Susan Stanford-Friedman, ibid., p.162.
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Because the maternal again plays such a strong role in this primarily lyrical texq

on all three structural layers previously discussed, the equation of the maternal with thc

pre-oedipal semiotic (poetic language) and the paternal with the male symbolic (the

coherent otder and linguistic structures favoured by narrative) is a useful starting-point for

examining its effectiveness in our understanding of this text. As we have seen in ,,La

pensierosa", Sibilla believed that fcminine differencc is located in her "maternal fibres,,,

and the transformation of her being into poetry at the end, of Il passaggio is articulated by

the phrase: "Trasalgono le fibre materne" (P, p. 102) ["her maternal fibres quiver,,]. Does

poetic language here have the potential to map the thorny textual terrain of her sexual

difference, of her "maternal fibres" engaged in a lifetime paradox of connection and

separation, gain and loss? Whether she refers to her lost maternity or calls upon her own

lost mother' whether she establishes her "law" of love through maternal metaphors, whose

meanings, when translated into the reality of nurnrring her lovers is never quite what she

wants' this trope dominates, in fact enungles the text to such an extent that it could be

considered exemplary. Self-representation for Sibilla cannot be separated frrom the notion

of the maternal to which the narrator in Il passaggio relates doubly as mother and

daughter, and in one crucial chapter, as lover.

Theories involving the inscription of the maternal have occupied many theorists

on both sides of the Atlantic. It has been cxamined through the mother/daughter

relationship, "the great unwritten story" according to Adrienne Rich,35 as presented in, or

written out of, the disciplines of anthropology, mythology, psychology and literature. One

of the most influential American texts of recent years, Nancy Chodorow,s The

Reproduction of Mothering, argues that because the girl child's experience of oedipal

socialization is less dependent on separation and individuation than the son,s,

mother/daughter boundaries are morc fluid and interdependent than that of mother and son,

leading to women's sense of self being mediated through their relations with others.

3 Sosatr Stanford-Friedrnan, ibid., p. 166.
35 Ad'ienne Nch, Of Woman Born : Motlrcrtnd as Eryerience and Institution, London, Virago, p,225,
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French feminists Julia Kristeva, Luce kigaray and Hdldne Cixous ascribe to the maternal a

subversiveness that challenges and disrupts the masculine symbolic order in which systems

of meanings and representation are discursively inscribed. Howevcr, Domna Stanton has

elegantly argued that the maternal metaphor, used in different, although not unoonnected,

ways by Kristeva, kigaray and Cixous, to herald a new women's poetic, does not avoid

gender-charged meanings of fluidity, instinctiveness, or natune, in which the maternal has

been traditionally stereotyped. She writes: "Judging from the present texts that explore la

diffCrence ftminine, however, the maternal metaphor does not produce revelations so

much as revalorizations or relodgings of topoi, images and myths embedded in binary

phallologic. Do these make an elsewhere reverberate?".36 And one might be justified in

asking where are the mothers, how are they connected to the maternal, and what are the

paradigms of maternal discourse? Sibilla was certainly searching for an elsewhere, but she

could not avoid embedding herself in ama?& of phallocentric representations to do so.

In this text, it is the very real events of the "old plot" narrated n Una donna,

which serve to ground the metaphors used by the narativc voice in a social reality the text

itself has seemingly tried to eliminate. Ploning an autobiographical narrative from the voice

of a woman who must sepirrate from her child in order to live to tell the tale, and invents

herself as love, through maternal metaphors of gestation and lactation, was essentially, an

unscripted story whose justification is, however, reiterated (lyncally) over and over again.

The subject it constructs may also have some interesting reverberations for the lyrical

versus narrativc debate, and the (not necessarily feminine) fluidiry of theoretical carcgories

themsclves.

Silence as Maternal Space

The first segtnent, "Il silenzio", creates a scene of writing within a space signifying non-

writing, wherc silence itself becomes a powerful, penonified, distinctly matemal presence

36 Do** C. Stanton, "Difference on Trial: A Critique of the Maternal Mctaphor in Cixous, kigaray, and

Kristeva", n TIE Poetics of Gender, ed. Nancy K. Miller, New York, Columbia University hess, 1986,

p. 171.
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sepilrated from, yet indistinguishable from, the narrative voice.

Il silenzio attende. Il silenzio, la pitr fedele cosa che in vita m'abbia

allacciato. Pit grande di me, via via ch'io cresccvo anch'esso cresceva"

sempre pareva volesse ascoltarmi e tacevamo insieme, ed ancora io mi

ritrovavo uguale fra le sue bnacci4 senza statura, senza etl, creato dal

silenzio stesso, forse, per un suo desiderio immutabile, o forse non mai

nata, larva ch'esso proteggeva. (P, p. 9)

Silence awaits me. Silence, the most faithful connection in my life.

Older than me, as I grew, it grew with me, it always seemed to want to

listen to me and we would be silent together, and again I would find

myself in its arms, without staturc, without age, created by silence itself,

perhaps, for its unchanging desire, or perhaps never born, a larva that it
protected.

The silence defines at this opening moment both the narrator's identity and her

condition. It is a dialogue with the unvoiced, the not-said, where a trope often seen as

interior and hidden is exteriorized and infused with new meaning. It marks presence and

connection, and the unfolding metaphor links the narrator's interiority with the original

source of connection, maternal creation. Silence is an enfolding/unfolding space, that

maps self-pres€nce and self-resistance, while remaining indistinguishable from the voice

that appropriates it. The narrator locates herself as daughter of a solitude that reprcsents

her sense of uniqueness, separatoness and alienation, yet, at the same time evokes

conn€ction, similarity, interdependencc, and corporality by investing it with a maternal

metaphor through which she, the narrator/daughter may or may not be born. It is also a

trope for women's absence from literary creation, her voiceless position in the history of

discourse, and the opprcssive social consequences of this exclusion. Its rvriting into an

autobiographical beginning of a subjectivity marked female, while registering the female in

her traditional position as silent rather than speaking subject, transforms the familiar

associations of passivity into an active, generative presence. It redefines, in a modernist
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sense, notions of external presence evident in realist novels, by nansposing them to the

inner world of states of feeling. That it is a response to a particular moment, signirying

emotional loneliness and a condition of solitude, becornes evident in the following lines.

Ancora una volta sono sola, sono lontana, e tutto intorno tace.
Lontano 0 chi mi ama, chi forse stanotte b pronto a sparire c mi bened.ice
avendo credurc in me. Lontani quelli che ho fatto softire e quelli che
m'hanno fano soffrire, quelli che vorrebbero dimenticarmi e non sanno di
non averrni conosciuta. E ci sono sfondi dove non sono attesa e dove
altri viluppi di luce e d'ombra stanno e palpitano: invano il silenzio Ii
cinge. (p, p. 9)

once again I am alone,I am far away, and everything around me is silent
Far away is the onc who loves me, who perhaps tonight is ready to leave
and having believed in me blesses me. Far away are those whom I have
made suffer and those who have made me suffer, those who would like
to forget me and do not realise they never knew me. And therc are spaces
where I am not awaited and where otherfusions of light and shade lie and
pulsate: in vain silence encompasses thern

The reader can now hazard a psychological location for the state of mind evoked,

but it does not rest in the trope of the lovelorn. In a lyrical language structured by

polarisms and repetition, the niurator evokes an alienated subjectivity, measuring her,,f,,

through their tensions, before acknowledging awareness of another space where the ,'I,, is

unrecognized, undefined by the identifying mechanisms informed in alienarion and

distance' She evokes a sort of unconscious of language, outside of conventional

rcpresenultional mechanisms, where her subjectivity has not yet been spoken, nor can it be

spoken by the force personified inlas silence. Julia Kristeva has identified the semiotic as

linguistically marked by pulsations, silences, fusions, a non-verbal signifying system that

is intimately linked to the maternal body, a predetermining, chronologically anterior stat€ to

the social laws governing the symbolic.3T Although all language is marked by a dialectic

37 For further reference see Julia Kds[eva, Revolution in Poetic Language,rans. Margaret waller, wirh
an Introduction by Iron S. Roudiez, New York, Columbia Univenity hess, 1984. of especial relevance is
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benreen the semiotic and the symbolic, the degree to which each prevails is a deterrrining

factor on how a discourse comes to be read. Herc, the semiotic is given both space and

voice, so ilru no tcxtual element can be contained in one panicular meaning.

One reading of this rendering of silence can see it as staking out a feminine space

that bounces back and forth between the unspoken and the voiced, the consc.ious and the

unconscious' birth and death, the maternal and the filial, while collapsing the binaries that

keep them in opposition. Silence, the questionable other, in a perpetual process of
separation and fusion in this segment, finishes by appropriating traces of the lover that

instigates the emotional loss and distance, the lack the narrator indicates as the reason for

her solitude. This paradox does not however rest solely on the romantic notion of silence

as hamtony of vision when the narator fuses with nature, self and reality at some cathartic

moment, implying somc resolution or acceptance of warring forces. It can suggest this

meaning before slipping away to suggest something else, playing with the reader,s desire

to arrive at a firm understanding. Given its positioning at the threshold of an

autobiographical text, it develops and tests a metaphor for presenting an interior state that,

in its relativity to the subject, will posit a textual space for a scene of writing, for the

transformative text which Sibilla Aleramo believed women had to write, through

interrogating thcmselves. Moreover, the imagc of silence constructed hcre is a maternal

one where a writer is poised to give birth to herself, breaking women's historical silence,

invoking that silent m/other who is women's creative unspoken space, within lwrself,that

blank page where she inscribes feeling, passion and sentiment in order to ,,write 
out,, and

transform her solitude.

Wings

The suggestive image of the unborn larva protected by silence precedes the situating with

which most autobiographies begrn - an examination of selected episodes of childhood and

the section, "The Semiotic and the Symbolic", pp. 2l_106.
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adolescence. The second chapter, "Le ali", is composed of several segments of varying

length, all of which represent differing facets of a searching for, while attempting to

validate, the sources of the narrator's sense of uniqueness. It begins by tracing the roots of

what she sees as her own unusual personality through an interweaving of her maternal and

paternal origrns. The narrator contmsts her mothe/s melancholy gentleness to her father's

ruthless vigour and attributes their misplaced, unhappy union as the cause of the warring

elements "in opposizione perpetua" (P, p.ll) ["in perpetual opposition"] she, their

daughter, feels afflicted by. But this rcflection is intemrpted by recollection of a cathartic

moment in which this line of interpretation is redefined, marking the beginning of the self-

generative mythologizing which many critics note as an indispensable component of the

Aleramo persona. Instead of viewing herself as the heroic yet unfortunate amalgarn of

oppositional forces embodied in the maternal and paternal models, the narraor heralds their

fusion as the invigorating integration of the principle of love, joyous and fresh, a platonic

unifying of the male and femalc principles, which she, their first-born, incarnates and is

entrusted to live out.

Io la primogenita, frutta di gioia, fusione di due fiamme. Si amavano

perchC non si somigliavano, perchC tuno dell'uno meravigliava l'altro. E

le loro esistenze si gettavano incontro per me, per formare una creatura

unica, che vivesse la vita intera" la vita cosi diversa in lor due, I'accettasse

e l'amasse nella sua totaliti. (P, p. 12)

I was their first-born, the fruit of their joy, the fusion of their twin

flames. They loved each other because of their difference. They flung

their separate beings together for my sake, in order to give risc to the

unique, whole person who was myself, a person who could combine

their different selves, and could receive and cherish that fused life in its

totality.3S

lra Melandri correctly identifies this idea of fusion as "a recomposition of the

38 Trans. Kate Soper, in l-ea Melandri's "Ecsr4sy, coldness, and the sadness which is freedom" in

Offscreen: Women & Film in ltaly, ed. Giuliana Bruni and Maria Nadotti, London, Routledge, 1988, p.

77.
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dualities of a masculine universe [which] is modelled symbolically on the male body and

male desire".39 But the narrator's attempt to reconcilc herself with, by transforming, a

parental legacy earlier narrated in terms of indifference and madness, is now consciously

indicative of a striving for inner hamrony and wholeness through her parents' differencc,

that in many ways addresses her need to integrate her sense of emptiness as both daughter

and mother. With her parents and son, the literal familial "others" of this two-pronged

subjectivity, being absent, leaving her orphaned of women's two most socially sanctioned

roles, she invests this desired subjectivity on to the two grcat passions of her life: the desire

to write and the desire to love. She is both daughter and mother of this "fusion" wherc the

pain of the historical and culnral meanings of her orphaned daughterhood and motherhood

is reworked into a textual aesthetic which maintains the idea if not the actual state. The

mystical elements of this precocious, unusual subjectivity lead her to imagine herself as

"invece d'una persona, un'idea, un'idea da esnarrc, da manifestare, da imporre, da portare

in salvo" (P, p.14 ) ["instead of a person, an idea, an idea to extract, to manifest, to

impose, to carry to safety"l.40 As idea she can invent herself wherc she is both the idea

and its bea.rer, the dual inscription of the daughter and mother translated into a metaphor of

creativity, a new way of being female.

In the following segment, the narator explores her law of love, this conjunction

of flesh and word, body and mind through a maternal metaphor where the narrating self as

idea" feeding others in order to feed herself, is personified as a lacuting mother. "Se

scrivo, se scavo nel mio pensiero o nella mia passione, e le parole sono stillanti sangue,

credo di darmi ed invere prcndo. M'illudo perchd nutro di me la mia preda. Ma colui che

m'ascolta E com'era mio figlio quando beveva alla mia mammella ed io lo tcnevo nelle

39 UaMelandri, "Ecstasy, sadness, and the coldness which is freedom", n Offscreen, p. 77 .

40 tris phrase is typically ambiguous. Melandri reads it as referring o the afterm ath of lhu dontu wherc

the narrator emerges as a standard bearer for feminism u the expense of the woman she felt herself o be.

See L,ea Melandri, "Un pudore selvaggio, una selvaggia nuditA", in Sibilki Aleramo: coscienza e scrittura,
p. 47. But I believe that it can also be read as a wish to incarnate the idea of love, to transcend the cultural

rap of femaleness, but paradoically appropriates birth and gestation metaphors in order !o sexualize the

"idea".
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braccia, cosa mia che faceva preziosa la vita mia" (P, p. 15) ["If I write, if I dig into my

thought or into my passions, and the words are oozing blood, I believe I have given and

instead I have taken. I fool myself because I feed my prey with myself. But whoever

listens to me is like my son when he drank at my breast and I held him in my arms,

something of my own that made my life precious"l. She relates this need to communicate

her thought to her own experience as mother, in an image where milk and words equally

fenilize the receiver, who is ultimately replicated in symbiotic oneness o herself. That she

opts to mother herself is borne out in the following lines, beginning with a direct

transposing of the Wdt Whitman line: "Affermo me a me stessa: null'altro, null'altro!" @,

p. 15) ["I affirm myself to myself: nothing mone, nothing more!"], followed by the ringtng

assertion that "myself is composed of everything and everyone around her, a pantheistic

notion that serves to lessen and de-signify the pain of individual heartbreak and faithless

lovers, and the renunciation of her son ttrat recurs fr,equently in this text. Merging fantasies

for Sibilla are a desirable means for cstablishing a fuller sense of henelf. It is always clear

that she does not wish to be submerged; in fact she cnvisions a sensc of bliss and

heightened creativity through this creation of herself as the embodiment of love.4l

However, as she oscillates from hopeful pantheism to a nalrating of specific

episodes of her life, the fragments gradually pres€nt a darker side, a whinling away of the

certainties, the romantic heroism the chapter, intent on self-mythologization, started out

with. It is as if the persona she intended to create becomes channelled into the anguish and

fears the narator has been at pains to transcend. She challenges the notion of original evil

imagined in terms of darkness, by describing henelf as a child who welcomed the dark

unassailed by night terrors, and gratefully attributes this serenity to her father's positivistic,

enlightened education, his "virile" qualities which she describ€s as having absorbed. The

4l Jeao Wyatr, in Reconstrucring Desire: Tlu Role of tle Unconscious in Wonun's Reding and Writing,

Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1990, basing herself on Sara Ruddick's analysis of
"mabrnal thinking", formulates a "muernal erotics" in which sexual love with another is the springboard

for artistic ueativity and personal growth. The chapter entitled "Eros as Creativity" (pp. l6a-185)

specifically deals with this, while a not€ on p.222 contrasts the male wril,ers' view of merging as fear of
engulfment, leading to loss of self, wi0r the enhanced sense of self brought about by a strong sense of
connoction with others experienced by female protagonisls, in works by women writen.
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attentive reader may then recognize a return of the narrative, in the guise of weaving

thought patterns' to the physical and psychological location of the preceding chapter, to the

scene of writing, where she repeats, in a thoughtrul dialogue with herself: "Ugualmente

lontana dalla vim e dalla mofie?" (P, p. 18) ["Equally distant frrom life and death?,,J. She

suggests and queries a state that cannot exist within two binaries, that cannot b"

rcpresented within conceptual sysrcms that posit life and death as opposites, thar cannot b€

synthesized.

Her attempts to find a location, a discursive space in which to freely represenr

herself' are inrcnsified in the following lines. She recalls a lover who, admitting to being

most entranced by the outline of her shadow against a wall, would always

remember her by that shadowy image. Her response is limpid and characteristically

ambiguous, occupying a line of its own. "Cosa di grazia inscrta, cosa riflessa, oscuro

contorno' murata anima. Cosi mi amava" (P, p. 18) ["A thing of enclosed gr&€, a thing

reflected, a dark outline, a walled soul. As such was how he loved me,,l. The apparent

beauty and graciousness of this image of a beloved woman is gradually undermined by

each of the four images, culminating in the edge of irony in the second phrase, which

exposes thc emptiness of these disembodied metaphors of enclosure and control. ,,Cosa,,,

[a "thing" or an "object"], in ltalian rendered without a distinguishing article, becomes in

the next phrase "cosi", ["like this"] continuing the musicality of the language with a similar

sounding word, while simultaneously directing us to its function as a simile, dealing on a

linguistic level in distance, allusiveness and artificialiry. In imagery sharply reminiscent of
Plato's cave parable that Irigaray has deconsrructed as reflecting the representation of lu's

likeness through hcr othenress,42 she observes henelf seen as shadow, wall, reflection,

metaphors which map a discursive space in terms of dissociation, of paralysis, of closure.

Her perception of not truly being undcrstood nor "seen" then jumps to fears that her state

of mind (despair, anguish, solitude) may cosr her her mental equilibrium. In the

ffi"Plato,sHystera",inLuceIrigaray,Speculumoft|wot|urWoman,|rans.
Gillian C. Gill,Irhaca, N.y., Cornell Univenity press, 19E5, pp.24l_3&.
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subsequent fragment, punctured with question marks and wintry adjectives, the narrator

voices searing doubts that her unconventional mode of existence determined by

geographical and emotional movement, of passing through places and states of mind wher€

"nessuna casa b la mia" sebbene ogni stanza dov'io passi s'impregni sempre di me,, (p, p.

19) ["no house is mine, although every room I pass through is always imprcgnated with

me"l , can sustain her. This refusal or inability to be "housed" is a literal, biographical fact:

for much of her life, Sibilla lived out of a suircase and spent varying amounts of time in

rooms' in pensioni or apartments. On another level, it alludes to the position of the

feminine in language, the impossibility within the symbolic mode of the malc ,,prison

house" of language to articulate her self, while denoting her presence as a force, an energy,

within its components, largely found in the semiotic. This energy unleashed is also, for
Kristeva' akin to the language of madness.43 The text conjures up images of enclosure,

and fear of insanity which she explores as both an ind.ication of a healthy mind that

functions by querying and doubting itself and, alternarively, to the lcgacy of having sccn

her mother destnoyed by madness, and her fear of following the same pattern.

From the image of daughter fearing becoming her mad rnoth€tr, the narrator moves

to a dream-like state "beyond reason", a parallel to death, a constant motif throughout the

text, in which she envisions her "ghost", a figure who "sogneri e non si sentiri mai sola,

sognere la testina bionda di suo f,rglio sono la sua cdrezz4 sogneri biondc luci innamorarc c

biondc ombre di bosche, e forse sorrideri dolce, e le palme delle mani e le dita si

moveranno sopra il suo caPo come ali d'oro" (P, p. 20) ["$'ill dream and will never feel

alone again, who will dream of caressing the little fair head of her son, and dream of fair

enamoured lights and the fair shadows of woods, and perhaps she will smile softly, and

the palms of her hands and fingers will move over his head like golden wings"l.

This piece is structured by patterns of repetition whose flowing imagery

establishes a rhythmic musicality, and finishes by connecting images which reverberate

from previous pages. For example, the use of "ali" ["wings"] here as a simile for her

43 Ju[a Kristeva, Revolution in poetic Langrcge,p. 145.
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hands over her child's head, echoes 'T-€ ali" of the chapter's title, and is givcn form on

page 13 by a haunting description of the fluttering wings of seagulls above a srormy sea.

The reflections of this movement are perceived in a flash through foam and glinting

sunlight in an imprcssionistic haze dominated by the colour white. This restless, although

liberating dance is then associated with the anxious wing of her own mind. Thus, here, it
is reunited or comes to rest in the space that separates the mother from her child. But it
repeats the beach and sea location of the earlier piece and is dominated too, even the

shadows, by light in the words "abbagliante" ["dazzling"] and ,'biondi" 
["fair"]. whether

it reprcsents death or madness or maternal love, or the triumph of all three, it has slipped

outside of ordinary associations. It is a dream of a dream that remains rmted in a past that

the narrator has left far behind her. Yet it impinges on and informs what can be seen as an

anxious, displaced subjectivity, intent on exploring and justifying her decision to separare

herself from her child, in defiance of cultural and familial taboos, and finding a language in

which to reprcs€nt this divergence into the creative imagination.

The Letter

It connects directly to the following chapter entitled 'La lettcra", where the narrative,

positing the development of the autobiographical subjcct in terms of a plural-pathed

journey, and referring to the story recounted in Una d,onna as a dark dream of an

unawakened conscience, then focusses on the emotional consequences of thc narrator,s

decision to separate fiom her much-cherished son. This gives rise to a d.irect larnent 19, her

lost son: "oh figlio, ma da quel sogno oscuro tu eri pur uscito, viva cosa di carne, figlio,

passione profonda del mio sangue...perchB ti hanno tolto a me?', (p, p. zz) [,'oh child.,

but from that dark dream you too emerged, a live bundle of flesh, child, deep passion of
my blood-..Why did they take you away from me?"]. Then, characteristically, she returns

to a dialogue with herself, to reiterate and reaffirm her decision in language that posits her

self as divided in a blmdy snuggle in order to save her conscience from a "vile cxistence,,.

The fragmented diaristic form of this text, as it oscillates from one thought to
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another, enables a confession that constnrcts an "authenticity", a "truthfulness" the generic

sEucnlres of Una donna could not pennit. In constructing the meanderings of a mind

reinventing the texture of the past as it overlaps the present, the narrative juxtaposes the

lyrically rendered passionate grief of maternal separation and renunciation with the

confession of the existence of a lover, who, although not the reason for her departure,

could not b ignored according to her "autobiographical pact": "non era per amore d,un

altr'uomo ch'io mi liberavo: ma io amavo un altr'uomo,' (p, p. 24) [,,itwas not for love of
another man that I freed myselfi but I did love another man"l. It was this admission that

incensed many critics, unable to accept the sexual mother, the mother who takes a lover

and then writes about it in celebratory terms. A society which privileged, sanctified even,I

woman's renunciation or control of adulterous sexuality in favour of motherhood within

the institution of marriage, could not but be scandalized by this further confcssion by a

writer whosc earlier work had justified such a rupnrre by its appeal to a nobility of spirit

and collective digrity.

These recognizably humanist, universal values are shown to be a fictional

invention, and moreover, not the "full story" that linear autobiographicat narrative purports

to be, besides outlining the very clear boundaries in which a mother can inscribe her

chosen separation from her child. They give way to the sometimes doubting, often

triumphant, voice of a woman who adopts the lyrical mode, a trad.itional vessel for her

silent inscription by male poes, to articulate sexual desire, maternal passion, and an exalted

philosophy of love as interconnecting threads in her subjectiviry, and dares to link them to

her bodily cxperience as mother. For example, shc personifies love in a series of
evocative, sometimes poetic lines, all of which begtn with the direct appellation of love:

"Amore, guardavo a te che non conoscevo, e che pur crescevi nell'anima mia come altra

volta mio figlio nel mio grembo: tu mi volevi per servirti, attiva e pur estatica p€r servirti e

adorarti..."(P' p. 26) ["Lovc, I looked at you without knowing you, and yet you grew in

my mind as that other time my child grew in my womb: you wanted me to servc you,
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active and estatic even to serve and adore you..."l. So her identification as child-bearer

and incarnation of the principle of love, although marking two separate periods in her life,

are metaphorically linked in an idealized maternal image of, ironically, sacrifice and

dedication. Yet, in the next line the narrator addresses love, as a male "othetr" from the

position of a coquettish woman waiting to be seduced. This oscillation of voice from self

to other in which the narrator assumes and merges the positions of mother and lover,

subject and object, dissipates any notion of a fixed subject, and eroticizes motherhood and

the philosophical in a way that is both recognizable and excessive. The text in fact

practises kigaray's notion of mimesis where the phallocratic system of thought is engaged,

mimed, exceeded in its logic, )et in so doing, succeeds in "overburdening it with the

ambiguity that consists in both reproducing and not reproducing it".& What is being

reproduced here is the conflation of the maternal in a subjectivity that has gone to quite

somc pains to divest herseH of its actual social trappings. The paradox iself is played with

and overnrrne4 as the autobiographical parodies its own prcmises and the contradictions it

exposes seem excessive.

The rapnrous, moving metaphors of maternal nufturing are adopted to signal a

philosophy which denotes a condition where the narrator, no longer involved in the

process of mothering her child, has transferred its symbolic implications to provide

"fullness" and "authenticity" to a new identity and redefinition of "woman". The following

segment which panially reproduces the text of the letter she wrote to her distant lover

begrns with a denial of the maternal identity in which she as a woman was placed

Ero mai stata donna, fino allora? No, neppure partorendo, neppure

nutrendo con il mio latte mio figlio ero pervenuta a sentir in me la ragione

della mia esistenza e quella del mondo. Il mio bambino I'avevo adorato,

ma conre una parte di me, piir arcana, che m'attaccava, sl viepiir alla terra,

ma ancora interrogando, senza il mio consenso, senza I'accordo della mia

volontA con la volonti della vita: mio figlio non era frutto d'amore, non

44 Elizabeth Gross,"Philosophy, subjectivity and the body: Kristeva and Irigaray', in Feminist
Clullenges: Social and Political Theory, ed. Carole Pateman and Elizabeth Gross, Boslon, Nortlrcastern

University Press, 1987, p. 143.
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era neanche, povero piccolo palpiante cuorc del mio cuore, non era figlio

di tutta me, em nata da me prima che fossi io stessa tutta nata, prima ch'io

fossi veramente fiorita.

Come una grande rosa al sole la donna s'apriva ora, e il profumo

n'andava lontano. (P, pp. 26-27)

Had I ever been a woman up until then? No, not even grving birth, not

even nourishing my son with my milk had I felt in me the reason for my

existence and that of the world. I had adored my child, but as a part of
me, more ancane, that attached me, ycs, much morc to the earth, but still
questioning, without my consent, without my will being in tune with the

will of life: my child was not the fruit of love, he was not even, poor little
palpitating heart of my heart, child of all of myself, he was born of me

before I was totally born of myself, before t had mrly flowered.

Like a great rose under the sun the woman was opening now, and her

perfume spread far and wide.

Becoming and being "a woman" denotes for the naffator a concept of emerging

wholeness, of sensuality, of power, which is expressed in paradoxical terrrs of a self-

sacrificing love for a rnan and the invigorating self-image such a love reflects back to her.

The subjectivity under construction then, seems to oscillate between these nvo polarities,

stretched between what Lea Melandri calls "thc dream of love" where "abundancc and

vacuity, control and loss of self, are mutually entwined, and constantly vying for

position".4s The narrative then touches on the consummation of her love for Felice, which

although couched in ecstatic conventional rhetoric does not fail to note (kindly) that she did

not receive the same sexual gratification as he did. This strikes an odd yet intriguing note

in the highly lyricized, romanticized account of this encounter and its emotional

ramifications, which extend well into the following chapters of the text. It functions as a

sly, anti-climactic hiccup in the allusive, metaphor-laden discourse the sexual act often

engenders, and somewhat subverts the promise of rapturous union the text builds up to.

Felice seems less important for his prowess and stature as a lover than for his role in the

a5 VaMelandri, Tcstasy, coldness, and the sadness which is frreedomn, n Ofscreen, p. &.
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transformation of the narrator's subjectivity, for her "rebirth" into a mutifaceted

philosophical trajectory that ranges through what I call a maternal pantheism, a recognition

of freedom from specific ties, and a deep sense of inner responsibility and solitude.

However, this projected philosophy is often called into question by the actual descriptions

of her relationships with her lovers which are mediated by their and her pcrception of her

status as a mother who abandoned her child.

Faith

In "La fede", the reader learns from a direct quote from one of Felice's letters, that he is

opposed to her leaving her marriage, citing his own mother whom he calls humble and

great, as an example of maternal sacrifice for her to follow. This subtly presents a

conventional yet binding view of motherhood through the lover's discourse, bcsides

adding proof to herclaim that he was not the cause of herdeparnre. The subtle shifts from

first-person narrative to an epistolary form fracture the narrative, presenting repeated

revisions of matemal meanings through perception of the narrator by others. Perhaps the

most important point regarding Felice, is that their actual moments together are fleeting,

tenuous occasions, and that the relationship is conflated in imaginary projertions expressed

in letters, in which his hesitation and timidity are contrasted to the narator's eagerness and

desire to mythologlze, to create an/other story which the plot of her published book

eliminated. This other story, however, never allows her preoccupation with her lovers to

shift the focus away from the continual processes of her own selfdefinition.

This is envisaged as a creative struggle emanating from her body and spirit,

returning the reader to the "scene of writing". "Mentali imagini, lampi d'intimi simboli,

parole che furono visioni, squarci d'orizzonti, richiami, richiami, densiti di coscienza,

violenza silenziosa onde I'anima & tratta nel tempo lontano, nei luoghi lontani, tensione

della vita verso cib che fu, verso la veriti che 0 nelle morte ore vissute, spasimo, vcrtigine,

strazio e volutti delle fibre brarnose struggendosi di creare!" (P, p. 35) ["Mental images,

flashes of intimate symbols, words that were visions, a tearing of horizons, appeals,
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appeals, density of conscience, silent violence from which the soul is drawn to the past,

into distant places, tension of life towards what was, towards the truth that exists in the

dead hours lived, spasm, vertigo, tortue and voluptuousness of fibres of desire struggling

to create"]. This piece is a rehoning and refining of two paragraphs found in "La

pensierosa" which ry to assimilate the volatile energies, the undertow of conflicting

currents, that structue the unconscious, and fuel creativity. "Com'era il mondo prima del

verbo?" (P, p. 36) ["What was the world like before the word?"I, the narrator wonders a

few segments later, bringing to consciousness her sense that language has repressed a

"world" where boundaries are dissolved-

The testing of her theory of love was soon to be realized Andrea, the name grven

to Giovanni Cena in the text, is introduced as one of the few people who admired and

respected without judging her, perceiving her as she herself wished to be seen. For

example, his entry into the text is distinguished by speech marks, framing his commenton

her: "Una donna. Una donna libera" (P, p. 37) ["A woman. A free woman"]. But a

detemrining psychological basis of their relationship is portrayed in "La fede", in the form

of a post-coital dialogue between Andrea and the niurator which begins in a fairy-tale

annosphere: "Nella casa presso la pineta, nella grande stanza a ponente, sul letto dove ha

soffocato tanti gridi per il suo dolore di madre, una donna si abbatte un pomeriggio con un

singhiozzo di feliciti, tremendo" (P, p. 42) ["In the house near the pine forest, in the big

bedroom on the west wing, on the bed where she has stifled so many cries over her

maternal gnef, a woman collapses one afternoon with a sob of happiness, trembling"].

The passage from grieving mother to satisfied lover integrates the two dimensions and

suggests an empathetic relationship which symbolizes this conjunction. Yet the use of the

third-person narrative signals a distancing from the sclf-appropriating "f" whose

subjectivity, constructcd round a maternal pantheism, in a merging of boundaries betwcen

self and other, is earlier represented in natural, open landscapes of sea, birds and skies.

Here, the woman referred to is located in enclosed spaces, which are mapped on a
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niurowing scale frrom house to room to bed, where she "collapses", followed by a lovcrs'

discourse dominated by the voice of Andrea. The segment ends on cryptic lines which

provide the culmination or resolution of this process of seductive diminishment - a

subjectivity engulfed through connection, not unlike her experience of matemity narrated in

Una donru.

La donna singhiozza.

Non ha un solo istante d'esitazione, di dubbio, dbmbra.
E'nel cavo di una mano. (p, p. 43)

The woman sobs.

she has not even one moment of hesitation, of doubt, of shadow.
She is in the palm of a hand"

The Name

The scene is set for the prominence of Andrea in the creation of this new wornan, safely

cradled in a hand that creates, names and writes her, in a nanrative strategy of compliancc

and resistance which occupies the thematic concerns of the next few chapters. He begins

by enthusiastically ryrng out on her a series of new nemes until finally he alights on

Sibilla' and sets in motion the series of "amputations" which separate the narrator from

identification with her past life. As she separates from Rina, wife, mother and feminist

journalist, to don the mysterious, prophetic implications embod.ied in the name Sibill+ the

figure of Rina, especially Rina, the mother/woman destined to plot her ,,self,,

untrammelled by the demands of a child, establishes itself as a pennanent though nameless

figure in her irnagination, which she will r€turn to again and again. She is also reborn as

autobiographer, encouraged by Andrea, the succcssful poet and novelist, to writ€ her story

in her inimitably original style which he hopes, paradoxically, will bear his stamp. The

longed-for virile component in her subjectivity is observed here, ruefully, as a cultural

colonization through books, repticating her father's early role. "Mi mise in mano volumi e

ancora volumi. Analogie singolari mi richiamavano I'infanzia, I'educazione paterna. per
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esse forse con brivido tanto lucido descrivevo la bimba ch'ero stata?" (P, p. 48) ["He gave

me volumes and still more volumes to read. Analogous incidents recalled my childhood,

my father's upbringing. Was this perhaps why I described with such thrilling clarity the

child I was?"1.

As the circumstances surrounding the writing of Una funta are leaked out, the

all-inclusive, authoritative "f" of the former text dissolves into underlying prcnouns of you

and he and she, an otherness, informing the "I" with voices other than her own. The

narrative oscillates between the ironic hindsight comments of the witing present, and thc

ecstatic, hopeful voice of the experiencing narrator. What becomes apparent is how the

dynamics of their relationship, based on a desired fusion of opposites, wher€ the narrator's

substance is described in tenns of "fluid" and "light" absorbed into the rnale, are played out

against the narrator's increasingly less enthusiastic acknowledgment of how it relegates her

to a recognizably oppressive maternal role. Ostensibly his creation, she becomes the

mediator, the soother, the dissolver of all Andrea's unhappy, motherles$ past, the

transmitter of hope, energy and inspiration which feed his own creative genius. "'Mia

creatura'mi diceva, e pur talora si dissolveva come un bimbo fra le b'raccia della madre al

buio..." (P, p. 49) ["'My child' he said to me, even as he dissolved like a child in the

arms of his mother at night..."].

Her preoccupation with the costly effort required to re-enact the maternal beconrs

evident, as the narrator begins to envision herself fighting for survival, defensive and

questioning of a position she is all too well aware of having complied with. She writes,

addressing Andrea directly:

Voi affermate che siete spirito e ch'io sono natura, e forse non

v'ingannate. Se io, immolandomi, con la tenaciti d'uno sforzo che non

saprete mai quanto tremendo, vi provo che posso riconoscer tutto di voi,

con le stesse parole che vi foggiastc, catene di piombo per me, se vi do la

testimonianza lucida di come la mia vita di donna fu attenta ai vosti modi

e ai vostri fini, non riaccosterete voi nella vostra lealti i due termini chc
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con frusto orgoglio dichiaraste inconciliabili? (p, p.52)

You affirm that you are spirit and I am nature, and perhaps you do not
deceive yourself. If I, immolating myself, with a tenacious effort the
enonnity of which you will never lmow, prove to you that I can recognize
the wholeness of you, with the same words shaped by you, although
leaden chains for me, if I give you the lucid testimony of how my
woman's life was attentive to your ways and your ends, would you not
then try to bring together rhe rwo terms that with shabby pride you
declared incompatible?

The relationship is depicted as a series of embattled dialogues where the voice of
Andrea encased in speech marks is counteracted by the narrator's voice, shifting benrecn

monologue and dialogue, addressing both herself and her lover (and naturally the rcader,

who, participating in this process, therefore mimes both positions). This experimentation

with fomr through pronominal constructions highligha the narator's tenuous subjectivity,

tying to voice itself through the "leaden chains" of a masculine discunive system where

she already always exists as his support, his other. In this split of spirit and nature, man

and woman, the desired fusion, based on the idea of a harmonious totality, is an illusion,

only auained at the woman's "immolation".

The Sin

The gradual awareness of the savage one-sidedness of her "dream,, when translated into

actual relations between men and women, is explored in greater depth in "Il peccato,, [,,The

Sin"l, especially in the first long segment. The narrator begins by declaring she does not

regret the seven years sp€nt in her role as nurturer of Andrea as she could never regret the

early years spent in dedicated mothering of her child. This simile links actual biological

mothering with the construct of maternal omnipotence both she and her lover have created

for her. But her defence of her role as mother is almost immediately followed by a
reference to the narrator's relation to her own mother from the stance of rejecting and fear-
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ridden daughter. Admining her own jcalousy of Andrea's former lovers, she claims to

have never forgiven her mother for losing her self-possession through jealousy. Whercas

in Una donna her mother's disintegration was scen through the wide-ranglng implications

of a sociepolitical feminist perspective, essential to maintain the plot and validate the

daughter's decision to leave an analogous situation, her€, the narrator neutralizes and de-

politicizes this analysis to the triangular plot of a wife jealous of herphilandering husband.

This return to the private sphere enables the daughter to vent her rage on her mother's

"weakness" and to establish her own continuing sense of difference from her, through the

development and strengthening of her individual resources. Her subjectivity is structured

by the mother's experiences which also serve as an oppositional interpretive model for her

own. But whereas her mother was consumed by her feelings of powerlessness and

inadequacies which erupted in the "body language" of the hysteric, the daughter creates her

protest at her sense of nullification through a textual pastiche in the form of "migliaia di

note ch'io prendevo null'altro che per necessiti di riconoscermi,...note di spasimo, analisi,

indagini, divinazioni e puerilitA, geni, smarrimenti, tutti i miei sensi che cedevano al verbo,

che del verbo si sostentavano..." (P, p. 56) ["thousands of notes I made for no other

reason than the necessity of recognizing myself,...notes of ardent pangs, analysis,

investigation, apotheosis and childishness, outpourings, bewilderment, all my senses that

yielded to the word, that sustained themselvcs through thc word..."l.

This translation of her frustrations into notes on scraps of paper ran parallel,

constituting a textual excess, to the book she was writing, later published as Una dowa,

and became a precious refuge, the only writings she kept hidden from her lover. She

regards this riotous pastiche of impressions as the more authentic representation of her

experiencing self, a wonnn struggling against the devastating consequences of her impulse

to mould and inspire others as part of her own quest for self-creation. It seems to me that

within this frame, there is also an enonnous struggle with the maternal as idea, creation,

metaphor, symbol. Sibilla Aleramo is conscious that a woman's voice must be connected

to her "maternal fibres", but it is clear that she rejects the available models which can only
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exist as idealized and denigrated other. Some of these notes arc woven into the text of this

chapter, and grven theirvoice in an imaginary dialogue with Andrea. "Ci credi uno e siarno

due. Sei tu centro del mondo, tu con la tua visione ormai immobile nella casa ben salda

della tua mente" (P, p. 57) ["You belicve we are one and we are nvo. It is you who are

the centre of the world, you with your unchanging vision in the well-consolidated house of

your mind"].

She adds that he appropriates her body like a piece of land to sustain and soothe

his intellectual and sreative genius. She has collaborated in this dream of harmony and

fusion, only to discover that it is his dream, that for her "wholeness" is an illusion leaving

her weary, alienated and voiceless. Her infusion of erotic and creative energies into the

project of sustaining her lover's well-being leaves her hollow and empty. "Confondermi

volevo con il hxtto e son da tutto cosl staccata! Anche dal mio libro, povero umile attestato

di resistenza umana; cosa rigida, senza benedizione, senza sorridente diviniti...Dio" (P, p.

58) [T wanted to merge myself with the whole and I am now so detached from the whole!

Also from my book, the poor humblc testimonial of human resistence; a rigid thing,

without blessing, without a smiling divinity...God"l. While his physical and mental

equilibrium is gratified and sharpened by the possession of her otherness, the foundation

and sustainer of his symbolic order, her voice, her discourse, her subjectivity is estrangcd.

Her much-acclaimed book becomes a symbol of this detachment from her "real" self for the

simple fact that due to the intenrention of Andrea, her involvement with Felice, included in

an earlier version, was silenced from the text. In a muchquoted segment, which revises

the ending of Una donna, problematizes distinctions between autobiography and fiction,

and offers a space for the lyricized enacftrent of her anger at such appropriation, she writes

of the "sin", the title framing the chapter, and perhaps the incident that motivated the

writing of Il passaggio.

Aspond egli dal mio libro le pagine dove io dicevo il mio:rmore per

Felice. Ed io lasciai amputare cosi quella che voleva, che gridava esser
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opera di veriti...Uncinb i margini con parole sue. Dov'era la piccola

gagliarda che si chiamava Rina, che da sola dopo tanta tribolata

umiliazione aveva un giorno trepidamente agito e s'era assolta.

Ribauezzata, ripiantaa. Uuomo ha un cosl ingenuo istino di coltivatore!

(P, p. 59)

He eliminated from my book the pages where I declared my love for
Felice. And I let him amputate what he wanted, although it cried out to be

a work of truth...He crocheted his words down the margins. Where was

the courageous littlc woman called Rina" who, all on her own afrcr much

torment and humiliation, had one day acted fearlessly and then forgiven

herself? Rebaptized, replanted. Men have such an artless instinct for

cultivating!

Her anger at Andrea's control over what Urc funna did not and could not say

provided the impetus to find a way of confessing a truth whose elimination had, in her

eyes, impoverished the book by false representation. The anatomical imagery suggests a

harsher cutting than the mere act of editing took place. An essential plot ingredient has

been lopped off the body of the text, a plot which Sibilla sees as an inscription of herself,

body and soul. Ironic images of "replanting" and "cultivation" testify to a sense of being

uprooted, torn away from her real self. The woman writer's ambivalent access to the

means of cultural production is highlighted'too in this image of cultivation. The fcarless

woman who acted then wrote her story has been rep(l)otted according to the rules

acceptable to the male world of discourse. According to Mary facobus: "Women's access

to discourse involves submission to phallocentricity, to the masculine and the Symbolic".tr

And Felice, whose name, unlike Andrea's, has purposely not been changed, symbolizes

this "authentic" self, budding and tentative, reaching out for new self-definition. This is

why Felice, occupies a central space in this text, defiantly, tenderly and lyrically written in,

contrasting with the oppressively portrayed ghostwriter of the former text, Andrea" who

was rcsponsible for jealously writing him out, instigating the loss of hcr body, her name

46 Mfiy Jacobus,"The Difference of View", in Wonun Writing and Writing About Wonun, ed. Mary

Jacobus, [.ondon, Crmm Helm, 1979, p. 12.
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and her text. Two modes of autobiographical story-telling are in question herc. One, under

the auspices of "realist" narrative disguises, or attempts to, the fictivity of its discursive

premises, the other avails itself of a self-consciously literary structurc which forcgrounds

the semiotic over the symbolic dimensions of the text rather than the chronological

development of narrative.

The Caravans

In "I-€ carovane" ["The Caravans"] the narrative is framed by the protagonist's active

involvement in social work and teaching in the underprivilegdzoneof the Agro Romano,

where she helped set up and subsequently worked, in schools, medical c€ntres and places

of information for working women. It terminates in her visit to the earth-quake ravished

island of Sicily where her contact with the violent images of destruction leads her to

undertake another journey to engage in a mystical communication with the statue of

Psyche. Here, external, uncontrollable conditions like poverty, illiteracy, and the

devastation of earthquakes exert a strong influence over the namator. Yet this historical

context is rcvealed in fragments, in touches like brush strokes of an impressionist painting

where the sights, sounds and smells of a particular moment are captured, and give

resonance to an as yet undefined whole, the subject in process. The miserable conditions

the narrator testifies to are lficised yet haunting ingredients in an unfolding self-awareness

attuned to a universal sense of suffering in which she finds a transcendent mirror for her

self-representation.

Images of eternal conditions, of ebb and flow, the return of and mutability of

seasons, the inextricable connection of birth and death, arc combined with momentary,

suggestive images such as the evening wind on eyelashes that were earlier wet with tears.

(P, p. 63) She presents herself as a writer whose work in process is born from thc brrief

quiver of conception and compared to the gestation of a child in the womb without
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however, "il termine fisso" (P, p. 62.) ["the fixed ending"]. This substantial differcnce

from reproduction concerns the irrevocability of the finished product. The labouring to

produce continues with no easy resolution. As the metaphor slides from the univenal to

the particular, to the inconsistencies of textual creation, the female subject herself is

revealed as an act of construction, fluctuating in the fissures of discourse, her meanings

fluid, unable to be pinned down. Life and text become fuscd, open to thc scnsory effects

of the wind, the smell of freshly baked bread, of woodshavings under the plane. (P, p. 62)

Boundaries are blurred, merging the individuality of the narrator with the natural world,

and many images appear without context and without a subject so that the reader is unsure

of who or what they refer to. This first segment with is exploration of the multi-meanings

of labouring subtly prepares the ground for its displacement into the particulars of the

autobiographical, of the following passage, which evoke a period in the nanator's

adolescence when she worked in her father's factory, torn between her position of

privilege as the manager's daughter and her sympathy for the exploited workers. Yet this

empathy is expressed as a sense of personal, even sensual fusion with the activity of glass-

making, that is also tension betrveen the brain of her father who directed the operation, and

the muscles of the men who carried out the heavy work. The following paragraph then

describes her own precipitation into poverty as she writes and translates for a living, work

that is laborious and badly paid. The difference between her and them, between the

educated bourgeoisie and the proletarian classes, both using their hands to accomplish their

work, is not so much stated as condensed in the brief observation that the tips of her

fingers are, nonetheless, still like petals.

The segment that discusses the reception of her book is one of the rnore concisely

narative sections. It finishes with a moving equation of her book with her son, merging

thc "product" of fcmale procreation with that of female creation which is all the more

poignant because the book would never have been written if she had not chosen to leave

her son, in order to live independently from his father. "Madri mi chiedono del mio

bambino come s'egli avesse in eterno sette anni. Hanno vegliato con il mio libno su le
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ginocchia, hanno creduto. Tante t'han cullato, figlio!" (P, p. 67) ["Mothers ask me about

my child as if he were an eternal seven-year-old. They have warched over their own with

my book on their knees, they have believed. So many have cradled you, son!"J.

Unable to physically enact the maternaVfrlial intersubjectivity involved, she

envisions her text as the child that is collectively cradled by mothers, reading whilc

watching over or cuddling their own children. Interestingly, thc fusion of writer/mother

with book/child and reader/mother with reading/nurturing deconstnrcts the split between

autonomy and nurturance that has been central to issues of women's creativity. Much has

been wrinen about the traditional conflict between mothering and writing, the baby or thc

book, but for Sibilla, literary motherhood has fused naturally with biological motherhood.

Una donna, offered as a gift to her son, now becomes her son, a tangible replacement for

the punishment of loss a cruel male-dominated social system inflicts on female

intransigence. The private world of mothers is here intimately connected to that of

reception of culturc, to the word, and while the sentimentality of the image is undeniable,

its very appeal to the emotions cr@tcs bonds of maternal identity which, while asserting thc

validity of the maternal, rcmoves its historical isolation from artistic creativity, as primarily

the domain of men. As Suzanne Clark points out "the sentimental marks the terrain of

ideological conflict and so the site of women's struggle to find a voice". She further adds

that sentimentality, "that unwalranted discourse", according to Barthes, has been reduced

by modernism to the "single, gendered and awful other defining literature by its

absence".47

The issues of separation and fusion which seem to be at the heart of Sibillas self-

definition are particularly crystallized in the last two segments of "L€ carovane". The

spiritual necessity of undertaking an arduous journey to stand in contemplation in front of

the marble statue of Psyche is precipitated by a profound sense of horror and futility at the

destnrction incurred by the Sicilian earthquake. This sense of the fragrlity and instability of

47 Su"anne Clark, Sentimental Modernism, Womcn Writcrs and rhe Revolution of the Word,

Blmmington and Indianapolis, Indiana University Press, 1991, p. 16.
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human life then merges with a strong sense of personal upheaval and disquiet in the

narrator's own personal relationships. Again contextual knowledge of Sibilla's other

writings can be illuminating. In Dialogo con Psiche, written immediately after this event

in 1909, it is clear that Psyche, who represents the soul in Greek mythology, is the mirror

image of herself, a self that transcends imperrnanence. "Una invisible polla di viva aqlua

ci trasmutava I'una nell'altra. Ella riornb per qualche attimo materia scapellata, alitata: io

mi sentii composta in linee sowane, virtil e genio espressi musicaknente, fuor della storia e

di ogni speranza.." (P, p. 70) ["An invisible spring of living water transformed us so that

one became the other. She went back to being for an instant a reckless, breathing

substance: I felt myself composed in regal lines, strength and spirit expressed musically,

outside of history and every hope.."l.

Once again, for the narrator, identity involves a reciprocity, a fusing with another

in a metaphysical project in which she appropriates the reality of the marble image reflected

back to hcr. On the most obvious level, she desires to unite the fragile impermanence of

human life, informed by the prospect of decay and death, symbolized by herself, wittt its

eternal, ahistorical rcpresentation in marble, where Psyche is both a woman and an idea.48

lnterestingly, this image recalls Lacan's mirror stage where the fragmented perceiving

consciousness of the viewing child recognizes itself in the unity and wholeness of its

mirror image, its m/other. For Lacan, who interprets this perception of self as

misrecognition, it leads to alienation and confusion, the division inherent in the adoption of

the unitary first-person pronoun rr1rt.{p For other theorists like Winnicott, intersubjectivity,

a certain degree of fusion with an external other, reminiscent of early mother/child

bonding, is a necessary and even salutary stage in the creative process for an artist.50 fire

48 this is borne out by the following passage: "PSICHE: Trovare rnl proprio specchio un'immagine della

via pit grande della vita stessa...Un solo desiderio allora ti domina non smarrire le line€ divine che il 0ro

essere ti ha rivelato, e trasmetterle al tempo...Ami in te stessa I'idea. E la tua statua si compie'"

["PSYCHE: Find in your own mirror an image of life tlnt is greater than life iself...One desire only will
then dominate, don't lose the divine lines tlrat your being has rcvealed !o you, and transfer them o
time..Love in yourself the idea. And your statue will complete itselfl"]. Sibilla Aleramo, Dialogo con

Psiclu, ed. Bruna Conti, Palermo, Novecento, 1991, p. 37.
49 Fot an explanation of the mirror stage see lacques Lacan and rhe Ecole Freudiennc: Feminine

Serualiry, ed. Juliet Mirchell and Jacqueline Rose, London, Macmillan, 1982, pp. 30-31.
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mirroring back, in a fluid dissolution of material, spatial and temporal boundaries as

described by the namator before the marble statue, is both ur enabling phase oward further

(self-creative) development, and suggestive of the erotic nature of sexual passion where the

border between self and other loses distinction. Also, it proposes a gender variation on the

story of the female and male figures of Psyche and Love, as recounted in mythology, who

managed to find each other after many journeys and trials and live in an unbroken union.

The narrator of course ls love, which in this text becomes the trope through which many

of her self-representations are measured, and her mysticaVerotic union with the statue

Psyche shifts the paradigm of heterosexual romantic love to that embracing two women.

The journey undertaken is not a narrative quest involving the dynamics of "lost and found"

between two characters. Here, Psyche is the "idea", which, nourishing herself, maintains

its eternal freshness, and is not absorbed from, thus emptying, the nurturing femalc body

as described in the male/female dynamics characterizing her relationship with Andrea.

Alternatively, because this text invites multiple readings, the "idea" rcpresen6 the ultimate

truth of her own spiritual reality which will survive misery, deprivation, earthquakes, her

fortunes as a writer, and thc loss of her son.

In the light of the subject matter of the following chapter, however, wherc ,,idea,,

and its "botly" are smoothly united, it anticipates the placing into history of what has been

the ahistorical, the unspeakable, the record.ing of erotic love between women. It functions

as an autobiographical stage of great importance which disrupts and finally breaks the

relationship with Andrca and his cultural hegemony, and heralds a different kind of fusion,

based on a reciprocity of similar energies. It draws the narrator into a maternal world

where she begins a relationship with a woman and adopts a style of writing in which a

conscious attempt to write the feminine is articulated.

50 p.w, Winnicort mainains that all cullural and artisric creations are arributable to ransitional objecs
which exist in the child's sublxtive world of itself and the not-me, or external reality represented by the
mother, and arc thus substitutes for he mother. See Playing and Realiry,New york, Basic Bmks ,lg7l,
p.107.
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The Fairy Tale

"Ho il timore? Non lbbbi 4llora" (P, p. 7l) ["Am I ajiaid? I wasn't then,']. Thus',La

favola" begins, occupying a resonant space of its own, questioning, even as she voices,

her fear of writing about what she states she had no fear in living out. yet its titlc indicates

an aesthetic and discursive strabgy of situating the affair in an atmosphere outside of
convendonal discouse, inhabiting a terrain of magrc and enchantrnent where strange things

may happen. Besides, as everyone knows the fairy-tale is also that bed-time familiar,

wherc patterns of human behaviour are encoded in deeds magnificent and crucl. It is a

double-edged discourse, weaving myth and reality, our dreams and fears with the panerns

of recognizable every day needs. For Joanna Russ, the lyric structure allows the

expression of areas of experience that have becn marginalized, what she calls ',unlabeled,

disallowed, disavowed",Sl what has historically remained unspeakable. For the narrator,

what is excluded must be known and known through aesthetic strategies which privilege a

woman's way of feeling. To begin with, she seeks legitimization and familiarity by calling

up a series of faces of family members and friends, a gallery of beloved women with

whom her relationships arc decidedly non-erotic. She invests these women, and in doing

so, all women, with a mysteriousness that ties in with her belief that women are largcly

unknown, unexplored entities for themselves, let alone men. This almost sacrd homage

then flows into the next segment, suggcsting an unveiling of one aspect of this mystery,

where thc love story begins "childishly" in an unseasonal aunosphere of springtime that

heralds both novelty and the exotic.

La favola era bionda. un color caldo si moveva su tutte le cose.

Qualcuno giungendo ogni giorno mi riempiva di fiori il grembo, diceva:
"vieni", mi conduceva conendo all'argine vivo e silcnzioso del fiume.
cantava. Due punti d'oro negli occhi, una piega violenta e luminosa nei
capelli.

Innamoramento, voce dal lento volo!
5l Joanna Russ, l/aw To Suppress Worrun's Writing,Austin, University of Texas press, 19g3, p. 16.
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Lungo ragglare di sguardi, e senza che una sola sua ciocca mi toccasse la
fronte, s'io chiudevo gli occhi mi permaneva sulle ciglia una festa
splendente.

Baci su le mie mani, lunghi. E le sue dita immerse nelle mie trecce,
profonde comc vento nelle radici.

Pitr vicino! pii vicino!
Trasfigurato 0 il mondo. Regnano le silfrdi. Mi preme cosi la bocca con
la bocca, in questo brivido yasto d'innocenza, oh luci d'oro, una che 0
donna come me, e fanciulla. (p,p.72)

The fairy-tale was fair. A warm colour moved over everything.
someone who came everyday filled my lap with flowers, saying:
"Come", she led me running to the alive, silent embankment of the river.
She sang. Two golden points in her eyes, a violent, shining wave in her
hair.

Enamoure i, voice with the slow lilt!
Long, scintillating looks, and without even one lock of her hair touching
my forehead, if I closed my eyes a resplendent feast remained on my
brow.

Kisses on my hands, long ones. And her fingers entwined in my plaits,
as deep as wind in the roon.
Closer! Closer!

Transformed is the world. The sylphs reign. She presses likc this her
mouth against mine, in this vast quiver of innocence, oh golden lights,
one that is a woman like me, and a young gul.

The fairy-tale, we leam,l's the young lover not a story about her. It is the female

body of her young lover which will encode the story and the nalrator's relationship to it.

The rapport benveen the two women is described in lyrical, lush tones employing a

language that is vibrant, flowing, musical, conveying sensual imagery of colours, warmth,

sounds, sight and touch, which finish by merging together in a golden light of scxual

passion- Gold, which is a repeated image throughout the text, for examplc, ,'ali d,oro,

spazi d'oro" ["golden wings, golden spaces"], represents the highest plane of existencc in

the symbolism of medieval alchemy, and becomes for Sibilla an important analogy for
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creative transformation in both an and life. Brief,limpid sentences are followed by longer

flowing ones carrying the reader to the build up of the closing phrases, where the narrator

slides to the direct rendering of passion, and the oneness of the woman and the young glrl.

This rendering of their mutual ecstasy paints the women and the natural world

they are part of in a series of interrelated adjectives symbolizing lighc golden, luminous,

shining, blond. This hymn to the d,azding sublimity of female sensuality is, howevcr,

intemrpted and darkened by the next fragment which consists of one word only, ,,una,,

["one"], isolated from its context in the previous piece uniting "fanciulla" ["young girl,,]

and "donna" ["woman"] so that it resonates, and semantically returns us to thc subject,

separate and alone, sruggling with a tnemendous sense of solitude.

Characteristically, the following segments register happiness and pain, and the

spiritual enormity of the burden she has taken upon herself. She doubts that her voice can

find any right note, or tune in with any trad.irional musical instnrment such as the harp,

cymbals or the lyre to celebnate her intense delight in physical love-making, but asserts that

it is registered on her face for all to see. The female body thercfore voices the pleasurc that

language, even metaphorical language, cannot articulate. In stating her happy knowledge

of and penetration by the sun, an obvious metaphor for the male, the narrator then goes on

to explore these meanings of male and female sexuality. Through language inscribing

active and passive modes, she once again reiterates the woman's obliteration as subject

who "non ha quasi pii sguardo" (p, p.73) ["who hardry has a gaze any more"], where she

is fashioned by men to represent all that separares them from the infinite, and can only find

herself in opposition to irs definition. In a brilliant image, closing the segment, which

delicately exposes the gendered body as fragmentedly inhabiting the fissurcs, the gaps of
discoune, the narator teases the reader with the ambiguity of its meanings. Among the

pennanent fixtures of oak trees, rocks and waters landscaping the classical world, ,'una

spalla di ninfa bianca segreta B parola imperitura" (P, p. 73) ['.the white secrer shoulder of
the nymph is the transient word"l. The secret wor(l)d of nymphs and sylphs, evoked at

the beginning of the "story" is about to be exposed further in the next segment which,
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however, repeats three times reported speech variations of "tu non sai" (p, p. 74) ["you

don't know"], characterizing the problematic communication of two women before the

unknown of their own bodies and minds.

Yet the women cannot exist in a female world without the interccssion of the male

or masculine meanings through which to sexualize their relationship. But while her

companion desires to be masculine, to enact oppositional genderroles, the nanator affirms

that she is above all attracted by what is identical between them. It is here where the

unknown, in the form of lesbian sexuality, attempts articulation, in the free-flowing

connections of similariry. "Non sai quanto il tuo amore sia diverso, per quanto tu faccia,

dall'amore che gli uomini possono darmi. Com'b leggera la tua carez.za! Non mi penetri

ma mi accosti - come niuno mai" @, p.74) ["You do not know how different your love

is, no matter what you do, from the love men are able to give me. How light is your

caress! You do not penetrate me but you are close beside me - as no one ever has 6,g€n,,].

In lyricised imagery of proximity and touch, which also celebrates the rhyming sounds of
the name she used to have with that of her lover, (Rinallina), she describes her lover in

terms resembling the preoedipal sense of fusion of self and world. Kristeva's discussion

of the semiotic in language, identifred wirh this pre-Oedipal relation with the mother,

shows how the dissolving of logical distinctions of self and other allow an influx of drive

energies to enter the text, expressed by a predominance of rhythm and alliteration, a

privileging of sound patterns over syntax.52 "Sei tessuta di calore, e sei anche simile a

una colonna di acqua trasparente attirante" (B p. Za) [,'you are woven with warmth, and

you are also similar to a column of transparent water drawing me to you"l. While thc

writing of the female body conjures up the maternal as practice, the narrator is well aware

of the meanings law imposes on the body of the mother, who, through her capacity for

reproduction transmits the patriarchal word. Aware of the presumed sterility of women,s

erotic practices in terms of its inability to lead to reproduction, she gently flouts male

culrural ideology, which promotes and sanctifies heterosexual love because of its results.

52 Juna Kristeva, Revolurion in poetic language, pp.27-2g.
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"Imparai, amore, che il tuo mistero non E nella legge che perpetua le specie" (P, p. 74) l"I

learned, love, that your mystery is not in the law that perpetuates the species"l.

The process of immediate sensual experience as shared between women, is again

foregrounded as a key to writing the mystery of love. Yct the sexual independence of

women lovers from men profoundly undermines the phallocentric structures of society,

and women's fixed place within them. The ccnsurc of public opinion is hinted at in the

narrator's anger and grief at the mental cowarrdice surrounding her. To further fuel moral

outrage, she associates her persecution with that of Christ's, whose age she shares, in the

Garden of Gethsemone, where the golden fairytale frays into thc purple of Passion, which

then, in the following brief fragment, transforms into blood. The following fragments are

stanlingly ambiguous.

Sangue, angoscia gorgogliante, sangue, chi mi salveri?

E le vene pesanti, bnrcianti, invocan sollievo.

Nessuna cosa pit santa di una nuditi che arde e rabb'rividisce e si tende

come il manto delle stagioni. (P, p. 75)

Blood, bubbling anguish, blood, who will save me?

And the heavy veins, burning, call for relief.

Nothing is more sacred than a nudity that burns and shudders and spreads

itself like a cloak over the seasons.

The subtle play linking the Passion of Christ with that of illicit sexual passion

fuses religious and sexual imagery, paradigms of love and death, the nameable with the

unnameable, the sacred and the profane, that suggests, as I am sure Sibilla wished, not

only the sincere solemnity, nor even the tragic scale of its implications.S3 The discourse of

Christianity which has historically controlled women's bodies enters thc taboo text

53 fana Jay writes how Nathalie Barney and Ren6e Vivien "stakelsl out a territory where the distinction

between the sacr€d and the profarn disapears in a deliberate confusion of the physical world with the realm

of transcendent spiritudity". See The Anazon and tlu Page, Bloominglon, Indiana University Press,

1988, p. 88. For the Sapphisu love was a religion. But Sibilla, although stee$ in mystical, transcendent

allusions, also refened !o it as her law, thus appropriating for herself a stake in ttre Father's teniory.
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alongside female erotic love, and is woven into its ambivalent signification as "fairy-tale",

which here is both discourse and its embodiment in a woman who is both self and other.

As she had earlier imagined, everything is embraced without distinction, bneaking down

accepted boundaries, and creating rich possibilities of meaning. But fusion in logical

discourse also can mean death - to the individual, to the self, especially to the male self in

relation to the maternal, and death pervades the narrative as a force, both desired and

feared, that the narrator, in her pushing against discursive and social boundaries, in her

efforts at self creation, must also contend with. Also, the strong presence of death points

to the close connections Kristeva suggests lie between the maternal, poetic language and

death, or more precisely the death drives of the semiotic, which are structu€d around, and

resist separation frrom, the mother's body.y More space is given in this crucial chapter to

description of sexual ardour than to any heterosexual relationship, here panicularly wherc it

erupts into the text as spoken discourse evoking annihilation. "Fammi morire! Fammi

morire, chiunque tu sia, d l'ora che la mia came non pub oltre sopportare, l'ora che si

preparava ma che non attendevo - fermentano fra macerie i cadaveri, una statua risplende

per falo - fammi morire chiunque tu sia, I'indicibile 0 questa necessiti che tu mi ricopra ott

calore, oh tremore, vicino, piir vicino!" (P, p. 75) ["Irt me die! lrt me die whoever you

are, it is the hour my flesh can no longer bear, the hour which I prepared for but I was not

expecting - among the rubble the bodies are fermenfug, u snrue shines like a bcacon - let

me die whoever you are, the unsayable is this need for you to cover me, oh warmth, oh

tremor, closer, co[r€ closer!"].

Christ's agony on the cross merges with lesbian sexual passion in an

overwhelming climactic movement towards death as sexual fusion and physical

annihilation. But, it is both continued and intemrpted, in a third assault on our interpretive

faculties, marked texrually by dashes, so that it is surrounded by, yet distinct from, the

main textual body, by the insertion of the autobiographical icons, of the preceding chapter.

The reader then has a "beacon" which pulls understanding toward the events of the

3 Joli. Kristeva, Revolution in Poeric Langage, pp. 27-28.
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preceding chapter, and marks out thc subject" her perceiving consciousness, which stands

apart from her ambiguous position as Christ andlor female lover. In the final segment,

characteristically placing what has gone before in wider cosmic meanings, the narrator

refers to forgefulness and madness as Dionysian legacies of the earth, integrating images

of death with the lush, proliferating forces of nature that exist alongsidc it. Thus

cemeteries are filled with thc pungent odour of rosemary and droning bees, tomb stones are

garlanded by clusters of scarlet geraniums, and love benveen women returns to the veiled,

natural images of the classical world which once suggestively contained it. This, of
course' is yet another facet of fusion, so that the reader emerges confused, disoriented,

head spinning with a profusion of images, dissipating as they slide berween a pluraliry of
meanings. The lyric structure here does indeed give not only language, but flesh and blood

to the unspeakable.

Although it adopts a writing that privileges the semiotic, there is no reference in

this chapter to her actual status as mother or as daughter, nor do explicitly maternal

metaphors appear to elaborate a process of self-definition. oddly dissonant with other

chapters, especially those dealing with her relationship with Andrea, where the idea of
maternaVfilial nunurance is snongly present, this chapter, marked by a reciprocal

nurturance of two like bodies, enacts what Jean Wyatt has called a "maternal erotics,,.S5

Perhaps an explanation of this lies in the fact that there is no noed for such rrrtaphors when

the "likcness" lies literally in the body beside her. Mutual nurtgring of each other's similar

"substance" leads to the creation of a space wherc ego boundaries can temporarily merge, a

maternal space that is textually enacted in the writing. The matemal erotics of her

conceptual idea of love can only be reproduced in this process where the idea loses itself in

a chaotic, intersubjective, ambiguous whirl of imagery.

Heroic Eyes

This absence is rectified, however, in the next chapter, "Gli occhi eroici", which takes the

55 R"fer o fmrnore 42 of rhis chaprer.
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motif, heroic eyes, which in "I-a favola", werc a reciprocal feature of both the narrator and

her lover, with only eyes for each other in their dazzling glass bell, and posits them as a

symbol for individual courage and an ability to clear-sightedly move on. We are once

again back into her story, and with that, her social role as nrother separated from hcr child,

and daughter who lost a mother to madness are inscribed in this chapter which marks loss

and separation fiom both Andrea and "la favola bionda" ["thc blond fairy-tale"]. Although

only intercessions in this interior drama of anguish played out between the three, these

positions offer interrelated meanings of maternal connection to what is essentially the

nalTator's re-assertion of solitude, of autonomy, of difference. It is a kind of dramatic

soliloquy that tries to soothe some of the frantic sense of indecisiveness and entrapment the

narrator experiences before her two lovers who, although disliking each other, show signs

of complicity before the narator's "doublc delirium" (P, p. 77) as she rcalizes she must

part from them both. A dream of hermother, despite the indications that hermothercould

not fiU this role, evokes a need for the protective power of a nurturing prescnce, envisioned

as maternal, in order !o represent this loss.

In sogno la notte parlavo a mia madre. Concitata, ma la tenerezza mi

fondeva il cuore. Ah,la sua assorta rigidid!
"Mammao sei mai stata china sur un letto, con la tua guancia contro una

guancia di bimbo o di uomo, finchC il bimbo o I'uomo siasi addormentato

con calmo respiro?". (P, p. 79)

In a dreem one night I spoke with my mother. In agitation, but

tenderness melred my heart. Ah, her distracted rigrdity!

"Mothetr, have you ever been bent over a bed with your cheek against the

cheek of a child or a man, until the child or the man had fallen asleep

breathing calmly?",

This dream offers a prelude to the narrator's desire to.sustain the memory of her

relationship with both lovers in an imaginary space that privileges touch and the sensual

connections between mother and child that are often denied in theories of women's
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sexuality. Following this account, and still in the same segment, the narator exposes the

anguish and violence of the disintegration of both relationships. She claims that both her

lovers were different from her, unable to match her "transparency" and her "natural

substance", (P, p. 80) the inner qualities of purity and utter sincerity which she believed

gave all she did and felt a mystical quality. The mental image she chooses to conre to tenns

with, and soften the effecs of what in reality ended as a rnessy three-way atrairwith Sibilla

determinedly leaving both lovers, repeats the imagery of the dream of her mother, calming

an agitated child/man.

Non si offuschino i chiari occhi eroici. Le mani hanno supreme
carezze...

Poi i lineamenti si distendevano, taceva ogni voce. Guancia contro
guancia, rnaterno ritrovamento, protezione sul misericordioso sonno. @,
p.80)

May her clear heroic eyes not grow d.im. Her hands have supreme
car€sses...

Then the features melted away, voices werc silent. Cheek against cheek,
maternal discovery, protection over mercifrrl sleep.

But there are ambiguities and subtle shifts of meaning ev€n as it directly evokes

the earlier image. In this revision, it is the daughter who slides into the place of thc

mother, afFrrming her own unsatisfied need for maternal nruturance, comforting the chiry

man, both of whom she has in reality mothered, as a result of or through sexual relations

with a man. A first reading would indicate she lumps Lina in with Andrea as the recipient,

and certainly the subsequent fragment adds another associative image where they are

compared with olive trees watched over by winds, with their leaves softly rustled by

wings, a recurrent metaphor in this text for the narrator's restless soul. However, again

the subject is unclear and direct reference to the child/man of the earlier excerpt has been

omined, so that the reader finds watereddown echoes of the sensuality of thc prcvious
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chapter. The eyes or the hands could just as well be that of her lover. The sensual nature

of erotic love between women is suggestive, and according to many feminists, borne of,

the caring touches of mother/child relations. yet it is this metaphor which marks the

narrator's act of disentanglement, of separation and autonomy, the unconventional poctics

of a "free woman", employing metaphors of maternal fusion to do so. Furthermore, the

analogies of mother and wings used in the nro segments elicit for me a subvenive play on

Virginia Woolfs "angel in the house", the maternal figure of the excessively nurturing,

patriarchally created woman who puts others'needs before her own. The maternal wings

of the niurator here hover over her loves whether asleep or moving out in the world

"dormienti o pellegrini" (P, p. 80) ["housed or travelling"], so that nad.itional maternal

metaphors of repression or death give way to a maternal dynamics of movement and

freedom, focussing on one's own and the other's crcative development, one,s own and the

other's autonomous space.

The narrator, exploring the subjective points of all the anglcs of this unusual

"eternal triangle", then shifts to the role of victim, where she feels physically anacked.

"L'hanno premuta, carnc di cerbiatta" (P, p. 8l) ["They borc heavily upon her, her flesh

of a fawn"]. From that position, she expands to reflections on the savage, demonic

underside of the beautiful natural world she has so often sung the praises of in this text"

where dark forces descend without any rcason. This immediately brrings to mind the reality

of her greatest loss, that of her son. "Perchb mio figlio, chbra mio nel tempo lontano come

nessun figlio mai fu di madre, perch} mi venne tolto, non morto ma con tutte le suc salde

ossa , con i suoi occhi aperti, e la bocca mutata che mi rinnega, che dice che pit non mi

vuole?" (P' p. 8l) ["Why was my child, who was mine long ago in a way no other child

ever belonged to a mother, why was he taken away from me, not dead but with his body

intact' with his eyes open, and his changed mouth that renounces me, that says that he no

longer wants me?"].

Narative intervenes to ground the text in a discourse of maternal tragedy that
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expresses both pathos and outrage at an act of forced separation that, however, makes no

rcference to the very conqete sequence of events and causes which the narrativdplu mode

of Urc dontu would have ascribed to patriarchal power structures, that prevented the

narrator obtaining custody of her son. Yet the lyrical power of this passage is undeniable.

As actual mother, her body has been violated by "unnameable forces", (p, p. 8l) that have

torn the child from its mother, and paradoxically, put harsh words into her son,s mouth,

who views his mother's departure as rejection of him. Enforcement of the law, which in

reproductive matters legitimizes paternal naming over the maternal body which bore the

child, mediates betwecn moth€r and child, and punishes her desire to claim a life for herself

outside of the patriarchal family. Her son now rcmains "solo ricordo di strazio nelle fibre,

morbo nelle mie scavate fibre quando di tutt'altro esse soffrono" (p, p. gl) ["only a

memory of laceration in my fibres, disease in my hollowed out fibres when they suffer

over sonrthing completely different"l. This grief for the lost child rcmains folded into thc

body ftom whence it came, a trace that in textual tenns marks as much the impossibility of

self-identical meaning, - after all suffering can be for something else - as its effect on hcr

subjectivity. Maternal meanings for the narrator, therefore, are multiple, shifting from

alternadng perceptions of merging (with Andrea and "la fanciulla maschia"), to ttre pattems

of sameness and differentiation (with her mother), to brutal separarion from her own child.

Yet the chapter closes on an affirmation of the power of love despite loss, a resurgence of
faith in herself to represent this force in all its aspects. That she reverts to a reproductive

metaphor where she assumes a masculine position ',Chi ora feconderd?,' (p, p. g2) ["who
now will I fertilize?"1 , is an attempt to cross the male-female divide of active and passive,

to assume the virile role of cupid as a mantle to further test metaphors of self-creation, and

push prescribed sexual boundaries further.

The Nights

"IJ notti" is the final and by far the longest chapter in ttre autobiographical story, surveying

an indeterminate period of time, roughly eight years, subsequent to her leaving Andrea and
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Lina. The narrator refers allusively to an assortrnent of lovers, some more clearly

recognizable than others, but they serye more to explore and question her tenuous place in

a world as a woman alone, struggling with the effects of her self-representations when

translated into real heterosexual relations. Declaring herself an exile frrom the "arabesques,,

of a society founded on lies and the sale of values, the namator dedicates herself to making

a living, not through marketing her body to the highest bidder, but through words, ,,grumi

di compassionc" (P, p. 86) ["clots of compassion"], another associative image of blood

and Christ. She also wishes to remain faithful to her ideal of love which she rcalizes, is

often painfully one-sided. "Nessuno ha mai sacrificato nulla per me" (p, p. 91) ["No one

has ever sacrificed anything for me"l. The text traces a pattern of living through feeling,

through her struggles to create herself as an ideal whose purity she senses as a physical

dimension within her body. It touches upon several autobiographical images revealed in

earlier segments - her childhood, her contemplation of Psyche, for example - and makcs

random reference to figures from myth and Greek philosophy but they are here added to,

or revised, an ebb and flow of mennry connected to a particular sensation or a fragmentary

visual image ttrat changes, depending how one looks at ir Images retum in slightly alter€d

form as refrains that deny the legitimacy of a frxed identity. For example, she neprescnrs

herself as outside patriarchal signposts of name and land ownership "parlo di me come

d'una senza nome nC terra" (P, p. 84) ["I speak of myself as one without name or land"].

Yet furttrer on in the chapter she refen to herself in the third person as Sibilla: "negli occhi

di Sibilla non pub essere cinismo" (P, p. 87) ["in the eyes of Sibilla there can be no

cynicism"], and then affectionately as Rina, "Piccola che si chiamava Rina,' (p, p. 9l)
["The little creature who was called Rina"], suggesting that the identitics are several,

resonant with their own stories. Fantasy, dream, memory, and the prcsent are interwovcn

in a texture that blun boundaries of time, d.istinctions between inner and outer, the mystical

and the sensual. The narrative such as it is, is unreliable. What actually happens is always

elusive shifting into another register before it has time to congeal as "plot". In the end the
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reader remains with the narrator's consciousness, a self "plotted" as an interweaving of
lyric and narrative discourse that threads its way through the emotional ramifications of
experience.

Narrative, in the form of lucid, unequivocal revealings of her lover's sexual

failing makes an oddly disruptive appeafirnce within ttre lyrical formations of the narrator,s

inner monologue on the vicissitudes of a particular love affair.

un giovine una no$e le riscardertr col fiato i poveri piedi agghiacciati, col
fiato commisto al pianto, ed ella troveri compensata da quell'unico gesto
di bonta il lungo incredibile tempo trascorso accanto al giovine stcsso, da
tuni ritenuto suo arnante, che non l'ha mai posseduta, che un misterioso
tremore ha arrestato nel desiderio, tremore, malore fosco, lungo
incredibile tempo di tornra, piedi che han seguito I'infelice nel suo passo
oscillante, in un ugual riuno di violenza e di disperazione, sui lastrici dove
sorgevano bieche ossessioni, attrazioni deformi, imagini di bnancicarnenti
sessuali, curve linee oscene. Non fermarti a dire. (R p. g7)

one night a young man warms her poor frozen feet with his bneath, a
breath mixed with tears, and she will find in this singular act of goodness
a compensation for the long incredible time spent with that young man,
who every one presumed was her lover, but who in fact never possessed
her, because a mysterious tremor had arested his desire, a remor, an
obscure illness, a long incredible time of torture, feet that followed the
poor man in his faltering step, in an equal rhythm of violence and
desperation, along pavements where evil obsessions rose, deformed
athactions, images of sexual fumblings, curved obscene lines. Don't let
me tell you.

This passage, which divests itself of the first person for rhe third person singular,

is an odd, compelling mixture of narrative and lyrical elements, the thread of narrative

understanding engaged by lyrical repetition of key worrds like brreath, feet and tFemor which

provide the semblance of a story of pain, sexual dysfunction and female gratitude. It

employs in the Iulian, devices of alliteration, assonance, and a sustained rhythmic flow of

language to impart an ambiguous message of female sacrifice that slides to being something
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quite different. Thc feet that gratefully followed the man who warmed thcm are now

trampling on his fragile virility! In fact, this chapter offers easy guessing games on the

lightly veiled idcntities of the lovers which, at the time of publication caused a certain

consternation. Yet there is no intended irony. The narrator feels that she has been the

scapegoat of men's general revulsion towards women, paying for it in bruises and

abandonment, lamenting that men takc her apparent strength for granted as a gift to feed

their own weakness. When she states: "Io violava con il mio amore il dolore dell,uomo.

Io aggiungevo al suo dio il mio" (P, p. 95) ["I violated with my love the suffering of man.

I added to their god my own"l, she offers a wider interpretation of the singular episodes

where she has generally soothed and nurtured a series of suffering, and in one case

mentally impaired, men, taking on their pain as her own. Yet the vision of hcr love as

violation, a seemingly male acL in turn disrupts, indeed violates, the caring, soothing

notions we aBach to female expressions of love. While on an immediate level, female

suffering and abnegation seem to prcdominatc, it is a phrase resonant with a sense of
female power which erupts like feminine language into the death of male culnye. The pain

and struggle registered in this chapter end, however, on an affirmative note. "Ricordati di

aver ascoltata la tua legge" (P, p. 99) ["Remember you have listcned to your own law"].

While the narrator seems to embody such well-worn stereot)?es as being in love with love,

she manages in this text to side-step floundering in it, by continuing to interpret and re-

interpret her relationship to it, and as a cons€quence, the dynamics of male/female relations

so that, as Linda Wagner-Martin says of the American modernist H.D., "she creates her

own story, captured in her own myth".56

Poetry

In "La p@sia", the reader rcturns to the initial scene of writing where the larva guarded by

56 tinoa wagner-Martin, "H.D.'s Fiction: Convolutions !o Clarity", n Breaking tlrc Scgwnce: Wonun s
Experimcntal Fiction, ed. Etlen G. Friedman and Miriam Fuchs, Princeton, N.J., princeton University
hess, 1989, p. 159.
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silence in maternal protection elaborated in "Il silenzio", is transformed into poetry, a dual

rebirth of text and sclf, joyfully hailed as "rorida potenza sorta in me, per sorrrapporsi a

me' per soprawivermi!" (P, p. 103) ["dew-dipped power arisen in me, to bc

superimposed on me, to outlive me!"]. On the one lcvel we are presented with a lover's

romantic scenario of abandonment and struggle with suicidal thoughts. Her contemplation

in a sort of vivid dream of her life to this point results in renewed hope and spiritual

energy, embodied in the witing of her first poem (included in this chapter) and subsequent

identity as a poet. The reader may rcmain mystified about the significance of all this, given

the rather innocuous little poem included in the chapter. But here the product is much less

important than the process, and the significance of the transformation (through the mcans

of poetic language) undergone. However, as the emphatic "io!" announces, she is born in,

of and for herself, not as muse for othens.

The long vigil of "passione" and "meditazione" which has taken place over an

indeterminate night or day, has encompassed an inner struggle which is described in the

following nunner:

contro a me lo spirito maschio agrvq fondatore e distruttore, mbffriva
arrti, lealc, perchd lo combattessi, e le confessioni s'incrociavano, ci
laceravano.

Mormoravo nelle tegue:

"Se v'assomiglio, fratelli, soffrro! "

"Se v'assomiglio, voi non m'amate!"

"Se v'assomiglio, a che son nata?" (p, p. l0l)

against me the masculine spirit acted, founder and desnoyer, offering me
arms, in fairness so that I could fight him, and the confessions
intersected, tearing us apan.

I murmured during the truces:

"If I resemble you, brothers, I suffer!"
"If I resemble you, you don't love me!,,
"If I resemble you, what arn I born for?"
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Awarc that she is fighting a system, predicated on the male, that both defines her

and excludes her, she pits her discourse of the preceding chapters as a textual battle

between masculine and feminine forces. This battle is played our in her own

consciousness with the cultural, male-defined representations of woman that she often

seems to don, test, only to write herself out of, as she does here, in a continual tension of
appropriation and resistance. It is an emphatic claim for women's difference, an

"elsewhe,re" that must originate from their bodics with new symbols and a new language.

However, this too, becomes problematic.

Mi aggiungevo con le mie parole immolatrici alle cose della terra, alle
opere, alla storia del dolore e dell'amore. Quell'imagine ch'io creavo
parcva via via cancellarmi daila vita.

Lungo, ah lungo passaggio dalla larva al mito!
E la realti del mio essere, e la libertA creduta e perseguita, e questa mia
ntrgida etl?

Trasalgono le fibrc materne. @, p. 102)

My sacrificial words joined me to the things of the earth, to works of art,
to the history of grief and of love. That image I was creating seemed
gradually to cancel me from life.

Oh, what a long, long passage frrom larva to myth!
And the realiry of my being, and the liberty believed in and pursued, and
the fullness of my age?

My maternal fibres quiver.

In an attempt to write the feminine, she does not, in fact cannot, avoid the

discursive categories inside which she is always already inscribed, in fact must try to

wrench from these her own spontaneous sensations. Thus Nietzschean echoes of the

superhuman which sit well with the male subject encoded in myths of action and

dominance, have already lost their authority when a woman tries to write something

similar. As Kristeva maintains, when one text's meanings are Eansposed on to another,

the narrative position will invariably be transformed.ST Here, the rarified, lyrical vision
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through which the narrator's subjectivity is filtered seems, in her own "re-reading", to

cancel out its adherence to her autobiographical reality. But she discovers that, although

she may have lost some semblance of "life", the travail of its artistic creation has produced

worthwhile textual results. The narrative, positioned in the dual meanings of abandoned

lover contemplating death, and as the lanraof the unvoiced feminine awaiting its gestation

into discourse in "Il silenzio", offers again a plethora of suggestive meanings. ,'Mentre

rispondevo alla temeraria a$esa del silenzio, e credevo tutta cosl consumare nel sacrilego

racconto' prodigiosamente accanto alle parole violanici, altre, fruscianti si modulavano in

me, trepidando s'elevavano, brevi, danzanti, quasi figlie d'una mia scarca anima..." (p, p.

102) ["while I was responding to the reckless wait of silence, believing that everything

was consumed in the sacrilegious tale, alongside the violating words, others, miraculously,

rustling, were forming in me, fluttering they arose, brief, dancing, as if daughters of my

empty soul..."].

Women's entrance into discourse is violation and absorption into the meanings

already existing to "consume" her. Just think of "femme fatale", self-sacrificing mother,

lover, divine inspirer, muse, maternal connection with the natural world, all familiar roles

the narrator imagines herself into. Yet remaining as a larva within that protective maternal

silence is the equivalent of passivity and death. Telling her own story "slant" as Emily

Dickinson put it, breaks the mother's silence with the daughter's text, a risk, but onc

capable of preparing the terrain for the words, configured as daughters, which could speak

her subjectivity. This is, of course, as lyrically utopian as any treatise of Cixous or

higaray. In fact, the above excerpt could be thc Italian equivalent and precursor of Cixous,

famous notion that women must first steal ["voler"] the languagc, in order to fly [,,voler,,

alsol up and away with it.58 Sibilla has posited the stronger word "violate" [',violare,,],

which indicates an unwelcome disruption, while the dancing, fluttering words, rising up,

are certainly flying [in Italian, ,'volar€"].

57 JuIa Kristev4 Revo lution in poetic l-anguage,pp. 59{0.
58 Hclbne Cixous, "The Iaugh of the Medusa", in New French Feminisms,ed. Elaine Marks and Isabelle
de Courtivron, Sussex, The l{arvester press, l9gl, p.25g.
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The existence of an "elsewhere" does not necessarily provide a different poetics,

in fact, as some of the excesses of ttris text reveal, the means which point to its possibiliry

can provide more of the same, uncomfortably close to lyric writings, constructed in and of

woman. Unlimited grving, fusion, self-sacrifice, fluidity, nurturance are just some of the

qualities which have defined the maternal since time immemorial. Although re-evaluated

positively, they still remain within the same binary system. Feminists have alerted us to

this questionable use of traditional maternal metaphors to posit women's differcnce,

describing it as beset by essentialism, for many a death-knell to change with its belief in a

biological or innate grven.sg

Sibilla however, in common with many female moderniss, believed in an essence

as the repository of an authentic female creativity. Although erecting an oppositional

polarity based on an essentialist logic similar to that which has been used to promote

longstanding symbolizations of "woman" in western society, it also draws attention to the

fundamental need for women to tum to themselves for their representations, a "self, that

does not operate apart from the gendered body. Rosi Braidorti, in a re-thinking of
essentialism, rephrases the famous phrase of Simone de Beauvoir with "One is both born

and constnrcted as a woman",o while Diana Fuss warns us that "essence", the fashionable

negative binary of "construct", is a historically contingent sign constantly subject to changc

and redefinition.6l Fuss argues from an higarian stance that when essentialism is practised

by the dispossessed themselves, its miming the argument of the dominant ideology for

purposes of empowerment can be a powerful strategy of displacement and dismption. For

Fuss, with a deft shift to Kristeva, it is the subject position which determines the

effectivcness of engaging in essentialism. I would certainly argue that Sibilla's subject

positions, while miming (and overdoing) a certain logic in which women have been

59 nte most eloquent of these is Domna C. Stanmn's article, "Difference on Trial: A Critique of the
lvlaternal Meapha in cixous, Irigaray, and Kristeva", rn TIE petics of Gender, pp. ls7-1g2.
60 Rosi Braidotti, "The Politics of Ontological Difference", in Feminism and psyctwanatysis,ed. Teresa
B.rennan, London, Routledge, 1989, p. l0l.
or Diana Fuss, Essenrd alty Speaking: Feminism, Nature and Diference, New york, Rourledg e,p.20.
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contained, also produces the discursive space through which to produce the difference this

logic has negated. That this text appears so strange yet so familiar at times, so hard to

place, the subjectivity so contradictory, is an obvious indication.

The discursive space she produces is therefore in nr,any ways recogni zable,while

simultaneously staking out a space determined to write through these "other,,

representations, to be accountable to itself, and in the process, miming the contradictory,

often plural, meanings such textual self-inscription must necessarily embnacc. As I hopc o
have shown, it provides a rich space in which an incredible variety of maternal meanings

and positionings are explored. Maternal-feminine theories, from the semiotic to mimesis,

from evocations of fluidity and fusion as opposed to rigid masculine boundaries and

categorization' to the exposure of the discourse of male rationality founded on maternal

corporality, firom object-relations theories of mother-daughter permeable ego-boundaries to

a maternal erotics, to the maternal as creativity, death and poetic language have all been

applicable to at least one or morc aspects of this text.

But within this scenario, the niuftltor locates herself as both mother and daughter,

in a writing Present where she is actually childless and motherless, attempting to give binh

to a subjectivity that accounts for such a paradoxical situation through conscious

metaphorical substitution. Deprived of the love of a mother and the love of her child, she

reinvents herself as love, a synthesis of the maternal and the erotic, on the cusp of
heterosexual romance about to enter an unscripted story of appropriation and resistance

played out against the other/over. It becomes a trope against which all her self-

representations are measured, an ideal which she imagines she incarnates in oppositional

complementarity, the flesh made spirit, the spirit translated into flesh. She locates herself

within the stnrggle of asserting a lovcr's discourse based on the fusion of male/fcmale

energies, while registering with heroic stoicism the pain, melancholy and alienation of an

inevitable failure to maintain it in her many rclationships. Because the central focus of the

narrator's life is presented as love, it is not surprising then that her language registers thc

ambivalence, the excesses, the romanticism, of a discourse in which woman has been
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constmcted as object, a voiceless, and traditionally sexless function of male desire.

Concluding Thoughts

However, it is at this point that I wish to sound a warning bell. Accustomed as we are to

readings of the lyric maternal as subvenive of the paternal narrative, and celeb,rating the

heady fusion of maternal nurnring qualities, both of which abound in this tcxt, to my mind

enriching it, I would also like draw attention to the fact that as in "straight" narrative, there

exists even here a sub-text, albeit fragmentary, which like all good sub-texts is at odds wittr

even the most revolutionary discursive modes it shadows. In stating I wished tg open up

Il passaggio to its pluralism,I would not be doing justice to a text that invitcs contrad.iction

and ambivalence as a sustaining motive, if I ignored, in the interests of the subvcrsive

maternal as discourse, the ways in which some of these contradictions work against the

prevailing theoretical frameworks in which they are encompassed. psychoanalytical

frameworks based on the Freudian preocdipal and oedipal models marking maternal fusion

and separation into the culnral realm inhabited by the father, arc one such example. In

order to do this I return to the text, to the maternal, in order to ask where is the narrator in

rcgard to ttris schema, how does she fit into it, and to ask what actually happens in terms of

her relationships? Because I examine this text as an autobiographical continuum in context

with other autobiographical writings, and because Il passaggiois infiltrated with elements

from the old plot of Ilna donna, it is this frame that places the subject as a social being,

intcrsecting with relations of domination which determine why the narrator is a mother who

cannot have her chrld' and a life apart from her husband, and why a woman's enjoyment of

and pursuit of sexual expression is so unique.

It encompasses the agonizing position of a mother who has chosen to separarc

from her son to gain personal freedom, (thus reversing psychoanalytic theories of child

development from the child's point of view where the child must separarc from its mothcr).

In other words, it is the separation of the mother from her child that enables her 1o writc her
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story. The laments for him which pepper this text are profoundly tied up with the

sentimental, an appeal to the emotions, and no less powerful because of it, a category

which in Una donna, the narrator puports to despise. She is a daughter profoundly

affected by a mother whose traglc plot she has flirted with and rejected, whose final crisis

caused the daughter to miscarry her child, after which she was incarccrated for ever; the

appropriation of explicitly maternal metaphors to "ground" her mystical embodiment as

incarnation of the energy of love in her relationships arc set against its opprcssive reality

when mothering her lover silences her crcative voice. Omitted is what Una donnamade

very clea4 that anger, even violence, at the claustrophobic demands of a small child is also

a facet of the maternal, and that disproportionate power relations between men and wornen

are often played out htween mother and child. Even the much valued experience of
feminine erotic love ended, if we return to "Cli occhi eroici" or examine the material of the

time, in anger and misunderstanding. A comment from her old fiend, Emilio C.ecchi,

gives another valuable if somewhat disproving penpective. He states: "impian6 nella sua

vita sociale un problema erotico di continuiti, che dowebbe conoscere impossibile al suo

temperamento niente materno, niente d'abnegazione" ["She inserts into her social life a

continual erotic problem, which she should realise is an impossibiliry for her tempenun€nt

that is in no way maternal, in no way abnegating"1.62 That "abnegating" is considered

synonymous wittr both "maternal" and "erotic" is indicative of male desire and perceptions

of female sexuality. That Sibilla eludes such a fantasy, in fact openly flouts it, by

anempting to create her own "law", is evidenced by the fascination and frustration she

caused in those close to her.

But she is also child of her father whose influence she eulogizes lyrically in "L€

ali" ["Wings"], who taught her to be unafraid of the dark, and whose effect on her

remained profound. The text, too, is most subversivc (and most readerly) where she

comnents on the sexual foibles of her lovers, trespassing into an area rarely touched on by

the lyrical, or acutely points out the seductiveness of appropriation by Andrea, registcring

62 E ilio Cecchi, Taccuini,ed. Niccold Gallo and Piero Citati, Milan, Mondadori, 1976,pp. ?/i3-264,
cited in Sibilla Alerann e iI src tempo,p.142.
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anger at his cultivation, but never changing the name he gave her. The assertion that her

succession of lovers, many younger than her, werc a substitute for the son she could not

k*p, misses the point. Even in Uru donru, it was made perfectly clear, she desired her

son and her lover(s). By the time It passaggro was published, it should be rcmembered,

her son was twenty-four years old. None of these reflections detract from the analysis of
this book. To my mind, they confirm its pluraliry, irs complexity, and the need for

theorctical categories themselves to be moe fluid, open o whu they omit, and to the social

as well as symbolic practices operating at a given historical moment, for example, how

parental iurangements are grounded in social relations and laws, which produce the

parameters of maternity.

In terms of generic divisions, it is emblematic that the "autobiographical', in this

text is consciously situated between different kinds of rrriting - peuy, prose, letters,

diaries, which are often considered marginal or sub-genres of "autobiography", and somc

of which are not considercd lyrical. Here they are woven inro a structurally fragmented

text which wishes to proclaim a particular subjectivity, constructed through the interrelation

of these forms of discoune as they operate through the past and present reminiscings of a

specifically female psyche. It operates against the idea of the subject as a unitary, self-

rationalizing identity offered by the narrative of (Jna donna, yet utilizes devices of
confcssion and self-rationalization to push the boundaries of female self-imaginings

further. The "I" which struggles to enrerge is also the embodiment of that stmgglc to grve

voice to herself through a male discursive system where she is "other". Some of the roles

the narator takcs on in her quest for self-definition are those where she has most been

written into as a silent vessel for male inspiration or ideology eg. Muse, Mother, psyche,

l,ove. I maintain that she wrestles with differing levels of the maternal, consuntly risking

the old stereot)?es while attempting a new definition of the maternal as creativiry connccted

to body and thought. While the text reads as ostensibly plotless in conventional temrs, I

suggest that the narrator creates herself as plot through the intersecting threads of lyric and
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narrative discourse, embodied in lines from poems, letters, journal entries, dialogue, an

intenveaving of generic forms that ignore all boundaries. Plotting herself is really chaning

a discursive territory that explores the spaces where the feminine might be articulated

through and around a masculine discursive economy. The plot is the attempted

construction of a specifically female subjectivity, a writing of the body through its

"mat€rnal fibres".

But thc risk is that just such a text, viewed through its play of signifiers, its chains

of metaphon and symbols, becomes the world, taking on a life of its own that obscures the

social practices, the concrete "life" that intersects with and constitutes language as much as

the rcverse. The niurator herself was aware of this when she wrote: "euella imagine ch'io

creavo pareva via via cancellarmi dalla vita" (P, p. 102) ["That image I was creating

seemed gradually to cancel me frrom life"J. Furthermore the "elsewherc" and the matemal-

feminine path to find it were not an exclusive concern of women, as Kristeva, kigaray and

Cixous have shown us in their exemplary list of predominantly male writers. And as Jane

Malcus states: "[For] elsewhere is not nowhere. It is a political place where the displaced

are always seen and see themselves in relation to the "placed". Dis/placement and

diffelence as categories of political and gender exilc from writing, spcaking, and acting

circulate around notions of fixed positions in a substantial Somewherc".63 Sibilla's text is

wrinen out of an internalized sense of exile from the Somewhere of language syst€ms but,

rather than reacting against prevailing cultural discourses, she asserts women,s difference

from them, especially in her relationship to language and identity. It is these gendered

elements that connect her text, I believe, to the works of other female Modernists which

also led to it being misread and misunderstood- For Sibilla, herpoetic language frrom then

on was mostly channelled into her poetry. Her search for that shifting "elsewher€',

remained as constant as was her dedication to the autobiographical in which to inscribe it.

The subsequent texts I examine fly a little closer to earth and change genres to do so.

63 Jane l'Iarcus, "Alibis and kgends: The Ethics of Elsewhereness, Gender and Esrangement' in Women
Wriring in Eile, p.270.



Chapter Four

Amo dunque sonor "f Sent a Letter to my Loye[ or an

Epistolary Challenge to the Cogito?

The writing of Amo dunque sonoi Background and structure

By the time her epistolary novel Arno dunque sono was published in lg27, Sibilla

Aleramo had established a unique and controversial public persona as a writer-poet and a

lover. That the two roles in which she so fervently called attention to her life, nourished

and often overlapped each other, was amply borne out by the nature of the works written

and published since Il parsaggro. The response to these was always mixed, reflecting as

much the reaction to Sibilla herself - her striking good looks, her disrurbing sinceriry, her

unconventional life style, and, informing all three, the fact that she was a woman, living

and writing in a culrure where male scepticism and condescension were the underlying

reactions to female strivings for independence ouBide of prescribed roles.

In 1920, she published her first collection of lyric poems Momenti many of

which had already appeared in various literary magazines, or in fragmented fonn in /l
passaggio- The collection of essays, travel pieces, articles and reviews comprising

Andando e stando which seems to have met with the most favourable consensus, was

published in l92l.t Th, following year,Trasfigurazione appeared in volume form,

I wrot" Emilio Cecchi in a letter to Sibilla: "quello che io credo di sicuro 0 che Andando e stando
condene la vostra prosa pii bella Crederclo a me e seguiae a lavorare in quelta direzione. euella fqma di
meditazione lirica e ragionativa ha un awenire e possibilitA di sviluppo delicatissime, energiche, infinite"
['I believe that Andando e stando undoubtedly contains your frnest prose. Believe me and continue working
in that direction. That form of lyrical and reasoning meditation has a funue and rhe most delicate, energetic,
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although it had been previously published in 1914 in La grande illusvazione. It presents

the dilemma of the "eternal triangle" from an unusual angle. Written in the guise of an

unsent letter to Giacinta, the wife of Giovanni Papini, founder of the influential magazine,

I4 voce, the text refers to the intense, brief affair Sibilla had with papini in 1912, which

he ended, fearing the suffering it would cause his wife. Sibilla, as the "other woman",

tries to persuade Giacinta to let her husband continue the affair, employing a conspiraorial,

even sisterly rhetoric to do so.

From 1920 until 1922, Sibilla lived benreen Naples, Sorrento and Capri, where

she regularly panicipated in the high life of aristocratic salons, meeting many noted figurcs

in the literary world, among whom the novelists, Matilde Serao and Grazia Deledda.

During this time, Sibilla made trips outside Italy to Brussels, London and paris. It was

over these years that she became involved in a passionate, although rocky, affair with the

young Tullio Bozzi or Endimione, as she called hinu which lasted until his death in 1922.

As a tribute to this relationship, doomed romantically from the start by the degencrative

disease from which he suffered, Sibilla wrote the dramatic poem Endimione, which she

dedicated to D'Annu nzio.2 Although it was not published until lg}4, the play had

already met with a moderate success when staged in Paris in 1923. Following the pattern

established by Il passagglo, its reception in Italy was markedly less enthusiastic than in

France, where Il passaggfo had recently been translated and published to unanimous

acclaim over the winter of 1922-23. In fact, in 1924 at Torino, Sibilla was faced with the

humiliation of watching the performance, poorly and amateurishly acted, whistled and

derided to an early closure. In 1925, End.imione was performed in Rome where the

reaction was similarly negative.

and infinitc possibilities of development "1. This lener is quoted n Sibilla Aleramo e il sw tempo: vita
racconlalt e illustrata, ed. Bruna Conti and Alba Morino, Milan, Feltrinelli, 1981, p. 16g. All
translations, unless otherwise indicated, are my own.
a
'D'Annunzio, despite repeated communicadons from Sibilla, never rcplied, although he had received a
copy of the manuscript with the dedication. Sibilla had met D'Annunzio in paris in 1913, when she was
involved with the artist, Umberto Boccioni. She enjoyed a "sisterly" friendship with him and a continuous
exchange of leilers for some years. Many of these lelters were sold when she found herself in economic
hardship.
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This period was for Sibilla fraught with difficulries, both economic and

emotional, to the point where she even considered suicide. Her characteristic rcsponse was

to face it" reject it, use it as grist for the mill, and write about it. Thus over the summer and

auturnn of 1924 she wrote, though finally never published, Francesca Dianante,a long,

veiled semi-autobiographical poem, which also contained allusions to her friend, Eleonora

Duse, about a female poet who committed suicide.3 But, as Sibilla herself noted often,

her vitality, her instinct for survival, was always remarkably elastic. In 1925, she put a

temporary end to her restless, nomadic wanderings from hotels to pensioni when she

rented an attic in Via Marguni in Rome, and thus established a base for herself.

Her political allegiances over this time in which the Fascist regrme was being

established, were characteristically vague, dicuted more by her own personal allegiances

than firm political or ideological principles. Like rnany intellectuals of the time, Sibilla was

not in tune with the garish rhetoric of early Fascism, and preferred to keep herself apart"

although not aloof, from political concerns. However, her early, vigorous adherence to

socialist ideals had left is mark. In 1925, she joined the group of intellecnrals who signed

Benedetto Choce's anti-fascist manifesto, and, later that year, on account of being the lover

of Tito Zaniboni, who had made an attempt on Mussolini's life, she was arrested, and

spent a night in prison.4 But over this period she had also met Julius Evola" who would

later be the architect of Italian anti-semitism, who becarne for a time her lover, and the

ardently Fascist poe! Arturo Onofri, who earnestly and probably fruitlessly advised her to

adopt a sense of spiritual obedience towards the regime. Her effons were more d.irected

towards trying to make ends meet. She could not live on the meagre rerurns provided by

writing sporadic afticles, so she tried to obtain more consistent conditions of employment,

such as finding the finance for setting up a new literary magazine, or persuading the

prestigious newspaper Il corriere della serato employ her on a regular basis as a column

3 Str" ri"a unsuccessfully ro srage ir in 1925.
4 hito Conti' whom she was staying with at the time in Florence, wrires of this arrest in Sibilla
Aleramo e il suo tempo, p.210.
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writer. Both attempts failed. Her signature on the anti-fascist manifesto is thought to have

had some bearing on the latter's refusal.

This climate of hardship and political expediency has everything to do with the

circumstances surrounding the witing of Amo dunque sorw and much of its content. As

Sibilla herself observed, it was the only work she wrote in haste. Fortunately, her

emotional life provided her with a rich occasion in which the loving/suffering and thc

writing could intersect and provide financial dividends. From the Mondadori publishing

house, she received one thousand lire a month over a period of ten months to write the

book, a sum which would have given her a breathing space and a welcome freedom from

having to ask friends for money. Conceived as an epistolary novel, the text is constructed

as a chronological series of forty-three letters, each meticulously dated, written over a

period of forty-four days, from July 2nd until the closing entry of August l4th, with one

entry, that of August l3th, omitted. The letters trace the desire of the narrator, a woman in

her early fifties unequivocally called Sibilla" for her rwenry-four year old magician lover,

Luciano, who has imposed a period of celibacy on the, as yet, unconsummated

relationship, while he withdraws to a spiritual rctreat to regain his magic powers, which

sexual contact with a woman would, apparently, seriously undermine, even contaminate.

In order to ameliorate her longings, in anticipation of their, as yet, unconsummated

rapport, he has instructed her to write to him every day, and then seal the letters, thus

creating a "book" as testimony to their temporarily thwarted passion. Luciano is the fictive

name given to Giulio Parise, described by Sibilla in a letter to D'Annunzio as a young

wizard, co-director of the magazine Ur. This relationship, begun in 1926 at the time of

writing this work, was to last until 1929. Its amicable ending was such that Sibilla gave

Giulio the handwritten manuscnptof Amo dunque sono.

The text, as its title announces, remains taithful to her lifelong preoccupation with

love, to love as the meaning, focus and justification of her life, her self-definition. In this,

it continues the emphasis of Il passaggio, but the former text's lyricism, its stylistic

strategies, and the poetics of feminine difference it tries to engender have all but
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disappeared, except in traces. From ttre ftagmented, allusive narrative "I" of Il passaggio,

the reader is returned to a mor€ prosaic voice, to the context of the everyday, to a structurc

that provides a recognizable and readerly franrc for the inscription of daily experienoc. The

initial letters evoke the narator's laments, the frustrated passion, the anxious appraisal of

motives dictated by the void of the absent lover. But, gradually, the letters abandon the

primarily lovelorn mode and its lyrical expression, to become, also, a vehicle for self-

perusal and awareness, where discussion of literary trends and her place among them, her

perennial lack of money, troubles with editors, former lovers, the effecs of menstnration

on her writing, to name just a few of the issues, combine with reflections on the spiritual

and mythical persona she has created, so that she posits a presence no longer primarily

defined by the lover's absence, but by the texture of her own unequivocal autobiographical

presence to herself. Not surprisingly, then, in many ways the text reads as much as a diary

as an cpistolary autobiography. Each letter/entry, headed only by its date, builds upon thc

day before, sprinkled with details of daily activities, feelings, conversations recounted in

dialogue form, sometimes whimsical anecdotcs, which are combined with fragments of

memory of a past as alive to the narrator as the present, so that the reader has a rich insight

into the tensions informing the psychological terrain of daily experiencc upon the desiring

narrator, as well as its skilful connecting to her absent lover.

The Critical Response

The "uncoordinated" natue of the text was note( though with a benevolently paternalistic

eye, by Pietro Pancrazi, uriting n Il coniere deila sera of Apnl 19, 1927.

Troppi e contrastanti elementi ella ha voluto riunire e fondere: un
epistolario d'amore, un diario di vita, una poremica letteraria...Ma per
qualcosa c'entrano anche I'insolito, il piccante, gli aneddoti segreti, i
nomi appena velati, e quel certo sentimentale disordine che, in uno scriuo
di donna, diventa magari atrattiva. Insomma il libro d vivo e

cammina.5

5 This i. quoted in Sibilla Alerano e il src tempo,pp.ZIg-219.
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The elements she wanted to bring together and fuse are too many and too

contrasting: a collection of love letters, a diary of her life, controversial

literary matters...But in some ways even the unusual, the untalizing, the

s€cret anecdotes, the lightly disguised names, and that cenain sentimental

disorder which, in a woman's writing, becomes even attractive, have

their place. In other worrds the book is alive and holds its own.

Generally, the transgressive strategies of this text were recogriznd, but in the prevailing

critical ambience surrounding the reception of Sibilla's work, they were only tolerated as

oddities of her particularly feminine and "instinctive" art. She was once again chastised for

her perennial sin of being too autobiographical to the point ttrat one tesry reviewer asked of

the author: "con qual diritto essa ci vuol far partecipe di eventi che, fino a prova contraria,

interessano, quando interessano, esclusivamenti i protagonisti" ["what right does she have

to make us participate in events that, until someone proves otherwise, interest, when they

interest at all, only the protagonists?"].6

This tendency to dismiss Sibilla's work as narcissistic and self-absorbed, often

embarassingly so, is linked to discomfon with what was viewed as her inability, and, in

fact, stubborn unwillingness, to distance her personal experience from its fictional

representation, "in modo da perrdere il marchio d'origine" ["in such a way as to losc the

mark of its origins"l.T According to others, her "excessive sincerity" translated on the

page became artificial and insincere, and the fact that we are made aware of stylistic

snategies is further evidence of the author's weakness. "La saldatura tra la finzione e la

realti appare evidente e conturba, come di cosa malamente fusa, e che ci mette in allarme"

["The welding together of fiction and rcality appears evident and disturbs us, as something

badly put together, that makes us feel alamred"1.8

6 Nicola Moscardelli, "'Il libro in cui si parla'. Amo dunque sonon,inlafiera lerteraria,July3rd,
1927, quoted by Adriana Chemello in "Lo specchio opaco: Sibilla nella critica del suo tempo", in

Svelamento: Sibilla Aleramo: uru biografia intelleuuale, ed. Annarita Buttafuoco and lvfarina Tancan,

Milan, Feltrinelli, 1988, p. 252.

7 toigi Tonelli, "Il romanzo e I'autobiografia", in ^ll Marzocco,3rd July, l9|.;l, cited by Adriana
Chemello, ibid., p. 252.
8 Giuseppe Ravegnani, "Diari d'impiegati e di donne', in La stanpa,20thMay, 1927, quoted by
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The title too, with its adaptation of the Cartesian cogito, was not sparcd from

either being considered inappropriate, or larnpooned. Serious suggestions for a more

fitting title included "Giornale d'una scrittrice povera e amante" ["Journal of an

Impoverished Writer In Love"l, or "Giornale d'una donna sola" ["Journal of a Woman

Alone"l, while at the time of the publication of Amo d,unquc sono in 1927, a satirical

magazine published in Rorne, Il caf6 in its weekly "Books Received" column, offered the

title "Sudo, dunque sento caldo" ["I sweat, therefore I feel hot"], followed the next week

by "I-eggo, dunque ssrivo" ["I read, therefore I write"1.9

The most obvious point arising from this brief survey of contemporary critical

response is that Sibilla gave rise to a profound sense of discomfort and exasperation

because she did not fit in, in fact blatantly seemed to flour the rules. Adriana Chcmello,

whose revisionary article examines these critical reviews, has given a thoughful response

to this phenonemon. In the context of the reception to Anto dunquc Jono, she observes:

I tibri di Sibilla insomm4 sono "contulbanti" perchd nompono gti steccati

dei generi, perchc sotto veste romanzata lasciano intcndere un resoconto

di vita. Parafrasando una acuta annotazione di Pirandello al romanzo
Una donra, si pud osservare che mentre per consuetudine uno scrittore
rivela I'opzione di genere e finge i personaggr del suo racconto, sibilla
invece finge un "romanzo", sfuggendo cosl a un vincolante "patto

autobiografico" con i propri lettori, ma innoduce poi nella narrazione

personaggi veri.lo

To sum up, Sibilla's books are "disturbing" because they break the

boundaries of genre, because under the cloak of a novel they let us know
they recount her life. Paraphrasing an acute comment of Pirandello on the

novel una donna, one can observe that while habitually a writer reveals

his or her choice of genre and makes up the characters of his or her story,

Sibilla, instead, makes up a "novel" avoiding therefore a binding

Adriana Orcmello, ibid., p.252.
9 S." Elisabetta Mondello, "L'immagine di Sibilta nella sumpa femminile dei primi decenni

Nov@ento", tn Svelamento, p. 260.
l0 aCti"na Chernello, "Lo specchio opaco. Sibilla nella critica del suo tempo', ia Svelamento,p.252.

del
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"autobiographical pact" with her readers, while introducing into the

narrative real people.

She sees this strategy as an able, probably unconscious form of dissimulation in

which literary codes in the form of genre and first person narrative are entwined in the

sincerely autobiographical. It is worth rcmembering too, that Il passaggio was written to

set right the "autobiographical pact" which Uru donno, because o/its fictional strategies

and structure, had eliminated. Other recent critics have focussed particularly on its

distinctive structural features. For Rita Guerricchio, whose analysis has been the most

comprehensive,

la successione stessa delle lenere non C sottoposta a nonne d'inheccio, ma

tutte costituiscono diverse istantee, app€na variate, di un comportamento

di un movimento interiore sostanzialmente univoci...L'asscnza

dell'interlocutore allora induce al monologo e non al dialogo, alla

confessione e non all'azione. Ne deriva I'immobilitA, una sorte di estasi

intemporale tanto piir ancorata al presente della protagonista. Naturale

dunque che in molte parti il destinatario scompaia completamente e la

lettera scivoli nel diario, I'effusione sentimentale diventi autonoma

intnospezione, giornale intimo.l I

the chronological succession of the letters is not subordinated to the

nonns of plot, but ttrey all constitute diverse moments, scarcely varied, of
a manner of being, of a substantially unambiguous inner life...The

absence of an interlocutor then encourages a monologue and not a
dialogue, confession and not action. From this derives an immobility, a

sort of atcmporal €cstasy anchored even more to the prescnt of the

protagonist. Therefore naturally in many parts the addressee disappears

completely and the letter slides into a diary, and sentimental effusion

becomes autonornous introspection, an intimate diary.

In an article written some years later, in which Guerricchio traces the constant usc

of the letter in all Sibilla's works, she places the text within the epistolary novel's

I I nira Guerricchio, Storia di Sibilla,Pisa, Nistri-Lischi, l9?4, pp. U3-2A4.
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twentieth-century transformation into diary form. Both are structurally episodic and

fragmented modes, often depicting events as they occur, without any selective or unifying

criteria. She remarks briskly, "in effetti Ann dunquc sono pub leggersi come una scrie di

frammenti di diario" ["in effect, Amo dunque sono cur be read as a series of diary

fragments"].12

Mostly, in a similar vein to Il passaggio, critics refer to the text in passing,

dedicating a paragraph or two within the context of an overview of Sibilla's works.

Maurizio Viano adopts the cautious attitude the text has traditionally given rise to: "Certo

I'impressione definitiva i quella di un'opera priva di sufficente coesione: un po'diario, un

po' prosa brcve" ["Certainly the definitive impression is that of a work devoid of sufficient

cohesion: a bit diary, a bit brief prose"l, but redcems it from mediocrity by changing the

perspective which gives value to the fragmented: "Ma se adottiamo le lenti dei cento

frammenti e d'una lettura improntata al valore d'uso, la noia di certe pagine sarl

ampiamcnte ripagata dalla sinceriti di altre in cui la scrittura 'di getto' ha impedito il

formarsi di quell'opacitA che ne Il passaggio risultb dal troppo t€mpo speso alla riccrca di

effeni formali" ["But if we adopt the lens of the hundred fragments and that of a reading

marked by its use value, the boredom of certain pages will be amply compensated by the

sinceriry of others in which the writing "in a rush" has prevented that opaqueness fomring

which flawed Il passaggio in that too much time was spent on achieving formal

Gffects"1.l3

Viano's approach, while building upon Guerricchio, is basically that of retrieving

the foagments of illuminating and worthwhile material among the "chaffl', in which what he

sees as "sincere" and "useful" is perceived as the most valuable of Sibilla's self-

representations. The criterion of usefulness is one that female autobiographers writing

from a Puritan tradition have repeatedly adopted in order to justify such a "selfish" task,

hoping the story of their lives would be edifying and useful to others. Sibilla, no Puritan,

12 Rir" Guerricchio, "Il romanzo epistolare o I'episolario romantico di Sibilla Aleramo', ln Svelamento,
p. 54.

13 Uauri"io Viano, "Ecce foemin a", rn Annali d'italianistica4, 1986, p.233.
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expressed this desire at the time of Una funna in a letter to Ersilia Majno (dated July 7th,

1903) when she stated, "Ho una forza: quella di manifestar delle idee, poche idee, ma

imperative e urgenti; ebbene, per il rielevamento della donna al giorno di oggi, credo

necessario di manifestarle" ["I have a strength: that of revealing ideas, only a few, but

imperative and urgent; well then, for the elevation of women today, I believe it is neccssary

to reveal them"1.l4 As a critical method, this tends to privilege the "good bits" which, for

Viano, are the most diaristically autobiographical, because historically and socially

determined, out of context from the "not so good", and ignore the contradictions and

duplicities which are an integral part of the discursive strategies of the text. Here the

question of Sibilla's "sincerity", which has always preoccupied critics, returns. l*a

Melandri views Amo dunque sono as the beginning of a different, less poetic style of

writing, coupled with a thematic shift in her acknowledgment and acceptance of every day

solitude as the other side of her "dream of love", both of which reach their culrnination in

the later diaries.rS Gilbeno Finzi in his "Introduction" to the 1982 edition of thc book,

like Viano, gives panial deference to the detractors, before making a somewhat lukewamr

defence.

Il "romanzo" tiene; rimanc, si, "autobiografia lirica" secondo i dettami del

frammentismo (R. Guerricchio), ma in quel ripiegamento che 0 dei
vociani dei primi del nostro secolo c'0 posto sia per il severo moralismo,

sia per il sorgere della futura prosa d'arte, sia per I'effondersi
pateticamente vitalistico, effervescente, liberatorio, dell'amore - o degli

amoni di Sibilla.16

The "novel" holds its own; it remains, ]es, a lyrical autobiography

according to the dictates of the fragmentary (R. Guerricchio), but in that

reflective movement characterizing the adherents of I-a voce in the early

decades of this century, there is a place for severe moralism, for the

14 this is quoted by Annarita Buttafuoco, in "Vite esemplari. Donne nuove di primo Novecento", in
Svelamento, p. 154.

15 l.ea Melandri, "Un pudore selvaggio, una selvaggia nuditA", in Sibilta Aleramo: coscienza e scrittwa,

ed Franco Contorbia,l.ea Melandri and Alba Morino, Milan, Felrrinelli, 1986, p. 49.

16 GitU"tro Finzi, "Introduction', in Sibilla Aleramo, Anu dunqucsazo, Milan, Mondadori, 19E2, p. 1.
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origins of future dramatic prose, or for the pathetically vitalistic,
effervescent, redemptive outpouings of love - or the loves - of Sibilla.

The tenor of these reviews past and present, is remarkably similar, although

modern reviewers are less prone to being disturbed or irritated by Sibilla's irreverence

towards genre boundaries; in fact, armed with the deconstructive tools of postrnodern

theory, they tend to view it positively. They acknowledge Amo dunque sono as a

textually fragmented discourse, framed as an epistolary novel, that really turns out to be a

diary, and pay a rather squirming tribute to the writer's umpteenth autobiographical reatise

on love that more often than not "descends" into the sentimental or worse, pathetic, yet is

saved by the author's undoubted sincerity. It is obvious that the diaristic mode of the text

is clearly favoured as being more acceptable and successful than the "sentimental

effusions" of the lover's discourse, although modern sritics like Viano have rightly noted

her focus on love to be a panicularly acute exploration of the issue of sexual differcnce. "E

per noi, lettori di un'epoca post-femminista, I'utilitl della fruizione dello spazio

autobiografico dell'Aleramo consiste proprio in quel suo sporadico affacciarsi sull'abisso

della differenza" ["And for us readers of a post-feminist age, the utility of Aleramo's

mapping of the autobiographical space consists precisely in her sporadic attention owards

the abyss of difference"l.lT

At this point, it is useful to learn Sibilla's own appraisal of Amo dunque sono

some forty years later in one of her habitual rereadings of her earlier works. Maintaining

that "il libro 0 rimasto giovane" ["the book has remained youthful"],18 she continues: "b

una forza di vita, una potenza umanissima, una sottigliezza che cmana calore e fiducia, che

attrae ma senza affatto sgomentare nd turbare, accendendo anzi, in chi I'osserva, una

volonti limpida e goiosa" ["It has a life force, a very human power, a subtlety that

emanates warmth and faith, that attracts without howeverdismaying nordistrubing, grving

rise in fact, in whoever observes it, to a limpid and joyous willingness"l.l9 Author and

17 Uu*irio Viano, "Ecce foemin a" , n Annali d'ltaliatistica 4,p.232.
18 Cir"a by Gilberto Finzi, "Introduclion", in Sibilla Aleramo, Amo dunque sono, Milan, Mondadori,
1982, p. 14.

19 SiUitta Aleramo, Diario di una donna, dared ?th September, 1946, p. l2l, quoted by Adriana
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text here are interchangeable, engaging the attributes of "life" and "art", in which Sibilla

projects her self/text's imagined effect on others, a statement that for Adriana Chemello is

proof of thc autobiographical stamp of the text.2o Yet, when inher Diario di u.tu dontu

she relives the circumstances of the novel, she acknowledges that the emotional intensity of

the novel is more due to her "dleam of love" than to the reality surrounding the episode

itself. Once again, the much-touted autobiographical pact, that "contract" between

autobiographer and reader, has as much to do with the representational possibilities of

generic structures as with the author's presumed sincerity in truth-telling, and shifts

ground, according to historical variants of age, time and place.

Amo dunque sono as Amorous Epistolary Discourse

How, then, can we relate to a text that is proving rather morc complex than exp€cted? For

me, the critical rcaction can be seen as a fragmented metatext of kaleidoscopic tmths that

exposes, as much as anything else, the underlying discomfort critics both past and present

have in dealing with Sibilla's explicit focus on the subject of love. Thercforc, thc amorous

epistolary discourse which framcs and stnrcnres the text tends to be downplayed, tolerated

by earlier critics as a manifestation of the larger-thanJilc personaliry of an ageing femmc

fatale, rather than confronted and explored through all its rhetorical srategies, its powcr of

persuasion, in which the self-rcpresentation of its narrator may subvert, exceed and even

transform generic discursive boundaries within which it is encased.

Sibilla's view of love, which was inscribed through metaphor and stylistic

innovations in /l passagglo, is suggested by various critics to be outdated, sentimental,

containing lavish displays of passion and eroticism that lay themselves open for parody.

Prcoccupation with love is deemed narcissistic and apolitical, and discursively rceks of the

deji vu. Certainly this and our own readerly discomfort with the excesses of this

discourse, present also in Il passaggio, may be seen to coincide with Barthes'notion of

Chemello, in "Lo specchio opaco. Sibilla nella critica del suo tempo", in Svelamcnto,p.253.
20 Adri-" Chemello, ibid., p.253.
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love as an obscene discourse today. He writes: "it is no longer thc sexual which is

indecent, it is the sentimental-censured in the name of what is only another morality...The

lover's sentiment is old-fashioned, but this antiquation cannot even be recuperated as a

spectacle: love falls out of interesting tirne; no hisorical, polernical meaning can bc given to

it; it is in this that it is obscene".2l It is true that epistolary amorcus discoursc has been

around a long time, employing stmctures and tropes that are now seen to bc cornmonplacc.

Due to industrialization and the rise of bourgeois materialism, it has been relegated to the

place of the private, feeling world that women have long been associated with, an

emotional world, isolated from the larger public forum of social and political interaction.

The complexity of the letter's function, its construction of what is and can be said in

relation to anrorous discourse, is reiterated by Anna Dolfi when she queries: "Quanto nelle

lettere b nutrio dalla vita, quanto dalla scrittura, quanto ancora B legato al dcsiderio di far

duare la relazione istaurata dallo scambio epistolare e alllmpossibiliti di sqtirne? Amore

dell'altro insomma, o amore della scrinwq o i due insieme, contemporaneamente?" ["How

much in the letter is nourished by life, how much by writing, how much still is connected

to the desirc to make the relationship set up by the epistolary exchange last and the

impossibility of having it? In other words, love of the other or love of writing; or both

together simultaneously? "1.22

Amo dunquc sorro offers both features of, and variations on, the literary codes

that have marked amorous epistolary discourse since Ovid's Heroides. It is precisely

through this discourse that the female narrator measures and contests her possibilitics of

self-representation while trying to mark out her own code. The title alone gives us an

indication of the discursive terrain at hand. Atru dunquc sono f"l love therefore I am"], in

adapting the Caftesian cogito, "Cogito, ergo sum" ["I think therefore I am"], immediately

places the discourse within the amorous, and not surprisingly, as I have earlier shown,

2l nohnd Barthes, A laver's Discourse: Fragnunrs,rans. Richard Howard, New York, Hill and Wang,

197t, pp. 177-178.

22 Aon Dolfi, "Premessa", in "Franunenti di un discorso amoroso" nella scrittura epistolare modertu

(Atti di seminario. Trento, May l99l), ed. Anna Dolfi, Rome, Bulzoni, 1992,p.16.
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rcsults in seductive oppornrnities for pardy. Yet the act of adaptation simuluneously sets

the famous original under scrutiny. I differ from other critics by taking it seriously, and

using it as a starting point for my discussion.

Janet Alunan has observed: "The epistolary genre is a highly imitative one which

delights in articulating its own imitativeness".23 She goes on to cite titles like La

Nowelle Hdloise, Lc Nouvel Abdlard, Sharnela, as well as the New Portuguese l*tters,

written three centuries after the famous Lettres poruguaises. This text distinguishes itself

from epistolary imitation of other epistolary texts by staging (or upstaging), a far more

weighty parallel. Yet, at the same time it adheres to the letter's multiple function which

includes being "an instrument of amorous or philosophical communication", by being

both.2a In my opinion, far from being just a playful title, this text's very playfulness

(intended or not), sets the scene for an intercstingly varied and seductive discussion on a

male versus female cogito, which finally ends in dispening both. Simultaneously tracing it

through an autobiographical episode, it undoes the disembodied logic of philosophical

discussion, feminizes it, and makes the "self' self-contradictory, a trajectory marked by

various discursive routes, in this case, amorous epistolary discourse and the diary. The

narrator is also engaged in a doubly persuasive strategy in which her mimetic ideological

stance attempts to both "seduce" her absent lover, and challenge the prevailing ideology of

a sclf associated with the reasoning, logical, self-knowing, Cartesian cogito, upon which

modern western philosophy is based. Sidonie Smith has defined the Cartesian subject

thus: "Its predominant mode of epistemological engagement wittr the world is through the

agency of reason; and is powers encompass the authorization to theorize and thereby

transcend the contingencies of 'desire, affectivity, and the body', those constraining

parricularites of human existence".2s This undeniably male self within patriarchal

binarism can only exist, according to Smith, by specularizing as "other" all that hc is not.

23 l^"tAltman, Epistolariry: Approaclws to a Form,Columbus, Ohio State University Press, 1982, p.

199.

24 J^"tAltman, ibid., p. 5.

25 Sidonie Smith, "Resisting the Gaze of Embodiment", in Amcrican Women's Autobiography: Fea(s)ts

of Menwry, ed. Margo Culley, Wisconsin, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1992, p.77.
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Thus "woman" is created. "In thrall to her body and to the affections and behaviours

associated with her encumbrances, [she] remains "naturally" less rational than man".26

What she is has been repeatedly said of Sibilla: intuitive, rhapsodic, irrational,

spiritualistic, self-absorbed, sexual, narcissistic. Smith argues that this "nexus of

dependency and elusiveness" treing located between "two essentialist selftroods" - that of

"metaphysical" man and that of "encumbered woman" - provides dynamic spaces in which

"actual women could experiment, whether consciously or unconsciously, with the

discnrsive elasticities inhercnt in sef-imagin ing" .27

"I love therefore I am" contains no granite core of self, yet it voices through

"discut'lsive elasticities" the validity of female self representations, and the physical and

social encumbrances that weigh on it. It suggests diffuse, unspecilied spaces, the suspect

presence of sentiment and, above all, the presence of an "other" or others in order to exist

as cogito. Not surprisingly, in terms of the importance of the "other" theorists have

anributed to women's self-reprrcsentations, Sibilla was all her life an inveterate letter-writer,

particularly of love letters.2S Their inclusion in some of her works testify to her often

keeping a copy fq herself for reference, because she wrote them as much for hersclf as for

thc addressee. The letter, viewed dialogically as a discourse constructed in direct relation

to an other or others, has also played an important thematic and structural role in each of

the autobiographical texts so far discussed. Writes Janet Altman: "The 'I' of epistolary

discourse always situates himself vis-d-vis another; his locus, his "address", is always

26 Sidonie Smirh, ibid., p. 81.

27 Sidonie Smirh, ibid., p. E5.

28 One former lover, Vincenzo Cardarelli, in a letter daradz7tlt September, 1910, noted causticalty in

rBsponse to her assertion that she was unable to settle into writng a novel, that "il romanzo o lo scrivi agli

amici e bisognerebbe che un giorno si radunassero ftttt le lettere che tu hai sparso per ogni parte del

mondo, perch€ tu potessi avere sotr'occhio lo sperpero della uu arte, che 0 poi la ura vita' ["it's 1,our fiends

that you wrile novels io, and one of these days atl the letters you have sent !o every part of the world must

be gathered up, so tlut you qrn have in front of you the waste of your art, which is in fact your life"l. Cited

in Sibilla Alerano e il sw tempo, p. 61. For a fairly detailed account of ttre frequency of tlre letter in

Sibilla's work, see an essay by Rira Guerricchio, "Il romanzo epistolare o I'epislolario romantico di Sibilla

Aleramo", in Svelattunto, pp. 4659.
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relative to that of his addressee".29 In Una donna, thc discovery of her mother's unscnt

letter to her parents, detailing her own unhappiness, servcd as a crucial plot motif to

encourage the heroine to carry out to their dramatic resolutiory'conclusion the actions her

mother was unable to follow through. Il passaggio contains fragments taken from letters,

and in one chapter, entitled "La lettera", a letter she wrote to her then platonic lover, Felice,

is transposed verbatim to authenticate her sincerity and sexual innocence in her rclationship

with Felice before she left her husband- But the addressee of the letter slides from Felice to

"Love", so that both lener and lover become vchicles for invoking a lyrical "law"'of love

through which the narrator's self-repres€ntation is constructed.

In examining this text as a series of letters through its frame of epistolary,

amorous discourse, I shall be inevitably showing how the autobiographical act is

interwoven and complicated by the discourse of desire in which the narrator crcates herself

in passionate relation to an other. But in terms of self-representation, she also measures

herself as a woman alone, without the buttressing of conventional roles, who must voice

her femaleness within and against a prevailing male world view. According to Luce

Irigaray, "the feminine occurs only within models and laws defined by male subjects.

Which implies that there are not really two sexes, but only one. A single practice and

representation of the sexual".30 Thus, she speaks from the position of female

specularized as "other" in the discursive economy of western patriarchy, attempting to

write her subjectivity round and through her body, her spirituality, her experience, denied

subjective agency. Adriana Cavarero puts it this way: "'Woman thinking herself is already

thought".3l

29 J*rrAltman, Epistolarity,p. I 19.

30 Lu." Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not Onc, Eans, Carherine Porter, Ithaca, N.y., Cornell University
Press, 1985, p. 86.

3l ldri-" Cavarero, in "Towards a Theory of Sexual Difference", trans. Giuliana De Novellis, (firsr
published as "hr una teoria della differenza siessurle", in Diotima. Il pensicro delta difrercnza seEsnalc,

Milan, I-a Tartaruga, 1985), n TIE Loncly Minor: Icalian Perspectives on Fcminist Tluory, ed. Sandra

Kemp and Paola Bono, hndon and New York, Rourledge,1993, p. 201. On the sub!:ct of the feminized
"other", is crucial existence as bolster to the male subject represented in universalizing terms, which
however, cancels out a female subjectivity in and of itself, Luce lrigaray's work, Spectlum of tlu Otlur
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"Seduced and Abandoned" Revisited

From the beginning, as I have said, the text both affirrrs and subverts a geme traced back

to Ovid's Heroides. Despite (and arguably because of) the highly particular, formalized

codes of the genre, recent theorists have concured on its virnrally unlimited potential for

experiment and exploration. According to Linda Kauffman, amorous discourse is, by its

very nanuB, trimsgressive. She affirms: "The inscription of desire is alternately rhetorical,

erotic, spontaneous, calculated. It is a consciously staged utterance, addressed to the

absent beloved; yet (paradoxically), it simultaneously dramatizes his silence, the heroine's

alienation, and the metonymic displacement of desire".32 The opening letter, dated Rome,

2nd July, inserts the reader within distinctive features marking this discourse of desire

traditionally fuelled by the lover's absence.

Feliciti e spasimo - nello spirito e nelle vene, come quando ci baciavamo

nel bacio terribilmente erano adunate tutte le forze della nostra vita,
crudeli, folli, grandi, Luciano, mio Luciano, e tu ti staccavi dalla mia
b@ca, alzavi il viso, la luce era su te, scuotevi i capelli, raggrcra di viola"
dove vedevo i serpi della Medusa e i viticci di Dioniso...
come allora, come ancor ier l'alno sera, stamane che non so pii nulla di
te, Luciano, se gii sei partito, se gii navighi in cielo, o se il mo viaggio b

rinviato e tu ugualmente mantieni il nostro distacco, io mi tcndo a tc,
soggiacio a te. Della mia sofferenza fo la mia beatitudine. voglio credere

in cib che m'hai detto, voglio crederc anche nel mio poterc d'amore, e nel

miracolo ultimo dell'universo...voglio esser felice, in questa fede, e
nell'attesa. senza pensiero, ecco, in un silenzio immenso dove le mie
parole sono soltanto come i battiti del mio cuorc. (ADS, p. 3l)

Woman, is eloquent. For an ltalian ferninist perspective that works from and develops lrigaray's theories,
see the above cited essay by Adriana Cavarero, pp.189-221. Also, for an interesting investigation ino how
female subjectivity can be expressed, see Parizia Violi's essay, "Language and the Female Subject", in
Offscrcen: Wonun & Film in ltaly, ed. Giuliana Bruno and Maria Nadotti, Inndon and New yort,
Routledge, 1988, pp. 139-148.

32 tind" Kauffman, Discourses of Desire: Gendcr, Genre, and Epistotary Ficrbns,Irhaca N.y., Cornell
University Press, 1986, p. 25.
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Happiness and anguish - in my spirit and in my veins, as when in our

kiss all the forces of our life were gathered terribly, cruel, mad, great,

Luciano, my Luciano, and you tore yourself from my mouth, lifted your

face, the light was shining upon you, you shook your hair, violet rays,

where I saw the serpents of Medusa and the vine tendrils of Dionysos...

As then, as yet again the other evening, so this morning that I know

nothing more of you, Luciano, whether you have already left, if you are

already travelling in the slqr, or if your journey has been postponed and

you insist on maintaining just the same our separation, I stretch towards

you, I succumb to you. Out of my suffering I make my blessing. I want

to believe in what you havc told me, I want to believe too in the power of
my love, and in the last miracle of the universe...I want to be happy, in
this faith, in this waiting. without thought, even, in an immense silence,

where my words are only like the beatings of my heart

Altnaan has defined the lener in its most basic form as a connector between two

distant points, a bridge between sender and receiver.33 These structural polarities ensure

that epistolarity itself, according to Altman, is "charged with paradox and

connadiction".S Amorous epistolary discourse seems an especially appropriate vehicle

to dramatize this plot of separation and reunion, its dynamics of presence and absence,

enacted by the genre. The power to conjure up presence through denial of the reality of

separation is staged in this first letter. The narrator's rapturous recalling of her last

embrace with hcr lover is adopted as a simile for a state of mind to express her feelings at

the time of writing now that he is absent. This strategy auempts to abolish the distance

between them, to dissolve past and present, by substituting a metaphysical union to

suggest the illusion of his prEsence cven when she is alone.

Yet precisely as she "succumbs" to him, or rather this image, in a trope implying

unconditional devotion, the very language in which she outlines her position, in its positing

of conditional clauses to do so, introduces a note of doubt, uncertainty, and a faint but

discernible protest at his insistence on their separation. The questioning of the separation

33 J-"t Altman, Epistolariry, p.13.
34 J*"t Altman, ibid., p. 187.
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then dramatizes absence as a barrier to love, the letter as its tangible proof. Especially

disquieting for the nanator is that it is a deliberate tagic of her lover to ensure she does not

know where he is. However, as the letter proceeds, she searches to rid herself of doubt

through the strength of her own passion and faith in the words of her lover. She achieves

this necessary act of self-persuasion by bridgrng their separare spheres with a metaphorical

fusion of what is "innate" to both of them, thus stressing their togetherness. Hcr lovcr is

represented by his magical words rippling like music, which she feels she can touch; she

"replies" with her eyes, a caress, manifestations of the body, that become hcr essence in

him.

Further on, while the lener is involved in amorously invoking the figure of

Luciano as a curious hybrid of the biblical and the mythical, it simultaneously provides

more factual information on the purpose of Luciano's absence, and hints at the tensions

that will derive from it.

Parti come crociato, Luciano, Figlio degli Dei, con la tua chioma di viola,
col tuo sguardo d'aquilotto, col corpo perfetto che non ha voruto
denudarsi p€r me e donarsi alla sete del mio, oh Luciano, che mi
possederai intera, hai detto, sol quando i nostri spiriti si saranno penetrati

l'un lhltro, Luciano, Luciano, io so chc queste invocazioni ti arrivano
prima ancor ch'io le scriva, c in quest momento tu mi vedi, e chiami:
"Sibilla!" (ADS, p.32)

You leave like a crusader, Luciano, son of the Gods, with your violet
mane, your eagle gaze, and your perfect body that did not want o denude

itself for me and give itself up to the thirst of mine, oh Luciano, you will
possess me totally, you said, only when our spirits have penetrated each

other, Luciano, Luciano,I know that my cries will reach you even beforc
I write them, and that in this nroment you s€e me, and call: "sibilla"!

Epistolary amorous discourses have established plot structures, and one of the

most common topoi since Ovid, has been the female letter of suffering and victimization35

35 S"" Elizaberh Goldman, "Inuoduction", in Wrili ng the Female Voice: Essays on Epistolary
Literatwe, ed. Elizabettr Goldman, Boston, Nortlreastern University press, 19g9, p. viii.
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- that of a cloistered young woman, often appropriately a nun, seething with passion and

grief over a lover who has seduced then abandoned her. Although we have a clear sense

here of abandonment, albeit temporary, the narrator has, much to her chagrin, not been

seduced, in fact must delay even further a much desired consurnmation, until a sign from

her lover indicates that they are spiritually united. So, in a sense, the narrator is confined

only to an unwanted celibacy within the boundaries of her lover's idea of spirituality, and

to having to suffer the agony of awaiting an indeterminate reunion. The seeds of what will

develop into the debate, the contest, the trial, emblematic, according to Kauffman, of

amorous discourse, are thrown to the reader here.36 In conjunction with this position she

offers, at this point, the tangible to his intangible, her body to his spirit, her known to his

unknown, her words to his silence, miming a system of polarisms structuring a genre in

which "she", the feminine, is irrevocably inscribed. Already, the body and the spirit

appear as two contrasting elements of the epistolary story, inhabiting a gcnre designed to

dramatize, somewhat excessively, the gendered positions of both.

The following letters continue the panern of oscillation between fantasies of

separation and reunion. The narrator undermines thc passionate discourse of spiritual

reciprocity by giving increasing voice to her doubts that it even exists, and, textually,

through introducing the context of her daily life. What emerges is an independent women,

a writer, with a busy schedule, and an intensely vivid inner life, embracing passions,

snuggles, and a deep sense of solitude. Many letter-novel plots reinforce female

constriction, but the letter-writer here demonstrates that she is a woman who has unlimited

freedom of movement. By the close of leuer nvo (3rd July), she is packing her bags about

to undertake a journey of her own. Before leaving, however, translating doubt into action,

she went round to her lover's empty flat to see if he had left or was in hiding, to be met by

an uncommunicative janitor. By letter three (4th July), her entry is dated Milan, and she

has made brief reference to the twelve-hour train trip she has endured. Yet the text, while

reporting these activities, is still largely concerned with her lover. Her discourse of

36I-inC" Kauffman, Discourses of Desire,p. 148.
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alternating passion and doubt, of fusion and separation is sustained through ellipsis,

question marks and exclamation marks. In several of these early leners, past conversation

is recreated as an inner dialogue where Luciano's words are reported in direct speech. This

device serves as a springboard for the narrator's doubts, affirmation of, or further

commentary on, the relationship, an6 reinforce a sense of presence. His words can be

manipulated, in the spirit of epistolary paradox, to bridge his present silence or to

emphasize its barriers for her.

At the same time, each letter drip-feeds more information. The simple act of

drinking a glass of water in a hotel leads her to wonder what water her lover can possibly

be drinking. In this way, we learn that Luciano dwells fairy-tale manner in a tower in thc

middle of the sea, where he will be entircly alone, in a romantic gender reversal of the

genre's female confinement topoi. By the fourth lener (Sth July), the narrator, needing to

establish a sense of her lover's presence, declares that she has received a spiritual

communication from him, and this ecstatic confession helps to assuage her doubts on the

necessity of his isolation. She engages in a partial acceptance of his occult world view, by

explaining that a past unhappy affair with someone involved in similarrites had alienated

her, and, using direct speech, nanates Luciano's own account of his conversion.

The Contract

The subsequenr letter/entry (6th July) is crucial becausc it alters the tone of amorous

epistolary discourse evident in the preceding four letters, with its shifting emphasis on

fusion and isolation, its evocation of reciprocal attachment through resolute self-

persuasion, by juxtaposing diaristic prosc of an uncompromisingly practical nature. It

opens with a featurc cornmon to epistolary discourse, by drawing attention to the act of

writing and reading. It establishes the conditions of uniting imposed by Luciano, but then

contradicts the implied spontaneity of passionate discourse by.discussing the calculatedly

economic and literary terms under which it is being wrinen.
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Non rileggo queste lettere, le chiudo ogni ser4 ciascuna in una busta

numerata - saranno trent& quaranta allorchC ponb consegnartele? M'hai

imposto tu di scriverti e suggellare cosl ogni giorno molte pagine che,

dicesti, potranno poi essere il libro nostro...

Paradossale, la tua richiesta, e paradossale la mia ubbidienza. Chi ne

sospetterebbe?

Agli amici e ai conoscenti che ritrovo in questa mia sosta milanese dico
che lavoro ad un romanzo, finalmente, e che forse E buono, e ne sono

abbastanza contenta. Mi ascoltano con meraviglia, poi si rallegrano,
perchd, un poco, mi voglion bene. Di quel poco bene che si pub volerp

alla nomade che appare, scompare, ch'! sempr€ nuova e sempre uguale,

fuori dal tempo...credono alla mia parola, sanno che non ho le capaciti
delle menzogne, nd brutte nd belle, e non uso truccaturc, se non quel filo
di rosso sulle labbra, il cui sapore t'E piaciuto, e quello spolverio dbro
dei capelli intorno alla ciocca d'argento. (ADS, p.40)

I don't reread these letters, I close them every evening, each one in a
numbered envelope - will there be thiny, forty, before I can hand them to
you? It was you who told me to write to you and to seal them like this

every day the many pages that, you said, will then be our book...
Paradoxical, your request, and paradoxical my obedience. Who would

susp€ct it?

To my friends and acquaintances whom I am seeing on this trip o Milan,
I say that I am finally working on a novel, and that perhaps it is good,

and that I am happy enough with ir They listen to me in amazement, then

they are thdlled because, just a little, they care about me. The little that

one can care for a nomad who appears, disappears, is always new and

always the same, outside of time...They believe what I am saying, they

know I do not have the capacity to tell lies, neittrer bad or good ones, and

I don't use makeup, other than that outline of red on my lips, the taste of
which you liked, and that sprinkling of gold on my hair around the silver
tuft.

The self-consciousness of epistolarity allows the narrator to be one step ahead of

the critic in her own analysis of her task. Paradoxical, indeed, aptly describes not just the

circumstances srurounding the writing of the text, but the textual strategies themselves,

especially the above excerpt, which seeks to reveal them. That she does so at all, of
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course, testifies to her "sincerity" in confessing that the separation she so passionately

suffers from is a blessing in disguise (note the earlier quoted passage from thc opening

letter: "out of my suffering I make my blessing"), not only spiritually, but from an

economic point of view. But even this openness for the reader is compromised in the act

of authenticating it, by her rhetoric of sincerity. She inscribes the quality of sincerity on

the body by using, as an analogy, the fact she wears no makeup. However, in the same

sentence, she dips into seductive rhetoric to titillate her lover, as shc lists the exceptions to

this rule, so that "sincerity" may strike the reader as an elusive, playful, rather than a

crystal-clear, quality.

The writer/reader relationship, crucial to any form of epistolarity, is played with

here too. Another example of the self-consciousness of this form is its exposure of the

agency of reading as being as important as the act of writing. Without the intended reader,

the addressee, there would be, supposedly, no amorous epistolary text. It would be

another text in fact. The external reader becomes more than unusually complicit in the

unfolding of the text, because the narrator's desire for exchange, an essentid feanne of the

epistolary, is frustrated, by mutual agr€emenq from the outs€t. The extcrnal reader here,

miming Luciano, is included in the pact kept secret from friends to whom she says she is

working on a novel. But the letters cannot be read by her lover until his renrrn, so in

reality she is writing daily, journal-fashion, for herself. The epistolary story-line, already

imbued with fairy-tale ambience, begins to recede from the realm of "fact" and becomes

more of a "fiction", kept alive by the narrator's fertile imagination, just one thrcad of many.

So what the text purports to be, what it is, and what it will be, is unclear, not least to its

narrator. The boundaries between letter, novel, and journal dissolve, exposing the

flexibility of the parameters which separate thcm. The narrator goes on to imagine her

friends'rcsponse to the fact she is working on a ncw book, ironizing her own discomfort

with her lack of productivity and recent success, while introducing a major prcoccupation

of the novel, her frnancial hardship: "'Per qual miracolo' si chiedono, 'Sibilla s'd accinta
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ora ad una fatica vera e propria?'. Fatica, c:reazione, sono sinonomi per essi. I-odata sia la

mancanza di denaro'qualcuno pensa'che certo I'ha fatta gettarsi per disperazione, come a

nuoto in un naufragio, sulla tavola di slvezzad'un romanzo a successo'..." (ADS, p. 40)

["'By what miracle', they ask themselves, 'has Sibilla set about making a real effort to get

down to work?'. Effort and crcation are synonymous for them. Thank goodness for the

lack of money', someone thinks, 'that has certainly made her throw herself out of

desperation, like a survivor of a shipwreck, on to the life raft of a successful novel'..."1.

She continues by revealing the terms of the contnact under which she is writing

the book. Having been initially turned down by the publisher of Ambasciatori when she

asked first for money to write a book, and secondly, for a job as a proofreader, she

virrually begged him to reconsider by insisting that she, an acclaimed writer, would have to

put an advertisement in the papers for a post as a governess. This had happened five

months earlier in February. The purpose of her curent visit to Milan becomes apparent as

she describes her financial predicamenr

Le sue mille e cinquecento lire, unite alle trecento che mi manda mio
fratello dalla Columbia ove risiede da venti anni, sono appena bastate, in
questo tempo, per I'alloggio e per I'unico pasto quotidiano; (tu m'hai

dimostrato che si pub digiunare pcr settimane intere senza danno fisico e
con vantaggio della mente). ora per andar a Salso per ctuar€ un antico
dolore ad una spalla, come esorta il dottore, e per compranni un

vestituccio nella "liquidazione" della Palmer o in quella di ventura, qui

accanto, ho bisogno d'un supplemento e sp€ro di persuader I'editore, in
un colloquio altrettanto breve ma meno drammatico di quello dellalbergo
romano... (ADS, p.4l)

His one thousand five hundred lira, added to thc three hundred my
brother sends me from Columbia where he has been living for twenty
years, are hardly enough, in this period, for a roof over my head and for
my one daily meal; (you have shown me that you can fast for weeks on

end without physical damage and with considerable advantage to the

mind). Now, so that I can go to Salso to heal an old injury to my
shoulder, as the doctor urges me to, and so that I can buy a dress from
the sale at Palmels or at V€ntura's here nearby, I need a supplement, and
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I hope to persuade the publisher, in a discussion I hope to be as brief but
less dramatic than the one I had with the hotel in Rome...

What critics welcome as a return to an emphasis on "real life", to thc every day

diary mode of domestic detail, operates, in my opinion, as much as a discursive srarcgy as

do the ilmorous outpourings of the rhetoric of desire. These daily discursive elements,

epitomized in the above list of expenses, tend m deform the outlines of the epistolary story

developing in the previous letters. It does so not only because the perspective changes

with each day's writing which, furthermore, intemrpts narrative continuity as it cannot

predict the events of the following day. But the discursive reality of the everyday, rooted

squarely in the here and now, as Sibilla presents it, is also a challenge to the metaphor-

laden language of amorous discourse which exists around and for the other person in a

time frame of past and future conjecturing. The text dramatizes further this

autobiographical dimension in its seemingly artless confession of "what really happened",

by plunging the reader into the practical world of writers, publishers, contracts, and

deadlines, the unwritten "other" behind each writer, and his or her book. Her lover's

dominant role in suggesting the frame of her text" begins to se€m more a fortuitous idea,

given that the months since Febnuary's contract had ticked by and the autumn deadline was

looming. Because Luciano cannot and will not be available until the finished product, in

fact it is his presence that will impose closure, these letters are primarily addressed to the

self. Writes Altman: "The autobiographer's primary relations are with self and the act of

self-expression, whereas in the tnrly epistolary novel ruiting is governed by the desire for

exchange with an addressee who is specifically other".37 Yet the autobiographical for

Sibilla cannot, in this text, be separated from her epistolary experience. Reciprociry and

self-representation become irrevocably entwined within the fictions inscribing both.

Under these conditions, the lover's absence demands a text, which Sibilla is

under paid contract to write. So the text, which attempts to bridge the lover's absence,

37 J-"t Altman, Epistolarity, p. ll2.
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within the epistolary story, is also a pledge to his rerurn. But the niuraror breaks with this

discourse to rcveal a pledge of another kind, established under contract with a kind-hearted

publishcr, so that "I write therefore I cat" could well describe another underlying

motivation. According to Linda Kauffman, Barthes'notion of narrative as being subject to

contract, or economic stakes that are represented in the narative itself is particularly

pertinent to amorous discourse: "Throughout amorous discoursc...every narrative involves

not only the circulation of desire but some kind of contract or exchange". Drawing on

Barthes definidon of narrative, she goes on to state that "amorous discourses are thus

'representations of the contract upon which they are based', and complaints about the

transgression of that connact".38 However, this text seems to go one further, and plays

with the paradoxical structure itself, stretching and deflating its transgressive potential.

The "contract" represented by the amorous epistolary diary she has undertaken to write,

upon agreement with her lover, is doubly enacted by that "bread and butter" contract,

which then destabilizes, and certainly complicares, the site of the autobiographical.

Transgression, thereforc, is overtly woven into the very strucnuc of the text, masquerading

most successfully as "sincerigr".

Each letter sustains a fictive conversation with Luciano which tends to

sporadically forget and remember the double expediency of its inception, that is, his

absence engenders her text, and is charged with the anxiety of a heroine who, if her lover

proves worthless, or "transgr€sses", rnay find herself not only emotionally, but generically

at sea, as it were. But the romantic notion of "our book" which rcinforces the private and

sentimental realms considered emblematic of amorous discourse, strays disconcertingly

into ttre arcna of the public when it juxtaposes as part of its rhetoric, the information that it

is also on contract to a publishing house who has paid her to deliver. So, this infomration

disarms further the critic who may well ask if it is all part of yet another plot between the

lovers from the outset, and Luciano's return has never been in question? Or, under

contract stipulated by two men, her lover and her publisher, is a victimized Sibilla writing

38 t-inOu Kauffman, Discourses of Desire,p. 306.
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for her life, both emotional and economic? There is of course no right answcr, no clear

boundary between fact and fiction, only a text that stages these possibilities through its

autobiographical self-consciousness, wherc a shifting subject both embraces and eludes her

own paradoxes.

In fact, in this same letter, having recounted the hardships of poveny, the narrator

re-addresses Luciano, desiring some clarification of this project which ostensibly leaves

her in a rather ambiguous position regarding his affections for her. Revealing some

underlying exasperation, this is strucnred as a series of questions.

Che cosa vuoi tu, per me, di lontano, negli istanti che mi pensi? Ch'io mi
lib€ri da tutte le contingenze, e mi dissolva infine negli spazi comc musica

e come luce, o rimanga ancora lungamente a significar ai nostri dissimili
la bellezza dei miti nagici; rimanga, con te o senza di te, vittoriosa e

insieme sconfitta, ancora, sempre?

Vuoi ch'io t'ami, o ch'io ti dimentichi?

se hai chiesto, tu, ch'io scriva tutti questi giorni rivolgendomi a tc,
continuamente a te, come se le mie parole ti giungessero via via, o le
udissi per tuo sonilegio nella torre incantata" batnrta dall'onde, dove bruci
grani d'incenso agli Iddii che soli ti vedono, se hai chiesto tu, Luciano, a

me, questo esercizio, spirituale certo ma pur anche sentimentale,
terribilmente sentimentale, non debbo forse pensare che la mia passione ti
d cara e vuoi ritrovarla ancora pii grande?...(ADs, p.42)

what do you want for me, from far away in the moments you think of
me? That I free myself from every contingency, and dissolve finally into
space like music, like light, or that I remain for a long time to indicate to
those dissimilar from us the beauty of tragic myths; that I remain, with or
without you, victorious and at the same time defeated, again, always?
Do you want rne to love you, or to forget you?

If you have requested that each day I write, addressing myself to you,
continuously to you, as if my words were to eventually reach you, or you
werc to hear them through maglc spells in the enchanted tower, battcred
by the waves, wherc you burn incense grains to the Gods who alone can

see you, if you have requested of me, Luciano, this exercise, spiritual
certainly but sentimental as well, terribly sentimental, must I not perhaps

think that my passion is dear to you and that you wish upon retrrning to
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find it still greater?...

While semantically querying, she actually tests out several subject positions

offered not so much by the absent Luciano as by the generic framework in which she is

"contracted". It is the knowledge that the discursive life of this epistolary text, dep€ndent

on two contracts, constructs the subject that proves the dilemma for the narrator. By

maintaining that her lover's request is not only spiritual, thus privileging him, but also

sentimental, thus privileging her with its recognition of reciprocal feeling, she can engage

in staking out a strong position in amorous discourse, while basically writing her self,

revealed to be a transglessive self from the outset. The sentimental, for Sibiila" signifies

hope of reunion with Luciano, a happy ending to the epistolary story, but it is the ground

upon which she challenges his world view, and queries the confines of the genre to which

he has assigned her. It also provides the impetus for reiteration of the law of love readers

of Il passaggio are familiar with, and embodies interesting avenues of self-representation,

as echoed by the suggestive title of this text.

"My Long Life, My Brief Art"

As the letters progress, it is obvious that her life, past and present, is the terrain of debate.

It is offered to her lover as both a guarantee of her uniqueness and independence, and as an

enticing feast for him to come back to. The main thematic areas of this text then focus on

her stmggle to exist as a woman, lover and a writer, dealing with bouts of ill-health,

poverty, self-doubt and alienated solitude. Episodes concerning old lovers, friendships,

published texts and their reception, appear alongside the daily events and states of mind

recorded in each letter. These themes form interweaving threads, that subsequent lettsrs

will recall, reflect on, flesh out, all the while intersecting with amorous discourse. Luciano

himself, whom we will never hear from directly, begins to take shape as the narrator

reflects on how, where, and when she met him, and the agonizing, delicious states of

deferred sexual arousal characterizing their meedngs.
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The letter dated the 7th of July begins with a reflection which hints at sclf-

recrimination, "Mia lunga vita mia breve arte" (ADS ,p. 43) ["My long life, my b'rief art"],

and seeks answers in the authoriry of her own experiences - anecdotal, episodic, reflective,

and physiological. The statement itself is a clue to the paradox at thc heart of the

autobiographical for Sibilla. Tellingly, the rest of the text srages the reasons why her art is

her living and her living is her art. The intensity she brings to both cnsures that one must

be short-changed. Yet the perspective of gender is always at the forefront of Sibilla's

ruminations. For example, in the subsequent letter (July 8th), the simple examination of

her physical and emotional well-being becomes the site of a discourse connecting femalc

creativity to the body. The focus is on the uniquely female, on difference, which she sees

herself as embodying as a woman differcnt from man and as an arfist, different from othcr

women. Consider this enury for example.

Sto male oggr. L'organismo femmineo, anche il pii sano, dinanzi ai suoi
malesseri periodici si trova sempre indifeso, e umiliato. Anche se la sua

vita sessuale ha percorso gil gran parte del proprio ciclo. Anzi, riprova
allora quel vago stupore e smarrimento ch'ebbe nell'adolescenza. una
scnsazione selvatica, pudibonda e triste, una brama di fuga, di
seppellimento...Nessuna p@tessa ancora, in un superamento eroico, ha

analizzato ed espresso questa condizione animale e sacra, questa pausa

durante le quali la vita dello spirito sta sospeso in un alone torbido. (ADS,
p. 45)

Today I am unwell. However physically healthy a woman is, she always
remains vulnerable to this menstnral malaise and feels humiliated by it.
Even if her sexual life has already run through most of its cycle. on the

conlrary, she experiences that vague astonishment and bewilderment that

she knew in adolescence. A wild sensation, chaste and sad, a longing for
flight, for burial...No woman poet has yet achieved the heroic
transcendence which would allow her to analyse and express this
simultaneously animal and sacred state of being,'these moments of
suspended animation during which her spiritual life seems suspended in a
turbid cloud.
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Then she deftly reverts to epistolary inner dialogue, drawing Luciano into this

reflection by answering a question he had asked her - that of the meaning, to her, of her

art.

Ti risposi...che non sapevo risponderc. Non so se quella sincera umilte ti
piacque. Mapoi ti dissi che tuno il poco che una donnariesce arez.l:g:zap

nel campo della poesia 0 il risultato di una tensione infinitamente pii
tremenda della tensione virile; ti dissi, bel fanciullo che mi guardavi nella
penombra, quanto immolatrice sia colei che realmente tenta crcazioni di
spirito invece che di sangue...

(Il sangue, il sangue!...Tu non devi toccarne, in questo mese d'ascesi
magica!.)

So male oggi.

Pur devo alzarmi, uscire, veder gente, affrontar I'editore, assicuramri la
vita per questo mese c per I'altro che ho promesso d'attenderti. (ADs,
pp.45-46)

I replied...that I did not know how to reply. I don,t know if you
appreciated my sincere humility. But then I told you that the meagre
contribution which womcn have succeeded in making to poetry is the
result of a tension infinitely more srressful than the tension of virility; I
told you, beautiful boy while you looked at me from the shadows, how
much self-sacrifice is involved for the woman who tries to create

authentically from her spirit instead of from her blood.
(Blood, blood! You must not ouch it in this month of magical ascetism!)
Today,I arn unwell.

Even so, I must get up, go out, see people, confront the publisher, earn a
living over this month and the next one that I have promised to wait for
you-

From a plain, diaristic noting of the fact that she is unwell because she is

menstruating, the narrator then links menstruation to a problematics of female creativity,

which she maintains, cannot, without immeasurable self-sacrifice, attain the transcendental

subjectivity, the emanation from the spirit, which men have direct access to. Shc
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simultaneously adheres to, and is estranged from, this philosophical mindlbody split, the

only knowledge system through which she can define herself. Desiring to both reprcsent

and speak from women's bodily realities and yet transcend them, the narrator once again

elaborates on the manifestations of women's essential difference that motivated Il
passaggio. This connects her discourse to the amorous "contract", to the direct causc of

the condition of absence imposed by Luciano, who, due to his immersion in the mystic

rites of the occult, cannot be contaminated by female flesh and blood. Feeling herself

condemned as woman and artist to the dictates of her body, she nonetheless represenrs

herself as a worker, who must overcome these limitations and face the practicalities of

dealing with the world. Underlying this observation is implied criticism of Luciano's self-

imposed silence and solitude, his involvement in the rites of occultism, in the "irrational",

in a certain escapism she cannot permit herself. The polarities of spirit and flesh remain

constant, however, despite the role reversals. The irrational, often associated in

philosophical doctrine with woman's basic nature, is still determined by a Cartesian

mindlbody split, where the highest spiritual powers must be attained separated frrom the

temptations of the flesh or woman. Speaking as a woman her body is an uncomfortably

disruptive force of the pure spirit she wishes to incarnate. According to Lea Melandri, the

female body in its inoppornrne manifestations is central to this text, morc than any otherof

Sibilla's writings. "sopratutto, il pensiero che vi 0 cresciuto denho, non vi trova posto con

natwalezza.." ["Above all, the thought that has grcwn inside it does not find its place with

naturalness.."1.39

The next se$nent of this letter, dated the 8th July, focusses on self-representation

and harks back to self-imaginings encountered in Il passaggio, expanding on her earlier

reference to herself as a nomad. "Tutta la vita sono stata la refrattaria, la ribelle, oh ma

inerme! 'Anima mia, che hai ali ma non armi'scrissi una volta. La societi non mi perdona

proprio questo, non mi perdona ch'io vada sola ed indifesa, io donna, e cosi condanna

implicitamente, s'anche in silenzio, il suo modo d'essere, le sue coraz;ze,i suoi pugnali, i

39 I*" Melandri, "scrittura e immagine di s€: la 'mente androgina' in virginia Wmlf e il rema dell,estasi,
negli scrici di Sibilla Aleramo", in Svelamenta, p. g5.
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suoi veleni" (ADS, p. 46) ["All my life I have been a challenger, a rebel, but oh disarmed!

'Soul of mine, winged but unarmed' I wrote once. Society cannot forgive me for this, that

I, woman, go alone and undefended, and so condemn implicitly, even in silence, its way

of life, its armour-plating, its daggers, its poisons"]. The narrator envisions herself as a

threat to the hypocritical mores of society, in tenms of her simplicity, her few needs, her

indomitable spirit. She presents a picture of a woman alone in a society which cannot

forgive her for being so. Rhetorically she invests this female figure with a sublimiry and

inner purity that uanscends the tawdry world of stnrggle that she must occasionally

descend to. The following fragment neatly connects the two discursive strands - those of

the amorous and every day by conjuring up her "bell'aspetto", the luminous atrnosphere

she projects (attributed to a second youth conferred upon her by her lover's kiss), despite

the fact that she has returned empty-handed from her publisher. Subtly, she scts about

delineating a figure intended to match thc cnigmatic lover seemingly on his own turf, that

of the spirit, but it is clear that she herself, "alone", "unanmed", a fusion of sexuality and

spiritualily, is the site of this transcendence. The following four letters develop and

interweave in each entry the strands of the discourse I have outlined. Serious doubs on

her lover's integrity are juxtaposed with rapturous prose on his inner grace, concluding

with the intemrption of the frankly seductive: "Mi coglie un desiderio spasmodico, guarda"

d'una pesca sugosa da offrire alle tue labbra arse" (ADS, p. 49) ["Just think, I am struck

by a spasmodic desire, o offer a juicy peach to your parched lips"l.

The next brief letter (lOth July) is divided into rwo segmenrs. The fint records a

sense of alienation and perplexity on the natur€ of Luciano's spiritual powers. The second

picks up the thread of the narrator's money problems and announces that, in order 19 go to

Salso for health reasons, she has sold for 500lirc precious letters, :rmong which two from

Rodin. She adds, poignantly, that they have not enabled her to purchase some prized

extras - a new dress and lavender water.
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A Discourse of Desire Modified

The letters dated the I lth and l2th of July are longer, and begin to illustrate the ways in

which she represents lovc. The first casts her sexual desire as a powcrful force that shc

has contained in order to "save" Luciano. She rclives this almost unbearable suppression

of sexual tension as a means of demonstrating the strength of her love, while subtly

querying his.

Brividi nella carne. Il desiderio di te mi agguanta fino quasi a farmi
svenire. Sono a letto. Tengo il blocco di carta sulle ginocchia e la rnatita
in mano, ma tra una frase e I'altra passano secori. I-a mano destra pogga
sul seno che tu hai baciato. Furibonda E la tensione di dilaniarmi. Tu, se

mi pensi, non soffri. Di qual specie era iI tuo tonnento, quando resistevi
e ti strappavi dall'abbraccio e andavi a gettarti sull'altro divano, all'altro
angolo, lontano? Io rimanevo abbattuta, fulminata. Avevo carezzaro,
come oracarezm il mio seno, tutto il tuo corpo, ma coperto di panno,la
tua viriliti difesa. Difesa daila tua volonti, e dalla mia. lo sai. Dalla
prima sera, terribile di spasimo, terrribile d'amore, non ho tentato di
ribellarni alla tua imposizione, ho accettato, ho sentita la realti ragica che
mi dicevi, che se tu avessi allora interrotta la tua castiti saresti forse
morto, non potendo piir padroneggiare lo spaventevole fluido in te
concentrato per altri fini...
Non so se son stata donna, non so se son stata spirito. son stata amore.
son stata te e me, un unico ritmo, un unico squillo eroico. T'ho mai
scongiurato di prendermi? Tutre lc mie vene imploravano! Ma arginavo
con una forza pari alla tua il delirio, che non s'esprimesse in parole n6 in
geste irreparabili. Baci, soltanto baci; nel ricordarli mi rombano le vene.
(ADS, pp. 5l-52)

My flesh shivers. My desire for you seizes me so that I neady faint. I
am in bed. I hold a notebook on my knees and a pencil in my hand, but
between one sentencc and another centuries pass. My right hand rests
against the brcast you have kissed. I violently desire to rear myself apart.
You, if you think of me, do not suffer. what sort of tonnent was it for
you to resist me, to tear yourself from my embrace.and go and throw
yourself on the other divan, in the other corner, far away? I remained
prostrated, as if struck by lightning. I had caressed, as I now caress my
breast, all your body, although clad with clorhes, your defended virility.
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Defended by your will, and by mine. you know ir From the first
evening, terrible in its desire, terrible in its love, I have not tried to rpbel
against your imposition, I accepted, I felt the tragc reality that you told
me of, that were you to have then intemrpted your celibacy, you would
have perhaps died, not being able to control rhe frightening fluid in you
concentrated towards other ends.. I don't know if I was a woman, I don't
know if I was spirit. I was love. I was you and me, a sole rhythm, a

sole heroic vibration. Did I ever dare you to take me? All my vcins were

imploring me to. But I checked my desire with a strength comparable to
yours, that expressed itself neither in words, nor in irreparable gestues.
Kisses, only kisses; in remembering them my veins roar.

The narrator reprcsents her desire as strong in renunciation as it is in passionate

anticipation, a match for Luciano's will on a double level. Her love, in this way, is a

subtle variation on the rhetoric of fusion common to amorous discourse. Yet the whole

Passage is a blatant and unintentionally ironic reversal of all literarure's codified seduction

scenes set around a virginal woman fending off the longed for but socially inappropriarc

advances of her lover. She depicts herself as seductively dishevelled, him stoically

resisting, fully clothed. The woman here is not only aggressively aniculating her scxual

desire, but she is well outside the parameters of youth, befitting most wonren practitioners

of amorous discourse, making a natural, even inconsequential, disclosure of what thc

reader can quickly calculate to be a thirty-year age gap. A further strategy at the closure of

the letter asserts that it is also due to her love that he is ablc to practise his rituals. She

claims a firm stake in his spiritual endeavours, desiring herpanicipation in the project to be

recognized. Her confidence in the power of her sexuality is such that, it is implied, had

she not actively desisted, he would not have remained "intact".

The following letter (12th of July) continues in this presentation of her unique

credentials as a worthy parmer by delving into her past, a past she offers to her lover by

alerting him to is representation in her earlier autobiographical texts. She manages to

endow her critical experiences with deep reciprocal signification; for example, Luciano was

born on the very day the nilrator abandoned her "prehistoric life" by leaving her husband
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and child, and beginning a new life as Sibilla. But her aim is to show that beyond her

beauty, her sensuality, her intelligence, she possesses an indefinable quality that transcends

any label that can be put on her. To flesh ttris out further, she reconstructs a dialogue

between herself and an old lover, concerning her rclationship with "colui che nel mio libro

Il passagglo ho chiamato Andrea" (ADS, p. 57) ["he whom I called Andrea in my book,

Il passaggio"l. This rather curiously structued piece tends to dampen the exclusivity of

the primarily self-and-other dynamics of amorous discourse, by introducing a familiar (if

one has tead Il passaggio) penpective on an old lover (the hapless Andrea), 6om another

old lover, who just happened to drop by that very afternmn. They reflect on the

"mysterious law", thc sense of maternal opprcssion, that caused her to tear herself away

from her son and Andrea, before the old lover explains how he sees sibilla:

cib che vi distingue da qualunque altra, nell'atto d'amore, e che credo
derivi appunto deUx vssua individualiti eccezionale, E questo: volutnrosa
qual siete, rneravigliosa d'adorc, manrcnee tuttavia sulla vostra figura e in
ogni vosno gesto un lume purissimo, candido, un'aura di verginiti quasi

direi, nd vi accade mai, come invece awiene ad ogni alua nella sensazione
del piacerc, di scomponri; comprendete?". (ADS, p. 5g)

What distinguishes you from every other woman in the act of love, and
what comes, I bclieve, from your exceptional individuality, is this: as

voluptuous and as marvellously passionate as you are, you manage to
keep in all your gesturcs an absolutely pure light, shining white, an agra
of virginity I would almost say, nor do you ever, unlike others during the

experience of pleasure, lose your composue; understand?

The unnamed lover serves as a mirror for Sibilla's self-inflation, his words are

projected, indirectly, man to man, as a validation of what delights lie in storc for Luciano.

Interestingly, the earlier image of dishevelled female sexuality is soothed by recourse to

another well-worn image regarding women, that of the composed virgin, so that in

inhabiting two stereotypes at once, she eludes both and exposes their emptiness. All that is
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left for her to explain thesc paradoxes of representation, where she figures herself as an

object of exchange between two lovers, are the repeatedly exalted pronouncements on her

exceptional individualiry.

Yet, as the next letter (July l3th) shows, the female "individual" as embodied in

the notion of a free and independent woman, is uniquely compromised by a lifc style in

which there is no place for her, only stereotypes, and where material conditions play a

determining role. Firstly, she must fight to protect her right to sexust freedom. Despite the

fact that her relationship with Luciano is purportedly free of jealousy, she reports a

conversation where he puts her on the defensive about the number of lovers she has had in

the period immediately preceding him. Shc expostulates: "Pii d'un uomo, in tre mesi? E

dir che la mia esistenza ha avuto lunghissime fedelti (nove anni con mio marito, sene con

Andrea, trc con Endimione) e lunghissime oasi di castiti..." (ADS, p. 60) ["Morc than onc

man, in three months? And to think that my life has known long periods of fidelity (nine

years with my husband, seven with Andrea, three with Endimione) and long oases of

celibacy..."l.

The sensation that people have little understanding of what her life, and its cootly,

precious freedom, entails, begins to haunt Sibilla. The lener of July l5th poignantly sets

out the problem of living what other women only fantasize. She describes a particular tlpe

of woman "creature di fantasia forte e ricca" ["creatures of a strong, rich fantasy"], who

"vivono una doppia esistenza, quella finizia dei rapponi col p,roprio ambiente e quella, per

esse reale, dei loro sogni" (ADS, p. 65) ["live a double existence, the fictitious one of their

relations with their own environment and the, for them, real world of their dreams"]. They

admfue Sibilla for living the life they can only dream abour

cid che non imaginano, che non possono imaginare, anche sono di
singolare intelligenza e nobiliti come questa di iersera, 0 la tragedia
implicita nell'aver voluto, al contrario d'esse, portare i propri sogni nella
mischia, nella bolgia quotidiana: la tragedia del poeta, del creatore. E
m'invidiano. Ma se appena un lembo della veriti si mostra a loro, come
si spaventano!...
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Cosi, quando parlo, ad altne, delle mie difficoltt economiche, dei giornali
che non cercano o respingono la mia collaborazione, degli editori che

danno compensi ridicoli, della coalizione contro i lavori teatrali d'una
donna, c cotali piaccvolezze, comprendo che chi mi ascolta presuppone

sempre che tuttavia io abbia una base sicura, un cespite fisso, una rendia
(qual ebbi, in veriti, prima della guena). Tu stesso, di'! hai forse mai
pensato ch'io vivessi di cariti? Difficolti" viene interpretato nel senso che
non vi son danari per una pelliccia, per un alloggio migliore, per una
cameriera o magari una dama di compagnia. Ma ch'io provi a raccontare
a questa aristocratica sensitiva che non awb fra dieci giorni di che pagar il
conto dell'albergo, e che se mi farb anticipar I'assegno dall'editore non
saprb poi come rimediare il mese venturo! (ADS, pp. 6G67)

what they don't imagine, what they can't imagine, even if they are of
singular intelligence and refinement like the one last night, is the tragedy
implicit in my having wanted, unrike them, to carry my dreams into the
daily grind: the tragedy of the poet, of the creator. And they envy me.
But if even a ray of tnrth becomes apparent to them, how frightened they
are!...

so, when I speak to others of my economic difficulties, of the
newsPapers which do not encourage or reject my contributions, of the
publishers who give ridiculous payments, of the coalition against
theatrical works of a woman, and similar pleasantries, I understand that
whoever is listening to me always presumes that I have, to begin with, a

secure base, a fixed stipend, an income (which, in truth, I had beforc the
war). You too, tell me, did you ever realise that I livc on charity? Thcy
understand difficulty as meaning that there is no money for a fur coat, for
better lodgings, for a maid, or even a lady-in-waiting. But let me try to
tell this sensitive aristocrat that in ten days time I will not have enough
money to pay the hotel bill, and that if I receive an advance from my
publisher I won't have enough to pay the coming month's bill!

The much romanticized myth of the bohemian artist, which she adheres to for its

comforting explanatory power, is nonetheless, exposed as a doubty tawdry, impoverished

hinterland, if the artist is a woman, who must contend with prejudice and trivialization,

over and above a humiliating poverty. She openly calls attention to her gendered
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condition, depicted from the "outside", and equates it to ttre similar alienation of the wonren

on the cocooned "inside", insulated from material pressures. What they share is financial

dependence on others' generosity. But being on the outside of convention, Sibilla has to

live the humiliation and powerlessness of this lack of economic independence without its

sanction in legalized relationships. The notion of self-chosen individuality, embedded in

the core of the cogito, while seemingly embraced, is revealcd as a reductiye concept which

ignores the complexities of sexual difference. The individual, as a constmct of classical

realism, is based on the male. If she is a woman, her reality is already written for her,

pigeonholed into certain stercotypes, which in no way adequately rcpresents her. Writing

her way into it, adapting it to herself, Sibilla also perforce writes her way around it. As

she becomes a character in her own letters, she traces the story of a woman, who to bc an

artist, must necessarily be an exile. The exiling condition of economic hardship, as in

earlier letters, begins to ovcrshadow the amorous discourse, and poverty emerges as thc

recurring frustration and emotional pith of the text

The same letter (July 15th) continues in a similar vein, reflecting on the narrator's

sojourn in Paris at the time the French translation of Il passaggra was published. While

reviled in ltaly, it was lauded in France, resulting in a certain notoriety for is author.

However, Sibilla was acutely conscious of her modest, unheated lodgings, her plain, well-

worn clothes, her lack of jewels and fur coats which would, if she had possessed them,

she assures us, have had Paris at her feet. Her ever present rhctoric of self-pcrsuasion

takes refuge in the romantic myth of thc suffering poet and artist, yet, as her narrative

repeatedly shows, traces the solitude of displacemenl Even this becomes a playful tnrism.

Romanticism is a hollow shell for a woman without a ftn coat and jewels.

It was Poverty and not affairs of the heart that caused her, a few years earlier, to

seriously consider suicide, the subsequent letter of July l6th informs us. Instead,

informing us she wrote her anguish and defened suicide.into the play Francesca

Diamante, Sibilla conrments on the converging boundaries of life and art which structure

the way others perceive her: "questa finzione poetica simboleggia in modo terribile la mia
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realti: tutto, nella mia vita, si trasforma in cosa d'arte, perfino sul limite della morte,

perfino I'allucinatoria visione della posteriti. E illogicamente, irrazionalmentc,

misteriosamente, accade, accade, come ti dicevo, che quando piit dowei esser

compassionaur e aiutata, tanto pii mi trovo alta sur un piedistallo, ammirata di lontano

come una creatura fantastica, e sola, sola..." (ADS, p.72) ["This poetic fiction symbolizes

in a terrible way my reality: everything, in my lifc, transforms into afi, even on the

threshold of death, even in the hallucinating vision of posterity. And illogically,

furationally, mysteriously it happens as I told you, that when I should be pitied and helped,

I find myself put more on a pedestal than ever, admired from afar like a creature of fantasy,

and alone, always alone"].

Self-invention has its drawbacks. Her aura of self-sufficiency lends little

credibility to the genuine nature of her requests for money. Sibilla, mpped inside a fiction

of invincibility of her own making, must constantly reap the consequences of what she

builds. She attributes to the irrational, the mysterious, the gap between intention and

interpretation, how she writes herself and how she is rea{ while her text and its discunive

strategies demonstrate how such misreadings are wound into the whole process of textual

representation.

The next two letters, more directly addressed to Luciano, build on the crecd of

love as her guiding force. But instead of depending on an "other", Iove is appropriated for

the purpose of self-representation, the subject and object of her desire, with or without an

actual lover in whom to invest. The mystical power she ascribes to love is her own ability

to be reborn with each new love affair, to survive, strengthened, despite betrayals,

abandonments, deaths, providing a reassuring sense of "home" in what is incrcasingly

revealed to be a state of exile. On the l8th of July she writes as if to pinpoint her

philosophy once and for all.

cercavo I'amore come il piir certo tramite per giungere a Dio. con la
persuasione assoluta che soltanto per suo mezzo mi sarebbe dato
d'accostarmi al principio divino, all'essenza invisibile dell'universo.
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Dove altri perviene con I'ascesi solitaria, io non arrivo se non ho I'ausilio
d'un immagine viva, nella quale sia il mio stesso segno d'immortali6. Mi
riconosco incompleta, come Adamo prima che Eva gli sorgesse al fianco,
come I'innamorato nel mito platonico...

Quanto pii son andata crescendo e salendo, quanto pin mi son sentita
diversa da ogni altra insostituibile, sola e di me stessa signora, tanto pit
ho anelato a trovare chi duplicasse la mia richezza, chi ne facesse un
miracolo immane, si smarisse con me nell'immensitA del cosmo, in
preghiera, in estasi.

PerchE io son nata poeta, non santa.

Tutti i poeti, anche i pit grandi, anche gli iniziati come Dante e Goethe,
non han forse richiesto il soccorso d'amorc, e non forse mediante I'amore
sono penetrati nei regni occulti, o li hanno, col loro canto, creati?
Tu anche sei poeta, se pur non m'abbia ancor mai mostrato tuoi scritti.
(ADS, pp.77-78)

I searched for love as the most certain path to reach God. With the
absolute conviction that only through this means would I have been able
to approach the divine principle, the invisible essence of the universe.
Where others arrive by a solitary ascent, I cannot arrive if I don't have the
comfort of a duplicate image, in which to find my own mark of
immortality. I see myself as incomplete, like Adam before Eve arose by
his side, like the lover in the platonic myth...
The more I grew and climbed, the morc I felt d.ifferent from any other,
irreplaceable, alone and in command of myself, and the more I yearned to
find someone who could reflect my wealth, who could make it a great
miracle, and lose themselves with me in the immensity of the cosmos, in
prayer, in ecstasy.

Because I was born apoel not a saint
All the p@ts, even the great€st, even the initiates like Dante and Goethe,
have they not perhaps required the aid of love, and through love have
they not penetrated inro the occult kingdoms, or have they, with their
poetry, created them?

You too are a poet, even if you have not yet shown rne your unitings.

Yet once again, her attempts to clarify her position are as contradicory and elusive

as ever' a mixture of disparate fragments which touch on traditional discursive elements
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involving the religious and secular, mysticism and passion, absolutism and relativism.

Dante and Goethe, in being assimilated into the framework of Luciano and Sibilla's

relationship, are thus de-hierarchizedand,familiarized fr,om their lofty status at the pinnacle

of the literary canon. They form a community of poets, the elect, outside of history, who

strive for Go4 for divine grace, through the intermediary of love. Sibilla outlines her own

qeed through Christian and platonic images, as a search for that complementary other with

whom to probe the essence of the universe. Her identification with Adam and not Eve is

not surprising as Sibilla often associated creativity with virile energy. And the "othetr', tgg,

the duplicate image, is not necessarily an actual person, it is self-created and in Sibilla's

case self-crcating. Yet, as we have seen, she always locates her d.iscours€, at some place,

in relation to Luciano; it is his face, for now, imprinting the entity of love. The letter

continues, asserting that, despite the pull of transcendence, it is their co[rmon humanity

that draws them together, figured as always for Sibilla in the body, which speaks its own

language. The letter closes on the playful question: "T'han detto, i miei occhi c le mie

mani, cid che tu sei per me?" (ADs, p. 7g) ["Have my eyes and my hands told you what

you are for me?"].

Recuring, associated preoccupations found in traditional epistolary literatgre are

that of solitude, orphanhmd and exile. Sibilla's reference to having to find work as a

governess if her publisher did not pay her, however jokingly, connects her to that cmblem

of fictional orphanhood, Jane Eyre. Also, the punishment and containment for illicit
ferrale passion in epistolary literature was often exile in a nunnery. The prototlpe for this

type of situation is the letters from Hdloise to Abelard, and a more modern example that

Sibilla may have been familiar with, is Guido Piovene's l*ttere di una tnvizia. Sporadic

references to nuns, saints and mysdcs are, as we havc seen in the above passage, not

uncommon in Sibilla's conception of love, as if the impulse of ecstatic passion takes her

beyond narcissism to self-transcendence. The letter of August lst contains a piece in

which Sibilla, recounts the conversation she had with a young woman many years earlier,

whose sister adamantly wanted to be a nun, despite her family's opposition. Uving alone,
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absorbed only in writing and taking an occasional walk in the garden, Sibilla is startled to

hear the young woman equarc her (Sibilla's) lifc with that of a nun, outside of the world.

At first she resists this comparison, but thcn finds this alternative version of self with its

emphasis on "v@ation" an attractive metaphor for shaping thc kind of poetics of exile4

fervid heroism to which she ascribed, interpreting her need for sexual expression as a

creative enactrnent of sublimiw.

Sex and Economics

But the epistolary form, with its intemrptions, its fragments, its elliprical writing, its other-

referring subjectivity, facilitates the textual representation of an abnupt switch of mood, a

return to a different-sided view of a recurring concern. The entry of July lgth dips back

into her actual circumstances to reflect on the act of writing she is engaged in. She envies

Luciano his unintemrpted solitude in contrast to her own. The intemrption of yesterday's

letter to Luciano by an old acquaintancc prccipitates an cvening out described in perceptive

detail, followed by a series <if reminiscences on former lovers, leading into her code of

ethics. Once again, she emphasizes clothes, this time as an object of erotica designed to

further heighten her seductivity. She describes having to take off her dressing gown rc

receive the man she irreverently calls her old "gaga", to put on thc beautiful, though

recently repaired dress that Luciano likes so much. In amorous parcnthesis, she enquires

whether Luciano is wearing pyjamas, and expresses a wish for him to feel the silkiness of

her skin under the dress's silken material. In order to accompany her "gaga" to a ball, she

must have a shawl, which he buys her, one of the small gifts she can allow a man she is

not attracted to, to purchase for her, without compromising herself. The relationship of

sex and economics, a central feature explored at different levels in this text, bccomes an

issue here, a question of exchange that Sibilla examines as a personal code of ethics. She

states that had she been willing to exchange her body, money and status could have been

hers for the asking. She attributes her refusal, not to a sens€ of moral superiority, in fact

she confesses her motives are instinctive and irrational, but to the secret law that draws her
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only to those she can love. And it is no surprise that those she wants "per un giorno o per

anni, son quasi sempre della stessa mia specie, dispregiatrice del denaro, nullatenente..."

(ADS, p. 82) ["for a day or for years, are nearly always of the same species, scornful of

money, without property"]. The exception to this rule, she hastens to tell us, was

Endimione, her young Neapolitan lover, who died after three years, and who, in a

coquettish aside to Luciano, she admits to being "bello quasi quanto te" (ADS, p. 82)

["almost as handsome as you"]. Because, she explains in serial romance rhetoric she

forces us to take seriously, she was his the moment she set eyes upon him, beforc she

knew anything about him, she could accept and enjoy being kept in elegant, although not

luxurious style.

From Endimione, Sibilla shifts to an appraisal of the attractive, wealthy men shc could

have had relationships with, and chose not to. Amorous discourse shifts from the highly

charged, exclusive focussing on the imagined feelings and response of her lover in the

traditional epistolary plot, to relegating him to a relative position, as one amongsr many

who have gone before him, a bit player in what comes, temporarily, to seem the real story,

that of Sibilla's past life and loves. Luciano, in fact, now assumes the role of trusted

confidant, a listener, and a playful one at that, blurring thus the two chief roles assumed by

the addressee in epistolary literanre, those of lover and confidant.4O When narrating her

rejection of an overwhelmingly tempting offer from a wealthy aristocrat, she playfully

queries Luciano: "Bisognava raccoglierlo, tu dici?" (ADS, p. 84) ["I should have accepted

it, you say?"1. Luciano, we begin to learn, would think it stupid not to. He shares

circumstances of vicarious living with Sibilla, and like her, is the possessor of a desirable,

physical beauty. That he lives off his wits and his handsome physique, as Sibilla proceeds

to show, provides another subvenive twist to the dynamics of love and seducrion, money

and exchangc, power and powerlessness and their conflation in gendered roles.

The letter dated July 22nd returns to her desire for her lover. Thc concern with

clothing is again highlighted as she repeats her frustration ar nor being allowed to see him

40 J-rt Altman, Epistolariry, p.70.
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nude from the chin down. She represents her own clothing as an instrument of eroticism

or impoverishment, while Luciano's clothes mask or protect his body from the sexual

activity which might lead to his loss of power. This reflection leads the reader into the

bizarre, paradoxical circumstances of her first merting with Luciano a ycar previously,

where she was invited to the home of his former mistress, to watch him perform a strip-

tease and admirc his naked body. The conversation in which the exchange of Luciano is

suggested by the cx-mistness, is reported thus:

Vuol venire da me giovedi sera? Ti farb trovar soltanto il bel
Luciano...vuoi che lo faccia spogliare, che egli ti mostri il suo nudo?
Vedmi, B perfetto. Egli si sveste con molta disinvoltura, non v'annette
importanza. Se ri piaceri, te Io donerb. un dono regale. vuoi? (ADs,
pp.9r-92)

Do you want to come to my place on Thursday evening? There will only
be the handsome Luciano there:..Do you want me to get him to undress,
to show you his nude body? you will see how perfect hc is. He
undresses with great naturalness, he doesn't attach much importance to it.
If you like him, I'll give him to you. A royal grft. Do you want it?

The account of two middle-aged women ogling and then bartering over a young

male strip-tease artist by appointment, is an interesting gender reversal of a classic

situation in which male fetishistic gazing at women in the act of disrobing is culturally

insfiibed- It is unexpected, amusing, interferes with the mystical, transcendent language

of amorous discourse employed earlier, and offers the possibility of a parodistic reading.

Yet Sibilla's serious sincerity in the immediately following letter (July 23rd) challenges

any attempt at parody. What she describes on one level, a carnivalesque, sardonically

over-the-top Felliniesque scene, is at another level quite believable, precisely because

Sibilla does not find it in the least absurd. The intersecting of this stanling love-at-first

sight story, and other salacious tidbits throughout the rext, with segments of metaphysical

discourse representing love as a sacred path to God, or as a transcendental essence,
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demystifies philosophical discussion, and normalizes unusual representations of women's

sexuality and erotic impulses. Parody is effectively evaded although its traces r€main,

despite the narrative voice. For the narrator, if not the reader, such a situation docs not

conflict with the impetus towards a mystic, all-embracing concept of love. Having

instantly found, upon their introduction, before he stripped, "un'anima affrne alla mia,'

(ADS' p. 93) ["a kindred soul"], much the same as the instantaneous knowing she

described earlier for Endimione, she reports distaste for what is to come, but does not try

to stop it because of the "purity" of her feelings towards him.

The narrative then chans a rather convoluted course through a series of laboured

coincidences connecting her and Luciano with his old mistress (the srip-tease organizer),

by the invented name of Piera Vasca, who just happens to be the ex-mistress of Bruno

Tellcgra (or Julius Evola), an old lover of Sibilla's who caused her such torrnent prior to

meeting Luciano. Bruno Tellegra maintains a connection with Luciano in that he has

already bcen mentioned in this text as the man who put Sibilla off practitioners of the

occult- His appearance now in a story of a past love triangle involving Sibilla and piera,

and ultimately Luciano, whom Piera left Tellegra for, serves as a timely warning for the

suffering and torture a dishonest love affair can cause. But it also cxposes love as an

exchangeable commodity between its various players, contrasting with its transcendent,

spiritual meaning sung in previous letters.

References to this story, and its effects, continue in fragmented fashion until the

letter of July 27th. Sibilla maintains her innocence and integrity, untainted by thc others'

sordid manocuvres, although this integriry too, is charactcristically rendered ambivalcnt by

her over-zealous sincerity. Despite the narrator's commitment to love as a metaphysical

essence' the text repeatedly connadicts this premise through its insistence on concrere,

material elements- Even though it scems digressive, a story within a story, the threads

linking love, money and art manage to snake through this account, so that the idea of

digression which PresuPposes a centre to digress from, does not apply. It becomes clear

that Sibilla's main target is Piera Vasca, who occupies an uneasy terrain between
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collaborator and rival, her idea of love in contrast with Sibilla's. Subtly, the insistenc€ on

authenticity inherent in amorous discourse insinuates itself here, as Sibilla scorns the tricks

and the game-playing women elaborate in their affaim with men, in order to control them.

She loftily rejects the advice of the writer Annie Vivanti on men: "Bisogna costar loro

molto, di tempo, di ansiq e anche, si, di denaro" (ADs, p. 97) ["you need to cost them a

lot in time, anxiety, and yes, in money too"], by observing that thesc women do not know

how to love. However, her own obsessively recurring preoccupation with money

validates and even justifies these deceptive tactics as a means of sunrival, created by a

social organization in which women had little option other than exchanging their bodies for

financial s€curity.

Truth and lllusion in Amorous Discoume

The letter of July 26th is pessimistic, mistnrsting, as if her own account has succeeded in

persuading her that perhaps she has not "r€ad" Luciano correctly. She categorically states

this in an anguished fragment, after the information that her cure is frnished, and she is

leaving Salso the next day. "Forse tu non sei affano quello ch'io penso e di cui ssrivo.

Forse quando tornerai, conoscerb la tua realti, e forse non I'amerb...Tutte quest pagrne

diverrebbero menzongnerc. Oh, e il destino di ante altre lettere d'amore lo so! Ma queste,

no!" (ADS, p. 101) ["Perhaps you are not at all what I think you are and what I write

about. Perhaps when you return, I shall learn your reality, and perhaps I shall not love

ir..All these pages would become liars. Oh, it is the destiny of so many other love lenen I
know! But these ones, no!"1.

She stnrggles, as do many epistolary heroines, with doubE disbclief and denial of

the "reality" of her textual creation. That the acknowledged construction of Luciano may

be an unwelcome fiction, dragging along with it, her book and her life, does nor prevent

her from collaborating sincerely in the fiction, besides enacting what autobiography tries o
conceal- Instantly more vulnerable, unsure, she alerts Luciano to the recently arived

manuscript of Il passaggio, which, with its use of different kinds of paper and inks, its
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deletions, inscribes her ormented state of mind during its uniting. She communicates her

disappoinment that it will never be understood properly, although sensitive, intelligent

readers prefer it to Una donna. Self and its textual inscription, for Sibilla, hold a

privileged although slippery relationship ro trurh.

This reflection on the truth value of her text, and its underlying dependence on the

unwriuen contract with Luciano, lead her to consider that other, directly connected contract

with her publisher. Money wories assail her again. Her loan from the publisher has not

arrived. She remembers thc desperate poverty that necessitated leaving a suitcase

(equivalent to her home, because it was all she possessed) at the pawnbroker's for many

months, and, turning to her lover, enquires miserably if he would not be put off by her

financial situation as more than one lover had been. Would he not long for thc stylish

clothes of Piera Vasco, her elegant home furnished to maximise sensual indulgence? V/e

learn Piera, like Sibilla, is separated from her husband, but unlike Sibilla, has a private

income with which to finance her dedication to pleasure of the senses. Who is freer asks

Sibilla - her or Piera? It is actually an important question which, despite Sibilla's cnsuing

triumphant avowal of her creed, veiled in mystic fervour and absolutist language, remains

an ambivalent, complex area. What the text mostly shows, despite, and conversely

because of, its narrative voice, is that women are not free, and that "individual" freedom is

self- invented, and perhaps, self-dcluding.

It is the spectre of self-delusion that now begins to haunt Sibilla, as the month of

July closes, and August, the month of Luciano's supposed return, begins. yet such

ruminations intersect with anticipation of future pleasures as she bridges his absence with

her consuming passion. The Ovidian identification of body with text is reanimated when

she states:"Ogni parola di queste mie lettere vale un amplesso, profondo, totale', (ADS, p.

115) ["Every word of these letters is like love-making, profound, total"]. It asserts the

impossibility of words to be other than representation, the gap between signifier and

signified, text and body.

But actud life contains some unpleasant surprises and the circumstances of
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Luciano's absence are invested (not for the first time) with sinister overtones. Returning

hopefully to Rome, the letter of July 31st tetls us, Sibilla goes round to Luciano's

apartment to check if he is therE, only to learn from the janitor that he is not, and that he

had delayed his departure by some ten days. The fust ten days of her text are then

compromised by the fact that he had not left Rome, but wished her not to know. Sibilla,

no passive victinr, bravely reasserts her faith: "Se ho fede nell'amor mio, vincerd" (ADS,

p. 119) ["If I have faith in my love, I shall winu], and views her position in the battlefield

of love as victorious no matter what the outcome. She contests her fear of betrayal, and the

conventional position as betrayed, with a faith in her discourse, her texnral invention, as

invention. "Che il tuo sogno valga a sollevar almeno me, se a te mancan le ali" (ADS, p.

I 19) ["[rt your dream have elevated me at least, even if you are without wings"]. Self-

delusion as a state defined by the other's behaviour d.isintegrates, and illusion is upheld for

its own sake, with its own code of ethics. Her narrative's worth docs not then dcpend on

her lover's integrity and fidelity, it depends on her own. She reveals what realist literature

has always tried to conceal, and what amorous d.iscourse paradoxically and open-endedly

stages, its representative, allusive status.

The letter of August 2nd both challenges this issue, and further recreatcs it. It
opens with the query that Luciano might be an illusion created by her desire, "il fiore

supremo della mia vita e della mia arte?" (ADS , p.125) ["the supreme flower of my life

and of my art?"]. It goes on to both reiterate the premises of amorous discourse and

profoundly subvert them, as once again Luciano becomes one further figure in a long line

of loves- She traces lovingly the qualities of the three men who have been most important

to her, naming them as "Il Principe" ["The prince"], "Endimione',, and "orfeo"

["orpheus"]. Her control of the naming process presupposes creative control, and

conscious of this, she adds: "Ssrivo di essi, vedi, se fossero invenzioni della mia fantasia"

(ADS' p. 126) ["I write of them, you see, as if they were inventions of my fantasy"].

Luciano, too, becomes woven riumphantly ino the fabric of this desire: "Ora, Luciano, ho
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te dinanzi. E in te, abbagliante, vedo la somma di tuni i doni che negli altri separaramenre

trovai" (ADS, p. 126) ["Now, Luciano, I have you beforc me. And in you, dazzling, I

see the sum of all the gifts I found separately in the others"l. The reader is probably

dazzJed now too by this new projection of Luciano, a textual ambiguity if there ever was,

who has inhabited the guise of mythological son of the gods, magician on the borders of

the real and the fantastic, eccentric, gigolo, and strip-tease artist. The absurd, the

carnivalesque, and blurrings of gender roles are all wound into his enigmatic figure, object

of a discourse of desire, whose intersection with prosaic, "ord.inary" language of diary-

miting render itrhim as all the more "natural". Sibilla's sentimentality, her sporadic pathos

are discursive forces to be reckoned with, in that they are combined with a frank sexuality

that transgresses sentimental/sexual boundarics, and finish by paradoxically de-

mythologizing the object of her desire into the probable arena of the selfish cad.

The transformation of passion into art is once again the declared intention, the

purpose of the double contract underlying the text, as Sibilla muses on what sort of poem

will be born from their love. She contextualizes by preceding this question with lines from

the poem born from her love for ffeo who, she tantalizingly explains: "mi amd nuda in

una rossa estate" (ADS, p.L26) ["loved me naked in a red summer"], a seemingly artless

strategy which, however, stages desire as a multivalent d.iscourse which repeats itself along

an endlessly replaceable row of lovers, each demanding a text in which to disseminate

itself. Again she links her desire as a dialogic discourse with an earlier autobiographical

text written to celebrate another lover. In this case, while conjuring up the possible

outcome of her waiting, its conflicting possibilities (he may returnThe may not), she is left

with the text she is in the process of writing, which she maintains is only a prelude, a

deferral from what is about to come, should her lover appear.

Suddenly, the discourse switches to amorous exclusivity. Sibilla becomes a

heroine ready to die if she cannot "fuse" with her lover. "Tutto 0 sospeso, nelllmmanenza

di cib che verri: fusione con te oppur morte. Se morrb, queste lettere attesteranno che il
mio passaggio sulla terra s't concluso mentre anelavo a una nuova forma di bellezza,
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rivelatrice di pin ald lidi' (ADS, p.127) ["Everything is suspended, in the expectation of

what will happen: fusion with you or death. If I die these letters will testify that my

passage on this earth came to an end while I was desiring a new forrr of beauty, revelatory

of the highest shores"l. The above lines read like a series of insnuctions, a last will and

testament. Death here is romantic love's last cardtrick. For Linda Kauffman, citing thc

example of Clarissa, it is the only way out of amorous discourse.4l Yet the reader cannot

seriously believe that Sibilla means to kill herself in a text where meaning itself, like a

skittish horse, is unsettled, wherc the next paragraph may switch to what she is eating, a

list of expenses, or a visit to friends. But it is easy to be drawn into the letter's willing

immenion in its own stated fantasies of invention, inscribed in a tantalizing language of

erotic mysticism, until they are juxtaposed, in the immediately following letter of August

3rd, to time, location and factual detail, the clear, self-referential language of diaristic

annotation.

The events seem simple. It is ten in the morning. She has a bath, goes back to

bed, feels sexually aroused and, anracted by the beauty of her breasts which her night-

dress has inadvertently slipped to reveal, masnrrbates. She also lets slip that yesterday she

had run into her old aviator lover she had slept with one night the previous spring, who

tried to penuade her to rcpeat their encounter. Yesterday, for the reader, is the critical letter

of August 2nd which a quick re-perusal of, will find no mention of the aviator, nor of any

activity, other than that of the discourse examined on the previous page. Thus, the texture

of this discourse is displaced, modified, even enriched, by juxtaposing this additional

information which, in avoiding devices of narrative continuityr suggests that such a

"seamless" strategy is an artifice. Autobiographical recording of experience is always

selective, even when seemingly random, contradictory and dependent on time and place.

Sibilla, in this openly seductive piece, vows fidelity to Luciano but, frustratcd by

abstinence, aroused by her own body, and the effect it would have on her lover(s),

thinking of Luciano all the while... In the text, ellipsis and a short suggestive space

41 tinO" Kauffman, Discourses af Desire,p.256,
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modestly indicate the pleasure she is about to take. The next fragment headed "aftemoon"

proceeds to frankly comment on how invigorated shc feels, how much closer to hcr lover,

yet it also demonstrates that she does not need a lover to obtain sexual satisfaction, thus

affirming the female body as its own powerful source of pleasure. Characteristically,

Sibilla then charts this sexual experience into a wider frame of reference, herc concerning

the abyss in male/female communications over the naturc of their sexual feelings.

Che sa mai I'uomo di cib che la donna realmente prova quand'egli la

possiede, e nell'ora del desiderio e in quella della stanchezza? E che sa

mai la donna dell'uomo?...E non credi che il segreto per cui gli amori

unisessuali appaiono, ai loro seguaci, pii nobili degli amori normali, stia

appunto nel fatto che fra amanti di ugual sesso forse il silenzio d meno

assoluto, e si tenta uno scambio di sensazioni anche nel campo della

parola? (ADS, p.129)

What can a man ever know of what a woman really feels when he

possesses her, and what does he know of her desirc or of her exhaustion?

And what can the woman ever know of the man?...And don't you think

that the secret which makes homosexual love appear, to their followers,
more noble than normal loves may be precisely in the fact that, amongst

lovers of the same sex, the silence is perhaps less absolute, and they try
out an exchange of sensations even in the field of words?

Men and women do not know each other according to Sibilla, because they do not

talk to each other, and articulate their sexual needs. The implication in this piece is that the

body, masturbation, loving oneself, can lead to a kind of knowledge that can be shared

verbally with a lover of the same sex. Her reflection then cxtends to consideration of how

men and women can use their different bodily fluids, exchanged during sexual activity to

enrich their spiritual lives. That pleasure can be transformed into a mystical enhancement

of a woman's femininity, that a man's semen can fertilize her intellcct is a strong plea for

the inclusion of the sexualized body into spiritual discourse. That body is, of course,

specifically hers, which she assures Luciano, is more vital and fresh now than when she
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was twenty and married to a coalse man who brutalized her. She argues vehemcntly

against the mind/body split, the separation, the subjugation of the body by the mind

imposed by Luciano, in order to remain "pure" and in control. In positing fluids as the

interconnecting source leading to enhanced spirituality, Sibilla seems to uncannily

anticipate Irigaray's essay "The 'Mexhanics' of Fluids", in which she (kigaray) equates

fluidity and solidity with analogies of feminine and masculine, where "the properties of

fluids have been abandoned to the feminine".42 SibiUa certainly has staked out significant

textual space in writing her body with its menstrual blood, but here she also attributes

procreative power to masculine fluids to give birth to the feminine intellect. This can be

read as theoretically, even absurdly, miming pariarchal concepts of the economy of the

same privileging the male. However, in this text, Sibilla is actively attempting to seduce

Luciano through maintaining that her spirit can be ennobled through his bodily fluids. In a

series of reversals, she mimes the abandoned seducer attempting to tantaliznher lover out

of his silly "cogito" into the bliss of her flesh which, she assurrs him, is as spiritual as it is

sexual.

The concluding leners record rnounting angursh owards Luciano accompanied by

equally strong statements of blissful anticipation. On August 5th she wrote: "Notte:

Aiutami! Ho il timore di non saper pit se t'amo, sranotte" (ADs, p. l3a) ["Night: Help

me! I fear not knowing if I love you anymore, tonight"], while on August 8th she records:

"Amo queste giornate, e le sere, tutte piene dell'anesa di te" (ADS, p. lal) ["I love thesc

days, and the evenings, each one filled with my waiting for you"l. It is his silence that irks

her most, dramatized by thc blurring of epistolary and the diary forms which maintain the

illusion he rcads her, while she is ostensibly writing to and for herself. But her protesr at

his silence, her doubts on his integrity, begrn to take shape in a more emphatic, insistent

form. The letters are rnorc fragmented, partitioned into different times of the day and night

as if the alternately tortured, ecstatic subjectivity needed inscription in a more urgent,

scattered uniting.

The lener of August 6th divided, after the frst fragment into "pomeriggio',,

42 Lu""Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One,p. I16.
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["Afternoon"] "Piil tardi", ["Later"] "sera", ["Evening"] and ,'Notte" ["night"] is

emblematic. The sense of a debate between two d.iverse ways of loving intensifies as she

reports a discussion with Luciano. "Una volta ti chiesi che vi E nel tuo cuor3. Rispondesti:

"Io vi sono. Nel cervello i il mio pensiero, nel cuore il mio intelletto" (ADS, p. 136)

["Once I asked you what is in your heart. You rcplicd: I am there. In my brain is my

thought, in my heart is my intellect"l. This statenrent of emotional mastery and detachment

is, of course, binary-loaded and reflects the masculine cogito against which Sibilla

constanrly pits herself. As Jenijoy I-a Belle puts it:

Male concepts of human identity are founded on a radical division
between mind and brain, soul and body, spiritualized self and spiritual
container. For women there is a continual two-way flowing back and
forth of a very complex sort hrween their co4poral existence (how they
look as physical objects to themselves and others) and how they conceive
of themselves as female human beings in a psychological or spiritual
sense.43

In fact Sibilla repeatedly counteracts this glorification of the intellect, and its

separateness, with the epistolary heroine's desire for presence, for corporality, for fusion.

For Sibilla, the Cartesian notion that only the mind possesses a soul is counteracted by her

promotion of the body and loving sexual union as uniquely connected to the soul. This is a

repeated motif in this text, and affirms the body and its capacity for both pleasure and

metaphysical transcendence (gained through pleasure), as the language of love. The next

piece then diminishes the epistolary text as an efficacious means of communication, as she

undermines quite deliberately the self she has been constnrcting with such zeal.

se soppeso fra le mani il volume di queste lettere, scritte per ingannar
I'attesa di te - inganno, ogni piir dolce e profonda forma di vita 0 inganno,
di qualc anesa? - e il cuore d'improwiso mi duole, awertimenro oscuro;

43 leniloy [a Belle, Herself Beheld: Tlu Literarure of the Looking-Gtass, Ithaca, N.y., Cornell
University hess, 1988, p. 178.
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penso che v'b racchiuso cosi poco di me, cosi poco! Guaio se tu dovessi
da questo cumulo di parole trarre la rivelazione di cid ch'io sono, guaio
se, per assurda ipotesi, tu le legessi senza sapermi nella mia essenza!
(ADS, p.137)

If I weigh in my hands the volume of these letters, written in order to
illude my waiting for you - illusion, the sweetest and most profound
forms of life are an illusion, waiting for what! - and my heart suddenly
hurts me with an obscure presentimenq I ttrink it contains so little of me,

so little! It would be terrible rf, from this accumulation of words, you
would exEact a revelation of what I am, it would be tenible if, by some
absurd hypothesis, you were to read them without knowing me in my
essence.

Here, Sibilla categorically sutes what epistolary literatrue and much of this text

havebeen painstakingly elaborating. She states first of all the underlying premise of the

epistolary form - the illusory bridging of absence - to be just thar, and then challenges her

own textual self-construction as a mere accumulation of words, patently inadequate to

ropresent her, in her essence. Her "essence" requires her body, her presence, and her

lover will only "know" this thtough making love to her, thus negating the necessity of such

a text. Reminiscent of her thinking in the "La pensierosa" essay, this obseryation defines

her essence as an elsewhere, beyond the ordered conceptual universe where words, books,

language are ineffective compared to the power of her gaze, the colour of her cheeks. Sgch

sentiments recall the Ovidian heroines, who inscribed their bodies firmly in their texts, and

raged against the uselessness of words to express their feelings. But Sibila, intcnt in thc

latter stages of the text on rcappropriating her lover and his belief systerq also manages ro

incorporate Luciano's predilection for magic and rites by insisting that love is the only

prevafing rnagrc.

The letter of August 7th returns to reflections on the mechanisms of self-

identification, and their differences for men and women. As if ro illustrate this Sibilla

firstly looks at how she appears to others, emphasizing her physical beauty and thc

spiritual, unknown quality that transcends, she feels, her female form. On the face of it,
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this may seem yet another rhetorical enticement for Luciano but reading on, it becomes a

paradigm for an unfolding consciousness of her sense of exile inside the limited rangc of

identities available for wornen. Returning home on the tram, she notes an attractive young

man' consulting a map, who embodies a proud, defiant solitude, a vigorous virility she

envisages capable of carrying out many actions from the sublime to the cruel. She

concludes that: "Una donna, anche se eroica o santa o maledena, non pub forse aver mai

sul volto un'espressione di cosi totale connivenza con se stessa, ecco!" (ADS, p. 139) [',A

woman' even if she is a hero or a saint or a sinner, can never have on her face such an

expression of total connivance with herselfl"l. Women, Sibilla seems to be saying, are

estranged from themselves in ways that men are not. Her use of limited, stereotypical

examples (which bring to my mind Joan of Arc, who seems to have inhabited all three) to

labour her point, illustrates the difficult legacy of fact and fiction in which the concept of

"womar" is entangled. Even solitary, alienated men are at home in the world, in

themselves, or the idea of themselves reflected and validated by a cogito that charts a sclf-

directed @urse from which women are thoroughly excluded. Women's self-rcpresentation

is defined by cultural prescription and shaped by the social realities of their sexual

differcnce; it is their image in the world and how it appears to others that defines them,

even to themselves, as Sibilla's own obsessive detailing of her appearance testifies. yct

the text will constantly imply that utter connivance with oneself is a cultural illusion, one

that men have fashioned to suit their desire for connol, and built on the premises of an

indestructible, "universal Euth".

The ncxt fragment, seemingly playful and inconsequential, becomes a delighdul

paradigm for the paradox of amorous discourse. She describes a visit to the hairdresser's

for her monthly touch-up of blond henna, for what she refers to as the "inganno innocente',

["inocent illusion"]. "Per autenticarne in certo modo I'innocenza, invcntai di lasciar in

mezzo al biondo la ciocca bianchissima, che invece l'inganno gravava. Bah!" (ADS, p.

140) ["To make the dye seem more natural, I insisted that the silver tuft bc left in thc
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middle of the blond, only to find that it rrade it seem more unnatural. Damn!"1. As Sibilla

meticulously practises her strategy of wry sincerity, simultaneously causing it to come

adrift from the meaning we assign to it, she displaces the notion of sincerity itself. The

binary categories of truth and illusion, are applied equally and side by side to questions of

textual inscription, identity or hair colouring so that no one issue is hierarchized over thc

next. She seems ensnared and seduced by the problem of illusion, yet, despite ringing

assurances of sincerity, she also insists that we do not take what she writes to be true,

including, no doubt her frequent "unmasking" of illusion through adoption of the same

sincerity.

Familiar threads weave through the final letten, the same-butdifferent repetitions

which historically structurc amorous discourse. An unexpected re-encounter with Tellegra

"in smoking e col monocolo" (ADS, p. la5) ["in a smoking jacket and with a monocle"],

whom she repulses when he tries to kiss her, is recounted in the letter of August 9th. For

Luciano, he serves as a model not to emulate: "Che tu non abbia mai a somigliargli!,'

(ADS' p.1a8) ["Don't you ever be like him!"] shc warns, hinting that there is some chancc

he may. The following letter is not unconnected. Reduced to her last five lire, she has

fasted for nvo days in order to make it last longer. An inviution to lunch from one of her

male benefactor friends, who besides feeding her, gives her a bottle of her favourite

perfume, plus a one thousand lire note, proposes a provisional happy ending to her

economic troubles. But the moral of this story within a story is that he has never asked

for, nor expected, sexual favours. Men are divided into binary pairs of predators and

protectors in a world where a woman's economic and sexual well-being is structured

around the male "individual's" adherence to one or other category.

In the letter dated August l lth, Sibilla returns to the "debate" on love, putting

fonh further arguments in order to persuade her lovcr of the spirirual and sensual delights

awaiting him. She distinguishes between simple pleasuring of the senses, and rhe joy that

emanates when the lovers are spiritually anuned to each other. She challenges her lover to

change his ideas on love in ringing tones.
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Percid, se tu mi dici che non provi come me acuto il desiderio di giungere

al totale reciproco possesso dei corpi, se mi dici ch'esso ha per te minorc
importanza di quella che ha una musica o un profumo, io ti replico con
veemenza lucida che hai torto, perdonami! Tu sei saggio, ma io sono
sibilla, e so, so che non m'inganno, che non invano pronptto a te e a me
di trasfigurar la materia, pur che tu non ti sottragga, pur che tu intenda, e

t'abbandoni com'io mi sono abbandonata, dia all'atto sessuale tutta la
potenza limpida che dai agli alri ani creativi. (ADS, p.ISZ)

Therefore, if you tell me that you don't experience like me the strong
desire to reach the unnost reciprocal possession of our bod.ies, if you tell
me that it is less important for you than a piece of music or a perfume, I
reply to you with lucid vehemence that you are wrong, if you'll excuse
me! You are wise, but I am sibilla, and I know, I know that I do not
deceive myself, and that it is not in vain that I promise to you and to
myself to transform our substance, provided that you don't extricate
yourself, that you understand, and you abandon yourself as I have
abandoned myself, and that you give to the sexual act all the transparcnt
power that you give to other creative acts.

This is vigorous, convincing rhetoric where Sibilla overrides her consciousness

of literary illusion, self-deception, and of the inevitable misrepresentations and omissions

in self-constnrction to affirm instead the absolute veracity of love as a way of knowing.

She equates, while challenging, his wisdom with her name, Sibilla, and suggests that in

matters of love she has a wisdom far greater than his.

The lener of August l2th rc-connects us to the somewhat shaky epistolary plot.

The opening line gives a deliberate clue to what is about to happen with a premonition, and

its immediate qucrying: "sento I'immanenza di non so quale awenimento, oggi,

domani...O il desiderio m'illude?" (ADS, p. 153) ["I feel the presentiment of something, I

don't know what, about to happen, today, tomorrow...Or does my desire deceive me?"].

At a textual level, this encapsulates the novel's potcntial for a satisfactory ending,

predicated on female intuition and amorous discourse's penchant for questioning its own
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legitimacy. And sure enough, that very afternoon, the third segment of the entry

announces jubilantly that, in the interim, Luciano had rung. For thc reader such a

convenient return Inay seem a little too deliberate, even contrived. From being persuaded

that we are reading a spontaneously written epistolary diary, which openly cxposes and

questions the discursive strategies it employs, suspicions of novelistic tamperings creep in

at this pat authenticating of her desire. Yet there is further delay. He will not see her till
the following day. She dismisses her text, its words, as worthless compared to the gaze

she will confer on him, to her caresses, the language of her body. And morc importantly,

as he has fulfilled his end of the contract, she can now be silent, her writing replaced by

her lovcr. His presence cancels the need for a text. But not the need for a satisfactory

conclusion. It is not the final letter.

Epistolary closure: protting the Letter. How do epistolary texts end?

Writes Janet Altrnan: "The dynamics of letter narrative involves a movement between two

poles: the potential finality of the lener's sign-off and the open-endedness of the lettcr scen

as a segment within a chain of dialogue".4 Most of the forty-four lenen close invoking

Luciano in a doubting, passionate, hopeful, plaintive, playful, or anguished mode,

conjuring up and linking past or future aspirations concerning their relationship, within a

desiring present. His actual arrival closes the gap of absence, the space of desire which

activates the letter-writing, and the day of the ensuing reunion is marked paradoxically by

an omission, a gap - that of the letter of August l3th. Here, his arrival provided sufficient

leason for the motivated rcnunciation of writing, but the final entrj, dated August l4th,

ostensibly addressing Luciano, simultaneously seems to be directed to the external reader

to satisfy our curiosity, and to reassurc us that all is well. It rcflects the need to justify why

she did not write on this date and why she is now doing so. It provides a resolution

worthy of the most elaborately plotted novels, where conflicts are b,rought to a satisfactory

conclusion.

This final letter appears, not as an afterthought, but as a calculated afterward5a

4 J-"t Altman, Epistolarity,p. 187.
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novelistic conclusion throwing into further confusion the already scrambled genre

boundaries. Plot events are usually subject o a selective organization, yet the structuring

of this epistolary diary has subsumed the epistolary story to a number of other elements,

some haphazard,, episodic, so that the plot has oscillated in importance, functioning as one

thread among many. She describes their meeting of the day before which, in contrast to

our expectations fuelled by her inscription of desire, is not consummated, and thus appears

restrained, yet resonant with happy fulfilment. When he asks her how she has been and

what she has done during his absence she rcplies: "Tho pensato, t'ho aspettato...e ora son

tanto contenta d'aveni dinanzi che non so piD altro, non ricordo nulla" (ADS, p. 156) ["I
thought of you, I've waited for you...and now I am so happy to have you in front of me

that I don't know anything else, I don't remember anything"].

This acknowledgment of amnesia of a text she has just produced out of "thoughts

and waiting" is the textual climax of satisfred desirc. The need to justify her taking up the

pen to write is now no longer tenable, so epistolary self-consciousness is dispensed with

and replaced with a happy ending resonant of a carefully plotted novel. A reciprocal

declaration of love, in fact, conquers all. "Ogni selvaggio istinto, ogni violenza di

desiderio' e anche ogni superbia di pcnsiero naufragava in quella semplice ma perfetta

affermazione d'amore" (ADS, p. 157) ["Every wild instinct, every violent desire, and

also every proud thought disintegrated in that simple but perfect affirmation of love"l.

Happiness is won, desire appeased, and Sibilla too has won, reaffirming her cree4 and the

transgressive situation, in tcrms of female wish-fulfilment, of her dreams coming true.

Epistolary novels are not known for their favourable resolutions, in fact, as Linda

Kauffman has pointed out, amorous discourse, in terms of results, is mostly a futile

exercise. The addressee does not return, the text remains its own affirmation.4S

Therefore the happy ending, where the female narrator gets what she wants (Luciano's

return, his declared love, and, not to be discounted, a manuscript for her publisher),

rcaffirms, while cancelling out, both desire and its inscription in amorous discourse.

a5 LinO" Kauffman, D iscourses of Desire, p. 3A2.
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However, there are a number of disquieting questions staged throughout the text

concerning Luciano's integrity which remain unanswered; for example his whereabouts

during the first ten days of July. The reader, who, in the shifting, illusory reality

established in this text, has in one sense been the only reader, the unsent letters having

ostensibly remained unread by Luciano, is still not sure how much the outcome was a

known strategy, nor how much after-the-facts r@onstruction has taken place. Therefore

the interplay benveen the private and public dimension of the letters, whom they are written

for' and why, confuses genre boundaries of autobiography and fiction, the diary,

epistolarity, the novel, notions of public and private, self and other. Her analysis of her

predicament exposes the fragility of the "stor]", whose narrative is altered and modified

because of its processing on a day-to-day basis, invaded by other discourses which create

the shifting subject, able to call the generic features into question. In this light, even the

happy ending can be viewed as inconclusivc, loose-ended, embodying epistolarity's

capacity for experimentation, precisely because of its adherence to conventional, formalistic

codes.

This text is not in any way conducive to our notions of a philosophical treatisc,

yet it ventures into the question of the authority of the claim to self-knowledge, by

subverting and playing with, seducing even, the hierarchies of serious philosophical

discussion, implicit in the title. The very significance of the title "I love therefore f am"

affirms both reciprocity and self-representation, yet repeatedly subverts the validity of the

self-knowing subject. The self-other debate takes on a particular tension where Sibilla

contests her cogito of love with his cogrto of intellectual self-sufFrciency. But what app€as

initially as a traditional malefemale oppositional discourse predicated on a metaphysical

mind/body split, slips these moorings through a dialogic discourse, that upsets the

authoritative codes of both cogios and their claim to truth precisely because this tcxt, in its

textual consciousness of itself as form, sets in disorder all claims to a transparent self-

knowing subjectivity. The dualism and polarities structuring what is taken to be male and

female are, in this text, quite defeated. In fact, the unfolding autobiographical story, with
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its intersecting inscriptions of experience and desire, confuses and de-categorizes

conventional gender roles and relationships. It is the silent Luciano, ostensibly

representing the mind-body split of the cogito, who, as the story shows, becomes

increasingly ambivalent, even irrational, miming certain feminine positions, while Sibi1a,

representing love, a passionate cogito "outside of interesting tims"46 struggles in the

material world, earns a living, travels, and writes.

If amorous discourses are always critiques of language, as Linda Kauffman

argues,47 they can, as this text demonstrates, also be critiques of the institutionalized

social practices of love. The material conditions in which this d.iscourse is situated are an

imperative and determining thread that constructs the amorous subjecr without a husband

or a shble income to support her, Sibilla, who sees herself as a nomad, free spirit, writer

and lover, measures her sexual ethics around the available and, as she shows, intricately

connected roles of kept woman, prostitute, and wife. Inhabiting none of these but

informed and marginalized by all three, in this way Ann dunquc sotw isa critique of such

limiting and limited self-representations, and functions as a means of psychological and

creative survival. Sibilla, in this forty-four day ordeal of imposed separation tries to write

the body, and specifically her sexualixed body, into and then out of her lover's ,,cogito,,.

The discourse endeavours to tantalize, rationalize, and philosophize him out of his isolation

back to her arms, while interweaving fragments concerning the past and present

experiences of a woman who has constructed an often conflicting creed of solitude and

love in a hostile environment. In doing so she confirms and dismantles perceived notions

of language, desire, sexuality, and knowledge, as they are filtered through

autobiographical inscription.

The conjunction between Sibilla's identity as epistolary lover of the absent

Luciano and her identity on a daily basis as a woman and writer has, in this text, been

dramatized as it has been challenged. The epistolary and diary forms, discourses

6 Rot"nO Barthes' term in A l-over,s Discowse,pp. 177-17g.
47 tna^Kauffman,D iscourses af Desire,p.Z.!4.
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constnrcrcd by notions of "other" and "self', become the complex, intersecting site of an

autobiographical subject who dcstabilizes both, in an uneven blend of rornanticism,

mysticisrn" and pragmatism.



Chapter Five

The Diary as "All-Purpose" Container of Narrative Labyrinths:
Love, War, and Textual Selves in Uz amore insolito

Background to the Diaries

For Sibilla Aleramo, the intervening period between Amo dunque sonoand the beginning

of her diary in 1940 were vivid, operative years on several levels. Two volumes of lyric

poetry were published, the collection entitled Poesie (1912-1928) in 1929, and, in 1935, a

collection of more recent poems entitled St alla terra (1928-1934). In 1930, a volume of

miscellaneous writings - a mixture of memoirs, (including portraits of various writers she

had met, among whom Gorky, D'Annunzio, and Madame de Noailles), essays and

autobiographical fragments - Gioie d'occasione, was published, meeting with a certain

success. It was listed for, but did not win, thc prestigious Viareggio prize in 1931. Thc

favourable rcception to Sibilla's work in France was reconfrrmed in 1933 when the Frcnch

nanslation of Gioie d'occasionc won the prize awarded o thc best work in translation by

a writer of Latin origins. She was not without a certain prcstige in Italy, however, as a

conference was held on her work at Florence, in Febnuary, 1930, at the headquarten of the

literary magazine, Il Leonardo. In that silme year she signed a contract with the

Mondadori publishing house for the following ren years.

She also wrote a novel, Il frustino, generally considered mediocre, published in

1932, in which, adopting for the first and only time the third person, under the thinly

disguised persona of Caris di Rosia, Sibilla recounted her complicated affair of sixteen

years earlier (alluded to n It passaggio) with Giovanni Boine (named Nino Vergili in this

text). Here' in a novel format complete with plot and resolution, she continued to explore
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her vision of a unique feminine consciousness as artist and lover caught in the throcs of

exalted if somewhat excessive passions. In 1938, Orsa minore: note di taccuirc, was

published, a collection of texnual memorabilia, many fragments of which dated back to the

years leading up to the First World War, that comprised reflections on herself, people,

places, and books. It reads as an autobiographical scrapbook, not dissimilar to Gioie

d'occasiottc and the earlier Andanb e stando, a fonn of representation Sibilla workcd

easily with, and critics reacted to warmly.

Her life over this period continued to reflect her choice to live and write as a

woman alone, a nomad, as she called herself, coupled with her need for the friendship,

intellectual stimulation, and recognition she found within the literary and political circles of
Rome. Her preoccupation with love continued unabated, embroiling her in relationships

which, although they eventually brought her pain, provided the moments of intense vitaliry

and transcendence of everyday mundanities shc craved. There were two significant love

affairs, a b'rief rappon with the writer and journalist, Enrico Emanuelli, spanning the end of
1933 and the beginning of 1934, and an intense eight-month relationship with the poet,

Salvatore Quasimodo in 1935. But the definitive romance of this timewas to appear in the

form of a handsome' young budding poet from the Marche region, nineteen-year old

Franco Matacotta, who fint met Sibilla in 1936, and became her lover, mentor and protegC

over the next ten years. From 1935 until 1940, they lived a nomadic lifestyle, staying in

places such as Capri, Naples, and Sorrcnto, sometimes for months at a time. Franco, who

was preparing a universiry thesis entitled Camparu, Alerwno, Ungareni (the pretext for his

introductory visit to Sibilla) began, under Sibilla's encouragement, writing his

autobiographical novel, La lepre bianca (The White Hare). His presence in Sibilla's life

was nothing less than profound. He was, according to the fint volume of her drary, Un

arnore insolito, "la mia coscienza profonda, il mio pit puro specchio" (AI, p. g6) ["my

deep consciousness, my purest mirror"], but with the benefit of hindsight evident in the

second volume, Diario di una donna, he became her "last great error".

In Decembet 1933, another crucial meeting took place - her reunion with her son,
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Walter. This, of course, could only be disappointing as Sibilla tried desperately to find

traces of the small boy she had last seen nearly thirty-two years earlier, whom she had

fondly imagined as retaining the imprint of herself, in the large, awkward man, himself a

father, disconcertingly similar in appearance to the husband she had so despised. They

were to see each other at infrequent intervals for the rest of her life, and even to become

fond of each other, but intimacy was, not surprisingly, irretrievable.

Sibilla's severe economic troubles, which had reached a head during thc 1920s,

would have continued unabated had she not decided upon a new strategy to improve her

situation. Despite an undoubted atraction for the vitalism of fascist propaganda and an

acknowledged fascination toward the figure of Mussolini, these troubles werc the primary

caus€ of her flirtation with Fascism which was soon, with the onset of war, to evaporate.

It was economic expediency that persuaded her to seek an audience in 1929 with

Mussolini, who, subsequently, with funher intervention from the Queen, Elena, granted

her a sum of much needed money. In 1933, having enrolled in the "Associazione

nazionale fascista donne artiste e laurcate" ["National Fascist Association of Women Artists

and Graduates"l, and through funher "raccomandazioni" made to Mussolini, Sibilla was

offically awarded the sum of one thousand lire a month, which at least took care of the

necessities, and gave her a limited sense of financial security.

The latter part of Sibilla Aleramo's life did not subside into a tranquil and gently

cossetted old age, nor would she have wished it to. If anything, her schcdule bccame

even more hectic as she encountered historical events in the form of the devastating,

anguished, years of World War Two, and the exciting political reconstruction of the post-

war years that, in the process, altered the course of her life, both its actual living and its

textual rePrcsenhtion. Shaping current political and cultural ferrrents to suit her own

unique, often ambivalent vision, Sibilla, as active as ever, continued to write, travel and

read voraciously.

Although Sibilla, together with Franco, was living and writing in a rcnted villetta
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in Capri when Italy entered the war on the side of Germany in 1940, she spent the

following years largely based in her anic apartment in Rome. Too long a tirne spent in one

place usually left her feeling rcstless and confined, so when the occasion anose, she made

brief visits to various parts of Italy. These were often in connection with the military

postings of Franco, who in 1940 was called up to serye in the army. Sibilla, wishing to be

near him, would go too, also using the opportunity to visit and sray at the homes of her

wide circle of friends, where she was a welcorne guest. But as the war was protracted for

longer than initially expected, with Italy obviously unprepared for the scale of battle, and

wracked with internal tensions between the Fascists and the Communist-leaning partisan

forces, it became dangerous to leave the city. Sibilla's innate horror of war began to

reassert itself as Rome, already struggling with fbod shortages, became an increasingly

beleaguered target for air attacks and fighting, and was subjected to occupation by the

warring Nazi and Allied forces. Franco's reluctance to be involved in a war hc did not

believe in led to his deserting the army in 1943, to eventually join the Italian partisans, near

his home town, Fermo. Sibilla's previously rather distant attitude towards politics began

to change in her disness and keen despair at what was happening to humanity around her,

and she gradually became convinced that communism would provide the political and

moral values for a hopeful new world to build on the corrupt, destroyed, old one.

In 1946' at the age of seventy, Sibilla enrolled in the Communist parry, a decision

which caused a certain amount of friction arnong some circles of friends, distancing her

from others, and coincided with the definitive end of her relationship with Franco

Matacotta, who married in 1947 . Her participation in cultural activities on behalf of the

Parry involved her in extensive travels throughout Iuly, giving lecturcs and reading her

poems in factories and on industrial sites. She frequently wrote articles and columns for

Party newspapers and periodicals such as l'(Jnitd, Rinascita and, Noi donne, and

assiduously anended conferences and conventions, often as arevered special guest. This

brought her into close and often affectionate conract with many of the names at the

forefront of the Italian political and cultural world - Togliatd, pajetn, Terracini, Nilde
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Jotti, Pavese, Italo Calvino, Elio Vittorini, Cesare Zavattini, Natalia Ginzburg, Anna Banti,

to na[re a few.

ln 1947 Selva d'a,more, a collection of poetry from 1922-42 was published,

which, the following year, won the coveted Viareggio Prize. It mondo C adolescente, a

collection of prose, came out in 1949. Sibilla's constantly pledged vocation as a poer

continued to be borne out by further poery collections, Aiutatemi a dire in 1951, lyrics

inspired by social and political concerns, which were then included in a definitive volume

in 1956, appropriately entitled Lrci della mia sera,poems written between l94l and 1956.

It also included the poem Rrersra alto paese, which was the title of a collection of poems

and prose pieces, resulting from Sibilla's first journey to Russia whcre she spent a month

in 1952. Her eightieth birthday in 1956 was celebnated by a reception held in her honour at

the Eliseo Theatre by the Italian Communist Party. In 1957, at the age of eighty-one, she

made a second trip to Russia, thc country she felt embodied the hopes of a more just and

unified future. She finally agreed, in 1958, with much rcluctance, to publication of the

letters, telegrams, postcards, and other communications in her possession, between herself

and Dino Campana, which constituted the partial story of their tormented love affair in

1916. By 1959 her health had bcgun to decline and she died on January l3th, 1960.

The Diaries

It is her diaries, the major works of these last twenty years, that richly register the changing

events of these times. They testify not only to Sibilla's life as she recorded and defined it
daily, but to her incessant reviewing of her past selves and writings, tormented by the fear

that so much, and such unique living and writing would go unnoticed after her death. As

such, they provide for researchers one of the most valuable, challenging, and in many

ways' poignant testimonies of "autocritica" and self-revision ever recorded. The

circumstances surrounding the diaries'publication history are interesting in that they raisc

questions about not only assumptions or{ the functional role of the diary, and what value
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it holds for readers, but also the question of which areas of Sibilla's living/writing dynamic

were considered the most acceptable.

There ar€ two separat€ volumes of the diary Sibilla kept almost continuously from

1940 until eleven days before her death in January 1960. Published in 1978, Diario di

una donra[Diary of aWoman], covers the years 1945-1960, and chronicles the minutiae

of everyday living with the historical and political events in which she elected to play a

significant part. It was followed in 1979 by the earlicr work, (Jn anore iwotito lAn

Unusual I-ovel which spans 1940-19M, and documents the war years alongside the daily

unfolding of her rclationship with Franco. Although Sibilla had established a contract with

the Feltrinelli publishing house in 1955, according posthumous publishing rights to her

diaries in return for a stipend until her death, editorial problems and disagreement over

what should be published delayed the event for nearly twenty years. At one point, it was

suggested that only Diario di una funna,which documented Sibilla's political militancy in

the Communist Party, should be published, as (Jn cnnore insolito dealt extensively with

her relationship with Franco, "questo sciagurato episodio" ["this disastrous episode"], as

Fausta Cialente, friend and literary executor, put it.l \\e Diario, with its open adherence

to a public world, its privileging of historical evenrs, its translation of Sibilla's singular

ethics of personal love into a broader love of humanity, where "private" desires werc

subsumed by a zeal for the Party ideals, would have seemed to many during those years, a

more appropriate and politically correct forum for female self-representation (especially

when the woman concerned was in her seventies) than the uncomfortable focus on the

"private" passions of love and desire, characterizing earlier works.2

As if to corroborate these sentiments, Sibilla herself had written a sort of epitaph

to the death of her emotional and affective life in hcr entry of March 27th 1946 n Diario di

I Fausta Cialente, cited by Alba Morino in 'I diari e la biografia di Sibilla Aleramo: un,awentura
ediloriale", in Sibilla Aleramo: coscienza e scrittura, ed. Franco Contorbia, I-ea Melandri and Alba
Morino, Milan, Feltinelli, 1986, p. 31. All translations, unless othenvise indicared, are my own.
2 According to Stefania Barroloni, Sibilla's perceived tumultuous, passionate past did not appeal 19 rhe
moralistic elements in the Pany; see her essay, "Nel secondo dopoguena Sibilla e il pci". in Svelanunto:
Sibilla Aleramo: una biografia intellettuale, eA. Annarita ButLafuoco and Marina T-ancan, Milan,
Feltrinelli, 1988, p. 229.
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ura funna.' "Senza amore: sono vedova del mio amore. Soffro, non perch! non sono pi[

amata, da nessuno, ma perch} non amo pit nessuno. In tutto il mondo, non piir un uomo

che io ami. Anoce miseria, atroce definitivo squallore" ["Without love: I am a widow of

my love. I suffEr, not because I am no longer loved by anyone, but because I no longer

love anyone. In all the world, there is no longer a man I love. Atrocious misery,

atrocious, definitive sQualor"].3 But, as time wore on, this anguished realization is

uansforrned into an emotional nrning point, that rcsulted in herquestioning such priorities

in earlier parts of her life. In one entry she looked aghast at her lifetime's immersion in

love affairs at the expense of a concern with historical events, specifically to do with

communism, happening all around her. Guiltily she wrote:

che cosa facevo io nell'autunno del lglz? t...1 che ne sapevo di quel
che accadeva nel mondo? Nulla ricordo, ed i terribile...che cosa
pensavo di cib che stava sorgendo in Russia? Mi sembrava, si, che
all'annuncio confuso di quella rivoluzione lassi, in quel paese che
attraverso i suoi grandi scrittori avevo sempre ammirato, mi sembra di
aver sentito, in una specie di fulminea illuminazione, che un'epoca nuova
dell'umaniti si apriva, che ivi era I'avvenire e la veriti. Sl questo sentii,
nel segreto profondo dello spirito.

Ma perchd non ne parlai con alcuno, perchB non ne scrissi una sola
parola? a

What was I doing in the aurumn of l9l7? [...] r$/hat did I know of what
was happening in the world? I rcmember nothing, and it is teniblc...what
did I think of what was arising in Russia? I think I felt, yes, that at the
confused announcement of that revolution up therc, in that country which
through its great writers I had always admired, in a sort of lightning
illumination, that a new epoch of humanity was unfolding, and that here
was the future and the truth. Yes I felt this, in the secret depths of my
spirit.

But why didn't I speak with anyone about it, and why didn't I write one
3 siuitta Aleramo, cited by Isabella Pezzini,in "L'autobiografra e il fernminismo', in Aleramo,Ivtarina
Federzoni, Isabella Pezzini, Maria pia pozzato, Flfrenc€, Ia Nuova ltalia, 19g0, p. 3r1.
a SiUitta Aleramo,Diario di uru doma,p.2il},quoted by Stefania Barroloni, in "Nel secondo dopogrrcrra:
Sibilla e il Pci", in Svelamento,p. Z2T.
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word on it?

Sibilla brings to herreflections not only the benefit of hindsight and the somewhat

rigid moralism of her present politics, but the absolutisg mystical, epiphanic revelations of

the transcendent spirit spiced with literary and romantic humanism so characteristic of her

interpretations. Castigating herself for what she does not wrire is a perennial thread. She

provides some answers to her last question in an entry a few years later when re-reading

her works, she weighs up the pros and cons of her life as she saw them in that momenq

overwhelmingly favouring the concerns of the presenL

Ho letto, nel pomeriggio, non so per quale impulso, tutto il fascicolo dei
miei dati biografici, dalla nascita sino al 1940, ciod all'inizio di questo
diario. E stata una lenura piuttosto deprimente, soprattutto nella seconda
parte. Tutti quegli amori infelici, da quello per campana in avanti, e
inoltre l'eterna vicenda di difficolti pecuniarie, e quell'avcr dovuto
ricorrere tante volte all'aiuto degli amici (per fonuna sempre
disinteressati, voglio dire di amici che non mi erano amanti) e purtroppo
anche a quello di Mussolini e della regina Elena (anche questi perd senza
nessun mio ano di servilismo) mi hanno profondamente turbata e un poco
perfino awilita. Viceversa dowei, paragonando quei venti, trenta,
quarant'anni a questi dieci ultimi, dalla guerra in qua, e soprarnrno a
questi ultimi sette, dopo I'adesione al partito, dowei provare una certa
frerezza: di questa mia vecchiaia che si alimenta solo dell'amore per
I'Idea, e che trova giorno e notte il coraggio di proseguire sentendosi
necessaria, nonostante tanta stanchez.r.4, necessaria alla lotta assieme ai
compagni...5

I read this afternoon, on what impulse I don't know, all the documents
regarding my biographical data, from my binh unril 1940, that is, until
the beginning of this diary. It made rather depressing reading, above all
the second pan. All those unhappy love affairs, from campana onwards,
and on top of those, my eternal economic difficulties, and the fact of
having to ask so many times for the help of friends (fornrnately always
disinterested, r mean friends who weren't lovers) and unfortunately even

5 siuiua Aleramo, Dia rb di una donna,anny of 25 January, 1953, quoted in Alerano, p.5.
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Mussolini and Queen Elena (again without any act of serviliry on my part)

all this has been profoundly disturbing and even a little humiliating for
me. on the other hand, I should, comparing those twenty, thirty, forty
years to the last ten, from the war to now, and above all these last seven,

after my joining the party, I should indeed feel a certain pride: at this old
age of mine that nourishes itself only from love for the Idea, and that
finds day and night the courage to go on feeling necessary, despite an

incredible weariness, necessary to the struggle alongside my
companions...

In fact, on the surface Sibilla would seem to have come full circle, returning o the

ideological and humanitarian concerns that characterized her feminist and socialist writings

at the turn of the century, followed by her adherence to the Totstoian notions of social

justice she shared with Cena, not to mention the tireless work she put into the projects of

reform at the Agro Romano. Many might see her expressed regret for the time consumed

in unhappy love affairs as desirable recanting. However, as has been noted by more than

one critic, her creed of loving fusion with its maternal ovefiones, remained constant,

merely shifting its focus from one individual to include all of humanity wirh remarkable,

some would say naive, ease. Yet, it is with the epithet of "naive" that Sibilla can be

comfortably trivialized in categories along with ttre "sentimental" and "passionate" without

enquiring into the processes through which such values are produced.

Significantly, an early, heavily cut, version of Un (unore insolito was published

by Tumminelli publishers in 1945, entitled Dal mio diario,lFrom my Diaryl which,

although inclusive of her love affair with Franco, emphasized the diary as a memoiristic

medium, with entries recording people, places, opinions and the effect of the hanh realities

of war on daily living. With Franco's assistance, over half the original text had been

censored, not surprisingly, much of it dealing with the increasing trials and tribulations of

their relationship. Sibilla's own worst fean of the work's usefulness at such a time were

realized when few copies sold, leaving her in debt to the publisher. But the publication of

the unabridged work thirty-four yffirs later, with its more specific, and undoubtedly
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alluring, title had been urgently lobbied for by women in a decade in which Sibilla's life

and work, in the form of the publication of the eighrtr ed.ition of LIna donru in 1973,

preceded in February of that year by the serialized television version of the novel, had

already come under the spotlight of a politicized feminist perspective, ensuring that the

22,W copies printed were, eventually, sold out.

Un amore insolito begins on November 3rd, 1940, with an entry marking the

thirty-founh anniversary of the publication of Urw donna, and finishes on New year's

Eve, 1944' some five hundred pages later, with a glass of wine and a toast to victory and

poetry. Entries are continuous, although not always daily, and are, in rare circumspnces,

penned a week or so apart. Her turbulent, poignant relationship with Franco Matacotta,

forty ycars younger than herself, is a pivotal preoccupation of this diary, a fascinating,

heartbreaking and oddly inspiring account of Sibilla's tenacious conccption of the meaning

of their love, and her attempts to create Franco in her (and its) own image, while inscribing

his truculent and often cruel resistance assuaged by his obvious dependence on her. It

intersects and conflicts with the devastating war years, an4 by lg43,contains descriptions

on a day-by-day basis of blackouts, curfews, bombings, underground shelters, rations, the

overthrowing and re-establishment of the Fascist regime, and the arrival of Allied and

German trooPs to fight their war on Italy's soil. It documents her persistent, dogged, and

surprisingly successful efforts to rescue Franco from active military servicc to the

comparative safety of anonymous desk jobs, each transfer located closer to Rome, and the

ensuing separations and reunions bridged by letters.

Yet despite dark days of uncertainty and rcal deprivation, life goes on, includ.ing

the literary life. Sibilla marks the poignant irony of a delegation of intellectuals, herself

included, uooping off to a conference to mark the six-hundredth anniversary of the death

of the fourteenth-cen$ry poet, Petrarch, while the counuy is reeling from the news that

Germany has declared war against Greece and Yugoslavia. A conference on the

personality of Goethe, readings by poets, lectures, visits to friends' houses, theatres
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attended, dinners in restaurants, conversations, rcflections on books read are also amply

recoded as vital, sustaining activities of these war years.

But the diary, in both a structural and a thematic sense, is just as much about

writing, being a writer, reading, re-reading and revising of past writing, fueled by the

desire o write a definitivc work to be remembcred by, and the constrictions of the present

which prcvent her. Sibilla was suffering from what she felt was a writer's block when, in

her mid-sixties, she began this diary. Advancing age and the accompanylng spectre of
death had made her painfully conscious that she had not yet writtcn what she felt herself

capable of producing, a work that would translate the enormity of a life into which so much

energy and crcative zeal had been poured, an energy that she felt contained a particularly

feminine essence.

In order to sift out and organize material for this purpose, and in the process keep

on writing, Sibilla uses the diary to obsessively re-visit earlier texts, re-contextualizing

them, and modifying her, and consequently our, perspective on them. Rummaging

through hcr vast quantities of papers in search of something else, the entry of January 9th

1944 (N,p.320) informs us, she comes across a sheaf of papers entitled "Cena", written

in 1939 at Capri. Not fecling in the mood to write anything else, she decides to include the

quite considerable number of pages, which in the diary are italicised, at the end of which,

a further entry for January 9th regarding anguished fears on Franco's whereabouts, are

taken up again. Sibilla, although ostensibly writing for herself, in order to rclease her

block and organize some of the material she wishes to use for the definitive work she

hopes to write, confesses that she leaves her diary open deliberately for Franco to read,

and on several occasions Franco becomes co-diarist, penning entries, and brief remarks

which Sibilla will then comment on. Many entries are directly addressed to Franco.

Franco's frequent absences are b'ridged not only by daily allusions to the letters she writes

him, but by sporadic inclusion of the actual leners themselves.. Sometimes Franco,s reply,

invariably held up by the irregular war-time post, is included too. Thus their relationship

unfolds as a strucnral component of the diary, a mingling of past and present tiving and its
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textual representarion, in which the rcader is invited to participare.

The Critical Reaction

Both diaries, which in reality, constitute one long diary, are extraordinary texts. As her

last major works published, it is widely thought they mark a turning point in the life and

self-representation of Sibilla Aleramo. One of the main reasons I've already touched upon

is that her subjectivity was clearly informed and gradually shaped by external events,

World War Two in Un arnore insolito, and her political and cmotional allegiance to the

Italian Communist Party in Diario di una donna. The impact of historical events had not

been overtly apparent in her earlier autobiographical works, except for the odd essay and

journalistic piece, and for rnirllr her so-called subjective, intimate writings reekcd of
herrneticism' and the preoccupation with the personal, that dominated literary trends during

the years leading up to and spanning the Fascist regime. The concept of history occupies a

privileged place in the cultural and political discourses of leftleaning posr-War laly. So its

dramatic and lasting entrance into Sibilla's work was greeted, generally, as a welcome

emergence from the primarily ahistorical, "outside-of-interesting-time" (to usc Barthes'

term) world of her "private" emotions and love affairs. The following observation is

emblematic because it contains two threads ttrat are rciterated time and again in the reception

of this work.

Questo innestarsi della history sulla story e viceversa rappresenta un altro
motivo di fascino della lettura del diario, non solo per la vivetzache ne
consegue alle rappresentazioni, o per il possibile interesse delle opinioni
espresse "a caldo" sugli awenimenti, ma anche perchd indubbiamente il
diario E la forma di espressione scritta che piir di ogni altra riesce a dare
I'idea del "ritmo della vita", se non a riprodurlo. euantomeno per cid che
riguarda la vita cosciente, quella appunto che si vuol d.ire in un ordine
logico che simuli una logica degli awenimenri, molto diversa dal riuno
del corcciousness chc Sibilla fone sfiorrb in libri conre Il passaggio.6

6 Isabella Peznru, "L'aulobiografi a e il femminismo', in Alerano, p. V4.
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This grafting of history on to the story and viceversa represents another
reason for the fascination of reading the diary, not only because of the
vividness of the way she represents it, or for the possible interest in
opinions expressed "on the spot" on events, but also bccause
undoubtedly the diary is thc fonn of written cxpression that more than
any other is able to give the idea of the "rhythm of life", if not rcproduce
it. The same goes for the conscious life, precisely that which one wants
to recount in a logical order which simulates ttre logic of the events, very
different from the rhythm of conscionsncss that Sibilla perhaps touched
on in books l*e Il passaggio.

The incursion of history into Sibilla's autobiographical territory is also crucially

seen to be more "real", through its logical ordering of events reproduced by the

chronologicd patterning of the diary genre. It b'rought attention to the diary as a genre of

rich potential in which the boundaries benveen sclf, text and world break down to form a

unitary, forward-flowing momentum. The privilegrng of the rhythm of life (interprcted as

those forces embedded in social and historical processes which the dailiness of diary-

writing cannot but help incorporate) ovcr the rhythm of consciou.raess (the chaotic

interplay of thoughts, feelings, and emotions structuring the inner life which are seen as

ahistorical), besides repeating binaries, is permeated with valucs which confer cult'ral

authority on a writing that validates an historical perspective, while subtly ncgating the kind

of work which corresponded to Sibilla's crearion of her "living poetic myth". Although

this response is largely positive, by the same token it reinforces the body of opinion which

viewed Sibilla as an acceptable, if marginal, voice, on the edges of the mainstnearn Critical

reaction to the diaries must bc viewed within the overall context of rcception to Sibilla,s

work, and her ability to be appropriated, albeit in lukewarm fashion, by contemporary

political and cultural forces, those of Fascism in the 1930s followed by those of

Communism in the 1940s and 1950s, and latterly the upsurge of Feminism in the 1970s

and 1980s.

But media exposure to urn donna, and its perceived relevance to, and impact on,
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the contemporary women's movement, combined with the advent and development of

feminist, postmodernist and psychoanalytic theoretical trends tended to throw new light on

Sibilla's work. As Alba Morino, responsible for urging that the diary bc published, and

for preparing the manuscript, explains: "una nuova consapevolezza incominciava a

serpeggiare fra le donne e a non piir murarle nel loro pudore" ["a new awareness began to

emerge among women and to not enclose them behind their modesty"l.T In ltalian

"pudore" means "shame" as well as "modesty" and therefore strays into a territory that is

far more semantically loaded than the English one. Onc important book of essays on

Sibilla that I have referred to often images in is title (Svelamcntd her disclosing of private

feelings as an unveiling; this is probably taken from Lea Melandri who, in her

groundbreaking work on Sibilla explores the connections between the two notions when

she states: "Modesty is the 'veil' with which one protects a dream of erotic felicity whose

excesses would prove too shameful were they to be experienced publicly - excesses ofjoy

and pain, the deathly chill of separation, sstatic rcunions in which two people seem to fuse

into one".8

Suffice to say, this new awareness resulted in renewed interest and curiosity in

Sibilla' and altered the tenor of critical response to her work in general. The public/privatc

dichotomy, and its embedding in gendered notions of masculiniry and femininity, used to

disparage and marginalize her work, collapsed under deconstruction, to become a

problematic binary in itself, thus catching up with what Sibilla's texts had, in a somewhat

frustrating way, both accommodated and unsettled. Bruna Conti has identiflred this shift in

the following way: "I prroblemi che Sibilla Aleramo af&ontb allora nel risretto cerchio della

propria esistenza assumono un respiro piir ampio ora che i movimenti femminili

percepiscono con pit aperta coscienza che il privato, riconosciuto da sempre come il
vissuto della donna, va partecipato e scoperto come momento politico determinante', ["Thc

7 etUa Morino, "I diari e la biografia di Sibilla Aleramo: un'awenrura.editoriale", in Sibilla Aleramo:
coscienza e scrittwa, p. 31.
8 ua Irtetanoti, in "Ecstqsy, coldness, and the sadness which is freedom", rans. Kate Soper, in Offscreen:
Women & FiIm in Inly, ed. Giuliana Bruno and Maria Nadotti, l-ondon and New york, Routledge, l9gg,
p. 55.
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problems that Sibilla Aleramo confronted then, in the restricted circle of her own existence,

assume a wider significance now that the women's movements perceive with a morc open

consciousness that the private,re*ogniznd always as the space in which women's livcs are

live4 should be shared and discovered as a decisive political nroment"l.9

Sibilla's autobiographical texts seem to amply provide that space yet, as Anna

Nozzoli aclnowledSe4 the temr "private" is a distinction that "non ha in realte rnolto senso

nell'Aleramo" ["does not in reality have much sense in Aleramo"].rO what resulted ftom

all this was that the affectionate, if marginal, niche Sibilla had carved for herself as a

respected grande dame in Italian literature, became inadequate, as the features usually

troubling critics, came under new scrutiny in the acknowledgment of her challenging,

exuberant, and transgressive search to define a particularly female sensibility. In this

rcspect' it is illuminating because it represents a coming to terms with a persistently female

voice and a body of work, that in its relentless sclf-explanatoriness, its structural

inconsistencies, its conscious (and often sub-conscious) acts of self-creation, while

reviewing and repositioning earlier self-constructs, both accommodatcs and resists

conventional pigeonholing.

Readen approaching her diaries find themselves in the singular position of being

"ghost-critics" alongside Sibilla herself, involved in the task of excavation and perusal,

literally unable or unwilling to proceed without her, as even my previous recourse to her

comments demonstrates. Her own reviewing of her past work, her incessant re-reading

and critiquing, her defensive retaliations to negative judgments, provide the material for

critics'meta-critiques, and quontions from the diaries are frequently cited in essays dealing

with her other works. All ttris cannot be taken out of context from the relationship with her

preceding works, her desired readership, in fact Sibilla's own declared intentions, so that

the biographical and the autobiographical are enmeshed in a textual entanglement where

9 Bruna Conti, "Intnoduzion e" to La funna e il femminismo, ed. Bruna Conti, Rome, Editori Riuniti,
1978.
l0 Anna Nozzoli, "Il romanzo di s6. La narrativa di Sibilla Aleramo", n Sibitta Alerarno: coscienza e
scriuura,p. 105.
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neither Sibilla nor the critics are able o make a move without the accompanylng shadow of

the other.

For Giorgio Luti the diaries represenr the crowning achievement of Sibilla's

written output. He sees Sibilla as occupying a unique position within the tradition of
twentieth-century female writers: "I Diari sono...una straordinaria testimonianza di vitalitt,

di passione inesausta, di voglia di vivere e di agire fino all'ultimo. Ma non basta.

Bisogneri pur riconoscere che i Diad di Sibilla sono un 'unicum' nel quadro

dell'esperienza letteraria femminile del Novecento. Non vedo nel panorama italiano

qualcosa che possa anche da lontano confrontarsi con questa prova cosl impegnativa,,

["The diaries are...an extraordinary testimony of vitality, of inexhaustible passion, of a

desire to live and to act until the end But not just that. We must recognize that the diaries

of Sibilla are unique within the framework of the female literary experience of the twentieth

century. I do not see in the Italian scene anything which can even begin to compare with

such a testimony"J.ll He goes on to suggest that the impact of Sibilla's work can only be

measured by taking into account other Europcan female diary writers and exploring thc

specific female consciousness they presumably develop. Yet Luti retains one foot in the

past when he ends his essay by confessing, with ponderous chivalry, that he joins the

ranks of generations of smitten men, who succumb to "il mito di Sibilla, bella misteriosa,

pericolosa come il mito della poesia" ["the myth of Sibilla, beautiful, mysterious,

dangerous as the myth of poeu.y\.|2

Most female critics do not, fortunately, succumb to such mystifying indulgence

which reduces Sibilla to a femme fatale of the belle epoque. Although agreeing on Sibilla

as myth, they shift the focus to its autobiographical self-constnrction. If for one critic,

who briskly affrrms: "Da vecchia invece lo sguardo degli altri cessa di animarla e allora

scrivc veramente la sua autobiografia; ciot la biografia di un mito" ["In hcr old age,

however, the opinion of others ceases to worry her, and only then can she truly writc her

1l Giorgio Luti' "Sibilla Aleramo nella esperienza leueraria del novecento', in Sibiya Alcramo:
Coscienza e scrittura.p. 103.
12 Ciorgio Luti, ibid., p. 103.
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autobiography; that is, the biography of a myth"l,l3 f* Daniela Quarta, ttrc diary is a much

needed antidote to the "unfiltered" lyricism through which Sibilla has created this myth,

serving an explanatory function that provides a contextual perspective.

In questa ottica i Diari svolgono una funzione portante, di reale sostegno

all'immensa costruzione di s€ e alla propria opera: qucsto spiegherebbe
I'enorme fatica sostenuta a collazionare, a rccuperare, a ricopiare lettere,
appunti, foglietti resi illegibiti dal tempo, tutto quel merodico lavoro,
condotto sul filo della memoria, che la occupa per un ventennio e che
sostituisce il libro che non sard mai scritto. Come le era magistralmente
riuscito nell'autocostruzione della propria personalitA, Sibilla tenta nei
Diari di aviluppare i suoi futuri lenori in un gioco di specchi e rimandi che
integri la sua oPera tutta e brani della sua vita in un tempo circolare che
segna la traccia obbligata su cui lavorare per comprenderlal4

In this light the Diaries perform a significant function, of real support to
her immense construction of herself and her work: this would explain thc
enormous labour of collecting, of recovering, of re-copying leners, notes,
papers so old that the writing was illegible, all that methodical work,
carried out on the thread of memory, that takes her twenty years and
stands in place of the book that shc will never write. As she had
skilfully succeeded in constructing her own personaliry, Sibilla tries in the
Diaries to envelop her future readers in a game of mirrors and deferrals
that integrates all her works and excerps of her life in a circular time span

that marls out the obligatory traces to follow in order to understand her.

However, Quarta, cautious of such deceptively simple sign-posting, seems to

alert readers to the perils of the metatextual labyrinth that Sibilla inevitably draws her

readers into. The mirrors that she furnishes for both herself and her desired critics, as she

scrutinizes the ground of her past again and again, are, I would add, a kind of layering

effect that reads itself reading, where the self becomes an intertextual one functioning

through these textual mirrors, not outside of them, and specifically projecte{ in (Jn anore

]] franca Angelini, "Un nome e una donna" ,in Svelamento,p.TO.
14 Daniela Quarta, "Percorsi di memoria e percorsi di scrittura nell'opera di Sibilla Aleramo", in
Svelatnento, p. 105.
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insolin, towards the mirage of the text that will never be wrinen.

The overwhelming majority of critics I have read tend to lump both diaries

together as a unit. This is understandable and even useful, given the fact that the cut-off

point between the two works is an anificial and primarily thematic one, decided after

Sibilla's death, and that most response to it is confined to essays or papers, necessarily

limited in space. Very few critics have examined each work thoroughly in and of itself,

probably because both belong to the obvious genrc of "diary" and are particularly affected

by historical events, therefore highlighting continuities and similarities of concerns. But

the motivations behind the writing of the two texts are quite d1ffercnt While Diario di urc
donna was largely written as an historical record motivated by the need to leave a trace of

her existence within a "public" space, (Jn anore insolito was written, initially at least,

with the intention of being a "private", preliminary exercise for a definitive "great" work.

However, as I hope to show, the multiple discursive contexts that traverse the text subtly

shift this f@us, in the process recreating and redefining the motivations for diary rvriting,

and transfomring thc diary itself.

Also, the death of love, the imaginative force that propelled a lifetime's self-

representation of mythical proponions, wils a devastating personal crisis for Sibilla which

only her strength of mind and much vaunted vitality wereable to overcome. Therc are

indications that her transferral of this energy into love for the Idca was not without its

drawbacks- Her strong need to belong to and believe in a worthy cause was largely in

these years met by the Party, but it would be erroneous to think that Sibilla became an

unctitical mouthpiece for its ideology. At times she heartily loathed her joumalistic wo,rk,

and was racked with doubt as to its effect on her art. "Ho come il senso ossessivo di dover

esprimermi propagandisticamente (bella parola!!), e peggio, didarticamente. Non

concepisco piD una pagina sostanziata solo d'arte, di poesia" ["I have an obsessive sense

of having to express myself in propaganda fashion (lovely word!!) and, worse still,

didactically. I no longer conceive pages nourished only by art, by poetry'1.15

15 SiUiua Aleramo, Diario di ua donna,p.lZ, quoted by Stefania Bartoloni,"Nel secondo dopoguerra:
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To my mind, then, within Sibilla's autobiographical corpus, the first diary is

worthy of its own critical foregrounding in rclation not only to the work that followed it,

but as much, and perhaps even more, to the works which precede it. However, specific

reaction ro Un amore insolito has been patchy, often focussed on the fascinating

implications of the title, or its historical backdrop, and has little more to mention than the

"passion" and "vitality" of the work, which is as much a reference to Sibilla herself.

Although Un amore insolito is obviously a "story", little work has been done on thc

ramifications of that story when it is scripted within the diary geffe. The exception is Rita

Guerricchio, who, commenting on the earlier diary version (which she had probably read

in its cntirety) offen one of the most interesting analyses when she observes:

Dal mio diario risulta il miglior "romanzo" di sibilla, visto che si
compone dei suoi elementi caratteristici, ma usufruisce fino in fondo della
sua caratt€,ristica insubordinazione a nonne romanzesche. contrariiunente
a quanto E proprio in genere dei diari, l'autoritratto viene qui perseguito
secondo una positura che esclude il programma, le tappe forzate di un
autoedificazione, ciod le cadenze apodittiche di un destino pianificabile,
ma che si svolge piuttosto sul piano di un abbandono confidenziale, psr lo
pit retroattivo e retrospettivo che rischia solo continue aperture di
memoria. Cid significa ripercorrere il destino della propia libido
patiendi, secondo un tracciato rapsodico che all'annotazione quotidiana
confcrisce principalmente il valore di rivedere, riconfermare, riamare le
fanezzn di una starua gri fatta come a seconda degli umori momentanei,
di piangerne le incrinature.l6

Dal mio diario turns out to be sibilla's best "novel", given that it
comprises her characteristic elements, but exploits to the utmost her
characteristic insubordination to novelistic norrns. Contrary to what is in
keeping with the diary genre, the self-portrait here is posited without any
programme, without the imposed stages of careful self-construction, or
otherwise the clearly established signs of a destiny one has control over,
but rather it unfolds as a confessional rclease, that is both retroactivc and

Sibilla e il Pci", rn Svelamento, p.234.
16 Rira Guerricchio, sroria di sibilla,pisa, Nisri-Lischi Editori, 1974,pp.277-27g.
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retrospective availing itself only of the risky flow of memory. This
means recovering over and over again thc destiny of her own libido
patiendi, according to a rhapsodic tone that confers on every day
annotations the value of re-viewing, re-confirming, rc-loving the features
of a statue already madc, depending on the mood of the moment, and of
weeping over its flaws.

Guerricchio to my mind begins with a brilliant observation that then drowns in a

rather convoluted analogy which ignores the confcssional, spontaneous role of the diary

established since Rousseau, beforc finishing with a vivid image of a sculptured self-poruait

that recalls Sibilla's self-mirroring in front of the starue of Psyche. [n a later essay she

examines the diary through its adherence to traditional generic features and states: "Il diario

degli anni legati all'amot€ per Franco d dunque diario d.i lavoro, registrazione dell'impres4

diario di bordo insomma. Per la prirna volta I'esperienza viene scritta nel momcnto in cui i
vissuta, il libro si fa libro vivente" ["The diary of the years linked to her love for Franco is

therefore a work diary, a regisrcring of the task in hand, in short a log. For the first time

her experience is wriuen at the moment in which it is lived"].I7 Yet herearlier analogy of

the statue already made testifies to the importance to rhe self-writings of the past in Sibilla's

rendering of the "present-in-pr@ess", and she does not develop what I consider to be her

most important, if debatable, observation, that of (Jn anore insolito bcing Sibilla's best

novel yet, subverting the regulations of both the novel and the diary.

Lea Melandri, on the other hand, is one of the few scholars, who, using

psychoanalytical and post-modernist tools of analysis, has attempted to confront the

complexities and contradictions of Sibilla's texts. Her work explores a largely uncharted

and particularly fertile area of research in that she examines the psychoanalytical

implications of Sibilla's early familial relationships on those with her lovers. In her

"reading" of Un arnore iwolito, Melandri subtly frames Sibilla's work alongside Barthes'

Fragnunts of a Inver's Discourse, and boldly appropriates the Barthesian notion of text to

17 Rira Guerricchio: "L'opera della vita i diari", in Sibilla Alerano: Coscienza e scriuura,p.72.
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affirm what this diary is not.

Il Diario di sibilla non diventa quasi mai "testo" nel senso barthiano, e
anche qui sta la sua originaliti anche rispeto ad alrri diari noti di scrittrici.
...| la trascrizione del pensiero parlato di una donna, "flusso" non gil di
vita ma di tune le parole (pensieri) che essa ha dovuto mnenere per paura

di non essere "intesa", che scrive per s€ e perch} artri, leggendole, possa

farsi di lei un'immagine intera.

rl pensiero parlato che si sdipana lungo I'esistenza di una donna" e chc
coincide per gran parte col "discorso amoroso", non E "osceno" solo
perchE fuori di ogni sistema di linguaggio, ma perchB dalla donna stessa

esiliato dalla sua qualiti di linguaggio, ridotto a "tessuto" di vita, a
"sangue e lasrime" Qa tela di penelope?)

Rispetto alle discussioni letterarie e amorose che sibilla scambia con
Franco, il diario lasciato aperto sul tavolo, perchb sia letto, sembra a volte
non voler essere altro che un supplemento di quei discorsi, la parte

censurata, i pensieri della sofferenza e della coscienza pit "femminili",
che Franco non ama e non intende. I-a scrittura nel senso del "testo,,

barthiano, invece, E quella della cui assenza cosi spesso Sibilla si lamenta
nel diario, il "lavoro" a cui la spinge ossessivamente Franco, e a cui pensa

di dover afndare la sua immagine piir degna, di poetessa: la sua ,'ideale

immagine virile", il riflesso di Franco su d.i lei, lei stessa diventata lui, il
giovane poeta.lS

The Diary of Sibilla almost never becomes "text" in ttre Barttresian sense,

and here lies its originality even in comparison to other noted diaries of
female writers...because it is the ranscription of the spokcn thought of a
woman, "flow" not of life, but of all the words (thoughts) that she has
had to withhold for fear of not being "understood", that she writes for
herself and so that othen rcading them, can have of her a complete image.
The spokcn thought that stretches along the existence of a woman, and
that coincides by and large with "amorous discourse", is not "obscene"

only because outside of every language system, but because woman
hcrself is exiled from her own qualiry of languagc, reduced to the weave
of life, "the blood and tears" @enelope's web?.

Referring to the literary and amorous discussions Sibilla exchanges with
Franco, the dia4y left open on the tabre, so that it can be read, seems at

l8 r*a Melandri, "Leuura", in (Jn amore insolitoby Sibilla Alerarno, Mitan, Feltrinelli, 1979, p.46.
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times to not want to be other than a supplement to those discourses, the
censored part, the thoughts relating to her suffering and to her most
"feminine" consciousness, which Franco does not love nor understand.
writing, in the sense of the Barthesian text, is, however, the absence of
that text that Sibilla so often laments in her diary, the "work" that Franco
pushes her towards so obsessively, that shc bclieves must contain her
most worthy reflection, as a woman poet: her "ideal virile image", the
rcflection of Franco on her, she herself transfomred into him, the young
poet.

What it is not, Melandri seerns to be saying, although in a different way from

Guerricchio, is also what the text constantly affinns. The double alienation of Sibilla's

discourse from a language system which excludes the anrorous and women as producers of

their own representations, is reinforced by its continual registering of absence, of what it

should be writing. The ambiguous situation of writing a self that embodies her perennial

desirc of fusion with the male, yct insists on its own autonomous, specifically female

difference' is dramatized by her ongoing relationship with Franco, which is clearly meant

to represent the flesh and blood incarnation of this desire, and clearly, as the entries

proceed, falls far short of it.

Connections with Earlier Texts

My own reasons for focussing exclusively on (Jn amore insolito have been hinted at

already. Apan ftom the obvious question of time and space which would automatically

preclude my doing justice to both works in one chapter, I believe that the first diary links

more closely with the works already studied, in both a thematic and structural scnse. One

cannot examine this work without being forced to review her earlier texts hcausc she

delves into them in order to articulate her present subjectivity.

Also, Sibilla's self-representation as the embodiment of love, strongly posited in

Il passaggfo and Amo dunqtte sona is rendered here, in the diary, for the first time as a

relationship in process. This centering of the relationship in a present unfolding at the time
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of writing distinguishes the text from the discourse of desire towards a future union,

characterizing Amo dunquc soto), and the play of memory, desire and self-creation of /l
passaggio. Secondly, in the dialogue that this diary maintains with earlier texts, the

maternal emerges as an ongoing discourse, both literal and figurative, re-situating to a

certain extent the culturally and autobiographically posited maternal emphasis of Una

donna, and its metaphorical staging n Il passaggio. Thematernal, too, is taken up as

"story", offering an albeit patchy resolution to the narrative script of gru donna (what

happened to her son)rand in her mother/over relationship with Franco, wherc she nurtures

his poetic "genius". Here she attempts an actualization of Il passaggfo's mythical self-

creation as the embodiment of love, in the guise of woman, mother and artist, and naces

the painful tension between its rcgistering in the rcal events informing each entry, and its

rcalization in the artistic imagination. But, as I have emphasizd the structural componenr

of this work is not only reminiscent of her other texts, but manages to maintain a

formalistic dialogue with them. Marina 7-ancan has observed that Amo dunque sono

contained the seeds of change that would then come to fruition in the diaries, "una

coscienza che, dilatandosi, si piega a riconoscere i segni matcriali della propria storia, che

dari poi fonna alla scrittura dei Diari" ["a consciousness that in widening, yields to

recognize the material signs of its own story, that will then give form to the writing of her

diaries"l,19 but this connection, relying on the historical contiguities which can

comfortably contain both diaries, only gives a partial explanation.

To be sure, Arno dunquc sorn is framed as an epistolary novel which reads as

much as a diary while Un amore insolito is a diary within which lerters and other

fragmens of writing are enclosed. The participation of Franco, however, is an active one

as opposed to the silent Luciano, who remains an absent if vital figure, created and

recreated through thc singular perspective of the first person narrator. Here, the diary is

used, not only to communicate between texts, but also; in part, as a means of
communication between the two lovers. Not only do Franco's own words invade the text

19 Marina TAnczn, "una biografia intellettuale: Sibilla Aleramo", in svelanunto,p.21-.
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in the form of commenary or quoted letters, but his prescnce pervades the tcxt and

Sibilla's subjectivity to such an extent that the niurative of the relationship blends d.iary,

diary-fiction and the novel forms. With its novelistic title designed to catch the rcaders'

imagination (coined after Sibilla's death possibly for this purpose), the diary narrares a love

story that b'reaks all boundaries, subverts all commonplaces about love, and exists outside

of "interesting time", bordering on the exotic, the bizarre. Sibilla's relationship with Ranco

dissents from all the conventional scripts of love, voicing the erotic unspeakable, in their

forty-year age gap, not only as a mother but possibly as a grandmother. Yet, due to its

shaping in the commonplaces of diaristic recording, other elements intrude to detract frrom

and lessen the impact of this f@us, so that the narrative "plot" that such a relationship

might dictate to a discerning reader, instead of germinating, is scattered and fragmented,

intermingling with mynad other concerns. And the love affar, instead of building up to

some sort of climactic resolution, because it was begun several years before she began the

diary, and is still going at the end, is an arca we as readers drop in on. It interlocks with

historical events in their most recorded and virile manifestation when it comes to be

affected by the upheavals of war, so that it strays into, wirhout being defined by, another

sub'generic (and novelistic) territory, that of the wartime love story, and turns that minor

but incisive mode on its head as well.

The Diary as an Autobiographical Genre

Just how Un attnre insolito achieves this has much to do with the diverse potential of the

diary as an autobiographical form, its structural capaciousness, and its incorporation of

other traditional uses which have determined its generic characteristics. The beginnings of

diary-writing w€rc heterogeneous and sray far from our autobiographical concept of diary-

writing today where it is generally seen to transcribe the personal thoughts and feelings of

an individual personality. Robert Fothergill identifies a number of prcdiary practices from

which recognizable forms of diary-writing emerged and were standardized by ttre sixteenilr

century, to culminatc in the highly self-conscious, psychologically explorative journal
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intime of the twentieth century.2o One of the earliest was an officially appointed public

journal devoted to recording such historical events as military campaign-annals, ships'log-

books, and business or professional transactions or account-keeping. Its development

from strictly factual annotation to including some personal traits of the writer, including

public events and persons of note was to occur gradually, but the emphasis was prcscribed

by the public, practical functions it was meant to perform. Conversely, the public diary

has often resulted from the personal notes of prominent people who have found themselves

duty-bound to record the public events of which they have become a part.

The travel diary wittr its compilation and cataloguing of geographical, commercial

and buccaneering information, plus accounts of native fauna and flora, and the people and

cultures encountered, satisfied in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries a government's

trade and military-motivated interest in other countries and readers' growing thirst for the

foreign, the strange, the exotic. The early sea journals, were the most literary diaries and

provide the combination of the factual and exotic elements which helped shape that most

well-known of fictive diaries published in 1719, Daniel Defoe's Robirson Crusoe. But

alongsidc this existed the suong influence of the Puritan diaries, and the allegorical themes

of religious "ship-wrecking" and spiritual salvation through being alone with one's

conscience and ia rcbuilding before God.

In fact, the precursor of the diary recording the inner life is generally agreed to be

the Puritan and later Quaker habit of spiritual soul-searching where the textual examination

of conscience was snictly prescribed by standardized devotional models. The dailiness of

the entries was an essential requirement in order to establish the progress of the godly-

inspired path to self-improvement, and senred as the model for the regular observing of the

processes of consciousness important to even the most secular and fragmented of modern

diaries. Yet it was a far cry from the nventieth-century licence for emotional outpouring,

and was intended, on the contrary, to establish and monitor self-disciplinary habits,

20 See Robert A. Fothergill , Private Clvonicles: A Study of English Diarics,London, Oxford University
Press, 1974, p. 14.
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maintaining a spiritual debt and credit formula akin to that of merchant account books. In

Italy where diary-keeping has a less documented history with fewer texts, which were

more often than not discovered and published cennries later than when written, the lack of

the self-scrutinizing, dissenting Puritan element does not detract from the self-flayings urd

revelations pemritted through the vessel of the Catholic confessional. The beginnings of

what were to be the diary are traced to the early sacred texts, the dramatic conversion

narratives said to be transcribed from the mouths of say, Caterina da Siena and Angela da

Foligno, which nace their matrix to the Confessions of St. Augustine. Here, of course,

the diary intersects with what is considered to be the beginnings of autobiography, the

focus on the self.2l

Alongside this, as in other European countries, exist the annals of family records,

the fourth category containing the sources of the modern diary, and one in which literate

European women often participated. This is the diary of personal memorabilia or family

notes, b'rief entries involving records of births, marriages, deaths, accounts, health, visits

and encounters. Thc literary quality which begrns to enter such diaries at the beginning of

the nineteenth century derives from literature itself, the proliferation of Gothic and

sentimental novels, and the romantic ethic of self-dramatization and subjective soul-

searching. The inrospective self-perusals of twentieth-ccnrury diarists testi$ to a shift in

perceptions of the self which Freudian theories of the unconscious have suggested is far

less knowable and stable than had been previously imagined. Sibilla's diary is often

indicative of her own studied consciousness of being a writer writing, and her insistence

that her life is, and has been, far from commonplace. Suffice to say that the diary derives

from no one original source, that it remains a crossroads for multiple intentions which have

spiralled out to embrace a rich intertextuality of form, and that most diaries will, often

unintentionally and unknowingly, mix several of these forms.

women's diaries draw from all these areas, yet to lump their works

2l For a succinct account of the hisory of diary-writing in ltaly, see Michel David, "Il problema &l diario
intimo in ltalia", in"Journal Intime" e letteratura mo&rtw,ed. Anna Dolfi, Rome, Bulzoni, 19g9, pp. 79-
107.
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unproblematically with theoretical observations on diaries written by men is a disservice

both to women and to the diary. Of all the autobiographical geru€s, the diary is the most

implicated in considerations on gender. Traditionally, diary-writing has been the preferred

forrr of self-representation for women, with the overwhelming majority of diaries having

remained private, personal testimonies, unseen by eyes other than thosc of the diarists

themselves. This shrouding in the secret spaces of privacy has led to scveral feminist

critics involved in studying the diary to considerdiary-keeping as a predominantly feminine

activity. However, this "private" usage is very much historically determined, connected to

the last hundred years and the blossoming concept of public and private spheres, which

relegated women to an emotional, introspective life embodied in domesticiry. Explains

Felicity Nussbaum: "Women are largely explained through discourses that restrain them to

private modes of being while men are gendered public and political. Private diaries and

joumals record female "experience", r€moved from public sight yet permeated by the larger

cultural and political notions of "reality".22Harriet Blodgett's examination of

Englishwomen's unpublished diaries make it clear that in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries women's diaries were remarkably matter-of-fact and reticent, usually aspiring to

self-imprcvenrent rather than self-constnnction.23

It is clear too that diary-writing was historically as much practised by men as

women, although women's diaries (with such noteworthy exceptions such as Madame de

Stael, Veronica Giuliani's seventeenth-century diary recounting her mystic experiences,

and the journals of Dorothy Wordswonh) have not, until the twentieth century, been as

widely published nor included in canonical examples of significant diaries, as thosc of

men. Those that have been published have provided an invaluable insight into the actual

lives and concerns of women along with the cultural discourses which structured their self-

representations. In his recent survey of diary-writing in ltaly, Michel David includes no

22 peficity Nussbaum, Ttv Aurobiographical Subject: Gendcr and ldeology in Eightcenth-Century

England, Baltimore, The John Hopkins University Press, 1989, p. 136.
23 Se" llarriet Blodgett. Centuries of Female Days: Englishwomen's Privale Diaries, New Brunswick,

N.J., Rutgers Univasity Press, 1988.
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women in his list of prominent post-Second V/orld War War literary diarists, despite the

attention Sibilla's journals have reccntly attracted-Z

Diaries have been generatly regarded as inferiu o the more "completed" forms of

autobiographical narratives. While many feminists have deplored the relegation of the

diary to a sub-category of autobiography, some theorists have thcmselves displayed a

jaundiced eye to this form. In theories on the tex$al construction of self pertinent to thc

recent proliferating studies on autobiogilphy, feminists have often overlooked thc diary as

a form too haphazard to warrant serious consideration, thus contributing to its

undervaluation. But others see the diary's fragmentary, multiple structure and its

resistance to formal closure or narrative unity as most conducive to expressing the

contradictory, fragmented nature of self. Yet, as Rebecca Hogan states, it is this very

"capaciousness" of form that presents such problems in defining the diary as a genre.2s

And it must be remembered that diaries or writings recorded in the immediacy of the

moment were often, as in Sibilla's case during the uniting of Il passaggfo, used as raw

material for the refined and remembered autobiography, thus highlighting thc multi-

layered' literary nature of autobiographical authenticity. Thus its collision (and collusion)

with "literaturc" seems inevitable despitc ongoing debates on whether or not the diary can

aspire to the status of literaturc. Virginia Woolfs much-quoted description of thc diary is

as sensitive to its all-inclusive nattue as to its literary possibilities, as well as the cmcial,

retrospective act of the diarist as reader of, reading hersetf into, her work. She writes: "I

should like it to resemble some deep old desk, or capacious hold-all, in which one flings a

mass of odds and ends without looking them through. I should like to come back after a

year or two, & find that the collection had sorted itself & redefined itself and coalesced, as

such deposits so mysteriously do, into a mould, transpiuent enough to reflect the light of
% SeMichel David, "Il prcbluna del diario intimo in ltalia", in "Jourtul Intinu,, e letteratwa modcnu,
ed. Anna Dolfi, Rome, B,'lzoni, 1989, pp. 79-107. To be fair, the essay.was originally writt€n in 1975,
before Sibillas diaries were published, but even ia updating for publication produced no rume of a recent
woman diarisr
25 Rebecca Hogan, "Engendered Auobiqgraphies: Ttre Diary as a Feminine Form", in Awobiography and
Qwstbns of Gendcr, ed. Shirley Neuman, London, Frank Cass, 1991,p.97.
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ow life, & yet steady, tranquil, composed with the aloofness of a work of art." (20 April,

lJ:-9)%

For Sibilla, always audience, reader and re-reader of her work, her diary contains

textual treasures which could then be prised out and re-worked into another text designed

to be the culmination of her life/art dialogue. She shares this concern with other

writer/diarists who use their diaries to hone their talents, discuss critical reception of their

work, or mull over present or future works. The decision on whether to publish herdiary

is tackled in a characteristically subjective, yet telling, way, fraught with questions, doubts,

and uncertainties which posit the traditional ambivalence of a woman writer in making

present, and presentable, her experience.

Mi chiedo ancora se cederb all'istanza di Debenedetti e gli darb a
pubblicare questo Diario. L'ho scritto talmente per me, mentre non mi
sentivo il vigore della creazione: pcr me, a liberazione, e forse, un poco
anche per lasciare una testirnonianza quasi quotidiana della mia anirn4 per
consegnare all'awenire il ricordo di quel ch'd stata la vita intima di una
donna-poeta, in anni crudeli per il mondo...Ma adesso, qual mai interesse
queste pagine potrebbero aver€, quando la crudelta permane, e quando, io
viva,le mie annotazioni pin diffrcilmente acquistano significao generale?
E poi, e poi.. Dal mio primo lib,ro ad oggi, sempre io son stata nello
stesso momento laudata e vituperata per la mia sinceriti ad oltranza
(maggiore di quella d'un Rousseau, scriss€ un critico americano). 27

I still ask myself if I will give in to Debenedetti's request and give him
this Diary to publish. I wrote it wholly for myself, while unable to fcel
the vigour of creativity: for me, as a means of freeing myself up, and
perhaps also a little in order to leave an almost daily testimony of my
soul, to offer to the future the mcmoirs of the intimate life of a woman
poet, in what were cnrel years for the world...But whatever intercst could
thcse pages hold now, while the cruerry persists, and while I am alive,
how without difficulty could my entries acquire a general significance?
And also, and also... From my first book until my last, I have always
been simultaneously praised and denigrated for my excessive sincerity

26 Vitginia Woolf, Tlu Diary of Virginia Woolf, Volunu I: 1915-1919, ed. Anne Olivier Belt, [.ondon,
Hogarth, 1977,p.266,.
27 siuiua Aleramo, IJn annre insolito: Diario lg40-lg44,Milan, Felrrinelli, p.436.
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Greater than that of Rousseau, wrote an American critic).

This entry, which appears among the final pages, throws into relief some of the

underlying gendered perceptions shaping the specific formal and generic elements of the

diary I have been discussing, and the srategies deployed by a woman writer to validatc her

work. Sibilla by now in hcr latc sixties, expresses the anxiery of the female diarist about

whether her work, begun without intention of publishing, is valid or even relevant in such

an historically ongoing and anguished moment as the Second World War. Although she

extensively writes of the war and its effect on her life, she is aware that her diary does not

fit into the established canon of war texts, and is apologetic, awkward and self-

deprecatory. Yet while she states her original intention that the diary should be private,

wholly for herself, in charaaeristically contradictory rnanner she entertains the hope that as

a memoir of the "intimate life" of a woman poet, it could serve as a useful document for

future rcaders, with an unstated view to obtaining recognition of her own worth and

interest for posterity. As reader, writer, and principal character in the drama of her own

life, she is conscious of the scale of the human drama of war where the conjunctions of

"public" and "private", "historical" and "intimate" annihilate such arbitrary distinctions, yet

silence those who wish to affirm theirpanicular truths. She draws us back to what are the

most constant, determining features of the diary, its recording of daily life, events,

thoughts, feelings, and its immersion in the present with its consequent inability to forcsec

the future. While qucstioning its validity at such a time of ongoing upheaval, she asserts

the diary's value on a personal and literary level, and b'rings in the acknowledged master of

autobiographical confessional sincerity, Rousseau, as a defence of her own sincerity.

Thus she reads it, too, in terms of its imagined reception, the reaction of critics who, she

felt, had always misinterpreted and misunderstood her.

Perhaps one of the most recrurent threads running through the diary is its own

provisional status as poor second to the great, definitive work she desires but is unable to
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create, a thread that is irrevocably entangled in the love story which had cngaged and

absorbed her creative powers, while ironically, through the diary, re-constructing them,

writing a powerful "autobiography" in spite of itself. These mynad shifting, contradictory

stances or dances around the validiry of her discourse are t5ryical srategies of women

writers stalking acceptability in a patriarchal world Tryrng to nreasure henelf by canonical

standards obviously unsuited to her, and possibly most women, yet maintain her voicc,

Sibilla's struggle is both polgnanr and heroic.

1940-t941

The fust cntry dated Capri, November 3rd, plunges the reader into a literary occasion

which, thiny-four years earlier, had framed Sibilla's rebirth into life as a successful writer,

the anniversary of the publication of Una donna, but simultaneously it highlights her

present sense of frustration and despair at not being able to write anything worthwhile.

Franco, forty years her junior, is introduced immediately as her aider and abetter in

overcoming this block. In a curious echo of her long ago husband nUna dawra,he locks

her in her room, gives her specific instnrctions on what movements she is allowed, and

orders her not to come down until night. She recalls him having, half-seriously, half-

jokingly, tied her to her chair some three years earlier. He is her sever€st critic, her most

fervent admirer and, some might say, an unconscious barrier to her overcoming her

writer's block. It seems that hcr nniting difficulties have accompanied the five years since

the beginning of their rclationship and that the strength of their rapport is fuelled by his

paradoxical dedication to her settling down to work again. Allusions to the pressure he

puts on her crop up several times in these early entries. He warns hcr ro not get

sidetracked into "chiacchiere sulla carta" ( AI, p. 12) ["gossip on paper"] and to get on

with narrating. She also rcports he told her: "Se i per causa mia che la vena in rc s?

inaridita io me ne vado" ( AI, p. 12) ["If it's my fault that you've dried up, then I'l.l go"].

A day later, on November 4th, their idyllic setting on the island is invaded with an

aerial attack by English bombers over Naples. The dazzling light of a bomb illuminates not
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only the shadowy city, but also Sibilla's face, as she and Franco watch from the distance

the "fireworlcs", registering with horror its wake of destruction.

Ma io ero stessa paralizzata, agghiacciata, con una sensazione

d'impotenza orrenda, impotenza dinanzi a tutto il male del mondo li
converso, ghiaccio, fuoco, pazzia, pazzia, ignominia universale. I-a
guera B scoppiata in Europa da oltre un anno, ne ho soffefto, ne ho
pianto, ma nessun rcsoconto, nessuna ego, avevan potuto mettsrmi comc

questa notte dinana alla realti, al fano concreto. Che importa che noi si

sia quasi al sicuro, io e il mio caro , chC le vampe non toccheranno I'isola
quasi certamente, che importa sapere che i colpiti dall'incunione saranno

forse soltanto due, Ee, dieci, sul milione d'abitanti che ha Napoli, Napoli
la quale sino a pochi mesi fa portava alla sera la sua grande tiara gioiosa, e
ora d unicamente illuminati da lampi d'eccidio? Questo E il mostruoso;
I'inammissibile dallo spirito: che uomini gertino ordigni di mortc dal cielo
su alri uomini, e che questi dalla terra lancino nel cielo a lor volta moruli
ordigni - e senza odio, e forse col cuorc che duole. (AI, p. 5.)

But even so I was paralyzed, frozen, with a sense of horrendous
impotence, an impotence before all the evil of the world converging there,

ice, fire, madness, madness, universal ignominy. The war broke out in
Europe more than a yer ago and I have suffered, I have cried, but no
repoG no echo, has been able to place me likc this night squarely in frront

of the reality, in front of the concrete fact of it . What does it matter that
we are probably quite safe, myself and my darling, because the btazc will
almost certainly not touch the island, what does it matter to know that
those killed by the anack will only perhaps be two, rhree, ten, out of a
million inhabitants of Naples, Naples, which up until a few months ago

wore each evening her great joyous tiara, and now is solely illuminated
by the flashes of slaughter? This is what is monsrrous; what is
inadmissible to the spiric that men hurl devices of death from the sky on
to other men, and that thosc on the ground in turn throw into the sky
their mortal devices - and without hatc, and perhaps with a grieving heart.

Her sense of grief and outrage give way in the next entry, on November 6th, to an

admission of weariness where she notes that more heroism was needed to confront the
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battle of everyday existence Oran that required of active fighters, because it was governed

by the "mysteriousness" of the inner command. Thus war is de-cenned from its pnvileged

"heroic" terrain o share a common ground with the psychotogical alienation induced by the

sequential tedium of the every day. This train of thought translates then into musings on

the paralysing effect of war on writers, more sensitive than most to their inner world, and

the masculine foreignness of things military to her own sensibility as a woman writer. War

for Sibilla is gendered into commonplace tropes of masculine aggression and feminine

peacefulness. These essentialist assumptions also stalk her division between the outer and

inner worl4 the latter a feminized nope which Sibilla adhered to all her life, conflating in a

maternal pantheism, out of which she willed her own writing to germinate. Yet, as we

have seen, it is also a trope she adopts to explore the individual strugglcs that occur in

ordinary living, with the external fighting a lesser mirroring of the existential stnrggles she

henelf must deal with. Thus, she already begins to underminc the dualistic stnrcturcs such

metaphors are caught in, with the diary's shifting narrative allowing for alternativc

discourses.

In subsequent entries, Sibilla begins to excavate her consciousness,

simultaneously adding more circumstantial and contextual inforrration on her life with

Franco. He too is a writer, suffering more than she from the shattered nerves brought on

by thc humiliating obscenities of war, but is valiantly carrying on urying to write an outline

of his new novel, and put the finishing touches to his latcst poem. Admitting that she must

hide her own discomfort from Franco in order to avoid irritating him funher, she uses this

occasion to write a portrait of Franco, commenting that he is so much a pan of her that she

has not yet permined herself the luxury of thinking about him, nor attempted to recreate

him in words. What Sibilla then resreates in her account of how they met, in this textual

cuning of the umbilical cord, is an intensification of her own imagrnative self-constnrction.

Franco becomes the lyricized place where sclf-mythologizing and life meet. That first

meeting is represented as pure poetry, but conveys much about what inspired and held
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them to the relationship. "L'ho veduto, il mutamento, effettuarsi quasi direi ora per ora,

mentr'egli mi respirava e si nutriva di me, della mia anima, della mia esperienza enorme, ed

io intanto era come se vivessi per sortilegio con i suoi gracili anni, godessi c softissi con

I'eti di lui, in uno sdoppiamento continuo, formidabile" (AI, p. 7) ["I saw the change in

him take place, I would say, almost hour by hour, while he b'reathed and nourished himself

from me, from my soul, from my enormous experience, and meanwhile for rne it was as if
I lived by sorcery his slendcr years, as if I enjoyed and suffered as one of his age in a

continual, formidable doubling"l.

This symbiosis is the key to what kept her tenaciously committed to Franco long

after he was actively trying to extricate himself from the relationship. For it was her

rcputation as a Poet which captu€d the young man, who was writing a thesis on her, and it

was as a poet that she saw and created herself. As Franco is imaged as a young plant

feeding from her, she becomes "poesia incarnata", the poem made flesh. An enry on

December 5th makes this clear when she statss categorically that she knows what attracted

him to her.

Lui crede, quando s'interroga in silenzio, che sia, quel che lo unisce a
me, virtt di poesia, amore di poesia, destino di poesia. E sl, 0 questo

certo. Ma, poesia incarnata, fatta viva, forza viule. Tutto cib che c stato

vita in me, e che, attraverso il tempo, s'b iscrino nella mia sostanza e

m'ha reso un vivente simbolo, un vivente mito poetico. Tutto cib ch'io
non ho sc non in minima parte cspresso in parole, forse appunto perche

sono andata via via creando me stessa liricamente con quel vivo materiale,
in una singolare, quasi demoniaca opera, d'ogni giorno, d'ogni istante.
(AI, p. 19)

He believes, when in silence he searches inside himself, that he knows
what it is that unites him to me, the power of poetry, love of poetry,

destiny of poetry. And yes, certainly it is all of this. But poery made

flesh, corne alive, the vital force. Everything that has been life in me, and

that, over the years, has inscribed itself into my substance, has made me a
living symbol, a living poetic myth. Everything that I have not expressed

in words, except in minimal part, is perhaps because I have rived
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gradually creating myself lyrically out of that live material, in a singular,
alnrost demonic work of art, made out of every day, of every monrent.

Sibilla's almost alchemic sense of her self as poery links the not-written which,

as I have said beforeris a major concern of this diary, to her body, her "substance ", which

then is the text, the work of art lovingly created, "written" on to crcate the living, breathing

woman. It explains the forccs underlying her "confession" at the end of the long enry on

November 23rd in which she examines her lifelong tendency to involve herself in unhappy

love affairs, providing more circumstantial evidence on /l passaggio, and reiterating her

"law" in the interim. She writes: "la veriti ultima E questa: quando s'E trattato di scegliere,

non ho mai esitato di sacrificar la poesia all'amore: forse a scotto del sacrifizio iniziale e

tnemendo fano del mio cuore di ma&e alla mia fataliti di poeta? Mi pongo questa dornanda

per la prirna volta" (AI, p. 13) ["the final tnuth is this: when I have had to ch@se, I never

hesitated to sacrifice poery for love: perhaps as a rcckoning with the tremendous initial

sacrifice made by my mother's heart for my destiny as a poet? I ask myself this question

for ttre first time"].

The next day's enuy continues in the same vein, when she opens with: "Quel mio

sacrifizio iniziale nessuno forse degli uomini che ho amato me lo ha perdonato in cuor suo -

e credo che neppur Franco me ne assolva. Eppure, Franco ed essi, tutti, ne hanno

beneficiato, trovando in me olue che I'innamorata la madre" (AI, p. 13) ["perhaps not one

of the men I have loved has ever forgiven me for that initial sacrifice in his heart - and I
believe that not even Franco absolves me of it. Still, Franco and the others, all of them,

have benefited, finding in me the mother as well as the lover"l. Sibilla herc offers an

interpretation of the psychologrcal consequences of such a radical deparnre from cultural

nonns in which she felt called upon to re-invent herself as mother to the many lovers who

symbolized her rupture from such nonns. One can wonder whether it was in penance for

the devastating act of leaving her son that she periodically sacrificed "poetry" or her uniting

to erotic-maternal rclationships with nrcn, or whether her "prima vivere pol poetare" ["filst
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live then write"] law was an essential prcrequisite to her writing, involving a deliberate

cleation of heightened conditions in order to write about them.

However, she immersed herself repeatedly, even obsessively, into this script of

romantic and spiritual love, investing her emotional life and much of her writings in

recurring sagas of ccstasy, disenchantment and betrayal. She saw her love as

unconditional, and this is borne out by the mystical nature of her interpretations where the

physical act is endowed with the discursive language of transcendent spirituality. It gave

her the strength to rise above the dissolutions and messy endings of romantic attachments

to men she had previously idealized, giving each encounter in the process a quality of

sameness. It explains her constant reference to herself as luminous, shining or radiant, a

quality which modernism often espoused in relation to things. But her self-definition as

poetry is more than linguistic aesthcticism. The supreme importance of poetry in her life

really refers to a heightened state of being, whose essence can be symbolized in the words

of a perfectly forrred lyric, or failing that, remain an empowering metaphor for thc

exceptional life of suffering and rcsistance that she believed she incamated.

The diary at this early stage, with the war simmering in the wings, and Franco the

sole presumed audience, (she indulgently suspected him of disobeying her request not to

read her diary) becomes a theatre for lucid, perceptive explorations into this life, and

chosen creeds. In doing so, she builds upon her earlier texts, fleshing them out further, so

to speak, with the interpretive weight of morc years of living and reflecting. In one cntry

she defends the ideals and cultural influences informing her character in an impassioned

response to Franco's accusing declaration that she belongs to the nineteenth century. She

names Mazzini, Ibsen and Nieusche as her proud spiritual fathers who contributed to the

person she is today. Referring back to the woman of LIna funna, Sibilla defiantly asserts

that she was not a Madame Bovary, a victim of literature, nor was she writing "literatur€".

In fact, as I stated in my chapter on Uru donna, Sibilla wrote her way out of the standard

deathly literary plots disposing of errant, questing women, but some forty years later,
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reveals that these grim socio-literary resolutions have not lost their resonance in the

dilemmas facing herpresent emotional life. For she remained and rcmains ensnared in part

by the tragrc eirher/or conventions of self-fulfilment or love she wished to resist, becausc

the issue of self-sacrifice, of artistic paralysis while obeying her law of love, arc very much

dominant themes in this diary-novel manquC.

The sporadic, repetitive and spontaneous medium of the diary provides a forum

for debating these issues on two levels. One is that of the narrated life in which she

analyses and ponders over past actions, searching for further meanings to pin to her sclf-

construction. These reflections are in contrast to the outpourings, the inserted letters, thc

fears, the terse annotations that accompany the actual recordings of each day, the ferocious

present that absorbs uncertainty, where the self constructed on reflection and memory is

simultaneously exposed to events and emotions experienced in painful immediacy. This

dailiness and immediacy of diary-writing is then a barometerof the state of the relationship

as it actually unfolds each day. Here the rcader, unbeknown to Sibill4 sces and squirms at

her pathetic faith in Franco's goodness, her excessive tolerance of his childish moodiness,

his calculated cruelties, his humiliating exploitation of her need for him, his denial of his

obvious dependence on her. Yet we use her own self-representations to understand why

she refuses to accept what her sub-text mercilessly exposes, and we thus participate

empathetically in the myth of self Sibilla has spent a lifetime laboriously constnrcting.

Thc enqy of December 5th continues to make familiar connections between

biological and artistic creadvity when she muses on the fact that the only child she

conceived was fruit of the one loveless rclationship in her life. She writes:

Qualcosa in me b rimasto etern:rmente insoddisfatto, I'anelito ad un figlio
dell'amore, a una creatura che fosse insieme un capolavoro della mia
carne, del mio cuore, del mio spirito. E ho amato, o creduto d'amare,
tanti uomini, in quell'inconsapevole attesa: anche dopo il tempo in cui
sapevo di non esser pii in grado di concepire...E la mia poesia 0 stata
tutta generata cosi. E le migliaia di pagine che ho scrino per niuranni, per
spiegarmi. Fino a questa, d oggr. un furore d'autocreazione, incessante.
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Istanti, giorni, anni. (AI, p. 2l)

Something in me has remained eternally dissatisfred, the desire for a love
child, for a creature that was both a rnasterpiece of my flesh, of my heart,

of my spirit. And I have loved, or have believed I have loved, many
men, in that unwining expectancy: even after I had reached the time I
knew I was no longer able to conceive...And alr my poetry has been

generated in this way. And the thousands of pages I have written to
narrate, to explain myself. up to this page I'm writing today. A fury of
self-creation, incessant. Moments, days, years.

Franco, as she will latcr acknowledge, conres to reprcsent this child of love, child

of the poetic texturc of her experience, child of her flesh made poem, syrnbolizing her own

evolution in a complex weaving of the metaphorical and actual roles of artist, woman and

mother. Her attempts to symbolize what she is to him preclude the diaristic narative of

what he means to her, and how her life shapes itself around this "meaning". The next

enE!, written five days later on December 9th, is the beginning of this love story as it

blends with a war story. It introduces a sharp change of emphasis into this much analysed

personal space of creativity intenwined with relationship.

The war, which was earlier viewed within the arena of spectatorship and

speculation, has now lmmed large and threatening on their doorstep. Franco is called up

and expected to report for military duty in the New Year. From now on, each day's entry

is prey to anguished doubts and uncertainty. So far, the diary has been adopted as

primarily an instnrment of reflection and retrospection, as a prcliminary flexing of rvriting

muscles, delving into memories and earlier texts which will culminate in the story, the

narrative. The intervention of what will reluctantly, but inexorably, be the narrative of ttris

diary wil then undercut the studied literariness of trying o write "prop€,rly" and will offer a

textual pastiche of autobiographical writings on diverse levels, where intentions are

overlaid and overtaken by a relentless present, which then comment upon her other

inseftions, whether written at the time or earlier. Sibilla as diarist in this reflective,
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retrosPective mode had remained one step ahead of her readers in her weaving of self-

r€presentations in a past and present shrouded in romance. But this form of control is now

undermined by the diary as register of events as they happen, where each day may bring

about revision, where writer and external reader democratically share equal snnding, both

subject to thc diary's temporal successiveness and its unprcdicrability, as thc text unfolds

into an unknown future.

The war at this stage exacerbates the signs of unrest and dissension that were

beginning to seriously disturb the relationship. Amidst plans to leave the island, and

discussions on whether she and Franco can afford to live together in her atdc in Rome on

dwindling funds, the entries over the following months record anguished doubts on their

ability to survive as a couple. The toll Franco's abrupt mood swings and constant

irritability are taking on Sibilla's health is almost unbearable, and is only amcliorued by her

unwavering faith in his destiny as a poet. She is incessantly tormented by their difference

in age, while she knows that he worries that his presence in her life has conributed to her

writer's block. The text reveals an internal banle that oscillates from despair to hope, from

fear of losing him to a fear of losing herself. As always her analyses of the underlying

forces of their relationship are acute, lucid, and tenderly unsparing of both herself and

Franco. On January l5th l94l in the midst of this crisis, she writes, and I quote the entire

entry:

Estrema difficolti del vivere. Quella specie di scommessa eroica col
destino, eroica e tacita fatta da me e da Franco e tenuta in tutti questi anni,
divien dunque insostenibile? Difficohi sempre piL grave, pcr me, di
portare il peso di questa esistenza duplice, la mia aI vertice e quella di
Franco in formazione. Perpetua ansia di cquilibrio. Io che, prima
d'incontrar Franco, vivevo sola da olne un ventennio, salvo brevi
intervalli, e nella solitudine avevo semplificato incredibilmente il
meccanismo quotidiano del sussistere e approfondito tanto invece il fluno
interiore, mi son trovata, con questa giovinezza accanto, a ripercorrer
strade che avevo lasciato indietro, a rifare esperienze obliate, ad assumere
nello stesso tempo obblighi nuovissimi, e, nella tensione d'intenderc e di
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sostenere il compagno cosl da me differente, mi son quasi del tuno
straniata da me, cio0 no, non b esatto, ch€ son stata e sono presente con
tutto I'esser mio, m4 ho come sospeso quella ch'era il mio individuale
accrescimento, la mia autocreazione, o per lo meno vi ho dato tutt'alno
indirizzo, tutt'altro modo. Una donna di sessant'anni, un ragazzo di
vent'anni. rl ragazza l'assale, ogni giorno, ogni ora; impetuoso, irnrente,
esclusivo. Ne fa bottino. La guarda, la respira. L'interroga, la fa
parlare, lei Ia tacirurna, lei abituata a esprimcrsi soltanto attrayerso la
propria poesia e tanto raramente, in improvvise quintessenze. Senza
volerlo, senza saperlo, lei, che nell'uomo ha cercato sempre e vanamente
I'amore, come un libero fiore, un libero dono o premio, ecco che di
questo ra$az:ra fa il proprio discepolo e quasi il proprio figliuolo, lei che il
figlio della propria carne ha dovuto lasciar crescere lontano senza nulla
dare del proprio tempo e del proprio spirio. Indietreggia di quaranr'anni e

insieme di venti... (AI , p. 37)

The extreme difficulty of living. That sort of heroic wager with destiny,
heroic and secret, made by me and Franco and kept in all these years, has

it now become unsustainable? For me, it is an increasingly grave
difficulty, to carry the weight of this double existence, mine at the vertex,
and that of Franco still in fomntion. A perpetual anxiety over balance. I
who, before meeting Franco, had been living alone for over rwenry years,
except for brief inrervals, and in this solitude I had simplified incredibly
the everyday mechanism of subsisting and had instead gone deeply into
the inner flow of life, I found myself with this youthfulness beside me,
retaking paths that I had left well behind, to re-live forgonen experiences,
to assume at the same time very new obligations, and, in the tension of
understanding and sustaining a companion who is so different from me, I
have almost been in exile from myself, but that is not entirely exact,
because I have been present with all my essence, but, it is as if I havc
suspended what was my individual growth, my self-creation, or I have at
least given it a completely different direction, in a completely different
way. A woman of sixty years, a boy of twenty. The boy assails her,
every day, every houq impetuous, invasive, exclusive. He gathers booty
from it. He looks at her, he breathes her. He interrogates her, he makes
her speak, she the taciturn, she used to expressing herself only through
her own poery and so rarely, in sudden quintessential utterances.
without wanting it, without knowing it, she who in men has always
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searched in vain for love, like a free flower, a free grft or reward, makcs

of this young man her own disciple and almost her own son, she whose

son of her own flesh she had to leave growing up far away from her

without giving anything of her own time or her own spirit. She retreats

both forty and twenty years...

This crucial entry articulates perhaps the nrost insightrul and seductive penpective

on the subtle forces informing Sibilla's relationship with Franco. In a certain sense it

prepares the reader for the psychological sub-text of the events to follow. The last part

beginning "A woman of sixty, a boy of twenty", with its third-person distancing of herself

into the fascinating story she knew her life representd reads as a resumC of a novel or the

summal'izing instnrctions to a play. Its juxtaposition and combination of a paratactic style

with the long flowing clauses of the previous and immediately following sentences indicate

a shifting subjectivity, one that can watch itself in its own process of creation, indicating

textually the arresting of the flow of her self-creation with the abnupt delineation of the

young lover and his simple, child-like demands on her. Thc conflicl lure and costs of thc

tension benrreen maternal nurturance and artistic autonomy are also played out here. It is a

further exploration of the issues of maternal sacrifice and individual freedom which the

unnamed protagonistof Uru donru had to stnrggle with. Franco, for Sibilla, is the site of

psychic resolutions between love and loss, maternity and self-fulfilment, mother and child.

He represents for her the chance to be mother, lover, artist and teacher, a fusion of roles

she had always striven for.

But this oppornrnity to make up for, and re-create in borh material and symbolic

dimensions, a lost materniry, brings a cost to her own self-development, a diverting of her

own carefully constmcted subjectivity, an amesting of her voice as, like a mother with a

small child, she is constantly intemrpted, sapped of her own strength, subject to demands

not her own, in the fomr of a persistent voice that nrptures the creative silence out of which

her poetry comes, so reminiscent of the opening chapter "Il silenzio" of Il passaggio. Itis

a situation, too, that connects with both Uru donna and her years with Cena, referred to in
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Il passaggio, which quelled her spirit in maternal cares. Her ambivalence about this rcturn

to earlier selves does not prevent her from reinventing an active maternal role which,

however, does not exclude that of the anxious, yearning lover. Sibilla's lifelong need to

leave an imprint of her own spirit on each of her lovers is, with Franco, caught up in the

powerful maternal consciousness that stalks her texts and her self-definitions. This entry,

and others, reveal the sobering cost of her vocation as lover and artist, where, from ecstatic

reflection on the transformative value of ttreir fusion, she steadfastly records the often grim

reality of how much she has restrained herself, even if it is a price she has been willing to

pay-

In March they leave Capri, and after a week with Sibilla in Rome, Franco r€ffins

to his home town, Fermo, where, temporarily exempt from service due to being a

university student, he gives private lessons and continues writing. The impact of this

separation on Sibilla is profound, despite the fact that in practical terms it seemed the only

option, and one half-desired at that. Her own letters to him are, initially, unanswered, and

although she lives out days of intense activity, they ache with the pain of Franco's silence.

When finally she hears from Franco, the diary entry includes Franco's letter which tries as

poetically as possible to end the relationship. Thc diary now registers what will be

repeated recordings of leners promised and undelivered, and anguished fears as she awaits

telegrams, letters and phone calls. These are interspersed in paratactic fashion with

snippets of war n€ws, descriptions of the weather, books she is reading, solitary meals she

consumes in restaurants, the state of her health, and wry accounts of her status in the

literary world where other women get awards she wishes were hers. The meticulously

dated diary form encourages her predilection for anniversaries. The entry of April 3r4 her

son's birthday, prompts a brief description of their first reunion, awkward and

disappointing. An often recorded activity is the rereading of old papers wherc she notes

with consternation a consiant pattern of "amore e dolore" (AI, p. 63 ["love and suffering"]

tempered with wonder and pride, at the continuing power of her passion, imaged as an
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unextinguished flame. It is as if she must reach into her writings of the past in order !o

sustain the prcsent and prospects of funre desolation.

The relationship with Franco follows no predictable pattern, except in its

unpredictability, and makes disjointed, jumpy reading between varying emotional states,

prompted by his comings and goings. For example, therc is a gap of thirteen days from

the entry of May 1lth to May 24rh where she informs us that Franco had stayed with her

over the intervening period, and had departed that day for nearby Genzano to do some

research. Sibilla, arriving at a (temporary) understanding and acceptance of how Franco

needs to come and go feels reassurred of her continuing importance in his life. A month

lapses before the subsequent entry on June 20th, which frlls in some of the events. Once

again, it is Franco's presence that had silenccd her, but this time they have rediscovered

the spirit of poetry and enjoyed a renewed sense of harmony. In fact, as with the missing

day marking Luciano's return in Amo dunque sono, it is harmonious togethcrness that

now kills the writing. It is curious to note the reticences on explicit refercnces to sexual

matters in this diary which were not apparent in her previous works studie( especially the

last two, which gave ample space to sexual desire. Probably, Sibilla in these later years

succumbs to a "pudore" [modestyJ that is sensitive to Franco's and a possible public's

fastidious or salacious reception to such detail. Also, the immediacy of experience

demanded by the diary forrr, its situating in the here and now, does not lend itself to the

discourse of desire which can only operate in some past or future love affair, not in a

satisfied present.

The chronicling of the war becomes starker the grimmer the news, as the

following bnief entry dernonstrates:

22 gptgno, mattino

I-a Germania ha dichiarato guerra alla Russia-

pomeriggio...

L'Italia, idem. (AI, p.74)
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22nd June, morning

Gerrnany has declared war on Russia-

afternoon...

Italy, the same.

Devoid of any pronominal appropriation, the brrief staccato phrascs speak bleakly

for themselves, indicating the sense of personal alienation such cvents have for her. For

Sibilla,Italy's entry into the war brings the desolate certainty that Franco wil be expected

to senle as a soldier. The diary continues in this fragmented although continuous way,

sporadically re'connecting thematic strands left hanging in previous entries, which evoke a

sort of layering effect that tends to mime the multiple, disjointed, often repetitive nature of

thought pattems. A pattern emerges as certain issues are explored again and again, as she

tries not to let immediate events swallow up the sense she is trying to make of her life, a

consciousness that seems to evade the textual shapes she wishes to give it, and falls back

into thc multiple, "all-purpose" containetr that is ttre diary.

The function and purpose of the diary itself is open to question. On the 7th of

July, Sibilla, in Woolfian fashion searching for panerns or directions in her writing that the

diary might rcveal to her, announces that the day beforc she has re-read all of her diary so

far. As diarist, then, Sibilla blurs the boundaries between writer and reader, as she both

creates and reads the text and comments on her role as creator and reader. Self and othcr

become less distinguishable entities as Franco also takes a small though crucial role in its

creation, and plays a major one as both protagonist and reader. She debates whether to

throw it in the cupboard with the rest of her papers, build on some of the "singular" Capri

writing, start anew on something more "unified", or keep it as a document of the past

months. The diary's elasticity of fmm offen all these possibilities, these would-be plots of

self-representation, and structurally embodies thern

Sibilla is conscious that time is running out for her ."true" writing endeavours.

The long entry of July 23rd (AI, pp. 85-91) is begun in an underground shelter with "the

world in flames". It turns into a long hymn to Franco, now departed for Sardinia,
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celebrating thc marvellous survival of their rapport in its ability to renew itself, as some

sort of eternal flame despite atrocious obstacles. Herc Sibilla takes up ideas (and

meuphors) she has already touched upon, in some cases explored in detail, and expands

them further as if re-writing them will make her convictions (and their sentiments) more

real. For example, the way they each have transformed the other, knowing moments of

spiritual fusion where the blood that ran in their veins seemed as one. She again builds on

the concept of a flowering maternity, that all her lovers had experienced, and attributes to

Franco a significance symbolizrtby her meeting him only months after she had her first

encounter with her son. She elaborates on an earlier description of this meeting, this time

in less negative terms. The next day's entry begins: "[r pagine che precedono, in datal3

luglio, dowebbero iniziare il libro... come scrivevo ieri a Franco, E la pitr dura banaglia

ch'io abbia affrontata" (AI, p. 9l) ["The pages that precede, written on the 23rd of July,

were supposed to begrn the book...as I wrote yesterday to Franco, it is the hardest battle I
have ever faced"].

This explanatory insertion comes as a surprise for the reader who is now

conscious of the gradual closing of the gap between the diary and ttw book, as excerpts

that might be worthy of the planned book begin to creep in. In effect, it is a re-writing of

issues already explored, a return to the shaping, organizing role her relationship with

Franco must mean to her subjectivity. The diary therefore, in these instances, functions as

a process of clarification, of selection, of repetition, a vehicle for workshopping her future

"masterpiece", fuelled by Franco's declaration that she has never shown hersclf in her

work as he has known her, and that she is duty bound to write it. That she envisions it as

a battle provides a convenient metaphor to denote both the state of the relationship and

external circumstances that accompany it, vying for textual dominance. War also beomes

a textually over-dctermined metaphor for thc struggle to write what a literal war and an

often warring rclationship conspire to defeat in her. Ranco, her lover, chil4 and mentor is

also the enemy. Thus the text u/ith this metaphoric transference of conflict from the
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personal to the political suggests and enacts a multiplicity of meanings and connections that

other genres would be carcful to edit out. The aggrandizement of herself and Franco with

symbolic meaning serves as the "real" work, while the diaristic annotations recording thc

reality of everyday living and relating overlay this self-conscious representation,

commentin8 otr, contradicting and undermining this conscious creation. Hence the

repetition on a sole theme that flows through the diary, as Sibilla tries to shape her

interpretation of her experience round a present that keeps invading the narrative, in the

shifting light of her relationship with Franco, and the increasingly gloomy war news. In

this way too, the repetition helps the story to solidify into rhe autobiography of a myth, in

its same but different texrual venions, of a myth patently and poignantly in the process of

its own making, availing itself of a myriad of sometimes questionable interpretations.

Sibilla's fears about the state of their relationship shift now to her fears for her

Iover's state of mind and his possible death, probably self-inflicted, if confined to the

military life. Franco's posting to Sardinia, and his predictable antipathy to life in the

barracks serves to accentuate his need of Sibilla" and thus strengthens their bond- Within a

month, upon Franco's insistence, Sibilla has joined him, first of all saying in a small

village, posing as his mother, arousing villagers'curiosity (she is even thought to be a

spy), then following Franco around several locations. She lobbies his superiors in

successful efforts to hospitalize him for a series of minor ailments, where he is kept for

observation, until Sibilla doggedly uses her influence to ger him posted back to the

mainland for a "convalescent" perid of three months.

They spend part of this time together in Sorrento. Once again the text rcgisters the

changing moods of the relationship dominated by Franco's sporadic rejection of her in

what she calls his "assaults of psychic sadism". But this very entry, in which shc

tortuously revisits the psychological elements underpinning his motives, closes with rwo

mysterious lines: "Mi sono sottomesso alla felicitUcome un martirio. Per sempre" (AI,

p. I 12) ["I have submitted to happinesVlike a martyr. For ever"], which, the following

day's entry (5th October) informs us, were penned by Franco. The inclusion of this
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"other" voice lends a patch-work quality to the diary, which can both authenticate and

sometimes undermine her own voice, besides unsenling readers'perceptions. Although

this leads to renewed faith in Franco on Sibilla's (but perhaps not the rcaders') part, it do€s

not assuage her inability to either rest or work properly, a dis-ease she feels is brought on

by the increasingly depressing news of the war, expected to end in Germany's favour.

Franco, a few days later, is intent on inflicting his own wounds: "Stamane asscriva che

tufta ltalia mi odia, che non ho neppure una persona veramente amica, che come scrittrice

sono dimenticata e seppellita, che non devo tentare piir nulla, e attender la morte..." (AI, p.

I 14) ['"This morning he insisted that the whole of ltaly hates me, that I have no true friend,

that as a writer I am dead and buried, that I must not try anything anymore, and wait for

death..."l.

On top of these hurdul, childish attacks, Franco also vents on her his fury at her

failurc to get his leave extended. Sibilla's attempts to excuse him by virtue of his poet,$

sensitivity are wearing thin at his consistently unfair treatrncnt of her, and his deparnye for

Fermo at least gives her some breathing space. Yet she is miserable without him. She

records yet again the draining of her energies awaiting some form of communication from

Franco, lanenting his terseness, his moodiness, his erratic contact with her, dampened

when he likens her to his much-loathed rnother, and announces he would feel bener if only

she could knuckle down to some work. The last few weeks of the year are absorbed as

well by the practicalities of living - of buying food now subjcct to rationing, of keeping

walrn, so much so that on thc 28th December shc jokes that Franco will announce that her

temperamental wood stove has become the protagonist of the diary.

1942

1942 continues in a similar vein. The relationship continues to seesaw betwcen self-

recriminations and tearful reproaches on the one part, and ecstatic reiteration of the sacrcd

nature of their union on the other. She maintains a fearful though constant vigil over his
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deep depressions, powerless to affect them, although tenaciously convinced of her need to

be there for him at all costs. And it would be a mistake to assume that Sibilla is a victim in

this relationship. Franco, despite his strenuous, often cruel efforts, can no more tear

himself away from her than she from him. On February 26th, she writes: "Ierserao il capo

pogglato sulle mie ginocchia" Franco m'ha detto: In tutti questi sei anni son sutto in vita

solunto per te" (AI, p. 144) ["I-ast evening, his head resting on my knees, Franco told me:

In all these six years I have only been alive for you"l. The sentiment is reciprocal. Sibilla,

on May 31st, muses that,like soldiers at the front, she feels she is fighting a losing battle.

"Perchb la tentazione continua sarebbe quella di abbattermi, di chiuder gli occhi, di non

pensare piir...Ma c'b Franco al mondo, e non posso buttarmi via, non posso essergli

esempio di rinuncia..." (AI, p. 163) ["Because the continuous temptation would be that of

defeat, of closing my eyes, of not thinking any morc...But there is Franco in the world,

and I cannot throw myself away, I cannot be for him an example of renunciation..."].

Many of the entries over this year hold fean for Franco's sanity and reverberate

with anguish over his occasional threats of suicide. She seems to be constantly awaiting

news from him while plotting ways to prevent his being sent ro the front. Sibilla has no

qualms about embarking on rcscue missions to save Franco from the clutches of war and

was prepared to cajole, beg, and probably bend the truth to do so. The military rhetoric of

sacrifice and heroism had no appeal for her, in fact she ignored it completely, and she

never queried Franco's reluctance as moral cowardice. Although he is sent back to

Sardinia, ends up again in hospital, and earns yct another convalescent period with Sibilla

(in which she writes nothing), he is definitively transferred in August, through Sibilla's

tireless interventions, to a desk job at a regiment at Teramo, a small town in thc Abruzzi

mountains. She had hoped for Livorno where she could have joined him and merged

unnoticed into the crowded bustle of a big city, while a small, watchful provincial town

would only render their relationship highly visible. His state of mind, however, does not

improve.

Alongside this weathering of the ups and downs of her own saga, exist birief yet
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illuminating portraits of literary figures and friends. For example, Cesare Zavattini, Annie

Vivanti whose death sets Sibilla pondering on the fact that her work was deplorably

forgotten, due, she believes, to her Jewishness, and Lina Poletti, "la fanciulla maschia" of

Il passaggio who is tenderly evoked after a meeting fifteen years since their last. A series

of entries reflect on people's reaction to her anic - the arnazernent of some, the enthusiastic,

if hollow, "bohemian" identification of others. For Sibilla" her life as epitomised in her

surroundings, exists as a unique emblem of difference and suffering that others can rarely

understand. It is, above all, as painstakingly created as a poem, as a work of art. On July

2nd she wishes to correct certain commonly held ideas about her. "Ieri sera ho detto:

amare I'awenire. PerchE, ecco, io che tutti han sempre ritenuto una grande innamorata

della vita, non l'ho mai amata" invece, la vita, se non nel futuro. Il presente m'ha sempre

invogliata soltanto a trasformarlo" (AI, p. 169) ["Last night I said: love the future.

Because, it's ure, I, who everyone has always believed to be a great lover of lifc, have, on

the contrary, never loved life, except in the future. The present has only aroused in me the

desire to transform it"].

The past too is transformed as it slides into the present and projects its longings

into the future. In true diaristic fashion, none of these stages is particularly privileged over

anclher: Thus the diary, as a marker of psychological time in the form of memorics and

thoughts produced by the mind, and chronological time, in the linear passage of the entries,

is the site where past, prcsent and future intersect" in a blurring of selves which testify to

their multiplicity. The readership of the diary is again touched on, reaffirming Sibilla's

active role as rcader as well as writer. On July l8th, Sibilla, having given her friend Lina

the diary to read, records her friend's reaction. "Ma quanta pena, quanta pena per quel

benedetto Franco in Sardegna!'. 'Ora' - io le rispondevo - 'ritornerl, e tutta questa

angoscia sari finita. Tralascerb anche il Diario, mi metterb al libro, si, sl"' (AI, p. 173)

["'But such suffering, such suffering for that blessed Franco in Sardinia!' 'Now', - I

replied to her -'he will return, and all this anguish will be over. I'll give up the Diary too,
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and I'll get working on the book, yes, yes"'].

Lina seems to tactfully mime the external reader's own awareness of the thorny

problem of Franco in Sibilla's creative endeavours, which is exposed in an insistent sub-

text that thc narrative voice at this moment chooses to ignore. That Franco's return will

ensurc her substitution of writing the diary with that of her "book" is, of course, not borne

out by the diary itself, which, like an indiscreet neighbour, reveals all. We only need to

flip back the pages to find that often when Franco is around, Sibilla suffen from either a

writer's block or does not write at all. This blind spot then underpins the idea of Sibilla as

reader miming or mimed by her external readers, because they, like assiduous novel

readers have sussed out Franco's "character" and are already reading their own

interpretations over and above Sibilla's. Sibilla's enacting of a gullibility and blind faith

then, for the reader, inscribes her as a character in her own diary, writing herself into a

story that the rcader knows will have another ending. And the very existence of the

humble diary, regarded as a fill-in text, which however keeps on being written in,

contradicts her assertion of a writer's block, and begins to take on a life of its own, as

much a persona as Sibilla and Franco, constructing its own life while simultaneously

constructing those of Sibilla and Franco.

She joins him bniefly at Teramo, then sojourns in luxurious, stately surroundings

with millionaire friends at Portofino, where shc muses on her own poverty in material

terms and wishes that respect and honou could be heaped on those with spiritual richness.

The entry of August 28th includes a two-verse poem she has written, which is then sent to

Franco at Teramo. On the 5th of September, she records his surprisingly warm reaction,

given that he has never unconditionally praised any piece she has wrinen since they havc

been together. Heartened that she has found a way to cheer him up, she promptly sends

him more of her verse, only to record in direct speech his terse reply: "E mi vuoi

consolale? Con che, con le parole?" (AI, p. 195) ["And you.want to console me? With

what, with words?"].

The autumn entries, where we frnd Sibilla back in Rome, seem to be dense with
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activities to do with her own daily living. Although it is rare to find an entry that does not

include mention of Franco, her own life is now assuming a textual importance that is not

without ironic moments. The strugglc to survive alone is pararnounl The diary assuurcs a

traditionally domestic function in the entry of September 29th wherc shc narrates

awakening at four in the morning with large raindrops falling on her cushion. Although

she moves the bed to the middle of the room, sleep is now intemrpted. The day begins

early; at eight a supply of wmd for her stove is delivered, wood that she managed to

acquire as a gift in homage to her personality, and she notes sardonically how fame finds

strange roosting places. The wood costs 240 lire to stack and will last her three weeks.

She goes to the polyclinic and discovers she must have an operation on her gums. Franco

is pushing for her to obtain an important interview ar the Ministry of War to enable his

transfer to Rome, and her fulfilment of this task warrants a long entry in which she muses

on how her involvement in "la bizzarra'carriera' militare di Franco" (AI, p. 208)

["Franco's bizarre military "career"], has bnought her into contact with the generals and

offrcers manning the bureaucratic business of war. What is rcally bizarre is the way Sibilla

in these genteel, chivalrous encounters has single-handedly fought Franco's war, in an

unusual variation of expected love and war oppositions wherc women provide comfort and

sex while rnen do battle. Hel€, the war sttry, which has always p€rpetuated these dualities

of front and home front, takes on an ironically subversive tone if one considers that Sibilla

has crossed the boundaries of her role as woman ostensibly outside of the active war-

making process, but intrinsically expected to relinquish sons and lovers with pride and

heroically accePt their deaths, thus participating in the glory of warmongering. She makes

a mockery of ttrc serious propaganda promoting the maternaVmilitary dualism espoused by

Mussolini's dictum: "Maternity is to women what war is to men".28 Not a mother, yet

acting with maternal protectiveness, Sibilla defeats thc raditional love and war plot by

refusing to let her man get anywhere near the front thus rejecting the regime's ideology of

28 Cirea by Helena ForsAs-Scott in Texrul Liberation: European Feminist Writing in rlu Twentieth
Century, [.ondon, Routledge, 199 I, p, 235.
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maternal sacrifice. At the same time, she strategically and boldly redesigns the script of

mother-love to embrace that of mother-lover whose age, stature and reputation are

powerful enough to deliver Franco frrom the clurches of the military. Several days later she

informs us, and Franco, in a letter, that her efforts have once again been successful.

However, once he is ensconced in an offrce in Rome, she now pleads for him not to sleep

in the barracks!

On October 28th, Sibilla writes one of the morp interesting entries of ttre ycar, and

one of the few in which any refercnce to Franco is suspended. As usual it is prompted by

an anniversary, this time the twentieth year since the March on Rome. Rumour has it that

Mussolini is gravely ilI. Recalling an entry some months earlier where it was predictcd thu

an armistice would be declared any day, it would appear that rumours tend to be the

articulation of collective wishful thinking. Sibilla, saddened by the marking of thc

anniversary, recalls her meeting with it Duce thirteen years earlier. She admits that she

succumbed to his personal charm and his flattery of her as a woman and as a poet, whose

works he had read and admired. But once again, harking back to issues explorcd in Amo

dunquc sono, Sibilla explains she was reduced to forty-fivc lire, her economic situation so

dire that it was impossible not to feel some tenderness towards the man who immediately

ordered that she receive the generous sum of thirty thousand lire, and who, three years

later, in 1933, gave his approval of a small monthly stipend that covered the essential

expenses, and which she was still, at the time of writing, receiving. Conscious that her

diary may have a wider public, Sibilla closes with a firm last word on the subject, which

she may even then, have suspected would later on raise some eyebrows. "euesta sia deno

qui per la storia e per la veriti" (AI, p. 215) ['I-et this be said here for the sake of history

and truth"].

But history in the process of being made is chaotic, confusing, subject to

distortion, silencing, and the heavy machine of propaganda. Truth, tm, in its diaristic

recording, is a process of constant filtering and modification, as the news rolls in and is

disseminated in the form of opinion, rumour and wild speculation. Most entries over the
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month of November 1942 contain items on campaigns, victories, defeats, bombardments,

and the bleak prospects for Italy. Contradictory voices abound, and the diary gives space

to them all, allowing the reader a perspective on the effects of war, its discursive

confusion, unrecorded by the singular interpretations of historical documentation, without

the benefit of reflection and analytical hindsight. Sibilla succinctly taps into the agony of a

people under siege and its disturbing effects on thcir morale. "Il freddo, il poco cibo,

I'attesa oscura di non si sa quali awenimenti (chi 0 certo dell'invasione angloarnericana, chi

di un imminente colpo di Stato, chi semplicemente di incursioni aeree anchc su Roma, e chi

infine d' un proseguimento della guerra per anni ed anni...) spogliano anche me dbgni

energia, anche spirituale" (AI, p. 222) l"'I\e cold, the scarcity of food, the grim waiting

for who knows what events (some are certain of an Angloamerican invasion, some of an

imminent coup, some simply of air raids over Rome, and some finally of the war drawing

out for years and years...) strip me also of every energ;y, even spirirual"].

Sibilla moves out of exclusive focus on her personal concerns to document the

war as a human, collective tragedy. The diary becomes a chronicle of thc hardships that

not only she but others have to cndure. With Genoa and Turin subjected to

bombardments, fears abound that Rome will not be spared. But Sibilla professes she will

not abandon Rome in its hour of danger, nor distance herself from Franco whose barracks

are in the centne of the city. The enuy of December 2nd registers her honified reactions to

a speech of Mussolini broadcast over the radio, in which he declares himself convinced that

the population considers this a sacrosanct war which they will fight to the death, no maner

how long it takes. The diary fonn allows the text to flow seamlessly from a description of

such a momentous occasion to the ordinary moments of her living in such a way that

neither event is given precedence, yet results as discreetly connected. "E al canto di

'Giovinezza'la seduta si ts sciolta. Io avevo intanto preparato e preso il bagno, e sono

scesa per il solito boccone. Lavarsi, mangiare ...Fino a quando?" (AI, p. 225) [,'And at

the song of 'Youth' the broadcast concluded. I had in the meantime prepared and had my
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bath, and I went out for my usual bite to eat. wash oneself, eat...until when?"].

1943

The simplest human acts of survival are now under threat, undermined by meaningless

discourses that are clearly leading the country towards its destnrction. Entries over thc last

month of the year arc more sporadic, reflecting a s€nsc of disgust and a low moralc. 1943

opens with a curious return to her relationship with the date, January 2nd, and thc word

"Franco" suspended, while directly underneath, the rest of the entry continues in the third

person, describing the accessf di tenebra that the said Franco had becn prey to over the

past week. That it is penned by Franco himself seems self-evident, but in any casc, the

reader is not left guessing for long. The following day's entry offers Sibilla's explanaory

cornrnentary, acknowledging that she would not have worded it very differcntly, but would

have given space to her own feelings and the effect his behaviour has on her. In doing so,

she also reclaims the text as her own, "writing over" Franco's piece, so that the

unanended, open diary inviting his supplementary panicipation, does not become an

uncontested mouthpiece for his self-reprcsentation, especially when he suggests that her

"goodness" may be at the root of his hostility. The gentle sparring Sibilla engages in

dissolves into familiar rectiminations over being unable to use her solitude for nniting due

to the cough that plagues her, the stove that has gone out, her exhaustion.

The month of February contains few entries, but Sibilla's uneasy rappon with

Franco prompts further re-writings of "their" law, which, she feels, should constitute

Franco's "true life", and keep him by her side, away from the paltry temptations offered by

companions of his own age. A reflection on what Franco must combat, imaged as a war

between the "sacred" and the "profane", also provides a glimpse of the stecly tentacles

emanating from Sibilla, whose creation of Franco now feeds an indelible part of her own

myrh.

The past as an indispensible marker of the story of her inner life, presents

occasions with which to understand her psyche. She recalls her silent anguish over the
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Sicilian earthquake many yean earlier, her faith in a natural goodness severely shaken, and

a visit to Florence recalls the many times she suffered in the same way over different

lovcrs, some of whom are dea4 some she is indifferent to, while for an account of her first

time at Florence she refers the reader to the chapter "La lettera" in 1l passaggio. Once

again, these reflections give the reader a perspective on the sad, repetitive cycle of aspects

of her relationship with Franco, already suffercd with former lovers, which Sibilla seerns

unwilling to learn fr,om.

On the 8th of April, the jagged story of the book again makes its appearurce, as

Sibilla announces, before proceeding to do so, that she is inserting some sheets of paper,

written two years earlier at Sorrento, that should have comprised Chapter 2 of her

unwritten book. A quick check back to April of l94l finds that Sibilla is still in Romc,

but leafing through the pages, I discover the entry of October 3rd, written in Sorrento,

where Sibilla and Franco had holidayed while he was on sick leave from Sardinia. I, as

co-reader with Sibilla, here insert the relevant passage, which dessribes her intentions at

that point.

Io, ho scritto dacchb son qua, una ventina di cartelle, ieri le ho lette a
Franco, che le ha trovate buone. Ma, non so ancora quale risoluzione
prenderb: se niurare in un libriccino quintessenziato (o rarefauo, come ora
si dice) l'esclusiva vicenda dei miei anni con Franco, oppure, in una
cornice immensamente pii vasta, tuta intera la mia vita dal punto di vista
in cui mi trovo oggi. Devo decidermi prima di proseguire. (AI, p. 109)

I have written, seeing that I am here, around nventy pages, and yesterday
I read them to Franco, who found them good. But, I don't know what
decision to take: whether to nanate in a quintessential book (or rarifie4 as

one says now) exclusively the ule of my years with Franco, or else, in an

immensely vaster framework, the whole of my life from the point of view
in which I find myself today. I must decide before proceeding.

The actual pages reproduced two years later describe significant moments with
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Cena, but what is interesting is how the diary is used again and again to pose the theorctical

problem of how she should write herseH. In debating whether to write of her relationship

with Franco in a lyricised form reminiscent of Il passaggio,or to open the time frame to

span the whole of her life, Sibilla suggests that autobiographical rcpresenration is largely a

question of form. But while Sibilla is debating on how to write her life, and enacting, then

commenting on, its constant deferral, the diary is writing it for her, with its
juxtapositioning of present narrative and past writings, a process that creates intertextual

layerings which, in fragmented open-ended, often distorted fashion actually writes its own

riveting story. Franco, in rarified form, appears in segments intersecting with pieces

incorporating thc "broad view" which paradoxically makc it obvious that no tcxt can

capture the whole life. But the diary evokes its texture through fragments that both

accommodate and resist Sibilla's autobiographical intentions, constnrct and deconstnxct the

mYft, while the war invades with its own myths and voices, adding further layers. Thus

stories on many levels, like a novel attempted many times, emerge as overlapping

fragments in a textual mosaic, possibilities that capture some moment, while suggesting

that the "whole life" can never be written in its entirety. It counteracts the diary's

chronological ordering of experience with reuospective menrcries that suggest thar memory

is never chronological, and spans time, age and organization. 'When Sibilla documents her

prEsent, which she anributes as the cause of her not being able to write satisfactorily in the

diary or its alter ego, tle book, it is often a squallid round of small tasks of survival that

testify to her waning strcngth, and poverty, suggesting why so many female lives bcfore

and after her have gone unwritten. Always conscious of the essential tragedy of life,

Sibilla combats it with her myth and the desire ro write that myth, to consolidate it. But her

diary, is very form resistant to consolidation, is always re-writing, re-shaping, and re-

modifying the myth. The diary too, tenacious like Sibilla, has emerged from its distinctly

second-class status, and has become a living entity, whose textual living parallels that of its

creator, and whose silence requires a justifying voice. On May 25th we find: "Questo

povero Diario! Subisce anch'esso gli eventi, non trovo pit I'agio di aprirlo, per giorni e
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giorno" (AI, p. 254) ["This poor Diary! It too is affected by events, I haven't found the

time to open it, for days and days"l.

Life, of cours€, happens between the entries, intervening as it always has, to

prevent her writing, so that the gaps in dates, have, likc gaps in a ledger, to be accounted

for, and the personified Diary apologized to, for neglect. Mussolini and Hitler have signed

an agreement that they will proceed to a victory that appears always more improbable,

while Sibilla notes, "la primavera sta fra terra e cielo divinamente, e I'umaniti che non ne 0

degna non l'awertc" (AI, p. 252) ["spring lies divinely between earth and sky, and

humanity who is not worthy of it doesn't notice"l. She re-reads Una donra in order to

write a preface to yet another edition of the novel and observes that despite the passion and

grief felt over the loss of her son, she felt more at peace when she was writing it than now.

Harking thiny years back to II passaggio, which, the diary reveals, she re-reads fairly

often, she writes that whereas then she felt the taste of eanh in her mouth, now shc fecls

the taste of ashes. (AI, p. 256) This metaphor of disenchantment and death forms an

intertextual connection, whilst standing on the pladorm of the present. Yet she needs to

examine and measurc the states of mind inforrring a writing past to understand why she

cannot write now, the diary, of coursc, not being consistent with her idea of writing.

Over the next few months war becomes a frightening reality for the people of

Rome who had believed, Sibilla included, that they would be spared bombardments. In

July, the diary registers a succession of tumultuous events which result in the

overthrowing of the Fascist government, Mussolini's imprisonment, his replacement by

Badoglio, the hope that this would lead to Italy's withdrawal from a war it was totally

unprepared for, and the declaration by the Angle.American forces that, whether there was

an armistice or not, ttrey would use ltaly's territory in order to fight the Gerrrans. History

bmks have of course informed us of these events; in 1943 the Allies ernbarked in ttre south

of Italy and pushed their way up to he Gsnnan-occupied cenual and northern areas of Italy

fighting their external war, paralleled however, by the less documented internal war
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between the Fascists and the Communist partisans. This construcrion of a definitive,

"whole-appearing" discourse, which Foucault calls "totaliztng" history,29 contrasts with

the varying discourses of the diary where these events are referred to in partial,

discontinuous fashion, as they are leaked out through often unreliable sources which,

however, give a vital documentation of how ordinary people reacted and attempted to

survive. She registcrs the wild see-sawing of emotions, of hopes and fears, as rclayed by

the radio, thc newspapers, the cleaning lady, friends encountered on the strect, thc evcr-

constant, faceless rumour machine, providing speculative view points and predictions

(some of which prove startlingly accurate, although most are not) which change frrom day

to day. The diary, like the chaotic, uncertain, limited world it is interpreting, the split,

factional goups fighting their various lvars, is provisional and unstable, collecting and

processing all the particles of information beforc they disintegrate. The incoherence of

daily experience, its repetitiveness, are rawly heightened when inscribing events that

appear in themselves incohercnt. Sibilla herself, in a particularly long entry on July 26th,

tries to understand, with tender bewilderment, the elated response of a people who, upon

hearing of Mussolini's removal from office, werc dancing in the street, singing, carrying

huge photos of the King and Queen, and accusingly brandishing black shirts on a

pirchfork. Thesc people, she muses, until a few weeks ago, were regularly flocking to and

cheering Mussolini's speeches in Pirazza Venezia. She asks: "Come b stato possibile

costringere tutto un popolo a mentire e a curyiuri, per vent' anni? E cosa c'era di

veramente profondo e vitale in quell'onda di entusiasmo, stamane, che trasformava Roma

in un grande osanna?" (AI, p. 262) l"How was it possible to force the entirc population to

lie and to bow down, for twenty years? And what was really profound and vital in that

wave of enthusiasm, this morning, that transformed Rome into a great hosanna?"].

She touches on the frightening fickleness of crowd hysteria. Yet by August 2nd

the euphoria is over when it is realized the country's situation is as grave and precarious as

ever. Sibilla, too, must address an unfoftunate personal consequence of the overthrowing

29 See Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith, landon,
Routledge, 1989, pp. 3-17.
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of Mussolini, in that her small salary of two thousand lire a month sanctioned by his

government, is in jeopardy. The entry of August 9th includcs her letter to the Minister of

Popular Culture in which she outlines her shaky economic situation and pleads for a

continuation of the stipend. In many of the following entries Sibilla is not interested in

theorising over what is happening. She once again registen her anguish and weariness,

and the diary entries are brief and factual, as stark as the alarms, the noise of bombs

exploding, her fears for her sister's family at Terni. On August l4th, her birthday, Rome

is declared an open city, understood to mean that Rome will be spared aerial

bombardments, and civilian reprisals as long as its citizens cG.operate. The meaning of

this is uncertain. Sirens continue; the entry at midday for September 5th is eloquent in its

poignant juxtaposition of orrdinary life under sicge, where the feminine world of domestic

detail is as privileged as the male world controlling the mechanisms of war: "L'allarme b

durato solo mezz'ora. Finito di cuocere e pelarc le patate lesse per stascra" (Al, p. 277)

["The alamr only lasted half an hour. Finished cooking and peeling the boiled potatoes for

this evening"].

Historical events are rolling thick and fast. The language of her entries becomes

more urgent, reading as a fast-paced narrative, as she records the replacement of

Badoglio's govemment by a pro.German one, the release of Mussolini from prison, the

invitation in a thick German accent for Italian troops to join the Germans. The radio is the

harbinger of further devastating news which Sibilla hastens to interpret - an "armistice"

between Germany and ltaly, with the assurance that "Roma citti aperta" would be

respected, while in reality it was as much occupied by the Germans as cities further north.

The battle is now ragtng outside her dmrstep; the diary provides a fascinating insider's

view of how civilian life was lived bombarded as much by conflicting discourses gleaned

through a variety of sources, as by mortars. She rcports that the people are mostly against

the Germans and awaiting the arrival of the English, whilst fearing brutal German reprisals

for any insurrection. Acting on rumours of the Germans wanting to recruit all men from
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eighteen to fifty, she hides Franco in her anic after his unit disbands, and searches in vain

for other more secure refuges. When he leaves for Fermo with an old school friend,

Sibilla, ambivalent about how he could leave her, missing him desperately, returns to

reflections on the relationship, underlining emphatically that for her, and for women in

general, love is attachment to a person who needs her. It is Franco's need that she wishes

to keep alive, and she cements Franco's tie to her in uncompromisingly maternal irnager)r.

On November 5th she writes:

Tutto quello ch'io ero stata, tutto cib chc m'aveva formata, io lo
trasmettevo a lui, ed era ogni giorno come se io lo concepissi lo par:torissi

lo allattassi lo vedessi crescere. Morivo e rinascevo in lui ogni giorno,
felice e infelice, ma ubbidendo a una sorte, una legge, e anche, si, a una
musica e un'armonia misteriosa, di li d'ogni contrasto.
se tutto questo E al suo termine, che mi rimane? A che vale pii ch'io
respiri? (AI, pp. 291-2)

Everything that I was, everything that had formed me, I transmitted to
him, and every day it was as if I conceived him gave binh to him
breastfed him and watched him grow. I died and was reborn in him
cvery day, happy and unhappy, but obeying a destiny, a law, and also,
yes, a music and a mysterious harmony, that transcended every conflict.
If all this has finished, whar rcmains for me? what is the point of my
being alive?

The mammoth effort to transmit her "essence" to Franco is represented as a

physical act of nufturing, a process that is repeated daily. The meaning of Franco in her

life is embedded in graphic images of maternal processes where the mother is the activc

force creating the child. This intensely female imagery could be likened to Feticity

Nussbaum's explanation of Hdldne Cixous's notion of the "dark continent", a metaphor for

women's unexplored spaces, when she writes: "The territory that will dislocate and

explode male discourse is 'without'male d.iscourse, a place that issues forth from the body

of women's difference - from breast, vagina, and womb".30 Yet constantly adopting this

30 re[city Nussbaum, "Eighteenth-Cennry'Women's Auobiographical Commonplrces", inThe privue
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nFtaphor, Sibilla cannot but find herself entrapped in destnrctive patrerns of absorption and

cngulfment. The "elsewhere" that Cixous foresees of fusion without destruction is not

apparent here for the reader, who repeatedly witnesses the material and psychological

cfucumstances which have helped to create it. By now familiar with Sibilla's insistence on

maternal fusion as a paradigm for fernale relating in a life story that paradoxically enacts a

scries of losses, beginning, I would suggest, not from the loss of her son, but the loss of

her mother, the diary establishes regularly how much this efforr has cost her. Her

subjectivity must patently exist as a transmissive force, "written" as it were like genes into

Franco, imprinting him with her own self which cannot live in and of itself. This is both

disnrbing and poignant in its exposurc of a vulnerability which at the same time reveals

how strong she is to sunrive at all, and, as biography and Diario di uru donra shows, to

have writrcn her way out of.

Without Franco around, her entries are mor€ regular. When she is not worrying

about him, she registers the usual round of places visited, people encountered, books rcad,

while the war brings problems of hunger, poverty (her stipend has been indefinitely

suspended), and fear of the Germans' hold on the city. Many cntrics document the

continuing rather tedious story of her fox fur which she is trying ro sell at the price she

thinks it is worth, but that no one is willing to pay. Once again friends, often

anonymously, send her gifts of money when she is verging on destitution. Her courage is

evident in a matter-of-fact piece that notes her refusal to accept an offer from the Ministry

of Culture extended mainly to the families of its own employees, but also including various

members of the intelligentsia, to be "re-patriated" to a safe protected area in thc north of

Italy, housed in luxury hotels and paid plump salaries for the privilege. Many who had

initially refused, she observes, finished by accepting what was a guarantee of safety and

comfort for their families, in return for their acquiescence to the reglme. No judgment is

made, either on others or her own motives. "Naruralmente ho risposto che sono spiacente,

Self: Tluory and Practice of Wonun's Autobiograpfical Wrirtngs, ed. Shad Bensrock, lnndon, Rogtledge,
1988, p. 148.
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ma che non mi trovo in grado di muovermi, per le mie condizioni di salute" (N, p.297)

["Naturally I replied that I am sorry, but I am not able to move, on acount of my poor

health"l.

Where Franco is concerned, however, Sibilla wiII move mountains if needs be,

and her health is no obstacle. She is prepared to join him at Femro for Christmas, yet in

the indecisive, changeable political climate that the fragmentation of diaristic rccorrding

tends to exacerbate, this desire, and that of Franco to instead join her in Rome, are dictatcd

by the reality of living in an occupied city where movement is restricted and curfews

severe. They spend Chrisunas and the New Year apart, and 1943 closes on a melancholy

note which recalls Franco's "intransigent" mood of New Year's Eve a year ago (which,

like the reader, Sibilla can refer back to), and ponders on what 1944 will b'ring them,

wondering in apocalyptic terms reminiscent of certain serial romances, if they will bc able

to look back amazed on a destiny that saw them "divisi, prigionieri, ignari I'uno dell'altro,

impotenti I'uno verso I'altro nonostante I'amore che in petto ci brucia" (AI, p. 316)

["divided, prisoners, ignorant of what the other was doing, powerless towards cach other

despite the love that burns in our breast"l.

1944

In fact, the diary goes on to show that their separation was to last seven months, bridged

by letters, an occasional phone call, and much anxiety and pessimism on Sibilla's part,

until an ecstatic entry on June 2nd announces the arrival of Franco on her doorstep.

Although Sibilla's laments about not being able to write remain constant, her entries in the

diary are almost daily, and the diary itself, already a distinct entiry with its own persona,

assumes a companionable role as a kind of alter ego, without which, a reader might feel,

Sibilla would be the poorer. At this stage, it would appear that Sibilla has relinquished her

hopes of ever writing the book as her self-recriminations become less urgent. Certainly,

the longest piece of uniting she inserts into her diary is defcnded as a stand-in for what she

is unable to write at the nroment. However, these justifications are less anguished, perhaps
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because she had been mulling over for some time the idea of the diary's publication,

suggesred some months earlier by Debenedetti, so that the diary has shifted into a new,

more public-directed orientation. The piece in question, written to hone her writing skills,

as werc several other insertions already included, at Capri in November of 1939, bcfore

she began her diary, is an illuminating supplement ro the female subjectiviry inscribed in

Uru donrw and Il passaggio, an appendix which seamlessly re-writes and connects the

stories separated into nvo books. But her including it at this particular moment on January

9th 1944, is a random, spur-of-the-moment act, following on from a discussion of a book

by Villa she had just finished on the initiatives for social reform in thc Agro Romano,

where, together with Cena and Anna and Angelo Celli, Sibilla had worked so hard from

1904 until 1909.

Deploring certain inaccuracies in the book and her own invisibility due perhaps to

her "scandalous reputation", Sibilla searches for a paper given at a conference she had

organized in 1909 at Milan, and then at Turin, a paper she notes, that was not published

until nearly twenty years later in ltalia lefteraria. Unable to find this paper, which would

havc refreshed her memory, and which she might or might not have decided to insert, she

stumbles instead upon the series of pages entitled "Cena". This shifts the documentary

focus of the lost paper back to herself, while emphasizing, even dramatizing the multi-

textual layering of self-representations that makes the diary such a subversive and vital

medium. Sibilla's reproducing these imponant and elegantly wrinen papers as a seeming

afterthought provides both an invigorating, even slightly unsettling, break in the text,

which for many pages has been a fast-moving almost daily narrative of the incursions and

deprivations of war, and their effects on her cherished relationship with Franco. This

"invasion" as it were, of a contemporary war story carved into fragmented, disjointed,

diary entries, by the eloquent narrative of a fascinating autobiographical overview, plunges

the reader back to a highly visible story, already inscribed in Ilru donna and Il possggio.

The diary's all-inclusivc structure, its juxtapositioning of different rypes of writing,
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highlights the selectiveness of any kind of autobiographical representation, and points to

the fact that ttrere can be multiple textual versions of the same srory, constructed by varying

forms. This latter point is panicularly pertinent in the "Cena" piece which rcvises and

connects the circumstances and events surrounding the story narrated in novel form in

Una donna, satisfying readers' curiosity on what happened beyond the ending, and

further fleshes out in narrative with a traceable plot cxperiences lyricised ambiguously n Il
passaggio, including the circumstrnces that fuelled the actual writing of Una bnru. T\e

portrayal of Cena seems incidental, yet it is emphasized that her myth began with his re-

naming of her and his encouragement of her to writc. Sibilla's re-scripting of a subjectivity

that is never static provides a dynamic interplay between self and its generic inscription in

earlier texts, so that the life-rvriting process becomes for the reader an intertexrual collage,

showing that the lenses through which a life can be viewed are multiple. It is obvious that

the period between 1900 and l9l0 which these pap€rs span, incorporating the act of

leaving her marriage, her fruitless efforts to regain her son, her setting up housc with

Cena, her writing of Ilru donna, and the hidden rensions chipping away ar a relationship

both parties imagined would last for ever, furnish the psychological matrix informing the

strategies of self-representation Sibilla would adopt for the rest of her life.

Many of the incidents that create the luminous poetic prose of It passaggio are

revisited, yet in sequcntial, morc readerly terms. She focuses at length on the physical

contrast between her own beauty and Cena's ugliness, and describes in detail, while

professing utter indifference, the effect she has on peoplc, mirroring herself through the

eyes of admiring men. Just how crucial the episode with Guglielmo Felice Damiani was is

reiterated in detailed descriptions of the tremulous delicacy of their meetings, where,

having only known her husband's coarse fumblings, Sibilla discovers new, cnticing,

although, she hastens to add, not yet fully satisfying, ways of loving. Her renunciation of

him for Crna becomes a symbol fon the future renunciations that, writing ncarly forty yean

later, she knows she will have to make. The matemal identification she associates with all

her lovers is, too, clearly consolidated herc.
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Anche da mio figlio m'ero staccata "contro tutto me stessa". Ecco, e
quella prima mutilazione aveva dato alle mie fibre per sempre una
sensibiliti sPaventosa e insiemc un coraggio temerario per altri e altri
tagli, atroci tutti ma non mai quanto quello. chc cos'era dunque la
"legge" a cui ubbidivo via via, a cui m'immolavo piangcndo? Ascesi, la
chiamavo. Necessiti di vita ardua, sete di grandezzainteriore, disdegno
delle apparenze, che alro? (AI, p. 325)

I had also torn myself from my child against my strongest instincts.
Well, that first mutilation had given to my fibres for ever a frightening
sensitivity and at the same time a fearsome courage for more and more
separations, all of them atrocious but never as much as that one. Whaq
then, was the "law" that I slowly began obeying, that I sacrificed myself
to weeping? Ascetism, I called it. The necessity for an ardent life, a

thirst for inner grandeur, disdain for appearances, what else?

These separations imaged as they were in (Jna donna in surgical terms of

mutilations and amputations remain for always connected to the maternal. Thercfore,

violence and pain seem to be the dark side of the ecstatic fusion so often conjured up in

densely corporeal maternal imagery. The psychological consequences involve a cleaning

away of the traumatic cvents that had scarred her adolescence and young womanhood. She

lists them categorically: her bnutal rape at fifteen, her youthful maternity, her anempted

suicide at twenty, her period of spiritual solitude, ending finally with her traglc liberation

from her long slavery. The tragedy of losing her son to gain her freedom, gtrounded in a

social and legal context no longer operating today in Italy, was of such profound

dimcnsions that it could only be reprcsented in terms of death and re-birth, belonging to an

existence that she envisioned in terms of a prcvious life. Yet she was conscious that as a

woman not only spiritually but sexually she was still in chrysalis form. She observes that,

despite the spark ignited by Felice, she had remained sexually frigid, more madonna than

female, and that her twin heritage of violence and weakness, intelligence and sentiment"
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derived frrom her father and mothcr had not yet been psychically balanced.

Sibilla rcpresents the "Cena years" as a wann, rich, stimulating perid, permeated

with reciprocal fervour and exchange, in which she and Cena basked in a peaceful,

mutually satisfying relationship that neither of them realized was an illusion. She sees

herself as a grft, spiritual and carnal, that nourished Cena, taking enonnous pleasure from

his dependence on her, but, because she was so "new", so grateful to be out of the

provincial nightmare of her stunted mariage, she remaincd largely unaware of hcr

participation in creating an illusory self. With characteristic candour veiled in decadentist

language, she admits that even sexually she was unaware that "il mio sanguc non aningcssc

il vertice della gioia, il vertice della volutti" (AI, p.327) ["that my blood did not reach the

peak ofjoy, the peak ofvoluptuousness"].

Although complete scxual satisfaction was lacking, Ccna, himself a novelist and

poet, encouraged her artistic potential, and Una donna slowly took shape. Sibilla

professes hcrself uncomfortable with the epithet "the bible of feminism" the book earned.

Ironically she remarks:

Bizzarl:a femminista" quella che spendeva le sue giornate nel rovare
buona la vita al suo compagno, e non soltanto per I'amore, ma come

donna di casa, cucinando alla svelta, servendo essa stessa a tavola se

v'era qualche ospite, e come segretaria, correggendo quasi per intero le

brrzzr,, dei grossi fascicoli quindicinali della "Nuova Antologia",leggendo

e giudicando per lui con cauta rigidiB manoscritti e libri... (AI, p. 330)

A bizarre feminist, one who spent her days making life pleasurable for
her companion, and not only sexually, but as a housewife, making quick

meals, scrving at the able if there was a guest, and as a secretary, proof-

reading nearly the whole text of fonnightly issues of "New Anthology",

reading and judging manuscripts and books for him with cautious

severity...

For Sibilla, it seemed impossible to fashion an identity that could escape the old

constraining role of womanhood subordinating her own needs to another, all the more
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difficult to avoid because of her willing collusion in the exalted self-image such a role

reflected back o her, and made all the more absurd by her denunciation of sacrificial fernale

roles in the book she was simultaneously writing. The non-coincidence of life and tcxt

seemed to her an aberration. Unable to articulate her sense of unease and unreality

verbally, she diverted it into another discursive mediun, that of hundreds of scribbled

notes, a kind of fragmented journal intime. 'E mentre nel libro proseguivo la narrazione

minuta e lucida di quello ch'era stato lo sviluppo della mia coscienza, sino alle pagine dove

affermavo crudamente il dirino della madre a non immolarsi al figlio, ...notavo intanto per

me sola, in foglietti sparsi, sensazioni e reazioni della mia nuova esistcnza: tuno quello che

non osavo se non in qualche raro abbandono, confessarc a Cena, il lato morboso, ercditi

materna, della mia psiche..." (AI, p. 332) ["And while in the book I organized the minute

and lucid narration of the development of my consciousness, up until the pages when I

directly afFrrmed the right of a mother to not sacrifice herself to her child, ...meanwhile I

was noting down for me alone, on scattered sheets of paper, sensations and reactions

towards my new existence: everything I dared not, except in some rare moment of

abandon, confess to Cena" the dark side, the maternal heritage, of my psyche...',].

It would be apt to equate her writing of the plotted narrative of tlrn donna

presided over by the ediorial expertise of Cena to submission to the paternal law, while her

subversive scribblings repres€nt the disnrptive, maternal underside of discoune according

to Kristeva's theory of the semiotic. Yet in tenns of readership and reception, thc former

text has affected more female lives, effecting the impetus for sociological and political

change that disnrpted old patterns of living, than the linguistically transformed latter one.

In looking at how she represents the same material in Il passagglo, which is worked into

allusive, suggestive imagery, and here in this rc-writing as a clear chronological narrative

overview, structurally diverse, however, from Una funna, it is interesting to se€ how two

modes of telling the same story at different periods of her lifc impingc on, yet d.ivcrgc

from, each other. Il passaggio attempts, at a discursive and structural level, to engage a
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specifically female subjectivity, reworking the material of her life in such a way that the

man-made fictions of female identity remain open to question, sliding from its allotted place

in language systems to suggest, if haltingly, a potential elsewhere. At the samc timc, in

adopting a preponderance of maternal mctaphors to do so, she exposes the difficulty of

getting outside or beyond the phallocentric system in which the matemal is inscribed

In "Cena", a loosely titled "realistic" piece in which a particular perid is marked

by referring to her mentor and lover of the time, the social forces operating to cneate

"woman", and its containment of the mother, are made much more apparent. She

articulates her scorn of a law that denied the corporal authority of "maternal fibres" by

stipulating ownership of her son to the father, who would not allow her to see her child

unless she reurned to the family home, resulting in a progressive hostility towards her on

the part of the child. Her reviewing of the motives for Ccna's insistencc she leave out her

love for Felice from the ending of Una donna rcsonates with a scnse of wrongdoing

which she confesses she still feels rancour over: however, she concedes that "Sotto un

certo aspetto egli aveva awto ragione: ancor oggi molti trovano che il valore pcrsuasivo di

quella conclusione sta nell'assenza di qualsiasi elemento amoroso o romantico: non v'ha

che una nuda spietata coscienza di donna di fronte a se stessa, al dovere verso se stessa"

(AI, p. 335) ["In a certain sense he was right even today many find that the persuasive

value of that conclusion lies in the absence of any sensual or romantic element: there is

nothing but the bare determined consciousness of a woman faced with herself, her duty

towards herself'1.

What Sibilla affirms here in a paradoxical revising of Cena's by now famous

"revision", is the authority of harmonious narrative closurc, even when the book's

messagc is a radical, profoundly critical one, to rcnder acceptable the female subject whose

transgression is thus incorporated into the structures she has fought against. As I

maintained in Chapter Two, the romantic ending would.have "fictionalized" this

autobiographical story into the "trivial" feminine ending of the sentimental novel, and

unsettled the feminist discourse adopted by the narrator to represcnt her cmerging
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subjectivity. Yet what was at stake, what Sibilla would for the rest of her life struggle to

voice, was the seemingly insoluble problem of the female subject caught bctween thc

ghosnrritten patemal scripts and the unwritten scripts that women had not yet articulated,

and which, ironically, the diary becomes a contoversial paradigm for. Sibilla's experience

was in excess of the established scripts which could not incorporate multiplicity nor

diversity. "Quel libro, testimonianza profonda di sinceriti,...si chiudeva, ccco, per

I'intervento dell'uomo nelle deliberazioni della mia anima femminea se non proprio con

una menzogtro, p€r lo meno con la mutilazione della veriti" (AI, p. 335) ["That book, a

profound witness to my sincerity,...concluded through the intervention of a man in the

deliberations of my feminine soul, if not exactly with a lie, at least with the mutilation of

thc truth"].

Thus she presents the parallel situation of female body and text as "amputatcd" by

the phallocentric law which tears a child away from a mother who refuses to belong to her

husband, and cauterizes her text of its "feminine" element in order to sustain a more

acceptable maternal subject. Sibilla's cxposure of the sub-text of love and jealousy

infomring Cena's pressure on her - he had not known Felice had preceded him in her

affections - is paradoxically pre-€mpted by her own justifying cry of love and self-sacrifice

in her letting him get away with it, a scenario which she played out all her life. Thus love

and self-sacrifice, which along with the maternal, are traditionally valued qualities in

women, supporting a male-dominated status quo, paradoxically constitute the elements

through which Sibilla attempts to evoke her femalc specificity. Trying to re-work these

elements outside of a conceptual frarnework in which they are contained as ground for the

paternal, she becomes often entangled in images that, instead of pointing to difference,

embed wonrcn in the "sarne". These italicised pages then constitute not only a fascinating

supplement connecting UM donna and /I passaggio, stories within (and outside) stories,

but they also enact a psychological context to the maternal/creative dynamics of her

relationship with Franco as portrayed in the diary. It is worth remembering that she wrote
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the "Cena" version when she had been with Franco some years already. The maternal

metaphor substitutes what is missing - her role as mother to her biological son - but in

attempting to speak its difference in poetic language, it does not avoid falling back into a

perpetuation of the same structures in which women werc entrapped. However, what this

piece of writing makes clear is that self-rcpresentation is a multiple enterprise, a process of

rc-writing that is differential even when focussing on the sarne story, and that the "truth" of

a prc-existing text is determined as much by the codes of the generic framework in which it

is inscribed.

The return to the diary proper on the evening of January 9th is an unsettling jolt,

where the crucial insights and smooth prose of "Cena" are patently revealed as text, a

product to be discovered in a mass of papers in a suitcase, re-read and inserted within the

pages of another textual artifice staking out its claim as "r€al life". As a consequence, the

swirch back to the chronological linearity of the diary story now appears as intemrptive. It

takes up where she left off, the artifice of text and the reality of life interchangeable, equally

unreliable as the other, and re-producing its own elastic textual reality, inscribing a series

of cumulative stories including that of the diary itself. Ranco's silence is a source of fear

and tearful speculation as Sibilla feels abandoned and rejected, and it is several days before

she reports that she has found inside her Franco's truest face, that shc will ncver cease to

love no matter what happens. She comforts herself on the 28th of January by evoking

more fully than previously her first meeting with Franco, and marvelling that after eight

years, to the roar of cannons, she is still thinking so tenderly of him.

The entries regarding Franco thereafter, arc fairly repetitious, assiduously

marking the length of time they have been apart, but they are interspersed with information

and wry comments on the steadily worsening battle. Friends are an important source of

comfort and encouragement. She has lunch appointments and reports interesting

conversations with friends on, for examplc, the evils of prostitution, quoting what she had

to say about itin Uru donna, and reiterating her contention 0tat women were to blame for

being considered inferior because they had never rebelled against their lot. At times
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Sibilla's analyses tend to slide over issues her own story makes transparent - namely, the

cost that rebellious women paid in breaking out of a systcm constnrcted on their economic

dependence on nrcn.

The cold, which an inadcquate wood stove does little to alleviate, the alarming

shortage of food priced out of existence in the black market wherc artists barter a painting

for a piece of ham, the lack at varying times of electricity, water, phone or gas in the city,

the atmosphere of fear and death haunting the city punctuated by the sound of gunfirc,

cannon blasts, and most terrifyingly of all, the unmistakeable pounding of SS boots on the

pavement below in their random "round-ups" of men in hiding - these elements and more

are also a vital, moving story in itself, profoundly tinged by Sibilla's anti-war sentiments.

On February 23rd 1944 she writes: "Che parola ho scritto - pensavo stanotte - sgomento?

Io, che ho ripetuto tante volte di non conoscere la paura? Ma lo sgomento, io so che cos'!.

Io I'ho provato la prima volta a quattordici anni, quando mia madre tentb d'uccideni c

manifestb i primi segni della p zzil....E non E ora lapaniache impera sul mondo? C-ome

chiamare altrimenti questa guerra mostruosa pit di ogni altra?" (AI, pp.357-3Sg) ["What

word have I wrinen - I thought last night - disnay? I, who have claimed so many tirnes to

not know fear? But I know what dismay is. I experienccd it the frst time at founeen years

old, when my mother tried to kill herself and showed the first signs of madness. ...And is

it not madness that now commands the world? How else can one name this war that is

morc monstrous than any other?"].

Her mother's story of madness and death continues to haunt Sibilla's texts. The

mother's position as a psychic sub.text disturbing both the "different" subjectivity that hcr

daughtcr has ried to map out and the texts that inscribe it, is also a disturbance of

narrativity itself which ensures that her abruptly truncated story is never lost. Losing

herself in the cultural patterns of her mother's story, as Uru donnadocuments that she so

very nearly did, is metaphorically akin for Sibilla, to losing herself in a war story whose

relentlessly linear death narrative has been enshrined,like the mother's story, in historical
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and literary canons with the sulmp of inevirability. In aligning the maternal lcgacy of

madness with the madness of war, Sibilla locates herself as protesting daughter against the

ideological codes sanctioning such narratives which are determined by the same elaborate

social and cultural forms that give rise to their perversions. Thus the maternal and war-

mongering, instead of being mutually self-serving dualisms are seen to occupy both sides

of the sarne coin in this integration of the personal with the political.

Sibilla's way of resisting yet appropriating the maternal legacy was, as wc have

seen, to reconstruct herself as Mother, in its textual and material embodiment of nurturing

over Franco, while its erotic component flouted all societal and cultural codes of acceptable

relationship, and gives the female reader a glorious glimpse of the potential of being an old

woman may bring. Over the end of February and mid-March Sibilla receives two tender,

contrite and concerned letters from Franco which the diary faithfully reproduces,

confirming her in this maternaVerotic role. Franco's voice tends to shift further the

flucn'rating depiction of their relationship in which a reader might have read his growing

disenchantment with Sibilla, and the war, no matter how loathed, as a legitimate means of

severance frrom her. Here, his letters suggest the complex, enriching sources, embedded in

their ideal of poetry as both text and sute of being, fuelling his lovc for her, and giving

birth to the mother of the mind she now rcpresents for him. "Oh, ma resisti, non cederc,

anima, amore mio, mamma, mamma cara" (AI, p.362) ["Oh, but resist, don't givc up,

soul, my love, mother, mother darling"l. The diary too, almost a mind-reader, follows up

this aspect with a couple of supportive entries where Sibilla enlists friends'comforting

opinions on how much he needs her and has benefited from her "tutelage". Thus Franco

resists becoming ennenched in a one-sided position as thc spoilt, self-indulgent,

exploitative young man, although certainly displaying these trairs, and alongside Sibilla,

we are seduced into marvelling at the longevity and special qualiry of such a rapporl

On March 26th Sibilla notes with the simple comment "atrocious" the terrible

reprisals in which hundreds were shot after the Communist attack on German tnoops in via

Rasella which left ten soldiers dead. The eruption of Vesuvius over the same period, the
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worst in two hundred years is viewed, pantheistically, as a fitting accompaniment, nature's

comment on such man-made destruction of a world gone mad. Some work comes Sibilla's

way, that of translating into Italian the "Correspondence Sand-De Musset", which,

declaring herself pro George Sand and admiring her as a spiritual role model, she sets to

accomplish with enthusiasnr This occupation, much needed since her fox fur, despite thc

best efforts of her friends, remains unsold, also keeps at bay her anguish, which a social

visit o the "despairing, apocalyptic Ungareni" does noL

The entries over April are a little more cheerful. The diary assumes a readerly role

of tying up loose textual ends, providing postscripts to occasions referred to in earlier

texts. For example, Vincenzo Cardarelli, who had not acknowledged Sibilla for twenty-

five years, because of her unflattering reference to him n Il passaggro, shakes hands with

her upon Sibilla's initiative, as a goodwill gesture for Easter. A few days later, shc

wonders if her diary has made mention of the Cardarelli incident, so she refers the reader to

page 185 of the 1932 edition of /l passaggio. where it can be ascertained she neither

mentioned him by name, norreferred to any rait that could identify him! The paradoxical

irony of indignantly justifying her discretion through such patently indiscreet means

completely escapes Sibilla, though tantalizing the rcader. On May 7th, an entry rchrrns to a

familiar theme, that of deploning her inability to write a line of poetry in such terrible times

and notes, in her characteristic blurring of boundaries between life and text, that her "Diary

every day appears more squallid" (AI, p. 386). She questions too, some weeks later, the

point of even testifying to the margn-like tedium of rlaily living, but the writing continues

compulsively in spite of itself, with Franco's absence the spur. I-earning that Franco had

left some time earlier on the dangerous route back to Rome, through a countryside where

bridges were mined, and Fascist gangs roaming, she is terrified that, like thousands of

others, he is dead.

His surprise arrival in early June does not bring about for thc diary the gaps of

several days, weeks even, his prcsence often signified in preceding years. This is due to
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the simultaneous occulTence of momentous events that Sibilla assiduously registers,

splitting a day up into annotations of "morning", "evening" or precisc indications of thc

actual hour to voice the immediacy of what is happening. On June 6th, a long entry

records the liberation of Rome by the Allied soldiers that occurred nvo days before on

Sunday, June 4th. That night Sibilla and Franco joined a joyful populace welcoming the

tired forces into the city, although she thoughfully recalls similar celebrations just eleven

months earlier at the presumed fall of Mussolini, whcn expectations of peace were so

humiliatingly dashed. The northern regions of Italy are still under Fascist domination, and

Sibilla includes in her entry headng that Mussolini declared on radio rhat the population of

Rome greeted the Allies with bombs, only surrendering after bloody resistance, with the

city in flames! In doing so, she exposes these discourses as empty, lying absurdities

mocking the pretentious stnrctues of power that have sustained them.

The subsequent June entries give an insider's view on the somewhat dubious

events following the euphoria of "liberation". A half-naked prostitute runs screaming

through the sneets having been "possessed" by more than nincty soldiers within a few

hours. General discontent is rife, Sibilla r€ports, with the Allies frnding their liberated

subjects ungrateful, the Communists angry at not having used the change of occupying

forces to grasp power, and Socialists, Monarchists and Libcrals all scheming ro promote

their panies, this all accompanied by chaos, sadness and hunger. Sibilla is at her most

eloquent in these pages, thercforc it is curious to read that she is advised by Franco that it is

not worth continuing the diary. Fortunately, she does not take his advice. Her "povera

ctronaca", which Sibilla associates with thc weight of the gloomy events she must record

ino it, continues, stimulated by her account of rneeting and talking with a black American

and discussing questions of racial prejudice. Sibilla's curiosity and compassion for othen,

her ability to see and validate the individual problems of lives caught up in the larger issues

of international politics, her undeniable zest for living are evident, despite her voicing

repeatedly over these months fears that her death is imminent, exacerbated by her periodic

recording of her alarming decrease in weighr
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At this point, it becomes evident that this text is also the story of a diary, whose

outcome, for now, is in the hands of its principal protagonists. August 8th, afternoon,

contains a singlc phrase. "Enorme delusione'ha detto Franco dopo aver risfogliato intero

qucsto Diario" (AI, p. 413) ["'An enormous disappointment', said Franco after having

leafed through the entire diary"l. His condemnation is not shared by Alba De Clspedes,

who desires to publish some passagcs in Mercurio, a new magazine shc is directing.

Franco indicates the pages that he considers are the npst appropriate, those which he says,

quotes Sibilla, "non padano del mio 'amorazzo'per lui..." (AI, p. 413) ["don't speak of

my'little love'for him..."l. But Sibilla states she feels an aversion o his censorship of the

more "passionate" pages for those that are acceptably "meditative". The reader, who by

now is familiar with Sibilla's passionate denunciation of Cena's "amputation" of (Jna

donna, can read this latest attempted male appropriation and control of her texts as

similarly designed to canccl the intimate focus on love, which might embarass her lovers.

Sibilla does not mention the word "amputation", probably because the diary's artistic merit

is secondary in her estimation, and hcr relationship with Franco is predicated on the idea of

reciprocal mentonhip.

Yet if we rcad this denunciation in terms of the dialogically positioned "Cena"

piece, which connects with, intemrpts and comments on earlier texts, we can perhaps see

how dangerous and subversive, how uncomfortable Sibilla's writing must have been for

the men she loved, precisely because she refused to be silent. However, the diary has

moved from its initial locus in the private sphere, shared nonetheless with Franco, to

become a public "chronicle" with the enticing prospect of earning her some money. Thc

crucial part economics plays in decisions regarding her texts is poignantly illustrated when

twenty pages of the diary handed o De Cbspedes are only compensated with the stringent

wartime rates of two hundred and fifty lirc. Sibilla, the frugal literary housewife, mourns

them as "un' inezia poichd te pomodori costarw quindici lire,' (AI, p. 415) ["a trifle

because three tomatoes costfifteen lire'f.
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In September, the diary accompanics her on a journey, obtained by special

permission from her old admirer now in the Ministry of Culture, Count Sforza, in an open

truck to Fermo, where she is a guest at Franco's parents'house, sleeping, she tclls us with

characteristic lack of irony nor awarcness of its implications, in Franco's bedroom while he

sleeps judiciously in anotherrmm! Away from the civilian fr,ontline of wartime occupation

in Rome, the entries become more descriptive and contemplative. The diary's publishing

future is discussed on Septembr 22nd, wherc Sibilla repons a discussion with Giacomo

Debenedeni, who is founding a new publishing house, and wants exclusive rights to an

edited venion of the diary. He brushes off her prctestations that she would prefer the text

to be published after her death. She also refers to the packets of papers bundled in her

cupboard, sorne going back thirty years, which others believe contain treasurcs that should

be published, noting at the end Franco's caustic opinion that these too, will be a "great

disappointment" should anyone lcaf through them. A few entries latcr on Octobcr loth,

she writes: "Egli ama il mio lavoro pit che non ami me, lo ama, lo ama comc la migliore

pane di me, la parte meno caduca, ed ha ragione..." (AI, p. 435) ["He loves my work

more than he loves me, he loves it, he loves it as the best part of me, the part that is least

decayed, and he is right..."].

Yet as a mentor he is punitive, as a lover egoistically unconcerned at the effect his

frightening mood swings have on Sibilla, and as a consequence, her creative powers.

Franco's "love" for her work is revealed by the diary to be as ambivalent and open to

question as the man himself. By now, she has moved from Franco's parents home to a

small pension in a village called Lapedona some kilometers away, but within visiting

distance, where her niece also lives and can provide her with daily meals. The Marches

countryside and the watchful provincial atrnosphere arouse powerful memories of her

childhood and adolescence. Observing the few middle-class women of the village, Sibilla

sketches succinctly the tenor of their lives dominated by smugness ar having attained a

house and household goods, sacks of grain and jars of marmalade, and an attachment to

gossip that permeates the material emphasis of such an existence. She deplores the
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impoverished inner lives of these women, the lack of analysis and self-interrogation, and

the following day, on October l0th, taking up the thread of these reflections, she tries to

imagine what her own life would have been had she not extricated herself from herdestiny

as wife and mother plotted in the pages of IJna funtu. Again, basing herself on the

impoverished lives she observes around her, Sibilla wonders whether she too would have

ended up like these women. She negates such a possibiliry immediately and crosses to

another text to answer her question with wonds from Il passaggio:

E se nella tua ultima giornata, dopo migliaia e migliaia di giornate

inesorabili, tu giacessi esangue in un deserto, invoca la morte se vuoi, ma

ricordati d' aver ascoltata la tua legge nell'ora lontana, e non rinnegarla
chiudendo gli occhi. (AI, p. 436)

And if you on your last day, after thousands and thousands of inexorablc
days, if you werc to lie bleeding in a desert, call upon death if you will,
but still remember to have listened to your law in your last hour, and do
not deny it closing your eyes.

These words provide one of the many small endings of this diary just two months

from its actual cut off point. Sibilla herself does not let this quote stand by itself. Thc

interconnectedness of her texts, the necessity for the repetitions which structure her

subjectivity ensure she must also provide a meta-commentary, confirming her stand of

forry years ago, reiterating her self-representation as a kind of intertextuality in the form of

appendages, which, while purporting to capturc the truth, specifically name it as a created

truth. "Questo sottoscrivo oggi, che son sola, dopo quarant'anni in cui senza un animo di

sosta ho creato vita in me e intorno e lontano, vita in pudd di cuore di semprc, sonoscrivo

oggi che all'ora estrema m'awicino, m'avvicino..." (AI, p. a36) ["I write this today, now

that I am alone, after forty years in which without a moment's paus€ I have created life in

and around and far from me, life in the purity of my heart always, I write this today as I

approach, yes I approach my final hour..."].
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Of course, as biography, and Diario di una donna shows, her "final hour" was

fifteen years of active living away. Her "law", although created outside societal and

familial expectations, was constructed by the psychological and ernotional ramifications of

these "amputations", and shows the enormous, anxiety-ridden struggle b,rought about by

attempting to forge a new female existence out of already existing scripts of love and

sacrifice. Una donna tends to remain the starting-polnt, the mother-text in fact, which

structures future self-representations, the narrative which always interferes with and

disrupts the self-plonings of future texts. Although she refers to that time as distant as an

earlier life, a dream, it becomes an articulated subconscious structuring the conscious

creations, or daughter-texts she laboured to produce.

By late October, Sibilla is back in Rome and thc war again makes its gloomy

presence felt in her entries, although she had clearly missed access to daily rcpofis. The

diary, too, is reaching its end as Sibilla dedicates herself over November to the task of

reading the entire text and making cuts in order to hand it over to Debenedetti with the

perfunctory lt[e, Dal mio diario. This is mirned by the reader who approaches the closure

decided upon by those who saw it as an "unusual love story" and gave it an appropriate

novelistic title. At this point readers may be conscious of performing a double reading.

We read alongside Sibilla anxiously preparing Dat mio diario,and at the same tirne we are

consciously reading the full text, with the restoration of the "ampuhtions" which Franco

helped her make, in an act of textual stugery, that vindicates her voice over those who

preferred its truncated expression. However, the diary performs its traditional functions

throughout this triple activity of reading, re-reading and writing. On November l3rh, thc

entry is bristling with commonplaces which refresh both writer-reader and readers'

memory, and furnish sunmary resolutions to some of the economic difficulties plaguing

her, while articulating further ones.

"Iersera leggevo nel Diario che tre quintali, I'autunno 1942, m'eran costati

complessivamente duecentoquaranta lire, e mi pareva enorne allora. Stamane, per la
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medesima quandte, ho pagato duemilaquattrocento lire...Accesa la stuf4 ho constatato

ch'essa le divorerd, quelle povere lire, in assai pochi giorni" (AI, p. 451) ["Irst night I

was reading in the Diary that three quintals, in autumn of 1992, had cost me in all two

hundred and forty lire, and it seemed to me an enormous sum then. This morning, for thc

same quantity,I paid two thousand four hundred lire..Jlaving lit the stove, I estimated that

it will devour those poor lirc, in only a few days"l.

She goes on to ask, as an after-thought, if she had recorded that while in the

Marches she had finally got rid of the wretched fox fur, ar however, a signicantly lesser

price than what she had been offered, and rcfused, the previous winter. Economic woes

then switch to the sale of the diary, which, besides being "stor]", self-representadon,

chronicle, the testimony and embodiment of what she has and has not written, is also the

potential means of gathering together a few more lire, and regletfully, she sees the

recompense for four years Iiving consumed by the soaring food prices of the war.

But these entries, although enacting a series of small endings do not point to any

sort of definitive closure. No one theme, nor narrative event can be separated from

another. The cold, the war, the rationing are constants in their chronological repetition.

And Franco too, at the end, is depicted in a surprisingly low key vein. He, togethcr with a

young friend, joins Sibilla at Christmas, camping over while in search of other lodgings.

The final entry on December 3lst is devoid of any mention of Franco, although, Sibilla, in

cheerful anticipation of the imminent arrival of two cultured, young English soldier

acquaintances with whom to drink a toast to victory and to poetry, closes the year, and the

diary, on a tentative note of hope. Thus from variously assuming the guise of father, son,

lover, muse, the recipient and transmitter of the poetry the rapport embodies, Franco shares

equal space with the gnlve war news, the cold and the hope for a better futurc in thesc final

December entries. Also, it is not the end of the relationship which, in fact, fades out over

several subsequent years and whose demise is traced in Diario di ura donna. But it could

be argued that the war, despite arousing in them both a mutual sense of horror, does

provide for Franco a legitimate means of living apart from Sibilla, a severing of the
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rnaternal lnot and the impetus for the gradual waning of the relationship.

And also, through Franco's own derogatory courments on the diary, his sneering

at her lover's discourse, we can trace perhaps the failure of her law or her dream of love,

which Sibilla so faithfully believed herrelationship with Franco reprcsented, to materializc

in either discursive or material tenns. Its failure is embedded in the binary oppositions

which fuel the ecstatic fusions that Sibilla always desired, in which she attempted to

construct her existence through that of a man without effacing her own voice. But it also

testifies to the failure of Franco, or Cena before him, to silence her, to prcvent her writing

beyond any ending imposed on her, or prevent her delving into the feminine script of love

in ways unbounded by convention, and it is, after all, Sibilla's texts which have survivcd

over and above those of these two most significant lovers in her life, both writers.

The process of self-constnrction thereforc becomes a patcntly sclf-conscious

interpolation of memory and past texts, where the texts of a life and the lives of a text are

interchangeable. Sibilla opens our eyes to the fluidity of genre boundaries, to the self-

referentiality of language, and to its embeddedness in pre-existing texts, and denics

through her anxious re-writing and revising of past selves and past texts that her

subjectivity can be confined to any final word or final text. lnstead, there are a numbcr of

often contradictory discourses, interwoven like a patchwork, each resonating with

meanings of what it is to be an aglng female writer. This text too exemplifies an anxious

female subjectivity, where Sibilla's ambivalence over the act of writing, her reception by

critics and publishers, her privileging of life over its textual inscription, are relentlessly

examined as she struggles to write the book to represent her life, white engaged in

sustaining a relationship ouside the normal culnual constnrcts of female s€xuality.

For readers however, the diary shows no evidence of writer's block. It is
Sibilla's insistence that this text is only a supplement to the "real" work she is unable to

write that is so significant, and brings us to considerations on the diary as a devalued

gelue, its elasticities of form, and its potential for stmctural and textual capaciousness that
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enablc it to incorporate so readily texts within a text, subjectivities within the daily

subjectivity inscribed so meticulously. And true !o fonn, thc diary gradually takes over the

unwritten book which Sibilla obviously envisioned in terms of the masculine canon, the

autobiography wotthy perhaps of Rousseau, and becomes authoritative in its multiplicity,

allowing glimpses of hastily inserted pages of writing, to atone for what is not going n bc

written in "integral" form. But, as Felicity Nussbaum argues: ''The diary and journal...are

representations of reality rather than failed versions of something more coherent and

unified".3l We could even argue that the diary becomes tle book,signifying the defeat of

the sovereign Cartesian self implied in the book wriirng tle self, to thc selfs multiplicity

and open-endedness evident in this diaristic constnrction of self, and to the implications of

gender in its ideology and rcpresentation.

This is most evident in the two niurative threads which snay into the mined

novelistic terrain of love and war, where the dynamics of historical context and individual

circumstanccs have found a fertile field of representation. Once again ideology is

subverted as Sibilla mothers Franco outof active fighting (instead of mothcring him into it,

as Fascist propaganda so actively proposed in their agenda of maternal sacrifice), and

contrasts their poetry (reprcsented both by their relationship and their carEers as writers) in

a war of words against the rabble-rousing, empty discourses of Fascism. The diary

functions as both the perpetuator and critique of the conventional narratives we might find

in other genres. The attempt to fuse text and self are posited through the collapsing of

genre boundaries, the dismembering of "self' and "story" into daily entries which then

structurally and thematically write fragments of further stories or connect with past ones,

so that narrative's ideological containments of female experience are diverte{ led astray, as

it werc. What is culturally conceived of as "abnormal" epitomised by the unusual love

affair, is made to seem "normal" by its inscription in the fragmented dailiness constnrcted

by the diary, while the war narrative, normalized since the beginning of Western literature

in epic accounts, results thematically and sructurally as "abnormal", so that the apparent

3l feficity Nussbaum, Thc Autobiographical Subject: Gender and ldeology in Eighteenth-Cenrury
England,p.28.
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"naruralness" of these categories is desabilized

In the diary Sibilla writes two versions of one of her most widely quoted maxims.

"Ho fatto della mia vita, come amante indomita il capolavoro che non ho avuto cosi modo

di creare in poesia" (AI, p. 147 and a slightly altered version on p. 68) ["I havc made of

my life, as an indomitable lover, the masterpiece that I could not create in my poetry"l.

Such a shtement is typical of how Sibilla creates her myttr and sets in motion thc discursive

panerns to unsettle it. Aspiring to liberal humanist fictions of "uniqueness", standard

criteria for autobiographers, Sibilla confronts the mutual exclusives of art and love and,

although representing her body, her sexuality as a textual "masterpiece", she affrrms that it

is her own creation. Confirms Nancy Miller: "To justify an unorthodox life by writing

about it...is to reinscribe ttre original violation, to reviolate masculine rurf'.32 What Sibilta

reinscribes through a rich conflation of autobiographical testimonies defined by relentless

self-interrogation and textual transgressions, chisels at assumptions of the master text(s)

and exposes the gendered nature of their cultural and ideological mauixes. Perhaps no

other contemporary wonran writer's life has been so documented nor defended. On

December 23rd 1942, Sibilla, in answer to male criticism that she had not known how to

exploit her great talent, declares angrily: "Che cosa volevano da me questi uomini? Essi

che non sanno realmente qucl ch'B stata la mia vita" (AI, p. 232) ["What did these men

want of me? Those who do not know the reality of my life"l. Her lone, often ambivalent

voice has been listened to for nearly a century now, esp€cially by women, as it articulates,

questions, unsettles and transforms notions of female subjectivity, expcricnce and the

complexities of their discursive and generic inscription. This achievement is indeed her

"capolavoro".

32 Nancy Miller, "Women's autobiography in France: for a dialectics of identification", in Women and
Language in uteratwe and Sociery, ed. s. McConnell-Ginet, praeger, New york, t9g0, p. 263.
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